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Foreword 

The state of the Northeast Atlantic fisheries in recent years has highlighted im-
plementation as the Achilles heel of modern fisheries management: discards and 
unreported or misreported landings are in many cases recognised to effectively 
subvert sound conservation goals. Social science literature on fisheries manage-
ment has tended to regard the implementation of resource conservation policies 
mainly as a question of effective enforcement. This literature regards surveillance 
and penalty as the key mechanism through which fishermen keep to catch restric-
tions and loyally report their catches. This book emerged because several years of 
research on fishermen’s compliance had made us uneasy about this rather narrow 
approach to the problem of implementation. This uneasiness motivated us to 
widen the approach to the question of implementing conservation policies in the 
fisheries. 

Taking Norway as an example, its fishing fleet consists of some 7,000 vessels 
spread along a coastline of more than 20,000 km, populated by less than 5 million 
people. The idea of ensuring desirable behaviour through surveillance and en-
forcement alone is almost absurd in such a context, as the task is impossible by 
any reasonable means. The Norwegian implementation system has thus had to rely 
heavily on the incentives provided by the rules and legitimacy created through a 
century of state/industry collaboration. 

Different coastal states face very different conditions in terms of solving typical 
implementation problems such as discards and misreporting. Fisheries manage-
ment systems are embedded in inert institutional and political structures and natu-
ral conditions that vary greatly among different states. Consequently, the research 
problem invited a comparative approach, enabling us to address variety and its 
causes in depth. The inertia of fisheries management systems also invited taking a 
historical perspective, comparing the structural conditions and processes that 
shaped the systems’ development. 

The development of this project is quite illustrative of the need to widen the 
perspective taken on implementation in fisheries management. In 2005, Gezelius, 
with his background from fisheries compliance research in Norway, contacted Ra-
akjær, who had a background from fisheries compliance research in Denmark/ the 
EU, about the need for a comparative, historically-focused project that thoroughly 
addressed legal and administrative challenges associated with implementation of 
fishery resource conservation goals. Gezelius’ initial idea was to compare these 
challenges and solutions in Norway, the Faeroe Islands and the EU. Raakjær 
subsequently got his colleague Troels Jacob Hegland involved. In their study of 
implementation in the EU context Raakjær and Hegland soon realised that the 
analytical perspective had to be widened even further to fully grasp the chal-
lenges of implementation in the multi-lateral context of the EU, as national 
political concerns and deep conflicts of interest had distinct consequences to the 

ix
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implementation of conservation policies. Furthermore, in an EU context imple-
mentation of conservation policies cannot be separated from structural policies, 
which has added to the political sensitivity of implementation. Consequently, we 
had to add a new comparative dimension to the project: causes of deliberate 
change of political goals during implementation. It is more than likely that includ-
ing more than the four cases described in this book would reveal other highly-
relevant aspects of the problem of implementing conservation goals in fishing. 
Nevertheless, this book shall be regarded as an attempt to open a new and important 
research field paying careful attention to the various aspects of implementation in 
studies of fisheries management performance. We have no illusions in terms of pro-
viding a complete picture of this field, and we will use this opportunity to encourage 
other scholars to supplement our work and thus strengthen our knowledge of the 
often overlooked issue of implementation in fisheries management. 

The research project was entitled Implementation of TACs in the Atlantic Fish-
eries (ITAC) and funded by the Research Council of Norway (NFR). It was car-
ried out from January 2006 to March 2008. The research was carried out by the 
Norwegian Agricultural Economics Research Institute (NILF) in Oslo, Norway, 
and Innovative Fisheries Management (IFM), Aalborg University, located at the 
North Sea Centre, Hirtshals, Denmark. The research team was composed of Dr. 
Stig S. Gezelius (project leader) and Dr. Maria L. Loureiro from NILF, and Pro-
fessor Jesper Raakjær and Troels Jacob Hegland from IFM. 

This book has benefited from the contributions of a number of people outside 
the research team and we will in particular mention Hilary Palevsky who has com-
mented on several chapters, and participated in preparatory discussions and pro-
vided writing assistance in relation to the comparative Chapter 7, which made it 
natural to include her as co-author on that chapter. We have received substantial 
input in turning our manuscripts into a proper book format, and we hereby express 
our gratitude to Dr. Frode Veggeland and Guro Skarstad at NILF for fruitful 
comments on Chapter 1, and Kirsten Klitkou at IFM for undertaking proof reading 
of Chapters 1, 5–7. Thanks also to Jens Helgi Toftum at the Faeroese Ministry of 
Fisheries and Marine Affairs, Jóhan Simonsen at the Faerose Fisheries Inspection, 
Jakup Reinert at the Faeroese Fisheries Laboratory, Henrik Old at the Faeroese 
Parliament, and Óli Jacobsen at the Faeroese Fishermen’s Association for their as-
sistance in relation to Chapter 4, and Kjartan Hoydal at NEAFC for his input to 
Chapters 1 and 4. Thanks to Till Markus, University of Bremen, for providing use-
ful comments particularly on the legal aspects of the CFP in Chapter 5. We are 
grateful to Christian Olesen, Danish Pelagic Producers’ Organisation and Profes-
sor Emeritus Staffan Zetterholm, Aalborg University, for very constructive com-
menting on Chapter 6. Last, but not least we are thankful to all our informants in 
the Norwegian, Faeroese, and Danish fisheries administrations and fishing indus-
tries for setting aside time to discuss the problems of implementation in fisheries 
management with us. Without their input, we would never have been able to write 
this book together. 
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For all chapters authors have been listed in alphabetical order, whereas the 
order of the editors reflects the fact that Gezelius has undertaken the prime 
editorial responsibilities, and Raakjær has been assisting in this process. Finally it 
is our hope that you will enjoy the book as much as we did writing it. 
 
Stig S. Gezelius and Jesper Raakjær 
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Glossary of Fisheries Management Terms1 

By-catch: catch that the fisherman takes unintentionally in addition to the target 
catch (FAO 2008). The term has, for most practical purposes, the same meaning 
as incidental catch. 
 
Demersal fisheries: fishing for species living in the demersal zone, which can 
simply be characterised as water near the seabed. Cod and haddock are typical tar-
get species in demersal fisheries. Gillnets, long-lines, and bottom-trawl are com-
monly-applied gear in demersal fisheries. 
 
Discard: To release or return fish to the sea, whether or not the fish have been 
brought fully on board a fishing vessel (FAO 2008). Discarded fish is often dead 
or dying, especially when thrown back to the sea after having been taken on board, 
which means that discards tend to result in unregistered fishing mortality. 
 
Capacity utilisation: the extent to which fishing capacity is actually utilised. Ca-
pacity utilisation is often measured in terms of time spent fishing compared to the 
time that could have been spent fishing had the fleet been fully utilised (FAO 
2004: 119). 
 
Catch per unit effort (CPUE): the amount of catch that is taken per unit of fishing 
effort (e.g., number of fish per longline hook-months). 
 
Effort regulation: formal norms (typically state regulations) that restrict fishing 
effort. The term effort regulation is most often used referring to restrictions on ca-
pacity utilisation (e.g. limitations on the number of boat-days on the fishing 
ground), but also applies to restrictions on fishing capacity. Effort regulation con-
stitutes an alternative to total allowable catch in terms of reaching target fishing 
mortality rates. 
 
Fishing capacity: a fishing fleet’s or a fishing vessel’s ability to catch fish. A 
fleet’s fishing capacity may be measured in terms of the amount of fish it is able to 
harvest or the amount of fishing effort it can exert if fully utilised (FAO 2008). A 
fleet’s fishing capacity is influenced by the number of vessels, their tonnage and 
horsepower, fishing gear technology, and fishermen’s knowledge, among other 
things. 
 
                                                           
1 The FAO’s glossary (www.fao.org/fi/glossary/) has been the basis for the definitions used here 
when indicated. Some of the technical definitions have been modified to be expressed in a non-
technical language and have sometimes been slightly simplified. See also www.nefsc.noaa.gov/
techniques/tech_terms.  

xv
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Fishing day regulations (or sea-day regulations): regulations regarding the num-
ber of days a vessel can spend fishing in a certain period of time. Fishing day 
regulations are a form of effort regulation and regulates capacity utilisation. 
 
Fishing effort: the total fishing gear in use for a specified period of time (Ricker 
cited by FAO 2008). Simplified, fishing effort is a function of fishing capacity 
(e.g. measured in terms of GRT and KW), fishing activities (fishing time) and gear 
used. In effect (but not necessarily by definition), fishing effort is thus the product 
of fishing capacity and capacity utilisation. Fishing effort may be measured in 
terms of e.g. KW-days on the fishing ground (fishing days) (FAO 2008). 
 
Fishing mortality (or fishing mortality rate): the proportion of a fish stock killed 
as a result of fishing. It is often expressed as a rate indicating the percentage of the 
population caught in a year (FAO 2008; NEFSC 2008). 
 
Fishing right: a right to catch a specified quantity of fish, or proportion of the to-
tal allowable catch or a right to use a boat (or any other specified fishing equip-
ment) as specified in the regulations (FAO 2008). 
 
High-grading: the discarding of catch of inferior value, so that higher value fish 
can be landed to increase the monetary value of the catch or the quota. 
 
Incidental catch: catch that the fisherman takes unintentionally when fishing 
(Clucas 1997). Incidental catch results from fishermen’s limited ability to control 
which fish are caught in fishing gear. 
 
Pelagic fisheries: fishing for species living in the pelagic zone, which is water that 
can be characterised as the open ocean, in contrast to the seabed or the coast. Her-
ring, mackerel, blue whiting, and capelin are typical target species in pelagic fish-
eries. Purse seines and mid-water trawl are commonly-applied gear in pelagic 
fisheries. 
 
Quota/Catch quota: a quantitative restriction on fish catch. In the context of this 
book, the term is general and includes TACs, TAC shares allocated to states, fleet 
segments, individuals or vessels, and quantitative catch restrictions (e.g. trip lim-
its) that are applied when no TAC has been established.2 
 
Structural policies: policies to regulate a fleet’s size and composition. Structural 
policies usually aim to reduce fishing capacity. License requirements for participa-
tion in fishing are a commonly applied tool in structural policies. Licensing 

                                                           
2 This definition deviates slightly from the FAO’s definition of “catch quota” which is somewhat 
more restrictive. 
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schemes can be combined with e.g. buy-back programs or tradable fishing rights 
in order to reduce fishing capacity. 
 
Target catch/target species: the type of fish that the fisherman intends to catch 
when fishing. 
 
Target fishing mortality (or target fishing mortality rate): the political goal re-
garding fishing mortality. For example, if the goal is to harvest 20% of a stock an-
nually, that constitutes, in non-technical terms, the target fishing mortality. 
 
Total allowable catch (TAC): a political decision regarding the total quantity al-
lowed to be harvested from a given fish stock. TACs are usually set annually. 
TACs are a regulatory tool for reaching the target fishing mortality. 
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1 The Problem of Implementing Policies 

Stig S. Gezelius 

Abstract   This introductory chapter outlines the research and management prob-
lems that underlie the book’s case studies. It frames the implementation issue in 
relation to the main fisheries management discourses in social science, arguing 
that implementation has been a neglected field of research. The chapter subse-
quently outlines a typology of management systems and points to major imple-
mentation challenges associated with each type. Finally, the typology of manage-
ment systems is connected to the cases selected in the study. The chapter 
summarises, at a very general level, the main discussions in the book. 

1.1 Introduction 

Prior to the introduction of 200-nautical mile (nm) Exclusive Economic Zones 
(EEZs) in 1977, the fish stocks of the North Atlantic were managed by the North 
Atlantic fisheries commissions, which mainly regulated a technical aspect of 
fishermen’s input into the fisheries: mesh sizes. By the 1960s, however, it had 
become evident to managers that mesh size regulations were insufficient to meet 
the conservation challenges that followed in the wake of a rapidly modernising 
fishing fleet. This triggered a discourse on how to expand regulation beyond the 
traditional technical measures and impose genuine restrictions on fishing activity. 
Managers did not regard the choice of management form as obvious at the time, 
and discussed whether to begin regulating the output from fishing (catch quotas) 
or to develop input regulations into genuine restrictions on fishing effort.1 Concern 
about the problems of distribution and of finding and agreeing on a reliable standard 
for estimating the relationship between fishing effort and fishing mortality2 eventu-
ally led the North Atlantic fisheries commissions to opt for catch quota-based 
                                                           
1 In brief, fishing effort is the amount of resources – e.g. time and gear – that can be spent on 
fish-catching activity. Effort regulation constitutes an alternative to total allowable catch in terms 
of ensuring sustainable harvesting. See the glossary for a more complete definition. 
2 See the glossary of technical terms for definitions of fishing effort and fishing mortality. In 
brief, fishing effort is the amount of resources spent on fish-catching activity while fishing mor-
tality is the proportion of a fish stock killed as a result of fishing. 

for Sustainable Fishing 
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management, as described in Chapter 2. Consequently, Total Allowable Catches 
(TACs) became the dominant management form when the coastal states took 
control of offshore fisheries through the establishement of 200-nm EEZs. Catch 
quotas, by-catch regulations and small-fish regulations, all of which restricted the 
fisherman’s catch, became the core of the new management regime. 

In principle, the introduction of TACs was a big step forward for fishery re-
source conservation, because fisheries managers had acquired a tool for direct 
control of fishing mortality. In theory, the basis for sustainable fisheries 
management was further enhanced by the new EEZ regime, which brought 
offshore fisheries under national jurisdictions and granted control of fishery 
resources to the states that were most dependent on them. However, these reforms 
yielded few immediate results: overfishing became an increasing problem 
throughout the 1970s and 1980s. In the North Atlantic, it culminated in crises in 
several important cod fisheries in the early 1990s. FAO estimated that the number 
of overexploited and depleted fish stocks on a world basis grew from about 10 
percent in the mid-1970s to approximately 25 percent in the early 1990s, rating the 
Northeast Atlantic, where the cases described in this volume are located, as one of 
the most severely affected areas. While the proportion of fully exploited stocks 
has continued to increase, the proportion of overexploited stocks has stabilised. 
Most of the fish stocks that account for the largest landed quantities are either 
fully exploited or overexploited today (FAO 2007: 29–33). 

The many failures of governmental science-based management to prevent de-
pletion of fish stocks have generated a significant amount of literature on the 
causes and consequences of these failures. Potential sustainability problems relat-
ing to knowledge, politics, and fishermen’s compliance have all been subject to 
discussion. However, despite being essential to understanding the problem of en-
suring sustainable fisheries management, the challenges of legal and administra-
tive implementation of conservation policies have largely been neglected in the 
academic literature, inspiring this volume. There is no use in setting ambitious po-
litical targets for resource conservation, based on adequate knowledge, if the po-
litical targets are implemented subversively, and fisheries management offers 
many significant, and some unique, challenges in that respect. 

This volume outlines some of the most important implementation challenges, 
as well as possible solutions, through a series of case studies. These case studies 
show that policies for sustainable fisheries are not associated with a unitary set of 
implementation challenges. However, there are typical challenges associated with 
specific types of management systems. An understanding of basic implementation 
challenges in fishery resource management consequently requires a relevant clas-
sification of management systems. This introductory chapter presents such a clas-
sification, and discusses in general terms the implementation challenges associated 
with each management type. Finally, the typology developed is used as a basis for 
classifying the cases selected for this volume. 

This volume is an attempt to systematise and discuss several important ques-
tions regarding social aspects of fishery resource management. The book thus bor-
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ders on several discourses regarding social obstacles and solutions to the problem 
of ensuring sustainability. Before proceeding to the discussion on types of man-
agement systems and implementation challenges, it is worthwhile to address a few 
major fisheries management discourses, and to relate our subject matter to them. 

1.2 Discourses on the Failures of Fisheries Management 

The enduring problem of overfishing has shaken the confidence in the ability of 
TAC-based management to ensure the sustainability of the Atlantic fisheries. In 
some respects, the discourse is back where it began in the 1960s: the efficiency of 
the present regime is being questioned and effort regulation is being reconsidered 
as an alternative route to sustainable fishing. The Faeroe Islands made a funda-
mental shift from catch quotas to effort regulation in 1996, and the European Un-
ion has recently included elements of the Faeroese model in its Recovery Plans for 
groundfish. Despite today’s discourse being reminiscent of the one that took place 
some 40 years ago, the level of embeddedness in experience is a significant differ-
ence. It has become evident that the aim of modern fisheries management to con-
trol the natural environment through regulation of human behaviour implies great 
optimism in terms of knowing, predicting and controlling people and fish stocks. 
Efficient fisheries management presupposes that scientists provide politicians with 
correct predictions of fish stocks; that politicians use this knowledge to make deci-
sions for sustainable harvesting; that the state administration implement these 
policies efficiently; and that the industry complies with regulations. Fisheries 
management is thus pictured as a causal chain of coordinated events, illustrated in 
Fig.1.1 

Fig. 1.1. The ideal causal chain of fisheries management 

The basis for this optimistic model has been thoroughly questioned by academ-
ics over the past twenty years. The collapse of the cod stock of Newfoundland and 
Labrador in 1992 was blamed on faulty fisheries science (Harris 1990; Hutchings 
and Myers 1994; Steele et al. 1992), and social scientists addressed the socially 
constructed nature of apparently “objective” scientific knowledge of this stock 
(Finlayson 1994). Scholars have pointed to the problems of generating precise 
knowledge about the complex and chaotic nature of marine ecosystems, and some 
have challenged the idea that generalised scientific knowledge is superior to in-
digenous knowledge of local ecosystems (Felt 1994; Wilson et al. 1994). The po-
litical arena has also been subject to critical analysis, with some scholars pointing 
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to incentives for politicians to keep quotas above sustainable levels when fish 
stocks are diminished, arguing that distribution may have unaccepted short-term 
political costs for decision-makers who follow scientific advice (Sagdahl 1992; 
Steele et al. 1992; Gezelius 2002). 

Finally, there is a large literature on the rightfulness, relevance, and effective-
ness of state governance of the fish harvesting industry. Much of this has related 
to a general academic discourse on management of common property resources. 
The main source of debate is a Hobbesian justification for state governance which 
regards individual self-interest as an obstacle to collective rationality when private 
property is generated through utilisation of a common pool resource.3 In modern 
social theory, this idea is presented in two related versions: a model of strategic 
action called the “prisoner’s dilemma game” and a famous metaphor called “the 
tragedy of the commons”. The prisoner’s dilemma game illustrates that selfish and 
untrusting actors are unwilling to contribute to conservation of a shared resource 
as long as it is possible to exploit the conservation efforts of others.4 The model 
implies that collective action can only be ensured through efficient enforcement 
schemes. The metaphor of the tragedy of the commons (Gordon 1954; Hardin 
1968) is a simplified version of this idea, illustrating that, in the absence of exter-
nal regulation, it is unprofitable for a fisherman to reduce his fishing effort in or-
der to conserve a resource that can be harvested by everyone. Similar to the pris-
oner’s dilemma game, this metaphor assumes that actors are rational and selfish. 
However, the model of the tragedy of the commons does not explore the actors’ 
strategic reasoning like game theory does, which results in an image of citizens as 
void of social capacity. 

When regarded as analytical tools that can be used to increase our understand-
ing of specific problems and events, the prisoner’s dilemma game and the tragedy 
of the commons can be useful in analyses of environmental problems. What has 
stirred up the academic debate is the widespread application of these models in 
politics as were they universally accurate descriptions of social life (Brox 1990). 
Two fields of fisheries management research have debated the applicability of 
these models. First is the literature on fishermen’s compliance, which has studied 
the effects of deterrence-based enforcement and alternative factors, such as citi-
zens’ morality, on compliance (Hønneland 1998; Kuperan & Sutinen 1998; 

                                                           
3 A common pool resource is a resource for which there are multiple users and where use by each 
actor can have adverse effects upon the interests of other users (Baden 1977: 139). 
4 For a non-technical introduction to game theory, see Dixit & Skeath 2004. 

 
Hatcher et al. 2000; Gezelius 2002b; Nielsen and Mathiesen 2003). Second is 
the more general literature on the appropriateness of autonomous management 
by the state. Critics of autonomous state management have pointed to cases 
of successful community-based management of common property resources, criti-
cising the simplistic assumptions about human rationality deployed by the tragedy 
of the commons and the prisoner’s dilemma game (Acheson 1975; McCay & 
Acheson 1987). Some of the more critical contributions have argued that the 
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state’s efforts to regulate its citizens may not only be unnecessary, but a direct 
cause of resource depletion through destruction of neglected social institutions 
(Maurstad 2000). Scholars critical of the tragedy of the commons have often ad-
vocated decentralised democracy in fisheries management, arguing that fishermen 
should have a genuine say in management matters. This idea has given rise to the 
concept of “cooperative management” of common property resources (Kearney 
1984; Jentoft 1989; Pinkerton 1989; Wilson et. al. 2003). The common property 
discourse largely focuses on structures of authority and decision-making processes 
in fisheries management. However, it is also to some extent concerned with the 
content of political decisions, especially with regard to the institutionalisation of 
use rights. While neoclassical economists inspired by the tragedy of the commons 
and the prisoners’ dilemma have advised privatisation of use rights, the coopera-
tive management school has generally defended the common property institution. 
The discourse on the success factors and failures of modern fisheries management, 
as it relates to the causal chain outlined in Fig. 1.1, is summarised in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1. Success factors and critique in the fisheries management chain 

 
Management level Condition for success Academic/public discourse 
Science level Valid knowledge Uncertainty and the social 

construction of knowledge 
Political level Science-based target 

fishing mortalities 
Decision-making procedures and 
willingness to make long-term 
priorities 

Administrative level Adequate implementation Enforcement 
Citizens' level Compliance Motivation and causes of 

compliance 
 

In sum, actual and potential causes of the failure of modern fisheries manage-
ment to create sustainability have been addressed in terms of scientific knowledge, 
political decision-making, and fishermen’s response to regulations. However, the 
role of legal and administrative implementation has been insufficiently addressed 
in the discourse on fisheries management. The significance of implementation for 
successful resource management has often been reduced to a question of enforce-
ment. This is a restrictive perspective because deliberate violations of fisheries law 
are far from being the only challenge in the implementation of conservation poli-
cies. One of the most pressing implementation problems regarding catch 
regulation does not stem from any criminal intent on the part of fishermen but 
from an inherent problem of fishing – unintentional fish kill. Catch which is taken 
unintentionally is commonly referred to as “incidental catch” (Clucas 1997). In 
contrast to deliberate violations of fisheries law, incidental catch creates 
management dilemmas in any system regulating fishermen’s catches. Because 
monitoring and controlling fishing mortaliy are the fundamental tasks of fisheries 
management, any implementation system needs to encourage fishermen to land 
and register incidental catch while also preventing them from deliberately 
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pursuing illegal catch. Achieving this is not a simple question of enforcement. It is 
equally a question of constructing rules that generate incentives for desirable 
behaviour. In other words, implementation is not only about making fishermen 
comply but also about providing them with functional rules to comply with. 

Monitoring and controlling fishing mortality are the core implementation tasks 
in catch quota-based management. The cases presented in this book illustrate that 
establishing a functional set of rules for the completion of these tasks is far from 
simple. Multiple factors need to be taken into account when establishing rules to 
monitor and control fishing mortality, due to the tendency for regulatory measures 
to provide incentives for deliberate violations of fisheries law. The Norwegian 
system reflects the recognition that an acceptable level of compliance cannot be 
achieved through enforcement alone, but must be realised through the incentives 
that are provided by the rules. However, Norway is a showcase for the large legal 
and administrative capacity required to implement such rules. While several struc-
tural factors have facilitated implementation in Norway, the EU constitutes a con-
trasting case in that respect due to the responsibility of a large number of member 
states to implement EU regulations. The EU’s heterogeneous setting for imple-
mentation has generated rules representing the least common denominator for 
what can be implemented at the national level, the result of which leaves much to 
be desired in terms of monitoring and controlling fishing mortality. The Faeroese 
Islands solved some important problems in terms of monitoring fishing mortality 
when they abandoned TAC-based management and switched to a system of effort 
regulation in the mid-1990s, but they were also faced with new implementation 
challenges in terms of controlling fishing capacity and regulating effort according 
to the target fishing mortality rates. 

It can be argued that legal and administrative implementation is the Achilles 
heel of modern fisheries management. Chapter 2 shows that, despite this, the ques-
tion of implementation was not a major concern when TACs emerged as the 
dominant management form in the North Atlantic. The choice of solution was 
governed by the challenge that dominated fisheries management at the time: to 
find a comprehensible standard for limitation of fishing mortality that also pro-
vided for politically-feasible distribution among members of the North Atlantic 
fisheries commissions. The North Atlantic fisheries experienced a rapid growth in 
fishing effort, while fisheries managers lacked political means to take much-
needed joint action to conserve increasingly overfished stocks. The focus, natu-
rally, was on science and politics. No one had any experience with implementa-
tion, and implementation systems were subsequently developed through trial and 
error. The process of learning by trial and error has now gone on for some thirty 
years. This volume seeks to summarise past experience and outline lessons to be 
learned. 

The academic fisheries management discourse has followed the problem defini-
tion at the management level to a great extent. The common property literature 
emerged with the expansion of state regulation; the compliance literature emerged 
with governmental enforcement schemes, and criticism of fisheries science 
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emerged with conspicuous signs of scientific failure in fisheries management. The 
timing of this volume is no coincidence in that perspective. After some 30 years of 
trial and error in the implementation of resource conservation policies, the true 
scale of this challenge has become evident in many fisheries management systems. 
It is time for this challenge to be addressed systematically. 

1.3 Types of Resource Management 

Resource scarcity in fishing can be understood as the inability of a fish stock to 
sustain unregulated harvesting. The essence of fisheries management is that scar-
city of fishery resources calls for political decisions that limit fishermen’s access 
to these resources. Consequently, we need to distinguish between resource scar-
city, which refers to the experienced limited nature of the natural resource, and 
regulated scarcity, which refers to political decisions that limit citizens’ access to 
this good (Gezelius 2002). 

Resource scarcity in fishing arises from the relationship between three main 
components. Two of these relate to the potential input into the fisheries and one 
relates to the potential output from fishing. The first input component is the capac-
ity of humans to catch fish, generally referred to as fishing capacity. Fishing ca-
pacity can be understood as the potential fishing effort of a fleet. Fishing capacity 
may for example be measured in terms of the number and sizes of fishing vessels, 
or the amount of gear. The second input component is the actual utilisation of this 
capacity, generally referred to as capacity utilization. Capacity utilisation can be 
measured in terms of time spent fishing compared to the maximum time that could 
have been spent had the fleet been fully utilised (FAO 2004: 119). Actual fishing 
effort can be regarded as the product of fishing capacity and capacity utilisation.5 

Regulated scarcity may relate to any, or all, of the three components of re-
source scarcity, as is outlined in Table 1.2. It may relate to fishing capacity 
through licensing schemes that limit citizens’ rights to own or rebuild vessels for 
use in fishing. Such regulations are generally referred to as structural policies. 
Regulated scarcity may also relate to capacity utilisation, for example through re-
strictions on fishing time (e.g. closed seasons or fishing day regulations), restric-
tions on fishing space (closed areas), or technical measures (e.g. gear restrictions). 
Restrictions on capacity utilisation are often simply referred to as “effort regula-
tion”. Finally, regulated scarcity may also relate directly to the outtake of the natu-

                                                           
5 See the glossary for more complete definitions. 

The potential output from fishing is naturally also determined by the third compo-
nent: the abundance and availability of the natural resource. The natural resource 
is experienced as limited once it is unable to endure the fishing effort that would 
have been made in the absence of regulation. 
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ral resource. Quotas for fish catches or fish landings, by-catch regulations, and 
small-fish regulations are typical examples. 

Table 1.2. The bases and forms of regulated scarcity in fisheries management 

 
The components of resource scarcity Forms of regulated scarcity 
Fishing capacity Input restrictions: structural policies  
Capacity utilisation Input restrictions: effort regulations 
Fisheries resource Output restrictions: quotas on catches and landings 

 
TACs have dominated the discourse on resource conservation, but the difficulty 

of implementing target fishing mortalities through catch quotas has pushed some 
states to apply the other two forms of regulated scarcity in resource management. 
Hegland and Raakjær’s chapters on the EU’s Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) and 
its implementation in Denmark (Chapter 5 and 6) and Gezelius, Hegland, Palevsky 
and Raakjær’s chapter on implementation politics (Chapter 7) describe how the EU 
has continued to rely heavily on its structural policies in resource management, 
partly due to the inability to implement a functional catch quota system. Chapter 4 
describes how the Faeroese state abandoned TAC-based management due to im-
plementation failures, and introduced a system that relied almost entirely on effort 
regulation instead. Norway (Chapter 3) is a contrasting case, having detached its 
structural policies from its resource management policies, relying on catch restric-
tions as the dominant resource management tool. However, the differences be-
tween management systems in terms of the main type of regulated scarcity should 
not obscure the fact that most systems to some extent combine different forms. For 
example, the fishing day system of the Faeroe Islands presupposes strict structural 
policies. In some cases the EU combines quotas for fish landings with fishing day 
regulations. Certain input regulations, such as mesh size regulations and closed ar-
eas, are applied in most management systems, including those who rely strongly 
on output regulation. 

Table 1.3. Purposes of resource management measures 

Management purpose Typical management measure 
Catch quantity Quotas, fishing days, structural policies 
Catch composition Small fish regulations, by-catch regulations, 

mesh-size regulations, closed areas 
 
Combinations of different forms of regulated scarcity are often related to the 

fact that most fishery resource management systems fulfill two purposes: control 
of catch quantity and control of catch composition. Each of these purposes is ful-
filled through specific types of management measures, as outlined in Table 1.3. 
Most measures applied to control catch composition are common to most systems. 
Table 1.3 shows that modern fisheries management systems mainly differ in terms 
of measures applied for the purpose of regulating catch quantity. We may thereby 
define our criterion for classifying management systems and selecting cases for 
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this study: we focus on the main type of regulated scarcity applied for the purpose 
of controlling catch quantity. 

1.4 Resource Management and Distribution: The Tail Wagging 
the Dog? 

Regulated scarcity generates distributional conflicts of interest. The chance of sat-
isfying interest groups is reduced as scarcity increases, and distribution thus be-
comes increasingly costly from a political perspective. Choosing a management 
form is therefore not only a question of feasible implementation, it is also a ques-
tion of solving distributional tasks. Distributional challenges have often lead to in-
flated TACs, as described in Hegland and Raakjær’s chapter on the CFP (Chapter 
5). Likewise, political concerns about distribution may sometimes also over-
shadow the need for adequate implementation of conservation policies. 

The three principal management forms outlined in Table 1.2 have distinct char-
acteristics as distributional tools. TACs are well suited to meeting distributional 
challenges because the value of catch quotas is relatively predictable and difficult 
for interest groups to manipulate. Catch quantity is a simple unit of negotiation 
and compromise. This is not so for capacity utilisation: distribution of fishing days 
among interest groups easily triggers questions regarding the actual fishing 
capacity of each group. For the same reason, structural policies imply distributing 
rights whose value is difficult to asses and, consequently, to agree on. Hegland 
and Raakjaer’s chapter on the CFP shows that, although the EU relies heavily on 
structural policies in resource conservation, distributional challenges have ensured 
the continued importance of TACs. Gezelius’ chapter on the Faeroese demersal 
fisheries presents a different case because the Faeroese demersal stocks are 
exclusively national. Consequently, the Faeroese government has sole responsibil-
ity for distributing fishing rights, which makes it less dependent on management 
models that are suited to distributional negotiation. Therefore, unlike the EU and 
Norway, the Faeroe Islands have been able to part with TAC-based management 
in demersal fisheries in favour of effort regulations. 

Unlike catch quotas and fishing day regulations, structural policies imply regu-
lating scarcity at a fundamental level, reducing the core of the management prob-
lem: the fleet’s overcapacity. Consequently, structural policies potentially reduce 
the need for future regulation and distribution. However, in practice, overcapacity 
is always relative to a fluctuating fisheries resource. This entails that almost any 
system will have to apply additional regulatory schemes, at least periodically. 
Downsizing fishing fleets is also politically costly, and the major North Atlantic 
fisheries have yet to see a case of overfishing adequately solved through structural 
policies alone. The enduring overcapacity in the fleet has entailed that resource 
conservation continues to depend on restrictions on capacity utilisation and/or 
catch quantities. 
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States that perceive themselves as having managed to implement catch quotas 
satisfactorily have toned down the importance of structural policies to resource 
conservation, as described in Chapter 3. However, even when detached from re-
source conservation policies, structural policies often have distinct bearings on re-
source management because they apply allocation of harvesting rights as a means 
of downsizing the fleet. In order to reduce the political costs of excluding fisher-
men from the industry, some states have left the reduction of capacity to con-
structed markets where fishermen trade their long-term rights to catch fish. For 
example, Norway has applied a system of de facto tradable quotas for this purpose 
(Hersoug 2005) and Denmark has lately gone down a largely similar road (see 
Chapter 6). In Norway’s case, catch quotas are attached to vessels, which entails 
that fishermen can sell their quotas by selling their vessels. After buying a vessel, 
the buyer may transfer the quotas from the newly-bought vessel to his old vessel, 
and the seller may subsequently buy his vessel back without the quotas. This re-
moves one fishing vessel from the fishing fleet, leaving another vessel with a dou-
ble set of quotas. A consequence of this policy is that the structural policy rests on 
continued TAC-based management and distribution in the form of vessel quotas. 
Generally, using tradable fishing rights, whether this be catch quotas or fishing 
days, as a means of downsizing a fleet ties long-term structural policies directly to 
the chosen resource management form. Such policies make the resource manage-
ment form very difficult to change at a later stage. Structural policies consequently 
tie the management system to the implementation challenges associated with the 
chosen management form. Handling these challenges at the administrative level 
subsequently becomes the only available key to resource conservation. 

Unlike structural policies, catch quotas and effort regulation require infinitely-
repeated distribution of scarce fishing rights. However, the political costs of re-
peated distribution can be reduced through long-term obligations, i.e. political 
“contracts” on allocation principles, such as the EU’s principle of relative stabil-
ity, Norway’s long-term principles of distribution between fleet sectors, or, at the 
inter-state level, the long-term agreements in the international fisheries commis-
sions. Such long-term distribution policies are often fragile and hardly achieved 
compromises. They therefore tend to create significant institutional inertia, much 
similar to that associated with structural policies. 

In sum, solving distributional challenges tend to imbue the management system 
with institutional inertia. David (1985) used the term “path dependence” to de-
scribe situations where past choices influence the costs associated with present 
choices. This term is highly relevant to understanding fisheries management and 
the challenge of implementation. Once policy-makers have chosen to manage re-
sources through a given form of regulated scarcity, and have established the nec-
essary structures for distribution, it becomes politically costly to part with the cho-
sen form of regulated scarcity. The question of successful resource management is 
consequently often reduced to a question of implementing existing policies. 

Distributional conflicts of interest may also affect implementation directly. 
Hegland and Raakjær’s chapters on the CFP and Danish implementation show 
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how distributional conflicts of interest feed into the implementation of suprana-
tional policies. This stems from a central feature of international policy-making: 
the delegation of implementation to interested parties. The pervasive political 
challenge of preventing conflicts of interest from subverting resource management 
aims feeds into the implementation process when political agencies fulfil imple-
mentation tasks.  

1.5 What is a “Successful” Management System? 

The case studies presented in this volume regard implementation as key to suc-
cessful fisheries management. However, success is a tricky concept to deal with in 
relation to fisheries management, because it cannot reasonably be made into a 
simple question of goal achievement. The reason for this is that the ultimate re-
source management goal – robust fish stocks – is influenced by many factors out-
side the control of humans. Fisheries management can only control events caused 
by people. Natural factors may lead to stock decline despite a sensible manage-
ment system, and vice versa. A fisheries management system should therefore be 
evaluated for what it is: an instrument for collective action. A management system 
can thus be regarded as successful to the extent that it generates desirable human 
behaviour. 

Human behaviour is arguably a more fruitful and fair criterion of success than 
fish stock robustness. However, it is not necessarily easier to measure, especially 
if fisheries science is included in our notion of a management system. The inclu-
sion of science implies regarding valid knowledge as a precondition for desirable 
behaviour, which doubles the trouble by requiring evaluation of knowledge as 
well as behaviour. Although we may choose to consider science as external to the 
system being evaluated, it is still difficult to map fishermen’s behaviour. The 
scope and ambition of this volume thus needs some clarification. 

The main challenge of implementation is to provide proper incentives for 
regulated actors to act so that political aims are reached. This volume analyses 
implementation systems by addressing the intended and unintended incentives that 
the systems create for regulated actors, and assessing the functionality of these 
incentives with regard to resource conservation aims. Each case study describes a 
different system for realising resource conservation targets, addressing their 
solved and unsolved problems in terms of ensuring desired collective action. We 
thus aim to shed some light on the question of the maturity of the systems 
addressed. These analyses are driven by a comparative, historical and contextual 
approach to the cases, focusing on the conditions that shaped their development. 
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1.6 The Problem of Implementing Catch Regulations 

Chapter 2 describes how TACs emerged as the dominant tool for resource man-
agement in the North Atlantic fisheries. The contributions to this volume largely 
revolve around the difficulty of implementing TACs adequately. The chapter on 
Norwegian fisheries management (Chapter 3) describes the incremental develop-
ment towards a system capable of handling the implementation challenges of a 
catch quota-based regime. Other cases illustrate how TAC implementation prob-
lems have led states to rely on alternative or supplementary forms of resource 
management. Hegland and Raakjær’s chapter on the CFP (Chapter 5) describes 
how the EU’s failure to properly implement a catch quota regime has led to a con-
tinued focus on structural policies in resource management. The chapter on the 
Faeroe Islands (Chapter 4) describes how implementation failure in TAC-based 
management resulted in a complete change to the form of regulated scarcity ap-
plied in resource management – a change made possible by a political setting for 
distribution that made the Faeroese system much easier to change than its Norwe-
gian and EU counterparts. Consequently, the development of fisheries manage-
ment systems in the Northeast Atlantic has been driven in various ways by the 
problem of implementing TACs for the purpose of resource conservation. 

TAC Implementation is directly linked to the two core tasks of fisheries 
management: monitoring and controlling fishing mortaliy. Implementing TACs is 
largely a question of providing incentives for fishermen to act so that fish kills are 
accurately reported and kept within legal limits. There are two major obstacles to 
acheiving this aim. First are the incentives provided by quota systems to 
deliberately misreport fish kills. Individual quotas have been introduced in 
response to the incentive among fishermen to increase fishing effort in order to 
catch the greatest possible share of the TAC (Gordon 1954). Individual quotas 

The problem of fisheries crime has been a topic of fisheries research since the 
emergence of modern fisheries management systems in the 1980s. The early 
academic literature was dominated by economists, who mainly considered 
implementation as a question of ensuring sufficiently deterrent enforcement (Suti-
nen and Andersen 1985; Anderson and Lee 1986; Blewett et al. 1987; Furlong 
1991). This perspective was greatly extended in the late 1990s, as scholars began 
to focus on normative influences on fishermen’s compliance, such as fishermen’s 
perceptions of the legitimacy of regulations and enforcement (Hønneland 1998; 

remove this incentive to increase effort, thus improving the economic efficiency of 
fishing. However, these quotas are also infamous for generating incentives that 
subvert the monitoring of fishing mortality. Having an individual quota entails an 
incentive to land only the most valuable fish and, consequently, discard fish of 
inferior value. This problem, commonly referred to as “high grading”, is an 
enduring implementation challenge in systems that rely on indvidual catch quotas. 
Individual quotas also generate incentives to conceal excessive catch through 
unreported, illegal sales, or falsification of information on the species caught. 
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Kuperan & Sutinen 1998; Hatcher et al. 2000; Gezelius 2003; Nielsen & 
Mathiesen 2003). Over the years, there has been significant literature on deliberate 
violations of fisheries law. However, little has been written about the second 
obstacle to efficient monitoring and control of fishing mortality: the inevitability 
of unintended violations of catch regulations. The unintended violations caused by 
incidental catch represent a significant implementation challenge to any system 
managing fisheries through catch regulations, such as catch quotas, small fish 
regulations and by-catch regulations. Incidental catch is mainly a problem in 
demersal fisheries where several year classes or species swim together, but it is 
also experienced in pelagic fisheries when schools of fish are followed by 
predators. A major problem in such multi-species fisheries is that targeting one 
species is difficult without also catching other species. When the quotas for one 
species have been filled, fishermen will still often get by-catch of this species 
when targeting other types of fish. Even in purely single species fisheries, 
unintentional fish kills often result from fishermen’s difficulty controlling catch 
sizes. Controlling and estimating the exact quantity of fish trapped is often 
difficult, which regularly results in unintended exceeding of quotas (Gezelius 
2006). Unintentional fish kills are one of the most difficult problems for an 
implementation system to deal with. It can be argued that inadequate legal and 
administrative tools for responding to the problem of unintentional fish kill has 
been a major cause of the failures of the EU and the Faeroe Islands to implement 
TACs efficiently in the groundfish sector (Gezelius 2008). 

Incidental catch can be described as a two-level implementation problem 

challenge of doing so without generating incentives to deliberately conceal fish 
kills or exceed catch limits. With regard to criminal liability, incidental catch is a 
problem of defining the concept of “due care” in relation to fishing. The inability 
to fully control the legality of catches distinguishes the fisheries from most other 
fields regulated by criminal law. Just principles of criminal liability prescribe that 
law sanctions citizens’ deliberate acts rather than the unforseeable consequences 
of acts. Consequently, establishing clear and acceptable criteria of due care is 
important to the legitimacy of fisheries law enforcement. However, doing so is 
also difficult because the random nature of fish kills makes it difficult to establish 
whether illegal catch is the result of intention, criminal negligence, or bad luck. 

The second problem consists of the tendency of liability criteria to generate 
incentives for fisheries law violations that subvert the monitoring and control of 
fishing mortality. Applying the principle of due care actively means that fishermen 
with illegal catch cannot be punished unless they are proven to have acted 
carelessly according to regular normative standards. In principle, this approach 
entails that fishermen who do their best to obey the law have nothing to fear when 
reporting their illegal incidental catch. This reduces incentives for fishermen to 
conceal illegal incidental catch through misreported landings or discards. While 
feasible on paper, functional application of the principle of due care is difficult in 

(Gezelius 2008). First is the problem of establishing principles of criminal liability 
that take the randomness of fish kills properly into account. Second is the 
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practice, because the unpredictable nature of fishing often makes it very difficult 
to prove criminal negligence or criminal intent, which reduces the risk of 
punishment; the purpose of which is to deter fishermen from careless fishing and 
deliberate pursuit of illegal catch. A solution to this problem would be to apply a 
principle of strict criminal liability, implying that illegal incidental catch is always 
regarded as a result of criminal negligence. Strict criminal liability efficiently 
removes any judicial loophole that could provide incentives for the deliberate 
pursuit of illegal catch. However, the problem of strict criminal liability is the 
incentives it creates with regard to incidental catch: it urges fishermen to conceal 
illegal incidental catch by means of discards or misreporting, which subverts the 
monitoring of fishing mortality. 

In other words, a major problem in the implementation of catch regulations is 
that incentives to land and report illegal incidental catch tend to create incentives 
to pursue such catch, while removing incentives to pursue illegal catch creates 
incentives for discards and misreporting. Implementation of catch regulations 
requires establishing legitimate principles of enforcement that manage to balance 
these two concerns. 

Chapter 3, which addresses the Norwegian management system, outlines one 
possible solution to this dilemma: non-penal forfeiture of illegal incidental catch. 
Norwegian management authorities are authorised to confiscate all illegal catch 
regardless of the fisherman’s criminal liability. For example, a fisherman who 
incidentally catches illegal quantities of haddock while targeting cod knows that 
he must forfeit all illegal haddock. However, he also knows that he is entitled to 
keep the legal part of his catch and that he does not risk being fined, unless he was 
obviously careless. Thereby, the management system reduces incentives for 
pursuing illegal catch without creating incentives to conceal incidental illegal 
catch through discards. The non-penal forfeiture of illegal incidental catch is 
essential to the implementation of the Norwegian ban on discards. The Norwegian 
system of non-penal forfeiture rests on the understanding that illegal catch is not 
private property, and consequently not protected by private property rights. Fish 
caught illegally are regarded as resources lacking a rightful owner (Government of 
Norway 1976, 2006). 

The EU does not have similar legal provisions as Norway in relation to 
incidental illegal catch. One of the obstacles against establishing provisions for 
non-penal forfeiture in the EU is that all national legislations must provide for 
governmental confiscation regardless of the fisherman’s criminal liability. For 
example, Denmark applies the principles of the Danish Penal Code in relation to 
confiscation of illegal catch, implying that catch only can be confiscated when a 
punishable act can be proven in court (Government of Denmark 2006a, b). In 
response to the judicial and administrative problems represented by incidental 
catch, the EU has avoided regulating fishermen’s catches and rather regulated 
their fish landings (EU 1997, 2002a, b, 2003). Fish landings result from the 
fishermen’s deliberate choices to a far greater extent than catches. Consequently, 
landing regulations are much easier to implement than catch regulations in a 
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hetereogenous legal and administrative setting like the EU. However, the result of 
the EU’s regime of landing regulations is that fishermen are required to discard 
catch that exceeds quotas or catch composition regulations, which subverts the 
basic purposes of fisheries management: to monitor and control fishing mortality. 
The EU is currently trying to alter this policy, aiming to introduce a ban on 
discards (EU 2007). However, it has yet to come up with a feasible solution to the 
judicial and administrative challenges of implementing such a ban (Gezelius 

1.7 The Problem of Implementation Drift 

Several chapters in this volume show that the challenge of implementing resource 
conservation goals sometimes goes significantly beyond the realm of law and 
administration. Hegland and Raakjær’s chapters on the CFP and its 
implementation in Denmark describe blurred distinctions between politics and 
implementation in the EU’s multi-level management system. These chapters show 
that while political decision-makers may regulate scarcity in order to resolve a 
prisoner’s dilemma among resource users, the prisoner’s dilemma tends to re-
emerge once implementation tasks are delegated to interested parties, which in this 
case are the member states. Hegland and Raakjær’s chapter on Danish CFP im-
plementation also describes how limited political and public attention paid to fish-
eries politics nationally leaves significant room for strong individuals and shifting 
alliances of interested actors to shape national implementation to fit their own 
goals. They illustrate how this in several cases has resulted in a national imple-
mentation discourse governed by other concerns than conservation. Consequently, 
effective implementation of supranational resource management policies requires 
mechanisms that reduce the ability of politicians or interest groups at the state 
level to subvert the basic goals of these policies. The problem of implementation 
is thus not only a technical question of effective pursuit of given goals but also a 
political question of disciplining member states into loyalty towards these goals. 
The question of effective administration will gain key importance only when this 
political challenge is adequately dealt with. 

Chapter 7 in particular describes how the underlying prisoner’s dilemma game 
among EU members generates challenges for the EU in terms of preventing mem-
ber states from subverting the EU’s conservation goals at the implementation 
stage. This problem of “implementation drift”6 is relatively complex, and an at-
tempt to understand it consequently invites combining several theoretical perspec-
tives. The simple rationalist prisoner’s dilemma model explains how incentives for 
non-compliance arise, but it takes the mechanisms through which these incentives 

                                                           
6 Chapter 7 defines implementation drift as “the process of redefining political goals and pursu-
ing alternative political goals during implementation”. 

2008). 
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influence national policies for granted. It is argued that rational choice theory of-
fers far too narrow frames of interpretation to understand the processes through 
which problems of implementation drift are created and solved. Chapter 7 thus 
also draws on theoretical schools that differ greatly from the simple models of ra-
tional choice theory in order to shed light on the question of how implementation 
practices are shaped. This analysis combines theoretical schools that are often re-
garded as representing incompatible views of the world. However, such incom-
patibility depends on the reductionistic adoption of the basic assumptions of ra-
tional choice theory, which is something that the analysis strictly avoids. 
Recognising the importance of self-interested rationality does not imply viewing 
rational choice theory as being anywhere near an adequate description of the hu-
man mind and of social interaction. Chapter 7 thus draws on a Foucauldian tradi-
tion in order to explain how national and international power relations shape na-
tional implementation discourses, determining the extent to which these 
implementation discourses are open to reformulation of political goals. The prob-
lem of implementation drift is greatly reduced when the implementation discourse 
is strictly framed as a matter of civil service, implying that goals are regarded as a 
given (see also Chapter 3). The question of implementation drift becomes pressing 
once the distinction between politics and civil service is blurred in the national 
implementation discourse. Chapter 7 compares and explains Danish and Norwe-
gian implementation discourses and analyses how these discourses influence the 
risk of implementation drift. 

When the implementation discourse facilitates implementation drift, rationalist 
incentives for national compliance with supranational goals become important. 
Drawing on principal-agent theory, Chapter 7 thus addresses rational incentives for 
member-state loyalty towards supranational goals when such loyalty is not em-
bedded in the normative frames of the implementation discourse. The main ques-
tion from this perspective is thus how supranational principals can establish con-
trol and enforcement schemes to ensure compliance at the state level. The analysis 
in Chapter 7 suggests that at present the EU is not well-equipped for this task. 

Once the question of supranational control and enforcement is addressed, the 
relevance of institutions and politics re-emerges. This is because the ability of su-
pranational principals to build proper enforcement arrangements ultimately de-
pends on the ability of member states so inclined to build effective coalitions for 
that purpose. Further, the ability to build effective political coalitions for man-
agement reform depends on the supranational decision-making rules, such as vot-
ing rules and member state veto rights. Chapter 7 describes the power of blocking 
minorities, and emphasises the importance of understanding coalition and network 
formation in the EU context. 

The comparative explanatory analysis of Chapter 7 thus draws on multiple 
theoretical traditions, all of which revolve around various concepts of power and 
direct our attention to power-related conditions for action: national autonomy, di-
visions of authority between political agencies and the civil service, and power re-
lations between the state and industry stakeholders. 
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1.8 The Cases 

The cases presented in this volume are cases of regulation of modern fisheries by 
modern state apparatuses. The implementation challenges we address are thus not 
related to the functionality of basic state institutions such as the loyalty of civil 
servants and the independence of the courts. We have thus limited our scope to the 
legal and administrative design of the fisheries management systems. Within this 
set of potential cases, we have selected management systems that rely on different 
forms of regulated scarcity in catch quantity control, allowing us to compare chal-
lenges and solutions associated with these management forms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.2. Classification of cases 

Figure 1.2 illustrates the selection and classification of cases. We distinguish 
between input regulations and output regulations in catch quantity control. Look-
ing at input regulations, we distinguish between two types: structural policies and 
effort regulation/fishing days. Structural policies are mainly covered by Hegland 
and Raakjær’s chapters on the CFP and its implementation in Denmark. Effort 
regulation in the form of fishing days is mainly covered by Gezelius’ chapter on 
the Faeroe Islands. Output regulations are often referred to simply as catch quotas, 
but this label potentially obscures significant management differences. Generally, 
“to catch fish” means to trap it and bring it onboard, which implies that catch quo-
tas regulate fish kills. However, the EU’s quotas are not set for the fish caught, but 
for the fish landed. It is thus imprecise to label the EU’s output regulations “catch 
quotas”. The EU’s output regulations are, in more precise terms, landing quotas. 
While the EU’s policy has implied required discards of illegal catch, the Norwe-
gian system of regulating catches is legally associated with a ban on discards. The 
division of output regulations into “restrictions on fish catches” and “restrictions 
on fish landings” is thus more than conceptual hair-splitting; it is a significant dis-
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tinction in resource management. Hegland and Raakjær’s chapter on Denmark ad-
dresses a management system based on landing regulations, while Gezelius’ chap-
ter on Norway describes a case of catch regulation.  

This book begins with an outline of the development of modern fisheries man-
agement in the North Atlantic: Chapter 2 describes how TACs became the domi-
nant standard in modern fisheries management. Subsequent chapters analyse how 
the management regimes of coastal states evolved in different directions from this 
starting point, becoming different forms of resource management. Chapter 3 de-
scribes Norway, which responded to implementation challenges in TAC-based 
management by gradually developing its implementation system to monitor and 
control fishing mortality. Chapter 4 describes the fundamental changes in Fae-
roese fisheries management, eventually leading to a system of effort regulation, as 
a contrasting case to Norway. Chapter 5 and 6 describe the EU’s CFP and its im-
plementation in Denmark. Compared with Norway and the Faeroe Islands, the EU 
lacked conditions for effective TAC implementation as well as political flexibility 
in terms of switching to a system of effort regulation, resulting in a deadlock in 
terms of resource conservation. Chapter 7 contains a specific comparison of Nor-
way and the EU/Denmark in terms of implementation drift. As argued in Chapter 6, 
Denmark represents a moderate example of member states departing from EU 
goals in CFP implementation. The analysis of implementation drift in Denmark is 
consequently used as basis for a general analysis of obstacles to effective CFP im-
plementation in the EU. Each case study thus constitutes a part of a whole, but the 
chapters have been written so that they can be read separately, including the com-
parative Chapter 7, which entails a certain overlap between chapters in terms of 
arguments and data. 

The different forms of fisheries management addressed in this volume have 
evolved under different structural, political and legal conditions. As argued above, 
the political setting for distribution and the legal and administrative capacity for 
implementing catch regulations are especially important in order to understand the 
different paths taken by the states with regard to developing their management 
systems. While the capacity for implementation has been decisive in terms of the 
states’ needs to change their management form, the political setting for distribu-
tion has been equally decisive to their ability to do this. The cases presented in this 
volume consequently represent significant differences in terms of continuity and 
change. 

Norway is a case of long-term incremental development of catch quota-based 
management. The Norwegian system is path-dependent in the sense that catch 
quota-based management is embedded in bilateral and multilateral agreements on 
distribution (Government of Norway 2007a), fragile industry compromises regard-
ing distribution between fleet sectors (Sagdahl 1992; Gezelius 2002), and struc-
tural policies (Government of Norway 2007b). However, this path dependence has 
not been experienced as much of a problem because Norwegian managers and in-
dustry have never had strong reasons for parting with TAC-based management. 
The enduring faith in TAC-based management is largely due to the fact that 
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Norway has developed a relatively functional system for implementing catch 
regulations over the years. This development has been facilitated by the Norwe-
gian tradition of corporatist government, which has made industry organisations 
receptive to fulfilling implementation tasks imposed by the government. The 
chapter on Norway describes how this system has facilitated the implementation 
of legislation that balances the need for preventing illegal fishing against the need 
to encourage fishermen to land and report illegal incidental catch. The continued 
faith in Norway’s management model is arguably also connected with the absence 
of lasting fisheries crises. The resource situation has never given the industry, 
managers and general public strong reasons to doubt the system’s ability to ensure 
sustainable fisheries. 

The EU, as described in the chapters by Hegland and Raakjær, is another case 
of path dependent TAC-based management. The EU’s regulation of catch quanti-
ties through TACs is tied up in a hardly-acquired compromise on distribution 
among the EU’s member states, preserved in the principle of relative stability. 
However, this path dependence has been significantly more uncomfortable for the 
EU than it has for Norway. Lacking Norway’s conditions for implementation of 
catch regulations, the EU has had great difficulty in making its system work as a 
resource conservation tool. The necessity of making regulations that can be im-
plemented in a large number of member states has left the EU with a system of 
landing regulations and mandatory discards which is relatively simple to imple-
ment but which subverts conservation aims. Consequently, TACs mainly function 
as a distributional tool in the EU. The poor state of the EU’s fish stocks is widely 
perceived as a result of faulty management, but the political inertia of the EU’s 
system for distribution and the demanding and complex setting for implementation 
make it difficult to find feasible solutions. The EU has consequently combined 
different forms of regulated scarcity in resource management – structural policies, 
landing quotas, fishing days – to a greater extent than any other case addressed in 
this volume. 

The Faeroe Islands are a different and interesting case in terms of path depend-
ence and response to management failure. The Faeroe Islands have been anything 
but a case of continuity and institutional inertia in fisheries management, revolu-
tionising its management system twice in three years in the mid-1990s. While 
most states in the North Atlantic introduced TAC-based management around 
1977, the Faeroe Islands continued to manage their demersal fish stocks through 
closed areas, closed seasons and gear restrictions until these fisheries collapsed in 
the early 1990s. The crisis resulted in the establishment of TAC-based manage-
ment and ITQs in 1994. As the Faeroe Islands faced the typical implementation 
problems associated with this system – illegal discards and misreported landings – 
they abandoned the entire model and managed their demersal fisheries through a 
combination of structural policies, fishing day regulations and closed areas from 
1996. The Faeroe Islands have thus emerged as a pioneer in the application of ef-
fort regulation in resource management. They have displayed an extraordinary 
flexibility compared to the other cases addressed in this volume, which reflects the 
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relative absence of path dependence in the system. Unlike the EU and Norway, the 
Faeroese demersal fish stocks are exclusively national and, consequently, man-
aged and allocated by a single government. The Faeroese political autonomy in 
terms of distribution has left the government room to make radical changes in 
management form. The short history of TAC-based management also created few 
political and institutional ties nationally. As a result of this, the Faeroe Islands are 
a case of radical change in response to crisis, unlike the other cases presented in 
this volume. 

The different management forms generate different unintended incentives for 
fishermen and, consequently, face different implementation problems. Effort regu-
lations through individual fishing days create incentives to continuously increase 
the fishing capacity of the vessels, hence potentially increasing the fundamental 
problem of overcapacity. TACs generate similar incentives unless they are distrib-
uted through individual quotas. Systems that apply individual catch quotas reduce 
the incentive to increase fishing capacity, but in doing so they generate other un-
fortunate incentives, such as high-grading and misreported landings, which are 
largely avoided in systems based on fishing day regulation. Each of these man-
agement forms makes implementation easier in some respects and more demand-
ing in others. This volume compares national experiences with implementing 
these management forms, and aims to increase knowledge on the conditions for 
their functionality as instruments for collective action. The comparative case ap-
proach has been chosen for its ability to sensitise us to issues that otherwise would 
be taken for granted, thus increasing our ability to point out significant conditions. 

An ever-present challenge when studying management systems is that the tar-
gets refuse to stand still: the systems change while we describe them. Volumes 
such as this consequently risk becoming historical snapshots, mainly serving as 
documentation of the systems’ characteristics at a specific time. The authors of 
this volume have taken two steps to avoid such a fate. First, the case descriptions 
offer explanatory historical outlines that should make them interesting in the years 
to come. Second, the lessons learned from analysing and comparing the conditions 
that shape problems and solutions should keep these cases relevant to fisheries 
managers and students of fisheries management. 

1.9 What Can We Learn from a Study Such as This? 

This chapter began by pointing to the optimistic assumptions of knowledge that 
underlie modern science-based fisheries management. Within the theory of sci-
ence, such optimism is often referred to as a “positivist” theory of knowledge. The 
positivist view implies that scientific theory may express law-like truths about the 
world, given proper empirical testing. The idea that humans can simulate the 
causal laws of nature through abstract modelling, and thereby predict nature, is 
embedded in this conception of scientific knowledge. In fisheries, this optimistic 
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view of knowledge is manifest in the use of abstract models of fish stock dynam-
ics for the purpose of prediction. The concept of “target fishing mortality” ex-
presses the idea that it is feasible for humans to predict the development of fish 
stocks by processing data about the past in models that reflect the causal laws of 
nature. 

While models applied by marine scientists are explicitly institutionalised as 
part of the management system’s knowledge base, the models of human behaviour 
have largely, in Foucauldian terms (1999), emerged as tacit discursive structures 
that legitimise government and enforcement by the state. The prisoner’s dilemma 
game and the tragedy of the commons have often been tacitly considered models 
accurately simulating real life human behaviour, thus justifying state management 
and deterrence-based enforcement. The application of social theory in fisheries 
management has thus reflected an optimistic view of scientific knowledge not 
unlike that of the marine sciences. However, this use of social theory has gener-
ated much resistance among social scientist because, unlike the natural sciences, 
most social sciences have abandoned the positivist conception of knowledge. As a 
result of an enduring discourse on the basic premises of science,7 the concept of 
theory is ambiguous in modern social science, reflecting highly-divergent ideas of 
knowledge (Mjøset 2005). 

Rational choice theory, typically represented by neoclassical economics, ap-
plies abstract models, based on a simple and limited set of assumptions about the 
human mind, in order to simulate human behaviour. The prisoner’s dilemma game 
and the tragedy of the commons have been developed, and are often applied, 
within this school of thought. While many scholars, including the authors of this 
volume, would agree that the prisoner’s dilemma game and the tragedy of the 
commons can often contribute to our understanding of past events, these models 
become highly controversial once they are regarded as reliable predictions about 
the future. In such cases, the criticism of these models is not only related to their 
simplistic assumptions, but also to the epistemological status ascribed to these 
models (Brox 1990). Most social scientists today have abandoned the idea that 
models simulating human action can accurately predict future events. Many soci-
ologists and anthropologists have largely abandoned the ambition of large-scale 

                                                           
7 An early modification of the positivist concept of theory was presented by Glaser & Strauss 
(1967) through their notion of grounded theory, the core idea of which was to generate testable 
hypotheses on the basis of qualitative studies of past events. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, 
social science was also shaped by philosophical influences from hermeneutics and phenomenol-
ogy, which basically restricted the ambition of social science to the interpretation of past events 
rather than the testing of predictions about the future. The application of hermeneutics was con-
sistent with the interpretative and historical orientation of the classical sociology of Max Weber 
(1978 [1921]). However, it was followed by a more radical approach, which emphasised that 
knowledge was a product of concepts and more or less tacit ideas generated and reproduced by 
culture. This idea entered social science through the phenomenological sociology of Berger & 
Luckmann (1967), and has been expressed radically by post-modernists who have not only re-
jected the idea that social change could be accurately predicted, but have rejected the idea of 
valid knowledge altogether. 
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generalisation, arguing that social science can only generate reliable knowledge of 
events subject to empirical study. Much qualitative, case-oriented and historical 
research is based on the view that social science is better suited to the task of un-
derstanding the past than to predicting the future. According to this view, hypothe-
ses of social life mainly serve as intellectual tools that enhance our capacity to de-
scribe and understand the past (Boudon 1991). This view of social theory implies 
that the models of social science are no epistemological equivalent to the models 
of fish stock dynamics and, consequently, social scientists cannot present univer-
sal definitions of problems and solutions in fisheries management. 

One pertinent question is thus: can a volume such as this, based on historical 
case studies, yield general lessons for fisheries management, which are useful to 
the making of choices for the future? This volume is motivated by an affirmative 
answer to this question, but this is an answer with modifications. History has 
given us little reason to believe there is any such thing as a universally-functional 
fisheries management system. The successes and failures of a given management 
model always depend on an indefinite number of conditions. While humans may 
never be able to design a management system that works well under all conditions, 
we may continuously increase our understanding of the conditions that influence 
the functionality of a given management model. Such understanding can best be 
generated through empirical study of past experience. After some 30 years of 
catch quota-based fisheries management, there is now a significant amount of ex-
perience to draw on, and this is what inspired the study that underlies this volume. 
The ambition of this volume is to increase the readers’ capacity to see problems 
and solutions in the specific settings they address, based on experience described 
in this book. The book aims to point out possible management approaches and the 
conditions that explain their failures and successes. These insights may well be re-
garded as grounded theory, derived from case-specific experience (Glaser & 
Strauss 1967; Ragin 1994). However, they may best serve as a set of critical ques-
tions that researchers, managers and politicians should pose when considering al-
ternative fisheries management paths. The complexity of real world settings 
makes it practically impossible to control for every factor that potentially changes 
the nature of a given causal relationship and, consequently, the validity of this 
knowledge must always be critically assessed in the specific case to which it is be-
ing applied. 
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2 The Arrival of Modern Fisheries Management 
in the North Atlantic: A Historical Overview 

Stig S. Gezelius 

Abstract   This chapter describes how TACs emerged as the dominant fisheries 
management form in the North Atlantic. It points out industrial, scientific and po-
litical factors that influenced the management reform that took place during the 
1960s and 1970s and ended in the wide-spread adoption of TACs as the new man-
agement form. The chapter describes the discourses in the central fisheries man-
agement arena, mainly consisting of the North Atlantic fisheries commissions and 
ICES, and shows how the choice of management form was shaped by that time’s 
scientific and political challenges: the need to find a management measure with a 
comprehensible connection to fishing mortality which also provided for politi-
cally-feasible distribution among contracting states. 

2.1 Introduction 

At a time when the problems of effectively implementing Total Allowable 
Catches (TACs) have caused doubt about this management form’s ability to en-
sure sustainable fishing it may be worthwhile to step back and recall how and why 
this management form was chosen in the first place. The purpose of this chapter is 
thus to give a general historical background to the management system whose 
challenges, failures and solutions are being addressed throughout this book. This 
chapter aims to highlight the historical threads of today’s management discourse, 
helping the reader, hopefully, to keep major fisheries management problems and 
solutions in historical perspective. The cases presented in subsequent chapters of 
this book are all from the Northeast Atlantic. Consequently, this chapter has a 
slight bias towards focusing on that region. However, fisheries management mod-
ernisation was driven by the same actors and events on both sides of the North 
Atlantic, and these actors and events were connected to the extent that this mod-
ernisation process should be regarded as one single process covering the entire 
North Atlantic region. The historical outline presented in this chapter thus emerges 
as a general brief history of the development of modern fisheries management in 
the North Atlantic. 

S.S. Gezelius, J. Raakjær (eds.), Making Fisheries Management Work, 27–40. 
© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2008 
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2.2 1900–1960: Growing Concern About Overfishing 

The introduction of the steam engine in the fishing fleets, and the ensuing evolve-
ment in the use of trawl technology from the end of the 19th century generated a 
dawning awareness of the potential for overfishing. This concern triggered some 
early attempts to regulate fish harvesting in the North Atlantic, such as the North 
Sea Convention established in the wake of the 1881 North Sea Fishery Confer-
ence. However, despite the fact that concern about resource conservation was 
voiced already at the 1881 conference, the focus of attention was the social con-
flicts that resulted from resource scarcity. Consequently, the main efforts were di-
rected at dispute settlement and arrangements to avoid gear conflicts (Blake 1997; 
Johnston 1985; Sen 1997). 

A more significant outcome from a long-term perspective was the growing 
need for scientific knowledge on the biology of the oceans. The International 
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) was established in 1902 for the pur-
pose of promoting research of the oceans and marine living resources mainly in 
the North Atlantic. Overfishing, and especially the landings of immature fish, 
were among the main concerns of ICES from the beginning, leading it to advise 
closed areas and minimum size regulations from the 1920s, and develop standards 
for mesh sizes and small fish regulations in 1934 (Engesæter 2002; Griffith 1999). 
ICES has been a core institution in the development of modern fisheries manage-
ment. Its focus on overfishing contributed significantly to the formation of new in-
ternational management institutions after WWII and it became the central arena 
for the development of theoretical tools that paved the way for TAC-based man-
agement in the 1960s (Rozwadowski 2002). 

The concern about overfishing became strong enough among policy makers 
during the interwar years to generate attempts to build international institutions to 
deal with the problem. The British Government was particularly active in this 
process. It started voicing concern for the state of the fish stocks of the North Sea 
in the 1930s, and hosted a conference in 1937 that aimed to implement the ICES 
recommendations of 1934 (Engesæter 2002). However, the resulting convention 
was never brought into force due to the impending war. A similar attempt made in 
1943 also failed (Johnston 1985). Not until after WWII were significant interna-
tional institutions established for the management of fishery resources in the North 
Atlantic. These institutions can rightfully be labelled the cradle of modern fisher-
ies management. They were shaped during a period when resource conservation, a 
concern that long had been voiced by ICES, seriously entered the political agendas 
of the North Atlantic states and the marine sciences made highly-significant pro-
gress. These institutions eventually became arenas for decisions that shaped to-
day’s management systems. 

After the two failed initiatives, the British Government made a third attempt 
when the war had ended. The vastly improved conditions for international institu-
tion-building following the end of the war gave significantly better results than the 
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previous efforts. In 1946 the British Government initiated the International Con-
ference on Overfishing, which resulted in the Convention for the Regulation of 
Meshes of Fishing Nets and the Size Limits of Fish, known as the ‘Overfishing 
Convention’. The convention was signed by Belgium, Denmark, France, Iceland, 
Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United 
Kingdom, and established the Permanent Commission for implementation pur-
poses. The two previous international fishery conferences had considered the 
whole of the North Atlantic, but the Overfishing Conference of 1946, following a 
suggestion of the USA, restricted itself to the Northeast Atlantic. A separate Con-
vention was subsequently created for the Northwest Atlantic in 1949. The Interna-
tional Convention for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries, which established the In-
ternational Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF), was signed 
by Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Spain, United 
Kingdom, and the USA, and entered into force in 1950 (ICNAF 1951, 1968). The 
conservation measures employed by ICNAF were similarly modest as those of the 
Overfishing Convention, focusing on minimum mesh sizes in addition to genera-
tion of fishery statistics. The ICNAF Convention also authorised the commission 
to prescribe ‘an over-all catch limit for any species of fish’ (Article VIII), but it 
did not take effect until after a long discussion on conservation measures in the 
1960s (Anderson 1998; Cushing 1977; Government of Norway 1975; Government 
of the UK 2006; Johnston 1985; ICNAF 1968; Lamson et al. 1990). 

In the early post-war period, exclusive national control over fisheries in the 
north Atlantic was usually limited to the territorial waters, stretching three or four 
nautical miles (nm) off shore. Although Iceland’s unilateral establishment and en-
forcement of a 12 nm national fishing zone in 1958 eventually precipitated similar 
steps by other states1 (Government of Norway 2003; Nordstrand 2000), the expan-
sion of the distant water trawl fleets operating off shore meant that resource con-
servation still could only be achieved through management of the high seas. Con-
sequently, resource conservation was essentially a matter of international politics. 
The Atlantic fisheries commissions thus became the political arenas for the devel-
opment of modern resource management. The Atlantic fisheries commissions 
came into being and expanded during an era of scientific progress, technological 
modernization, and economic and administrative growth. The role of these com-
missions in reshaping fisheries management was thus also a result of broad mod-
ernisation processes in the North Atlantic states that created needs and abilities for 

The management regimes of the early post war period initially had limited 
abilities to meet the emergent conservation challenges. One of the reasons for this 
was that these regimes focused on measures to restrict the efficiency of fishing 
rather than measures to restrict catch or fishing activity directly. Several delega-
tions to the 1946 Overfishing Conference had voiced the need for stricter con-
servation measures, such as closed areas or limitations on fishing effort or fish 

                                                           
1 For a more thorough outline of this process, see Chapter 5, footnote 8. 

fishery resource management. 
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landings, but these suggestions met great resistance and failed to influence the 
Convention (Driscoll & McKellar 1979; Johnston 1985: 361–363). The Overfish-
ing Convention did not enter into force until 1953, and by that time, it had become 
generally recognised that the Convention was insufficient in terms of dealing with 
the present challenges, among other things because it did not apply to herring, 
which was in danger of becoming overfished (Driscoll & McKellar 1979; Johns-
ton 1985: 361–363). After four years of consultation, the 14 contracting parties of 
the Overfishing Convention (the Federal Republic of Germany and the USSR in 
addition to the twelve original signatories) signed the North East Atlantic Fisher-
ies Convention in 1959. The new convention, which entered into force in 1963, 
also restricted itself to the Northeast Atlantic, but enlarged the convention area 
and encompassed all fish stocks within it. The new convention established the 
North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) for the purpose of reviewing 
the fisheries and recommending conservation measures to the contracting states. 
Each contracting state had one vote in the Commission and recommendations 
adopted with no less than two-thirds of the delegations were binding for all mem-
ber states, unless the state made use of a specific objection procedure. Article 7.1 
of the Convention granted the Commission the right to make recommendations on 
mesh sizes and other fishing gear regulations, size limits of fish, and closed areas 
and seasons. Article 11 stated that recommendations should to the extent possible 
be based on ICES scientific advice. 

However, the most interesting aspect of the Convention related to Article 7.2. 
This article emerged as a manifestation of the joint recognition among contracting 
states that the conservation measures in Article 7.1 might not be sufficient to pro-
tect fish stocks from overfishing in the future. It is also a manifestation of the per-
ceived difficulties associated with identifying and agreeing on more adequate con-
servation measures at the time. Article 7.2 stated that:  

Measures for regulating the amount of total catch, or the amount of fishing effort, or any 
other kinds of measures for the purpose of the conservation of fish stocks in the 
Convention area, may be added to the measures listed in paragraph (1)... on a Proposal 
adopted by not less than a two-thirds majority of the Delegations... and subsequently 
accepted by all Contracting States in accordance with their respective constitutional 
procedures. (NEAFC 1959, Article 7.2). 

In effect, Article 7.2 provided an opportunity for the contracting states to de-
velop NEAFC’s management regime, without decisively pointing out the direction 
of such development. The Convention had barely entered into force before it be-
came clear to contracting states that mesh size and small fish regulations were in-
sufficient to protect the stocks, and discussions on the direction of future fisheries 
management began.  
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2.3 1960–1980: TACs Emerge as the Dominant  
Management Form 

Although there had been some previous examples of catch quotas in the Pacific 
halibut fishery and the Antarctic whaling industry, it was the discussions in the 

administrators and scientists on the need to restrict fishing intensity, and which 
generated the common view that catch quotas were the best way to do this (Gul-
land 1984). The management discourse that preceded the adoption of TACs in 
NEAFC was influenced by processes in NEAFC’s twin commission – ICNAF. 
Several NEAFC members had played a part in the development of both fisheries 
regimes in the North Atlantic. Seven states (Denmark, France, Iceland, Norway, 
Portugal, Spain and the UK) had been among the original signatories to the Over-
fishing Convention of 1946, the ICNAF Convention of 1949, as well as the 
NEAFC Convention of 1959. In addition to the dual memberships of several 
states, ICNAF and NEAFC had mutual observer status at each other’s annual 
meetings. Both commissions had strong links to ICES and also to the Food and 
Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, which attended the com-
missions as observers (Government of the UK 2006; ICNAF 1951, 1968; Johnston 
1985; NEAFC 1965; Permanent Commission 1955). Consequently, the discourses 
on fisheries management proceeded largely in tandem across these two commis-
sions. 

The late 1950s and early 1960s saw a rapid increase of fishing effort in the 
Northwest Atlantic, especially by the USSR. Scientists within ICES and ICNAF’s 
science committee responded to this capacity increase with warnings about the in-
ability of the present mesh size regulation regime to protect fish stocks from over-
fishing (Rozwadowski 2002: 189). The political discourse on new management 
measures began at ICNAF’s annual meeting in June 1964. Based on the recogni-
tion that current management measures were insufficient, the ICNAF commission 
asked its scientific committee to review various options for resource conservation 
and present a report to the next annual meeting. In 1965, ICNAF presented to its 
members a fishery expert paper authored by two scientists, Wilfred Templeman 
and John Gulland2 (1965), that concluded that present management measures were 
insufficient and that action had to be taken to restrict fishing, either through limita-
tions on effort or catch quotas. 

                                                           
2

North Atlantic fisheries commissions in the 1960s which focused the attention of 

 Templeman and Gulland were involved in the scientific work under ICNAF’s Standing Com-
mittee on Research and Statistics (STACRES). Unlike NEAFC which relied entirely on ICES 
advise, ICNAF had its own science committee, although there was great overlap of scientists be-
tween ICNAF and ICES. John Gulland at the Fisheries Laboratory, Lowestoft, UK, also played a 
key role in ICES where he was among the pioneer scientists in the modelling of fish stock dy-
namics in the 1960s. He left to work for the FAO in 1966, and continued his advisory role in 
ICNAF as member of a follow-up working group which recommended the adoption of TAC-
based management (Rozwadowski 2002; WGBEAC 1968).  
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The discussion in ICNAF soon influenced NEAFC’s agenda. According to un-
published internal minutes3 of the Norwegian NEAFC delegation, the British and 
Norwegian delegations, both of whose governments were represented in ICNAF, 
had informal discussions before the 1965 Annual Meeting of NEAFC regarding a 
planned UK initiative to raise the issue of restricting fishing intensity in the 
Northeast Atlantic. At that time, the Liaison Committee of ICES, which provided 
NEAFC with scientific advice, had pointed to the effects of fishing intensity on 
the arctic cod and haddock stocks and argued that the stocks would benefit from 
decreased intensity of fishing (NEAFC 1965). The British delegation subsequently 

substantively discuss the question of reducing fishing intensity, and that this 
should be on the agenda for NEAFC’s next annual meeting. At this time it was not 
agreed which management measures should be adopted, and there was great un-
certainty in terms of what the various measures would entail in terms of admini-
stration, economy and biology. Following the UK’s proposal, the question of re-
stricting fishing intensity entered NEAFC’s formal agenda for the first time at the 
annual meeting of 1966, where the UK continued its role as the prime mover. 

The question of which management form to choose was subsequently ad-
dressed at the 1966 annual meetings of both Atlantic fisheries commissions. The 
NEAFC delegations generally felt that the information available at the time was 
insufficient to decide on new conservation measures, and instead decided to study 
the issue further in liaison with ICNAF and the FAO. The UK, which also played 
an active role in ICNAF on this issue, presented a paper to ICNAF’s delegations 

tive (WGBEAC 1968). The 1966 annual meeting of ICNAF established the Work-
ing Group on Joint Biological and Economic Assessment of Conservation Actions 
(WGBEAC), charged with the evaluation of these two management alternatives. 

WGBEAC was equally divided between biologists and economists. It consisted 
of 16 people from the FAO, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and De-
velopment (OECD), national fisheries administrations, science and industry, and 

ing fleets operated in both the Northwest and the Northeast Atlantic, the working 
group concluded that conservation measures had to be assessed and established for 
the entire North Atlantic. The working group presented its report to ICNAF’s 17th 
annual meeting in 1967 (WGBEAC 1968). Copies of this report were circulated at 
NEAFC’s annual meeting the same year (NEAFC 1968). 

In the working group’s discussion on the pros and cons of a system based on 
effort regulation versus a system based on catch quotas, it was emphasised that, al-
though restrictions on effort in principle was the most rational approach from an 
economic point of view, it was extremely difficult to find a reliable, standardised 

                                                           
3 Norwegian Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs, archives. 

proposed to the NEAFC’s 1965 Annual Meeting that the contracting states should 

in 1966 which agreed with the Templeman and Gulland report that some form of 
direct limitation of either total effort or total catch was the only reasonable alterna-

met twice during 1966/1967 in London. Recognising that restrictions on fishing in 
one area implied a risk of redeploying fishing effort in another, as certain fishing 
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and agreed measure for the relationship between fishing effort and fishing mortal-
ity. The working group was, for example, concerned about the scientific problems 
of estimating the precise effects of new technologies on fishing mortality. It also 
pointed to political problems following from the multi-national character of major 
fisheries, arguing that agreement on the weighting factor to be used for changes in 
gear used by specific countries would be difficult. Similarly, it pointed to the in-
sufficiency of current statistics to provide for adequate control of national imple-
mentation of effort regulation schemes. Consequently, it advised that the effort 
regulation approach ‘be set aside for the present’ (WGBEAC 1968: 52–56). The 
working group considered that a system of catch quotas would not entail similar 
problems, although it recognised that it was hardly possible to include discards in 
the catch quota. The main problem with catch quotas was perceived to be the need 
to adjust these from year to year in order to keep a constant fishing mortality rate, 
requiring currently updated reliable scientific data and willingness of states and 
industries to adjust. The working group concluded that the problems of a TAC-
based approach were manageable, and advised that this approach be chosen, be-
ginning with a catch quota covering the cod and haddock stocks in the ICNAF 
area and northern part of the NEAFC area. The report concluded decisively that 
the economic benefits of these measures would quickly evaporate unless the com-
missions undertook the task of distributing the quotas among the member states. It 
also pointed to the probable need for the member states to undertake some form of 
sub-national distribution of quota shares, and recommended that they introduced 
limited entry licensing schemes to ensure economic efficiency. In the years to 
come, the recommendations of this report were implemented as the cornerstones 
of fishery management in the North Atlantic: total allowable catches for the pur-
pose of fish stock protection, combined with limited entry licensing schemes for 
the purpose of economic efficiency. 

Negotiations regarding fisheries management modernisation took place in the 
days of the cold war and on the basis of no prior experience with the proposed 
management alternatives. The choice of management form was shaped by the 
challenges of the time: the need to find a management measure with a comprehen-
sible connection to fishing mortality which also provided for politically-feasible 
distribution among contracting states. The main challenge of the day was to 
achieve agreement among states on much-needed joint action to reduce overfish-
ing. Consequently, focus was directed at the processes preceding regulation: gen-
eration of scientific knowledge and political agreement. The problem of imple-
menting the resulting regulations, which dominate today’s discourse, were not 
among the main worries expressed in these early advisory reports. 

The modernisation of fisheries management during the late 1960s and early 
1970s emerged as interplay between scientific progress and practical politics. The 
late 1950s saw several developments that were crucial to the modernisation of 
fisheries management. At the technological level were the application of echo 
sounder and asdic technology in fisheries and fisheries research. By the late 1950s, 
the echo sounder had become useful technology in surveys of fish stock abun-
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dance, improving the ability of marine scientists to estimate stock sizes (Rozwad-
owski 2002: 157). This period also saw the publishing of key theoretical contribu-
tions that paved the way for science-based restrictions on fish harvesting. Bever-
ton and Holt’s (1957) seminal monograph On the ‘Dynamics of Exploited Fish 
Populations’, completing work that began by the end of WWII, provided a 
mathematical model of fish population dynamics in response to fishing pressures, 
allowing scientists to calculate quantitatively the probable effects of fishing on 
fish stocks and thus provide advice to managers on fisheries regulations. This 
modelling work was mostly finished by the early 1950s, and had to some extent 
been disseminated through lectures, although the actual monograph was not pub-
lished until 1957 (Rozwadowski 2002: 158–165). In 1954, Scott Gordon published 
his famous economic model of human behaviour in unregulated fisheries, predict-
ing that unregulated fishing would lead to economic inefficiency. Gordon argued 
that free fishing would lead fishermen to increase their fishing effort beyond opti-
mal levels, and that fishermen would also increase their fishing capacity sub-
optimally unless the state limited entry to the fisheries and allocated catch right to 
the individual fishers (Gordon 1954). Schaefer (1957) included Gordon’s insights 
into a more properly developed model of fish stock dynamics, illustrating the rela-
tionships between fishing effort, net economic yield, and total catch. This model, 
named the Gordon-Schaefer model after its inventors, became an important part of 
the academic foundation for modern fisheries management (Holm 1996: 128). The 
1950s thus saw the development of basic tools for scientific advice on harvesting 
restrictions in the form of e.g. TACs, as well as the development of models that 
connected models of fish stock dynamics to models of human behaviour. Thereby, 
scholars had provided the theoretical tools and justifications for linking biological 
knowledge to politics. Given this period’s optimism regarding the ability of both 
natural and social sciences to provide adequate knowledge and the strong faith in 
the state’s ability to govern for the common good, these theoretical contributions 
paved the way for the fisheries management revolution that took place throughout 
the following two decades. 

The 1965 Templeman and Gulland report was arguably an important channel 
for transferring the basic insights of the Gordon-Schaefer model to fisheries man-
agers. The Templeman and Gulland report did not contain references, but it clearly 
expressed the ideas of Gordon and Schaefer, emphasising the need to reduce fish-
ing pressure and to combine general catch restrictions with limited entry schemes 
and quota allocations in order to reduce economic inefficiency arising from fish-
ermen competing for their shares of a total quota. The Templeman & Gulland re-
port thus presented to national fisheries administrations a bio-economic manage-
ment paradigm that was to become dominating in fisheries management. 

The writing of the Templeman and Gulland advisory report to ICNAF coin-
cided with Gulland’s development of important statistical methods for calculating 
the strengths of year classes – so called Virtual Population Analysis (VPA). This 
method, simplified in Pope’s ‘cohort analysis’, was an important addition to the 
works of Beverton and Holt, improving the scientific tools for estimating the ac-
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tual size of a fish stock. VPA and the cohort analysis thus further facilitated the 
provision of scientific catch quota advice (Cushing 1977: 233; Rozwadowski 
2002: 182–194). VPA was especially suited to TAC-based management because it 
allowed scientists to calculate stock size in actual tonnage. Fisheries managers 
proved highly receptive to the idea that scientific advice could be provided in the 
relatively simple form of a figure of the tonnage that sustainably could be har-
vested from a fish stock, compared to the more complex and politically-sensitive 
advice on desired fishing effort by different gear and vessel types (Rozwadowski 
2002: 188–190). That said, the quantitative measures of stock size provided by 
VPA, could in principle be equally useful in an effort regulation regime, provided 
that this regime also focused on target fishing mortality rates.4 The relative merits 
of management based on TACs versus management based on effort regulation 
were debated within ICES until the early 1970s (Holm and Nielsen cited by Her-
soug 2005; Rozwadowski 2002: 189). The TAC-based model was recommended 
largely because it was better suited to meet the practical political demands for fea-
sible allocation and administration (WGBEAC 1968: 52–56). 

ICNAF largely adopted the recommendations of WGBEAC at the 1967 annual 
meeting, setting up a Standing Committee on Regulatory Measures with the task 
of finding a procedure for fixing and distributing annual catch quotas. ICNAF set 
its first TAC in 1969, applying to the haddock fisheries in 1970. Two years later it 
set TACs for eight stocks, including cod and herring, and also began to allocate 
quota shares among member states. By 1975 TACs applied to 55 fish stocks in the 
area (Blake 1997; Cushing 1977; ICNAF 1968; Rozwadowski 2002: 191). In 
NEAFC, there was concern about the lack of scientific evidence upon which new 
management measures could be based, as well as potential economic and adminis-
trative problems. It is important to note that despite significant developments 
within scientific methodology precise scientific estimates of stock size and fore-
casts for their development had yet to be developed at this point (Nordstrand 
2000). NEAFC’s annual meeting of 1967 agreed that the issue should be exam-
ined further in the light of the work done by ICNAF (NEAFC 1968). NEAFC’s 
annual meeting of 1968 set up an Ad Hoc Study Group to examine the possibility 
of restricting fishing on the cod and haddock stocks in the Northeast Arctic. The 
Study Group focused on a system based on catch quotas, and suggested that allo-
cations be based on the record of past catches, as well as dependence of coastal 
states on the fisheries and the claims of new entrants. 

The following discussion centred on the legal aspects, as NEAFC had to go 
through the procedure of Article 7.2 in order to add the new measures discussed to 
the list of Article 7.1. The procedures set out in Article 7.2 were demanding be-
cause they required a proposal supported by no less than two-thirds of the delega-
tions followed by acceptance by all member states. Consequently, authorising 
NEAFC to use catch quotas was a potentially-slow process. Meanwhile, a crisis 

                                                           
4 Chapter 4 on Faeroese fisheries management describes such a regime. Basically, this system 
converts fishing effort into catch quantity, calculating fishing mortality per unit of fishing effort. 
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emerged in the Northeast Atlantic herring fisheries. Scientists had been concerned 
about the state of the North Sea herring since the mid 1950s and were alarmed by 
signs of decline of the Atlanto-Scandian herring in the early 1960s. However, the 
view that this decline was caused by fishing had yet to gain strong foothold within 
ICES. NEAFC’s debate on management modernisation focused on the demersal 
fish stocks, and no one predicted the collapse of the Atlanto-Scandian herring 
fishery that came in 1968/69 (ICES 2006; Rozwadowski 2002: 178–182). The At-
lanto-Scandian herring crisis came at a point when NEAFC was already in the 
process of adopting TAC-based management, but the states that were most de-
pendent on the Atlanto-Scandian herring were unwilling to wait passively for an 
amendment to Article 7.1 to take effect. Consequently, Iceland, Norway, and the 
USSR, began discussions outside the NEAFC framework in the autumn of 1970 
regarding a catch quota for Atlanto-Scandian herring, agreeing on a quota for 
1971 (Government of Norway 1971; NEAFC 1971). Similarly, the three states 
mainly active in the Northeast Arctic cod and haddock fisheries – Norway, the 
UK, and the USSR – attempted outside the NEAFC framework to agree on the to-
tal allowable catch and distribution for these demersal stocks. Catch quotas for the 
arctic cod fisheries took effect for the first time in 1974, through the tripartite 
agreement between the UK, the USSR and Norway. However, this agreement 
broke down when the USSR withdrew due to excessive fishing from non-
signatories, and NEAFC took over the task. At the annual meeting in June 1974, 
NEAFC set the quotas for North Sea herring for the 1974–1975 season, and for sev-
eral other pelagic and demersal stocks for 1975. Allocations between contracting 
states were based on historical catch performances, with certain percentages set 
aside for coastal state preferences and special needs. When the national 200-miles 
Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) were established in 1977, NEAFC ceased set-
ting measures for resource conservation (Christensen and Hallenstvedt 2005: 247). 
NEAFC 1969; 1970; 1971; 1973a, b; 1974; 1975a, b; 1977; 1978). From then on, 
the task of ensuring sustainable harvesting of the fish stocks of the Northeast At-
lantic was taken on by national states and bi-lateral and multi-lateral fisheries 
commissions. The Northeast arctic cod came to be managed by the Norwe-
gian/Russian fisheries commission from 1977. NEAFC lost its significance to 
fisheries management for many years, but the processes that took place in the 
North Atlantic fisheries commissions in the 1960s and 1970s shaped management 
regimes that have dominated the North Atlantic fisheries ever since. 

2.4 Concluding Remarks 

The discourse on management reform in the North Atlantic fisheries commissions 
is better understood taking into account some general developments within science 
and governance at the time. The management discourse in the Atlantic fisheries 
commissions took place at a time when the marine sciences were developing and 
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unchallenged in terms of providing the best possible knowledge of fish stocks. All 
sciences, including the social sciences, were still greatly influenced by the positiv-
ist theory of science. The positivist view implied a belief in the ability of science 
to accurately model the dynamics of fish stocks and the behaviour of people. The 
positivist view thus implied a belief in the ability of man to predict and control the 

This optimistic view of knowledge was accompanied by another significant 
trend: the expansion of state administrations. The first decades after WWII were 
marked by significant growth in the tasks undertaken by the states and pertinent 
growth in the states’ administrations (Flora 1986). The expansion of state regula-
tion of the fishing industry was interesting in this respect because it was, to some 
extent, driven by needs that emerged from unintended consequences of state poli-
cies. The European states played active roles in the reconstruction and modernisa-
tion of economic life after WWII. As is illustrated by several cases in this volume, 
modernisation of fishing fleets was often encouraged through state policies aiming 
to increase social welfare and food security in the post-war period. These policies 
contributed to an unprecedented growth in fishing capacity and, consequently, 
fishing effort. Problems of overfishing emerged as an unintended by-product of 
this fleet modernisation, and the management discourse of the 1960s reflected in-
creasing awareness of the need for governmental action to reduce these unin-
tended effects. Consequently, resource management emerged as a second major 
task for the states alongside industry development. 

The creation of modern fisheries management can thus be seen as resulting 
from the combination of two dominant mindsets: faith in the ability of science to 
model social and natural causal chains, and faith in the ability of the state to gov-
ern these causal chains for the common good. As has been described in Chapter 1, 
both of these mindsets were challenged to an increasing extent by academics from 
the mid 1970s onwards: the positivist stance was largely abandoned within the so-
cial sciences, the tragedy of the commons thesis was challenged, and the reliability 
and relative superiority of scientific knowledge were questioned. However, by the 
time these criticisms had become significant in the public debates, basic manage-
ment choices had been made and structures had been built that created a great de-
gree of path dependence in fisheries management. 

This path dependence was embedded in two types of structures. First were the 
political, legal and administrative structures built to solve distributional and im-
plementation tasks. As will be described thoroughly in the following chapters, 
these structures were sometimes outcomes of hardly-achieved political compro-
mises and significant investments in negotiation, legislation and administration. 
Consequently, they were not easily changed. Second was the structure of the 
discourse at management level. From the late 1960s, the discourse on fisheries 
management was predominantly a discourse about governmental TAC-based 
regulation. The question of overcapacity remained important because it created 

future. As Rozwadowski (2002) has shown, this optimism was clearly pronounced 
in ICES in the early post-war period, resulting in great faith in the ability of sci-
ence to ensure rational exploitation of marine resources. 
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challenges in terms of implementation and distribution of TACs, but TAC-based 
management constituted the frame of the management discourse. For example, 
when the 1966 ICNAF working group advised that the option of managing fisher-
ies through effort regulation ‘be set aside for the present’ (WGBEAC 1968: 56), 
its intention was probably not to exclude this option from the future fisheries man-
agement discourse. However, this is to a great extent what happened. Almost 20 
years after the discussion took place in the Atlantic fisheries commissions, one of 
the key advisors in this process – a fisheries scientist that co-authored both the 
ICNAF advisory reports described above – commented that the process had led to 
a somewhat single-minded focus among managers on TACs, as well as the unfor-
tunately-widespread belief that ‘catch quotas are the only correct way to manage a 
fishery’ (Gulland 1984). 

In Foucault’s terms (1999), the order of the fisheries management discourse 
had largely been shaped by 1970. Management perspectives challenging the state-
centred, TAC-based management approach were marginal in the discourse influ-
encing fisheries management in the 1970s and 1980s. It would take a series of cri-
ses in TAC-managed fisheries, with ensuing legitimation problems, before the 
management discourse was significantly extended. The fisheries crises in the early 
1990s, followed by increasing sensitiveness to implementation challenges, have in 
some cases paved the way for the inclusion of alternative management perspec-
tives through, for example, increased emphasis on user-group participation, appli-
cation of fishing day regulations and Marine Protected Areas, from the 1990s on-
wards. However, despite these new trends, governmental TAC-based management 
has by and large held its ground as the dominant paradigm of the fisheries man-
agement discourse.  
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3 Implementation of Resource Conservation 
Policies in the Norwegian Fisheries: A Historical 
Outline 

Stig S. Gezelius 

Abstract   This chapter presents the history of Norwegian fisheries management 
since 1900, focusing on the system for implementing resource conservation goals. 
It describes how the Norwegian implementation system has developed incremen-
tally in response to new implementation challenges and outlines in detail the sys-
tem for handling the most difficult legal and administrative issues in TAC-based 
management. The chapter seeks to explain the continuity and incremental growth 
of the Norwegian implementation system, as well as the role of fishing industry 
organisations in developing it. It argues that the nature of the development of the 
Norwegian implementation system has been shaped by Norway’s level of national 
autonomy in fisheries management, the division of authority between the Parlia-
ment and the fisheries administration, and the power relationship between the 
fisheries administration and the key industry organisations. 

3.1 The Subject and the Actors 

This chapter describes the historical development of the Norwegian system for 
implementing Total Allowable Catches (TACs). The focus is on resource conser-
vation, meaning that the much-discussed question of allocation is addressed only 
to the extent that it is directly relevant to the implementation of conservation tar-
gets. The chapter describes the essential features of the Norwegian system for im-
plementing TACs and offers explanations for how these features developed. An 
important characteristic of the Norwegian implementation system, influencing this 
chapter’s descriptive approach, is that it has developed through incremental 
changes to regulatory details rather than through a large general plan. Conse-
quently, the fundamental ideas of the implementation system must be sought after 
in regulatory details that may appear to be insignificant at first glance, especially 
to readers who are unfamiliar with fisheries management. The incremental nature 
of this development has meant that solutions for the present have largely been 
built upon the structures of the past. Consequently, understanding the specifics of 
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the Norwegian implementation system requires delving into the historical devel-
opment of the structures that that eventually shaped it. A major goal of this chap-
ter is thus to link regulatory specifics to the ideas and structural conditions that 
shaped them. Explaining regulatory detail in the light of their structural conditions 
implies a historical approach to the implementation system. Catch quotas were in-
troduced in Norwegian fisheries management in the early 1970s, but beginning 
this outline at that point would lead us to ignore some fundamental conditions that 
have shaped the implementation system. Consequently, this chapter begins with a 
description of certain important pre-WWII events that later became crucial to the 
implementation of TACs in Norway. 

This chapter is motivated by the lack of systematic and explanatory descrip-
tions of the Norwegian system for implementing TACs in relation to resource con-
servation. However, there is rich literature covering a number of other significant 
aspects of Norwegian fishing and fisheries management, also for English readers. 
Consequently, I do not give a general descriptive introduction to the Norwegian 
fishing industry. Readers looking for such a background can easily find this else-
where.1 I will limit the introductory background to a brief presentation of the main 
actors that have shaped the development of the implementation system and the ba-
sic relationships between them. 

The incremental nature of the development of the Norwegian implementation 
system is a result of practically-oriented management. The development of the 
Norwegian implementation system has above all focused on solving specific prob-
lems at the practical level. This is reflective of the fact that the practitioners of 
fisheries management (the fisheries administration) and the regulated actors (the 
fishing industry) have been the key actors in this process. Four central actors have 
shaped the development of the Norwegian system for TAC implementation: the 
Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs (which I will mostly refer to as the 
Ministry of Fisheries2), the Directorate of Fisheries, the Norwegian Fishermen’s 
Association, and the fishermen’s sales organisations. 

The Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs, headed by the Minister of Fish-
eries, is located in Oslo and has overall administrative responsibility for fisheries 
management. It draws up general fisheries policies and proposed laws, and is re-
sponsible for implementing fisheries legislation. Today’s fisheries legislation 
mostly consists of enabling acts giving the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal 

                                                           
1 For a general introduction to the Norwegian fisheries in English, see Hersoug 2005. Hersoug’s 
book also gives a thorough outline of the allocation aspect of Norwegian fisheries management. 
General descriptions in English of industry, industry organisations, and management can also be 
found in, for example, Apostle et al. 1998, Gezelius 2003, and Hallenstvedt 1995. For Norwe-
gian readers, specialised historical descriptions have been given of the Directorate of Fisheries 
(Nordstrand 2000) and the fishing industry organisations (Christensen & Hallenstvedt 1990, 
2005; Hallenstvedt & Dynna 1976; Johannesen & Misje 2002). 
2 The Ministry of Fisheries changed its name into Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs in 
2004. I will mostly refer to it as the “Ministry of Fisheries” because that was its name through 
most of the period described in this chapter. 
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Affairs extensive authority in terms of regulating the fisheries. The Ministry of 
Fisheries and Coastal Affairs currently employs a staff of approximately 110 peo-
ple. However, the Ministry is not the centre of implementation of conservation 
policies. This centre is constituted by the Directorate of Fisheries, which is organ-
ised as a separate unit under the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs and lo-
cated in Bergen. The Directorate of Fisheries is the executive and advisory unit of 
the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs. It is responsible for the day-to-day 
regulation of the fisheries, issuing more than 250 regulations per year. It also has 
the main responsibility for the enforcement of fisheries regulations, and provides 
advisory services for the fishing industry. In addition to its central office in 
Bergen, it has a number of regional and local offices fulfilling enforcement and 
advisory tasks along the coast. The Directorate of Fisheries presently has a staff of 
approximately 450 people, 250 of whom work in regional or local offices. 

The Norwegian Fishermen’s Association is the main industry organisation rep-
resenting the interests of fishermen. It includes inshore fishermen, offshore fish-
ermen, vessel owners, and crews throughout Norway. After the offshore sector 
joined the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association in the 1960s, the Norwegian Fish-
ermen’s Association has had a virtual monopoly on representing the interests of 
fishermen.3 The organisation has strong influence on Norwegian fisheries politics 
and is formally and informally consulted by the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal 
Affairs and the Directorate of Fisheries on all significant matters. The fisheries 
administration has treated the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association as the main 
voice of the fish harvesting industry and included it in decision-making to the ex-
tent that it has emerged as the government’s fisheries management partner. The 
Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs and the Directorate of Fisheries have 
considered the dominant position of the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association to be 
a significant advantage because it reduces the heterogeneity of industry advice 
(Gezelius 2002a, 2003; Christensen and Hallenstvedt 2005). While the Norwegian 
Fishermen’s Association voices the interests of fishermen in relation to political 
and administrative agencies, the fishermen’s sales organisations protect the fish-
ermen’s interests in the market. There are five sales organisations for groundfish, 
each one covering a specific geographical area. In addition, there is one sales or-
ganisation for pelagic fish in all of Norway. The sales organisations are owned by 
fishermen and have law-protected monopolies in their respective areas regarding 
the purchase of fish from fishermen. These monopolies imply that fishermen are 
only allowed to sell their fish through a fishermen’s sales organisation. In practice, 
the fishermen sell their catch to private fish buyers who operate under the instruc-
tions of the sales organisations and act on their behalf when dealing with the fish-
erman. The sales organisations were established to give the fishermen control over 
                                                           
3 The Norwegian Coastal Fishermen’s Association was established in 1987 in response to the in-
fluence of the offshore interests on the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association. Although the Nor-
wegian Coastal Fishermen’s Association gradually has become accepted as a legitimate industry 
voice, it has never managed to threaten the dominant political position of the Norwegian Fisher-
men’s Association. 
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fish prices4 and to secure payment for their catch. Although they were established 
for the purpose of market regulation, the sales organisations have to an increasing 
extent been instructed to undertake tasks related to the implementation of govern-
ment policies. The sales organisations constitute a centralised structure for han-
dling the data and money-flow relating to the first-hand trade of fish. Conse-
quently, they have become important actors in the Norwegian system for TAC 
implementation. 

3.2 1945–1977: From Industry Development to Resource 
Management 

3.2.1 Preconditions Developed Before 1945 

The end of World War II opened a period of increasing fishing capacity and ex-
pansion of the Norwegian state apparatus, which makes it a natural starting point 
for an outline of the construction of modern fisheries management in Norway. 
However, several institutions that were built before WWII facilitated the post-war 
development. When the Ministry of Fisheries was established in 1946, a fisheries 
administration had been in place under various other ministries for almost 50 
years. The late 1800s and early 1900s saw an expansion of the use of engines in 
the Norwegian fishing fleet, allowing fishermen to use more efficient gear than 
in previous years. This development triggered a need for management and 

                                                           
4 The sales organisations set minimum prices for fish based on market analyses. Minimum prices 
are set following negotiations with the fish buyers’ organisation, but the sales organisations are 
authorised to set prices when an agreement cannot be reached. 

A large share of the data for this chapter have been generated from government 
documents, mainly acts, regulations and preparatory papers covering Norwegian 
fisheries management throughout the 20th and 21st centuries. Important data have 
also been drawn from previously published studies largely based on fieldwork 
among fishermen and interviews with key informants in the fisheries administration, 
the Coast Guard, the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association and the sales organisa-
tions (Gezelius 2002a, 2003, 2006, 2007a). The key informants in these studies 
were selected on the basis of their positions and work tasks and were generally of-
fered anonymity. More thorough descriptions of methodology can be found in the 
cited publications. These data have been supplemented with ad hoc personal 
communication with management personnel regarding specific issues during the 
writing of this paper, as indicated in citations. Needless to say, the works of a 
number of other authors, cited in the regular manner, have been of great value. 
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knowledge of marine fish stocks. Consequently, the Directorate of Fisheries, 
which is organised under the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs, and is re-
sponsible for enforcement and technical aspects of fisheries management today, 
was established in 1900 under the name The Fisheries Board (Fiskeristyrelsen). 
The Directorate of Fisheries was constructed at the same time as the International 
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES), and development of marine science 
became one of the core tasks of the young Norwegian fisheries administration. 
The fact that the Director of Fisheries discovered the significance of year classes 
to the periodic changes in the fisheries, which is a cornerstone in modern TAC-
based management, illustrates the strong connection between science and man-
agement in this period. The marine biologist Johan Hjort was Director of Fisheries 
from 1906 to 1916, and made his seminal discovery in 1913. 

Apart from fisheries science, the early tasks also included fishing industry de-
velopment and administration of fisheries law. The Directorate of Fisheries estab-
lished a quality control for fish in 1903, which was the beginning of a control sys-
tem that developed into today’s enforcement of catch quotas. The Act on Tagging 
and Registration of Fishing Vessels was decided upon in 19175 and implemented 
beginning in 1920 (Government of Norway 1917; Nordstrand 2000). The early 
regulatory responses to the modernisation of the Norwegian fisheries in the late 
19th and early 20th century mainly aimed to solve or reduce conflicts between 
the users of different gear types, but also included some pure conservation 
measures for lobster, salmon, and marine mammals (Hallenstvedt & Dynna 
1976; Nordstrand 2000). 

Perhaps of greatest consequence for the government’s future capacity to im-
plement resource management policies was the organisation of the fishing industry 
that took place during the inter-war years. This organisation process reflected and 
created tight and enduring connections between the fishing industry and the state. 
The organisation of the first hand trade of fish was to become especially important 
to implementation. Economics hardships in the fishing industry during the 1920s 
generated attempts by fishermen to organise the first hand trade of fish, which led 
to the establishment of the first fishermen’s sales organisation in 1927. The fish-
ermen fought for law protection of their sales organisations, which eventually led 
the establishment of the Raw Fish Act in 1938 (Christensen & Hallenstvedt 1990; 
Johannesen & Misje 2002). A new version of this was established in 19516 and is 
still in effect. The Raw Fish Act ensures the fishermen’s sales organisations a law-
protected monopoly on first-hand trade of fish. Consequently, fishermen can only 
land fish to buyers that operate through sales organisations, and all fish buyers 
must act according to the rules of these sales organisations. In practice, the buyer 
acts on behalf of the sales organisation when dealing with the fisherman. When 
receiving catch from the fisherman, the buyer sends sales notes to the sales organi-
sation, which subsequently pays the fisherman. This system has entailed that all 
                                                           
5 In Norwegian, this act was called Lov om registrering og merking av fiskefartøyer. 
6 In Norwegian, this act is called Lov om omsetning av råfisk (Råfiskloven). 
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fish landings are traded through a centralised system of law-protected organisa-
tions which are required to report catch statistics to the Directorate of Fisheries 
(Nordstrand 2000: 177). The purpose of the Raw Fish Act was to enhance the 
market position of fishers, granting them control over fish prices and securing 
their payment. However, the organisation of first-hand trade of catch has greatly 
facilitated the monitoring of fishing mortality, and became an important factor in 
the implementation of the Norwegian resource management system that began to 
evolve some 40 years later. 

Another significant development was the founding of the Norwegian Fisher-
men’s Association. The Norwegian fish harvesting industry had traditionally been 
organised in several local organisations at the county level. However, the govern-
ment, which wanted to consult a unitary fish harvesting industry, initiated a proc-
ess leading to the merging of the local organisations into the Norwegian Fisher-
men’s Association in 1926. By the early 1970s, this organisation represented the 
entire fish harvesting industry, including owners and crew in both inshore and off-
shore fisheries (Hallenstvedt & Dynna 1976). The Norwegian Fishermen’s Asso-
ciation has demonstrated a remarkable capacity to arbitrate between conflicting 
industry interests and, by so doing, present uniform advice to the government. 
Consequently, the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association has become indispensable 
to the government in terms of handling the distributional issues that accompany 
modern TAC-based management. It has significant influence on governmental 
harvesting regulations. It also has a significant role in implementation by commu-
nicating regulations back to the industry. It will be argued that the role of the 
Norwegian Fishermen’s Association has made implementation of fish harvesting 
regulations much easier for the state by improving state/industry communication 
and increasing the legitimacy of state policies. 

3.2.2 Early Post-war Policies 

As described in Chapter 2, questions of overfishing and resource conservation at-
tained increasing attention in the international fisheries commissions during the 
first decades after World War II, and the need to restrict fishing capacity and/or 
regulate catch quantities became generally recognised among the contracting par-
ties. The attempts to coordinate conservation efforts in the Atlantic fisheries com-
missions emerged in response to modernisation efforts at the national level. There-
fore, the development in fisheries management at the international level moved, in 
some respects, in the opposite direction of the policies at the national level. While 
the need to reduce fishing pressure received increasing attention, also from Nor-
wegian managers, in the North Atlantic fisheries commissions from the late 1950s, 
the Norwegian domestic fisheries policies continued to focus mainly on modernis-
ing the fishing industry. This policy was driven by the belief that the traditional 
combination of farming and seasonal inshore fishing was economically inefficient, 
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and that future demands for profitability and a stable supply of fish required de-
veloping a Norwegian offshore trawl fishery (Government of Norway 1957a). 

The introduction of freezer technology represented an opportunity for the Nor-
wegian fish processing industry, which was located far from its export markets, to 
export fresh products and to rationalise traditional conservation methods. Conse-
quently, the government initiated and promoted the development of freezer plants, 
a number of which were built during the 1950s. The new freezer plants depended 
on stable access to fish landings, which became an important motivation for gov-
ernment policies encouraging the development of the trawl fishery. The Norwe-
gian fishing fleet was owned by fishermen, which meant that there had not been 
enough concentrated capital to develop a significant trawl fishery. Neither was 
there any great interest in the industry for building or buying trawlers. Conse-
quently, the government actively promoted the expansion of the trawler fleet by 
softening up the traditional licensing policy that had only allowed fishermen to 
own fishing vessels, offering loans, and initiating test fisheries. With these policies 
in place, the trawler fleet expanded throughout the 1960s, contributing to a grow-
ing political concern about overcapacity (Hersoug 2005; Holm 1996; Nordstrand 
2000: 300–316). 

In the early post-war years, Norwegian fishermen harvested from stocks that 
were in good conditions due to the pause in fishing caused by the war. Conse-
quently, overfishing was not a major concern in the early days of these modernisa-
tion programmes. Norway had attended the international fishery conferences of 
the 1930s and 1940s and signed the agreements. However, it was among those 
states that were resistant to regulatory restrictions on fishing, as it saw the requests 
for such regimes largely as attempts by other states to gain increased control of 
fisheries resources. None the less, reports from British scientists warning about 
overfishing in the North Sea brought the attention of Norway’s fisheries admini-
stration to the issue. 

The question of overfishing started to become a genuine concern among 
Norwegian fishery managers in the late 1950s and gradually turned Norway into a 
supporter of stricter regulation during the following decade. However, this grow-
ing concern was not initially manifest in domestic politics because national control 
of fishery resources was practically non-existent at the time. The North Atlantic 
fisheries commissions were the main arena for conservation policies. In the late 
1950s, Norway voiced the need for stricter management of the arctic cod stock in 
the Permanent Commission.7 In a speech held in 1964, the Director of fisheries 
recognised that conservation of fish stocks had become the main question for 
many fisheries in the North Atlantic, and strongly supported the development to-
wards stricter regulatory measures that had just began in ICNAF.8 He expressed 

                                                           
7 The Permanent Commission was the forerunner of the North East Atlantic Fisheries Commis-
sion (NEAFC). A closer description of these institutions has been given in Chapter 2. 
8 The International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) was the forerun-
ner of the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO). 
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his belief that management in the form of catch quotas was the most desirable out-
come of this process (Government of Norway 1975a; Sunnanå 1964). The concern 
about resource conservation continued to increase from then on. 

The national policy to increase Norway’s fishing capacity can thus be regarded 
as a combination of two mechanisms. On the one hand, it was a rational adaptation 
to a prisoner’s dilemma situation created by more or less open access to fishery re-
sources beyond territorial waters during the first couple of decades after WWII. 
On the other hand, and perhaps more importantly, it was a result of political priori-
ties that had been made when resource conservation only had a marginal place on 
the agenda. The inertia of these principal political priorities entailed that it took 
time before concerns about overfishing influenced fisheries policies significantly.  
While Norwegian fisheries policy was mainly oriented towards industry develop-
ment in the 1950s and 1960s, it addressed resource conservation to an increasing 
extent from the 1970s (Nordstrand 2000). In the early 1970s, the question of catch 
quotas and fishing effort had become dominating on the agendas of the interna-
tional fisheries commissions, and the question of overfishing had become a major 
concern for fisheries managers. 

3.2.3 The Development of a Legal Framework for Fisheries 
Management 

Norwegian fisheries law had traditionally been a fragmented set of region- and 
species-specific acts. Work to gather the fragmented fisheries legislation into uni-
fied national laws began in the 1930s. Several laws on pelagic fisheries were re-
placed by the Herring and Sprat Fisheries Act in 1937.9 This act focused almost 
entirely on detailed arrangements to solve and avoid various types of user conflicts 
on the fishing grounds, which had grown more intense following the introduction 
of the purse seine and motors in the fishing fleet. Article 37 contained regulations 
on closed areas and seasons and minimum size of fish, but these regulations were 
mainly motivated by quality and marketing rather than conservation (Government 
of Norway 1937a, b). In 1939, the government started to work on similar simplifi-
cations for the remaining fisheries. This work was unfinished when the war came, 
and was resumed in 1947. At that time, the fish harvesting practices of Norwegian 
fishermen were still managed through more than twenty different laws. 

Several regional fisheries laws had been established from the 17th century to 
avoid gear conflicts and to ensure order on the cod fishing grounds. From the late 
19th century, these were accompanied by national laws aimed to meet conserva-
tion challenges following technical modernisation. Legislation regulating the use 
of potentially-harmful gear types in saltwater fisheries developed gradually. A 
prohibition of the use of explosives in fishing came in place in 1911. An act from 
                                                           
9 In Norwegian, this act was called Lov om sild- og brislingfiskeriene. 
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1914 restricted the use of certain gear types, and authorised the government to use 
small-fish regulations. Acts concerning minimum sizes of plaice and halibut were 
passed in the 1930s. Following the 1937 London fisheries conference regarding 
mesh sizes and minimum fish sizes in demersal fisheries, a new Act on Preserva-
tion of Salt Water Fish10 was created that adopted standards set at the London 
Conference and merged several previous acts concerning gear restrictions and 
small-fish regulations (Government of Norway 1938, 1954). A separate act on the 
conservation of lobster had also been established since 1923. 

The work to create a more surveyable and unified legal framework eventually 
led to the creation of the Salt Water Fishing Act of 1955,11 which mainly applied 
to the demersal fisheries (Government of Norway 1954, 1955). This act adopted 
its basic framework from the Herring- and Sprat Fisheries Act, and concentrated 
mainly on regulation of potential user conflicts. However, Article 4 of the 1955 
Saltwater Fishing Act also included the conservation measures of previous legisla-
tion concerning harmful fishing gear. As an adaptation to the ICNAF Convention 
in 1949, which Norway had signed, Article 4 also authorised the Ministry of Fish-
eries to set catch quotas for the purpose of conserving fish stocks or complying 
with international agreements. The provision for catch quotas did not reflect the 
Norwegian political agenda of the day. Serious discussions on how to restrict fish-
ing pressure had not yet begun. The fundamental discussion on quotas and effort 
regulations took place in the Atlantic fisheries commissions during the following 
fifteen years. In that respect, the provision for catch quotas in the ICNAF conven-
tion and the Saltwater Fishing Act of 1955 were ahead of the political processes 
that led to their implementation. 

While previous legislation outlined the specific conservation rules to be ob-
served in fishing, the Saltwater Fishing Act of 1955 used an enabling article that 
authorised the Ministry of Fisheries to apply a defined set of conservation methods 
and to define the detailed content of conservation rules (Government of Norway 
1954, 1955). Over the following decades, delegation of this authority became the 
general mode of managing Norwegian fisheries. Consequently, fisheries regula-
tions set by the fisheries administration became the legal tool used for detailed 
management of fishery resources. The content of Article 4 in the Saltwater fishing 
act was included in the Herring and sprat fisheries act through an amendment in 
1957, extending the same authority into these fisheries (Government of Norway 
1957b). 

The 1950s also saw the development of the first general legal framework to 
regulate access to the fisheries. Since 1917, all vessels used for the purpose of 
commercial fishing had been required to be marked and included in a national reg-
ister of fishing vessels. The 1917 act implied no restrictions on access to the fish-
eries as such, but became an important tool in the implementation of future access
restrictions. Trawl fishing required a licence from the Ministry of Fisheries 
                                                           
10 In Norwegian, this act was called Lov om fredning av saltvannsfisk (6 May 1938). 
11 In Norwegian, this act was called Lov om saltvannsfiskeriene. 
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following a special Act on Trawl Fisheries from 195112 (Government of Norway 
1951b), but the first general legal step in the direction of access restrictions in 
fishing was the preliminary act of 1956 on the right to own fishing vessels (Gov-
ernment of Norway 1956). This act stated that a license from the Ministry of Fish-
eries was required in order to acquire ownership of a registered fishing vessel or to 
register a new vessel. No unregistered vessel could legally be used for commercial 
fishing. In practice, the access policy was not notably restrictive: government 
regulations allowed vessels under 50 feet to be included in the register without a 
specific permission, and individuals and companies fulfilling the law's require-
ment of at least three years of fishing as their main occupation were allowed to 
register and fish with their vessels. However, this legislation became the basis for 
more restrictive policies when crisis struck the herring fisheries in the late 1960s. 
The herring crisis resulted in an amendment to the preliminary act of 1956 author-
ising the Ministry of fisheries to cease registering new vessels. The Ministry be-
gan to use this new power in 1970, when it stopped registering new purse seiners 
(Government of Norway 1992: 27). 

As we have seen, political concern about overcapacity and overfishing emerged 
during the 1960s. The government, which had actively promoted modernisation of 
the fishing fleet, began to worry about the consequences of unregulated expansion 
of new efficient fishing methods. The discourse in the Atlantic fisheries commis-
sions on new management measures, described in Chapter 2, was followed by a 
perceived need to improve the legal tools for controlling input into the fishery. 
Consequently, a new enabling Act on Regulation of Participation in the Fisheries 
(Participation Act13) was passed in 1972, replacing the preliminary act from 1956. 
This act increased the possibilities for the Ministry of Fisheries to control expan-
sion of the fishing fleet for the purpose of conservation or rational utilisation of 
fish stocks, as well as its authority to give dispensation from the legal require-
ments for registration. In addition to the system of general fishing licences, the 
new act authorised the government to regulate access to each specific fishery 
through licensing schemes, and to require that fishermen obtain government per-
mission before they could modify fishing vessels significantly. It also authorised 
the Ministry of fisheries to set catch quotas and to distribute these among the 
fishermen. Consequently, the halt in registering new purse seiners, which had been 
introduced in 1970, was replaced by a licensing scheme in 1973 (Government of 
Norway 1971a, 1972a, 1992). 

The Participation Act represented a national adaptation to the ongoing regula-
tory processes in the North Atlantic fisheries commissions. However, it appears 
that the influence on Norwegian legislation of the discourses in ICNAF and 
NEAFC went beyond merely required legal adaptations. In effect, the 1972 Par-
ticipation Act authorised the government to implement the management principles 
recommended by the ICNAF Working Group on Joint Biological and Economic 
                                                           
12 In Norwegian this act is called Lov om fiske med trål. 
13 In Norwegian, this act is called Lov om regulering av deltakelsen i fiske (Deltakerloven). 
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Assessment of Conservation Actions in 1967: resource conservation through catch 
quotas, supplemented by limited entry licensing for the purpose of economic effi-
ciency.14 

The Participation Act continued the development of the corporatist manage-
ment model that has been typical of the administration of the fisheries, as well as 
other Norwegian industries. The Norwegian Fishermen’s Association was con-
cerned about the ability of the industry to adapt to forthcoming policy changes and 
began deliberations regarding regulation procedures with the fisheries administra-
tion in 1970 (Christensen and Hallenstvedt 2005: 235). These deliberations even-
tually led to the establishment of two advisory councils. Articles 7 and 10 of the 
Participation Act of 1972 established that licensing schemes for specific fisheries, 
catch quotas, and distribution of these quotas could only be decided after consulta-
tions with a board of representatives from the fishermen’s unions. The Licensing 
Committee, which consisted of representatives from government and industry 
(four out of eight members were from the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association), 
was established in 1972 for the purpose of counselling the government on these is-
sues. A specific Regulatory Committee, consisting of representatives from the 
fishing industry, science and government, to advise the Ministry of Fisheries on 
resource management issues followed in 1973 (Hoel et al. 1991; Government of 
Norway 1981a; Nordstrand 2000). 

Catch quota-based management emerged gradually in Norwegian fisheries 
management beginning in 1970. This policy reform was by no means unilateral. 
As outlined in Chapter 2, the use of TACs followed directly from negotiations that 
had taken place in the North Atlantic fisheries commissions since the mid-1960s. 
These negotiations had been generated by increasing concern about capacity in-
crease and overfishing on both sides of the North Atlantic, but especially within 
ICNAF which was the leading arena for the introduction of TACs. However, by 
the late 1960s, the severe concerns about the fish stocks in the Northwest Atlantic 
had been accompanied by a crisis in the Northeast Atlantic fisheries: the collapse 
of the Atlanto-Scandian herring stock in 1968/69. The catches of North Sea her-
ring was also in decline. The crisis in the herring fisheries created a severe prob-
lem of overcapacity in the pelagic fishing fleet and an ensuing need for managing 
the pelagic fisheries in the region (Hersoug 2005; Rozwadowski 2002: 178–182). 
The states that were most dependent on the Atlanto-Scandian herring were unwill-
ing to wait for agreement within NEAFC and, consequently, established the first 
catch quotas outside the NEAFC framework. Consequently, the Norwegian Minis-
try of Fisheries set a quota for mackerel fished for fishmeal and oil in 1970 (Gov-
ernment of Norway 1970). Following an agreement between Norway, Iceland, and 
the USSR, a regular TAC for Atlanto-Scandian herring was established for 1971 
(Government of Norway 1971b; NEAFC 1971). A catch quota for capelin was set 
for 1972 (Government of Norway 1972b). 

                                                           
14 This ICNAF working group has been described in Chapter 2. 
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The emergence of TAC-based management soon raised questions of distribu-
tion and efficient utilisation of quotas, and resulted in industry demands for vessel 
quotas.15 Discussions about the use of vessel quotas began as early as 1972, and 
reflected concern about inadequate legal tools for implementation. Initially, the 
Ministry of Fisheries was reluctant to introduce vessel quotas because existent law 
only addressed illegal catch in relation to punishable acts, meaning that catch ex-
ceeding quotas could only be confiscated after prosecution and subsequent court 
decision (Government of Norway 1976c). However, due to pressure from the in-
dustry, vessel quotas were applied in the capelin fisheries in 1973–74, and later 
also in herring and mackerel fisheries, without legal provisions for non-penal con-
fiscation of catch. The early experiences with vessel quotas made clear to manag-

A core question was whether confiscating catch from fishermen who were not 
liable to punishment was consistent with the Norwegian Constitution. This new 
provision for catch confiscation was based on the view that fishermen do not own 
catch that they are not legally permitted to take. Consequently, confiscation of 
illegal catch was not considered confiscation of private property and, thereby, not 
as penalty. It simply regulated the ownership to values that had no owner. Conse-
quently, it was considered that such confiscation would not violate the Norwegian 
Constitution (Government of Norway 1976c). 

The amendment enabling the sales organisations to confiscate catch regardless 
of the fisherman’s criminal liability marked the beginning of a management prac-
tice that later was extended and became a key element in the Norwegian system 
for implementing TACs: non-penal confiscation of illegal catch. The amendment 
concerning catch confiscation was significant in two important ways. First, it es-
tablished a system for the confiscation of catch as an administrative, non-penal, ar-
rangement to handle the problem of catch incidentally exceeding quotas. Conse-
quently, illegal catch could now be confiscated regardless of the ability of 
                                                           
15 A vessel quota is a quota allocated to one specific vessel in contrast to, for example, a quota 
allocated to a group of vessels. Vessel quotas imply that each vessel is allocated a specific share 
of the TAC, which entails that it will not have to compete with other vessels in catching this 
share. Thereby, vessel quotas increase the predictability for fishermen and reduce the competi-
tiveness of fishing. In Norwegian management, the term “vessels quota” is used instead of “indi-
vidual quota” (IQ) because quotas are allocated to vessels rather than individuals. 

ers that they needed a system for handling unintended exceeding of quotas. Dis-
cussions on how to handle this issue began in 1974 through dialogue between the 
Ministry of Fisheries, Directorate of Fisheries, and the major industry organisa-
tions. These discussions resulted in several amendments to the Participation Act in 
1976, which gave the fishermen’s sales organisations an important role in the im-
plementation of the catch quota system. The Ministry of Fisheries could now 
authorise the sales organisations to estimate vessel quotas and the sales organisa-
tions became responsible for administrating catch exceeding these quotas. Catch 
exceeding a vessel quota would now be calculated and confiscated by the sales or-
ganisation, which also would keep the value of the catch, regardless of the fisher-
man’s criminal liability. 
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enforcement personnel to prove criminal negligence. The fact that landing illegal 
catch was not followed by penalty, such as fines or confiscation of the legal part of 
the catch, also reduced the incentives for discarding16 illegal catch. This reform 
also established a system for administration of the value of illegal catch. Discard-
ing illegal catch was still mandatory according the Saltwater fishing act of 1955, 
but this new system facilitated a radical change of that policy, enabling implemen-
tation of the ban on discards that began to emerge ten years later. Notably, the de-
sire to reduce discards became prevalent among policy makers at the time when 
these amendments to the Participation act were made (Government of Norway 
1975c; 1976c, d). Although it would take several years before the concern about 
discards resulted in a legal ban, the authorisation and preparation of the sales or-
ganisations to administer landings of illegal incidental catch became a central 
condition for the implementation of this ban later. Second, the amendments meant 
that the implementation of catch quotas had become a joint state/industry endeav-
our. It marked a significant expansion of the role of the law-protected fishermen’s 
sales organisations. Originally, their task was to secure a strong market position 
for the fishermen through monopolies on first hand trade. With the introduction of 
catch quotas, this centralised system became a handy instrument in resource man-
agement and made the fishing industry a responsible partner in the new resource 
management regime. 

Disillusionment regarding the capacity of international commissions to effec-
tively regulate fisheries contributed to the breakthrough of the principle of 200 
nautical miles Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) at the third session of the United 
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea in 1975. The basic idea was that the 
coastal states were given the right to manage and utilise the resources within ex-
clusive zones stretching 200-nautical miles off shore, which roughly covered the 
states’ continental shelves. This exclusive right included setting TACs and distrib-

                                                           
16 In this chapter, to discard fish means to release or return fish to the sea (see glossary). 

uting them. The Act on Norway’s Economic Zone was passed in December 1976, 
and the EEZ was established from January 1977. This act was nothing short of a 
revolution in terms of national control of fishery resources. By comparison, Nor-
way’s control over fisheries had been limited to the 4 nm territorial sea until 1961 
when Norway established its 12 nm Fishing Zone (Government of Norway 1976b, 
2003d). The Act on Norway’s Economic Zone gave Norwegian citizens the exclu-
sive right to utilise marine living resources, and authorised the Ministry of fisher-
ies to regulate catch quotas, fishing effort, and the access of foreign fishermen 
within an exclusive zone of 200 nautical miles covering most of the continental 
shelf. On the other hand, the government believed that an adequate legal frame-
work for fisheries management was already in place, and the act establishing the 
EEZ introduced nothing new in terms of the state’s authority to manage fisheries 
apart from extending this authority to 200 miles (Government of Norway 
1976a,b, 1978a, 1980, 1983a; Sen 1997). However, the administrative structures 
for fisheries management were developing, and the establishment of TAC-based 
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management and national control over offshore fisheries through the new EEZ 
soon called for significant reform of fisheries law. 

3.2.4 The Emergence of an Enforcement Apparatus 

The Directorate of Fisheries reorganised and expanded in the early post-war years, 
and this trend continued during the 1960s and 1970s, as the fisheries gradually be-

Until the 1970s, Norwegian fisheries laws mainly served as legal tools for pro-
moting orderly fishing – solving and avoiding conflicts among fishermen on the 
fishing grounds. Consequently, an enforcement apparatus was established towards 
the end of the 19th century to ensure orderly fishing in the great seasonal fisheries 
– especially cod and herring. The supervisors enforced fisheries regulations ensur-
ing order on the fishing grounds, but also served as advisors for the industry. This 
was the beginning of an advisory apparatus that developed throughout the 20th 
century, reflecting the state’s role as promoter of industry development. 

The advisory service became formalised through a separate act in 1972,17 and 
was reformed into a coherent state administration under the Directorate of Fisher-
ies in the early 1980s, keeping its dual tasks of supervising seasonal fisheries and 

The growing amount of regulations concerned with resource conservation and 
the emergent system of catch quotas required not only supervision of the large 
seasonal fisheries, but also permanent supervision and enforcement. Extending the 
control tasks of the advisory service was not regarded as the best answer to this 
challenge. Therefore, the enforcement of the state’s resource conservation meas-
ures – the resource control – was left to the second major regional branch of the 
Directorate of Fisheries. This branch consisted of the quality control for fishery 
products that had developed since 1900 – the control service. The control service 
had expanded and encompassed an increasing number of agencies throughout the 
20th century, as new products became subject to control. The entire apparatus re-
organised and merged into a single administrative unit under the Directorate of 

                                                           
17 This act, which was called Lov om rettledningstjenesten i fiskerinæringen, was passed 11 June 
1971 and entered into force in January 1972. 

providing industry advice (Government of Norway 1971c, 1978a, b, 1980, 1982a; 
Nordstrand 2000). The advisory service consisted of municipal fishery advisors 
headed by regional Chiefs of fisheries. In addition, the advisory service had fisheries 
boards on municipal and county levels. 

came regulated. The establishment of the 200 nm EEZ in 1977 was a watershed 
event in Norwegian fisheries management. Resource conservation was about to 
become a national responsibility, and a major political task, to a much greater ex-
tent than previously. At the same time, the fisheries administration reorganised 
and became much better suited to handle the challenge. 
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Fisheries in 1977. The administrative apparatus originally built for the purpose of 
quality control covered the entire coastline and, by the late 1970s, it included ap-
proximately 130 regular employees in addition to a central staff at the Directorate 
of fisheries and several laboratories. The quality control had traditionally been 
performed as random checks at fish plants and fishing vessels along the coast. The 
same administrative apparatus and control procedures were used in the resource 
control as it gradually became a more important task. The control service thus was 
responsible for monitoring compliance with mesh size regulations, small fish 
regulations, closures of fisheries, and catch quotas (Government of Norway 
1978b; Nordstrand 2000). 

Despite these enforcement tasks, the resource control was still marginal com-

ment of catch quotas. The fisheries administration lacked adequate regulations, 
experience, and educated personnel for the purpose of quota implementation. It 

However, the central and regional fisheries administration that had been built 
since the turn of the century undoubtedly made it much easier for the Directorate 
of fisheries to eventually adapt to the new tasks. 

The two regional branches of the fisheries administration developed into repre-
sentations of the state’s shifting roles. The advisory service continued to represent 
the state’s traditional role as facilitator and promoter of industry development. It 
enforced ‘old school’ harvesting regulations aimed to handle potential conflicts 
among fishermen. The control service, with its increasing emphasis on resource 
control, was gradually shaped by the state’s new role as resource manager and en-
forcer of regulated scarcity. This administrative structure and division of labour 
lasted for some 20 years until the two branches of the regional administration 

The outer administration of the Directorate of Fisheries was tasked with land-
based control and supervision of the seasonal fisheries, which generally took place 
close to shore. With regard to sea-based controls, the Navy has played a role in 
Norwegian fisheries enforcement since 1907, when it assumed the task of keeping 
foreign fishing vessels out of Norway’s territorial waters. From the late 1920s, it 
also started to provide services to the fishing fleet under offshore and distant water 
fisheries, and undertook the task of guarding fishing gear in international waters 
when gear conflicts between trawlers and fixed gear users became an issue. When 
a NEAFC agreement on mutual inspection of fishing vessels entered into force in 
1970, the Navy became responsible for this task. The Navy thus had a significant 
history of fisheries law enforcement when quota implementation first required an 
apparatus for at sea inspections several years later. The establishment of the 
200nm EEZ in 1977 implied important new tasks for sea-based enforcement of 
sovereignty and monitoring of the fisheries. These new tasks resulted in the estab-
lishment of the Coast Guard in 1977 (Christensen and Hallenstvedt 2005; Norway 

pared to the quality control in the late 1970s, and there was no effective enforce-

merged in 1998. The regional branch of the Directorate of Fisheries is generally 
referred to as the outer administration (ytre etat). 

took another decade before a reasonably effective quota control began to emerge. 
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1975b). The Coast Guard became a key agency in sea-based fisheries law 

3.3 1977–2000: The Formation of Modern  
Fisheries Management 

3.3.1 A New International Regime for Resource Conservation 

The preliminary outcome of the negotiations on the new Convention on the Law 
of the Sea allowed for 200 nm EEZs and made resource conservation a coastal 
state responsibility. In addition, it required states that shared stocks to co-operate 
for the purpose of conservation. The subsequent establishment of the 200 nm 
EEZs in 1977 marginalised NEAFC in fisheries management. However, by that 
time the Atlantic fisheries commissions had ensured the breakthrough of catch 
quotas as the dominant way to manage fisheries (see Chapter 2). Consequently, 
the new regime of bi-lateral and multi-lateral resource management that emerged 
from the mid 1970s built on this management strategy. 

The establishment of the Norwegian 200 nm EEZ did not entail that the most 
important fish stocks were brought under exclusive Norwegian jurisdiction. Nor-
wegian fishermen still harvested mainly from stocks that migrated between the 
EEZs of Norway and other states. Consequently, the establishment of the new 
EEZ took place along with a series of bi-lateral and multi-lateral negotiations for 
the management of shared stocks. Norway and Russia (USSR) had traditions of 

enforcement. 

co-operation through the tripartite agreements for the 1971 herring fisheries and 
the 1974 cod fisheries (see Chapter 2), and of scientific collaboration, which had 
existed since the 1950s. Continuing their collaborative relations, Norway and 
Russia signed agreements on fisheries management in 1975 and 1976, establishing 
a joint fisheries commission responsible for setting and sharing TACs for the 
shared stocks in the Barents Sea: northeast arctic cod, haddock, and capelin. This 
collaboration also includes mutual exchange of quotas on exclusively-national 
stocks. Similarly, Norway and the EU made an agreement on the management of 
fish stocks in the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea and West of the British Isles in 
1977. Similar to the agreement with Russia, TACs are set and distributed for sev-
eral shared demersal and pelagic stocks through annual negotiations, in addition to 
mutual exchange of exclusively-national stocks. Norway entered an agreement 
with Iceland on the management of capelin migrating between the Icelandic EEZ 
and the Norwegian fishing zone around Jan Mayen in 1980. A tripartite agreement 
between Iceland, Greenland and Norway was signed for this stock in 1989. These 
new institutions for resource management were supplemented by a series of bi-
lateral agreements on exchange or grants of exclusive fishing rights. 
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The first attempts to present precise scientific estimates of stock size and de-
velopment came during the 1970s, although the figures were perceived as uncer-
tain. ICES’ Advisory Committee on Fisheries Management (ACFM) counselled 
the bi-lateral and multi-lateral commissions on the level at which to set their 
TACs, but the impact of the scientific stock assessments on the quotas in these 
early years has been questioned (Nordstrand 2000: 399–402). While historical 
fishing was the dominant factor in the distribution of quotas under the NEAFC re-
gime, the stocks’ zone belonging became a crucial criterion after the extension of 
the EEZs. The principle of zone belonging implies that the extent to which a 
transboundary stock resides within a given state’s EEZ determines this state’s 
rightful share of the TAC. 

The institutional structures for resource management and distribution in the 
Northeast Atlantic are under more or less constant negotiation, subject to shifting 
international politics of fishing. Norway, Iceland, Russia, and the Faeroe Islands 
agreed on a TAC and national quota shares for Atlanto Scandian herring in 1996, 
and the EU entered this agreement in 1997. However, this agreement broke down 
in 2003, and the parties did not manage to agree on quotas and distribution for this 
stock until 2007. These states have also struggled to establish a management re-
gime for the blue whiting fisheries, which evolved rapidly from the late 1990s. An 
agreement for management of this stock was reached for the first time in the au-
tumn of 2005 (Government of Norway 1983a, 1995a, 2003a, 2005a; Nordstrand 
2000). Implementation of the agreed TACs has mainly been a national matter: 
each state sets its own regulations concerning monitoring of fishing mortality and 
enforcement. This has resulted in differing implementation practices, which have 
caused tensions regarding the perceived willingness and ability of co-operating 
states to implement joint decisions. The cases presented in this volume describe 
significant variety in terms of capacity for implementation. At the end of this 
chapter, we will address the increasing effort over the past few years to build an 
international control regime. 

The question of implementation was not a major issue when the new regime for 

3.3.2 Catch Quotas Gain Ground as a Resource Management Tool 

The early licensing schemes for specific fisheries, notably those based on the 
Trawler Act of 1951, were based on the perceived need regulate the relationships 
between gear types and between user groups. In the early 1970s, licensing also 

resource conservation emerged on the international arena. Until the early 1970s, the 
main problem was to identify and agree on basic regulatory measures (see Chapter 
2). The question of implementation emerged when solutions to this initial problem 
became institutionalised in the late 1970s. Regulation of fishing mortality through 
catch quotas entailed implementation difficulties, requiring an increasing amount of 
resources from the Norwegian fisheries administration in the years to come. 
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emerged as a measure for resource conservation. The collapse of the herring fish-
eries led the Ministry of Fisheries to use the authority granted it by the Participa-
tion Act of 1972 to introduce limited entry licensing for the pelagic purse seine 
fleet in 1973 – the year before NEAFC set its first TACs for herring. The Ministry 
introduced limited entry licensing in the seine fisheries for saithe in 1974 for simi-
lar reasons (Government of Norway 1981a, 1983a; NEAFC 1974). The role of 
limited entry licensing as a resource conservation measure faded as catch quotas 
gained ground in fisheries management. 

The division of labour between catch quotas and capacity regulation in fisheries 
management resulted from disillusionment regarding the ability of structural poli-
cies to remove the need for restricting the domestic fleet’s harvesting. The estab-
lishment of the 200 nm EEZ required a coherent fisheries policy, and the govern-

which identified the major political goals, problems and solutions for the industry, 
in 1977 (Government of Norway 1977a). This plan saw licensing policies and 
catch quotas as complementary management measures. It attempted to estimate 
the capacity reductions needed to adapt the fleet capacity to the fishery resource 
base, and stated that achieving balance between fishing capacity and the fishery 
resource was a major goal. The basic idea of this plan was to set scientifically-
based catch quotas and adapt the fishing capacity to the catch possibilities repre-
sented by these. Successfully doing so would greatly reduce the need for detailed 
regulations of specific vessels or fleet sectors.18 This idea was also reflected in the 
Participation Act of 1972, which related its provision for specific licensing 
schemes to resource conservation, among other things. The Participation Act also 
provided for TACs until 1976, which underlines that in addition to ensure profit-
ability in fishing, it was originally intended to be a tool in resource management 
(Garnment of Norway 1971a, 1972a, 1976d). 

During the 1970s, limitations on fishing capacity through licensing policies 
played a significant role in resource management. The long-term plan of 1977 re-
flected optimism in terms of adapting fishing capacity to the fishery resource after 
the EEZ had been extended. However, the results were disappointing. The cod 
stock in the Barents sea remained weak for a number of years, as did the important 
herring and mackerel stocks. By the early 1980s, the idea of using capacity restric-
tions as a tool in resource management had been abandoned. It was believed that 
only extremely strict licensing policies could reduce the need for regulation 
through catch quotas and technical fishing regulations, and that licensing schemes 
provided no alternative to catch restrictions. Fishery administrators began to rec-
ognise that catch restrictions likely were going to be necessary for many years to 
come. Consequently, the purpose of capacity restrictions became limited to ensur-
ing profitable fishing and year round occupation for fishermen. 

                                                           
18 As argued in Chapter 1, removing the need for catch quotas through capacity reduction 
schemes was quite optimistic, as resource fluctuations tend to make at least periodic catch re-
strictions necessary. 

ment outlined an ambitious “long-term plan for the Norwegian fishing industry”, 
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From the early 1980s, following the loss of faith in the conservation abilities of 
structural policies, Norway’s resource management was built on two pillars: total 
allowable catches and technical regulations, such as mesh size regulations, small 
fish regulations, and closed areas, aimed to minimise the content of juvenile fish 
in catches. The new Saltwater Fishing Act of 1983, based resource management 

Perhaps the most striking feature of the long-term plan of 1977 was the lack of 
consideration for how the emergent catch quota regime could be implemented. 
The questions of how to monitor and control fishing mortality in order to realise 
target fishing mortalities had yet to be systematically addressed. Partly as a result 
of this, the question of enforcement was also not a major topic at this point of 
time. This is especially striking in a government white paper on the Control Ser-
vice of the Directorate of Fisheries, published the same year (Government of 
Norway 1978b). While that paper pays much attention to quality control, and 
some attention to the enforcement of closed seasons and small-fish regulations, the 
question of how to enforce catch quotas is neglected entirely, save for the inclu-
sion of the words “quota regulations” on a list of enforcement tasks. 

The neglect of enforcement challenges was largely a result of the immaturity of 
fisheries law. A legal basis for quota control was still missing in the late 1970s: 
weighing regulations, sales note regulations, and logbook requirements had yet to 
be introduced. There really was not much to enforce in the way of catch quota 
regulations. We have seen that amendments to the Participation Act in 1976 al-
lowed sales organisations to confiscate catch exceeding a vessel’s quota. How-
ever, while these amendments placed new obligations on the fishermen’s sales or-
ganisations, they did not entail new regulations for the fishermen. Thereby, the 
Norwegian fisheries policy and administration were still immature in terms of 
quota implementation in the late 1970s. The perceptions of the challenges associ-
ated with the new EEZs were largely shaped by previous problems and agendas. 
From a Foucauldian planning perspective, this may be seen as an example of insti-
tutionalised, inert discourse structures preventing new issues from receiving the 
attention they rationally could claim (Foucault, 1977, 1999). 

The picture of inert institutional adaptation to the emergent TAC-based man-
agement regime is reinforced in the discourse on legal modernisation in the mid 
1970s. In 1973, the government appointed a commission tasked with drafting a 

on these two pillars, parting with structural policies as a resource conservation tool 
(Government of Norway 1981a: 16, 1983a). Implementation of resource conserva-
tion policies had thus been reduced to a question of implementing harvesting regu-
lations. However, basing resource conservation entirely on harvesting regulations 
did not make implementation any easier. Abandoning the ambition of adapting 
fishing capacity to the TACs implied that vessel quotas were likely to be neces-
sary in order to ensure economically-rational fishing. Adequate implementation of 
vessel quotas is one of the most difficult and complex tasks in fisheries manage-
ment, because it requires systems for monitoring the vessels’ catches and handling 
the problem of illegal incidental catch (see Chapter 1). 
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new act updating and replacing the Saltwater Fishing Act of 1955 and the Herring 

Despite its failure to address the new management challenges, the 1975 report 
launched one new interesting idea: a ban on discarding dead and dying catch. The 
Saltwater Fishing Act of 1955 required that illegal catch be discarded immedi-
ately. The 1975 report suggested that this requirement for discards should be lim-
ited to undersized fish and catch taken during closed seasons, for “preventive and 
control purposes” (Government of Norway 1975c: 23). It suggested that the Min-
istry of Fisheries be authorised to ban discards of all other dead and dying illegal 

consumption. The scientific methods for the estimation of stock size and its devel-
opment, for which reliable data on fishing mortality is essential, were still in their 
childhood years at this time. Partly as a result of this, the need to monitor fishing 
mortality was not on the agenda and, consequently, not considered in relation to 
the question of discards, although this has become an important consideration in 
more recent years. 

The recommendations in the 1975 report went through extensive revision be-
fore the government proposed a new Saltwater Fishing Act to Stortinget (the Nor-
wegian parliament) in 1982. By 1980, adapting the amount of fish caught to the 
level that can be sustained by the natural resource had become a dominant prob-
lem on the agenda of the Ministry of Fisheries. Consequently, by 1982, the legal 
text had changed from being a detailed outline of regulations, most of which 
aimed to ensure orderly fishing, to become an enabling act with implementation of 
TACs as its focal point (Government of Norway 1980: 25, 1982b). The new Salt-
water Fishing Act of 1983 represented the first steps towards building a legal 
framework for implementation of TACs. 

3.3.3 A Legal Framework for the Implementation of TACs  – The 
Saltwater Fishing Act of 1983 

The development of fisheries law, administration and market organisation before 
1983 was important because it created several important conditions for the imple-
mentation of a TAC-based management regime. However, it was not developed 
with that task in mind. The Norwegian management system before 1983 lacked 
regulations and administrative routines for monitoring fishing mortality and align-
ing it with catch quotas. For example, the Saltwater Fishing Act of 1955 required 

and Sprat Fisheries Act of 1937, thus finalising a 40 years process of legal simpli-
fication and modernisation (Government of Norway 1975c). However, when the 
report was published in 1975, the emergent new management regime – catch quo-
tas and extended coastal state jurisdiction – had largely outdated the new proposal 
already. The proposed new act largely centred on the type of problems addressed 
in the previous acts – measures to ensure orderly fishing. Provisions for effective 
implementation of catch quotas, such as catch reports and logbooks, were absent. 

catch. The purpose of this was to avoid the waste of resources suited for human 
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that illegal catch be discarded. Consequently, discards of illegal catch was also re-
quired in the first quota-regulated fisheries in the 1970s. For example, the cod 
regulations of the late 1970s explicitly prohibited fishermen from bringing illegal 
catch onto land (Government of Norway 1977b, 1978c). Similar to today’s EU 
system of required discards of illegal catch, this implementation practice under-
mined the monitoring and, consequently, the control of fishing mortality. 

As we have seen, there was great uneasiness about the discards policy in the 
Norwegian fisheries administration. The first attempt to align fishing mortality 
with catch quotas came, unsurprisingly, in the long-suffering herring fisheries. Af-
ter many years of crisis, a minor fishery for Atlanto Scandian herring (so called 

perceived need to control fishing mortality for that stock, but the present Saltwater 
Fishing Act required discarding of illegal catch and did not provide for a ban on 
such a practice. Consequently, the first attempt to keep fishing mortality within the 
catch quota was made through administrative procedures rather than penal provi-
sions. The 1981 herring regulations authorised the Directorate of Fisheries to issue 
permits and distribute the quota, and to respond to deliberate or incidental dump-
ing of dead herring with a corresponding quota reduction or withdrawal of permit 
(Government of Norway 1981b). This was not a ban against discards, but rather 
administrative reactions aimed to deter fishermen from killing more herring than 
their quota prescribed. It can be considered an attempt to formulate modern regu-
lations under an outdated act. 

At that time, a legal framework much better suited to monitor fishing mortality 
and keep within quota limits was already in the making. The first significant tool 
developed specifically for the purpose of implementing target fishing mortality 
rates through catch quotas was the new Saltwater fishing act of 1983, which has 
since constituted the legal cornerstone of fisheries resource management. The new 
Saltwater Fishing Act gave broad authorisation to the Ministry of Fisheries to 
regulate the utilisation of marine living resources based on the two newly-
established pillars of resource management: regulation of catch quantities through 
quotas and by-catch regulations, and measures to control catch composition in or-
der to prevent fishers from filling quotas with undersized fish. The legal provi-
sions for vessel quotas, as well as the sales organisations’ tasks in implementing 
them were moved from the Participation Act to the new Saltwater Fishing Act, 
finalising a shift towards a clear division between structural policies and resource 
management. 

Article 11 of the Saltwater Fishing Act represented an important change to the 
previous requirement for dumping illegal catch, stating that viable fish caught in 
violation of the act was to be released immediately. The Ministry of Fisheries was 
authorised to prohibit discarding of fish and fish waste products. However, one 
remaining insufficiency related to the authorisation to ban release of dead and dy-
ing fish before the catch is taken onboard. This is especially relevant in pelagic 
fisheries, where fish often dies in the seine before it is taken onboard. While the 
Ministry was authorised to ban all discards of dead and dying fish that had been 

“Norwegian spring spawning herring”) was opened in 1981. There was clearly a 
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taken on board, the authorisation to ban release of dead and dying fish before it is 
taken onboard only applied to catch taken illegally. This created an unintended 
loophole which, in principle, allowed for high grading of legal catch in pelagic 
fisheries. This insufficiency was rectified in 1988, when the provision in Article 
11 to ban release of dead and dying fish was extended to all catch (Government of 
Norway 1988a, d). 

The rationale for banning discards developed gradually. When this issue first 
came on the agenda in the mid 1970s, the argument related to waste of food re-
sources (Government of Norway 1975c). The white paper preceding the new 
Saltwater fishing act of 1983, mentions resource waste, but also contains the first 
mentioning of the need to avoid “destroying the resources in the ocean” as a rea-
son for preventing discards (Government of Norway 1982b: 23). By 1988, the ra-
tionale for preventing discards had found its modern formulation. The white paper 
that preceded the 1988 amendment to Article 11 of the Saltwater fishing act con-
tains the first mention of the need for adequate data on fishing mortality as a rea-
son for preventing discards of dead and dying fish (Government of Norway 
1988a:24). 

It was essential to the possibilities for implementing a ban on discards that the 
new Saltwater Fishing Act of 1983 continued and extended the legal provisions 
for non-penal forfeiture of illegal catch. This act provided for non-penal confisca-
tion of all illegal catch, not only that which exceed a specific vessel quota. It con-
tained three articles providing for confiscation of illegal catch, clarified through an 
amendment in 1988. Only one of these articles is a penal provision. Looking at the 
two non-penal provisions, Article 7 provides for confiscation by the fishermen’s 
sales organisations of catch that exceeds the vessel’s quota, while Article 11 pro-
vides for confiscation by the Directorate of fisheries of other illegal catch. In prac-
tice, the illegal catch is sold in a regular way; it is the outcome of the illegal catch 
that is confiscated. The confiscated outcome from sales of illegal catch belongs to 
the fishermen’s sales organisations, regardless of whether confiscation is done on 
the basis of Article 7 or 11. Confiscation according to Articles 7 and 11 are admin-
istrative measures aimed at removing the incentive for illegal fishing, not punish-
ment in a legal sense. 

The provisions for non-penal confiscation imply that fishermen may land inci-
dental illegal catch without fear of penalty, thus removing a potential incentive to 
conceal such catch through discards. In order to further remove incentives for dis-
cards, the new Saltwater Fishing Act also authorised the Ministry of fisheries to 
allow fishermen’s sales organisations to compensate fishermen for bringing illegal 
catch to shore, provided that catching the fish was obviously unintended. 

Articles 7 and 11 thus recognise that incidental catch is an inevitable part of 
fishing, and actively apply the principle of due care, which distinguishes between 
punishable and non-punishable violations. Recognising the inevitability of inci-
dental catch and, consequently, applying a principle of due care is arguably impor-
tant to the legitimacy of enforcement among fishermen. However, the non-penal 
nature of such confiscation also has another significant effect: it means that a 
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fisherman will know that his illegal catch will have to be forfeited regardless of 
the authorities’ ability to prove him liable to punishment. Consequently, the 
practice of non-penal forfeiture removes incentives for the fisherman to take ad-
vantage of the difficulty of proving criminal liability and thus pursue illegal 
catch deliberately. 

Only in severe cases, where a punishable act can be proven, may a process of 
administrative confiscation result in a police report. Because confiscations accord-
ing to Articles 7 and 11 are not penal measures, dissenting fishermen appeal to the 
Directorate of Fisheries rather than the court (Government of Norway 2006a: 37, 
183). Confiscations on the basis of Articles 7 and 11 are done on a routine basis, 
irrespective of the fisherman’s liability to punishment. However, if the illegal 
catch can be proven to have resulted from criminal negligence or intent, the fish-
erman may be taken to court and punished following conviction. In case of con-
viction, confiscation can be done in the form of penalty. Article 54 provides for 
penal confiscation of catch, fishing vessels, and fishing gear. While confiscation 
according to Articles 7 and 11 only entails that the illegal part of the catch is con-
fiscated, Article 54 provides for confiscation of the entire catch when legally and 
illegally caught fish is mixed (Government of Norway 1983b, 1988a). 

A major question in fisheries management – how to handle the inevitable prob-
lem of incidental catch – had thereby found an answer in the new Saltwater Fish-
ing Act. Consequently, a major reason for requiring discards of illegal catch had 
been removed. By recognising that illegal catch often did not qualify for criminal 
liability and, consequently, making landing of incidental illegal catch a non-
punishable act, the Saltwater Fishing Act removed a potential incentive for fish-
ermen to conceal illegal catch by discarding it. The administrative procedures for 
handling incidental catch were facilitated by the system of sales organisations that 
processed catch data, monitored vessel quotas, and administered the money-flow 
in the first hand trade of fish. The ability to create functional administrative proce-
dures for handling landings of illegal catch became a central condition for the im-
plementation of the ban against discards that emerged over the following years. 

The Saltwater Fishing Act of 1983 was the first act to fully recognise the need 
to impose legal requirements on fishermen in order to implement TACs, and to 
back these up with suitable enforcement. Article 9 authorised the Ministry of 
Fisheries to issue regulations requiring fishers to report time, place, and quantity 
of catch, gear type, and catch value. The new Saltwater Fishing Act devoted an 
entire, new chapter to the enforcement of the new management regime. It divided 
the enforcement responsibilities between the Directorate of Fisheries, and the 
Coast Guard. The Directorate of Fisheries was granted inspection rights on fishing 
vessels and landing sites, and the Coast Guard was granted police authority and 
inspection rights at sea. The fishermen’s sales organisations were included as a 
third enforcement agency through an amendment to this act in 1990. Table 3.1 de-
scribes what can be labelled the legal cornerstones for monitoring and controlling 
fishing mortality. The Saltwater Fishing Act is the basis for most of the important 
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regulations. The Raw Fish Act, as has been described above, has centralised the 
first-hand trade of fish through the system of sales organisation and thereby pro-
vided important organisational structures for implementation. 

Table 3.1. Legal cornerstones for monitoring and controlling fishing mortality 

 
Legal 
framework 

Regulated 
activity 

Regulated 
actors 

Regulations Function in 
resource 
management 

Saltwater 
Fishing Act 

Fish harvesting Fishers 
Fish buyers 

Quotas 
Catch reports 
Ban on discarding 
dead and dying 
fish 
Forfeiture of ille-
gal catch 
Control 
Technical regula-
tions 

Provide meas-
ures to restrict 
and monitor 
fishing mortality 

Raw Fish act Fish land-
ings/first hand 
trade 

Fishers  
Fish buyers 

Organisation of 
first hand trade of 
fish 
Catch and landing 
reports 
 

Provides organ-
izational  basis 
for implementa-
tion 

 

3.3.4 Towards Alignment of Fishing Mortality with Catch 
Restrictions – The System Takes Effect  

The Saltwater Fishing Act of 1983 outlined the basic principles for quota imple-
mentation, but had few consequences in its own right, as these principles were 
only established in a series of enabling articles. The subsequent years were an in-
tensive lesson for the fisheries administration on the problems of implementing 
target fishing mortality rates. 

The early experiences with quota-managed fisheries in the 1980s made it clear 
that the management system was seriously lacking in implementation tools. Quo-
tas generally, and vessel quotas specifically, generated several incentives for fish-
ers to adapt in ways that undermined the purpose of the system. The insufficient 
implementation system resulted in significant unregistered fishing mortality, a 
problem which received increasing attention throughout the 1980s. 

Concern about insufficient implementation resulted in the establishment of a 
working group to address the problem in 1986. This group consisted of three 
representatives from the Directorate of Fisheries and three from the Norwegian 
Fishermen’s Association. It was tasked with mapping types of violations of 
fisheries law, and suggesting solutions to the problem. The composition of this 
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group illustrates the extent to which the corporatist tradition in Norwegian fisher-
ies management has stretched beyond the process of general policy formation and 
reached into the details of implementation. This extent of stakeholder participation 
has resulted from a long-term deliberate policy of making the industry a partner in 
management. 

The report of this working group, presented in 1987, outlined the typical com-
pliance problems associated with catch quota-based management. It pointed to the 
practice among fish buyers, especially in the pelagic sector, of requiring fishermen 
to give a certain part of their catch away for free when buying their fish. This 
practice entailed that fish buyers received a larger amount of fish than was offi-
cially declared or was deducted from the fishermen’s quotas. Consequently, the 
practice of giving away catch led to unregistered landings of fish. Studies of fish-
ermen’s compliance conducted later, have confirmed that this was a widespread 
practice in the pelagic sector in the 1980s (Gezelius 2003, 2006). This practice 
was often embedded in the strong bargaining position of buyers. Giving a certain 
amount of the catch to the buyer for free did not necessarily imply a great disad-
vantage for the fisherman, as the unregistered landing would not be deducted from 
his quota and sometimes allowed for a higher price on the registered part of the 

(storhundra) among Norwegian fishermen. The 1986 working group also pointed 
to the practice of fishing during a closed season and having the buyer enter it in-

quently reported as if it had been taken during the open season. Another practice 
was to exceed area-specific quotas by falsifying information on where the catch 
was taken. The working group also pointed out the practice of falsifying informa-
tion on the species landed. This latter practice was relevant when fishing a specific 
species was prohibited. For example, when the quota for one species had been ex-
hausted fishermen could continue to fish for this species while “renaming” it into 
a different species upon delivery. This entailed that landings of, for example, her-
ring could be registered as landings of, for example, mackerel. 

The main problem with the implementation system of the 1980s was that the 
regulations did not provide for adequate control. It was illegal for a fisherman to 
exceed his quota, and it was illegal for a buyer to sell illegal catch. Violation of 
these rules could only be concealed through falsification of landing reports. The 
problem was that giving false information on landings was not a punishable act. 
As today, the catch report system was based on a system of sales notes, where the 
fishermen and the buyer fill in information on species and quantity, among other 
things, when the fish is landed. However, the sales note system was only embed-
ded in the procedural rules of the fishermen’s sales organisations, not state regula-
tions (Government of Norway 1989a). Consequently, giving false or inadequate 
information in sales notes entailed no risk of legal prosecution. The only state re-
sponse to such practices was that the Directorate of Fisheries would occasionally 
write a letter to fish buyers with a large number of incorrect or inadequate sales 
notes (Government of Norway 1988c). The enforcement of quota regulations was 

catch. This practice has often been referred to as “delivering the big hundred” 

formally – “write it on the wall” – until the fishery opens. The catch was subse-
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bound to remain ineffective as long as falsification of sales notes was not a pun-
ishable offence. 

The inefficient implementation of catch quotas also related to discards. Al-
though the Saltwater Fishing Act of 1983 provided for a ban, discards of dead and 
dying catch was still legal, and indeed required, in several fisheries in the mid 
1980s, because the legal authorisation to ban discards had yet to be used by the 
fisheries administration. The working group of 1986 pointed to the problem of 
“high grading” – i.e. discarding of the least valuable fish – that followed from the 
incentive to make as much money as possible out of vessel quotas. The general 
technical regulations of 1982 had prohibited fishing, as well as retention on board, 
of undersized fish. Similarly, the annual cod regulations had prohibited landings 
of illegal catch. Both these regulations implied a legal requirement to discard fish. 
As we have seen, there had been attempts to prevent excessive killing of Atlanto-
Scandian herring through administrative action since 1981. The provision in the 
new Saltwater Fishing Act to ban discards was used for the first time in the Bar-
ents Sea capelin fisheries in 1985. The administrative measures applied in the her-
ring fisheries were also supplemented with a ban on throwing herring back to sea 
in 1985, and a complete ban on discards of dead and dying herring (including re-
leasing it from seines) in 198619 (Government of Norway 1984a, b, c, 1985). 
However, the opposite principle – a ban on landing illegal catch – was still in 
force in the trawl fisheries for Northeast Arctic cod until 1987. At that time, an ef-
fort was made to make a ban on discards the rule rather than the exception in 
Norwegian fisheries. In the new general technical regulations of 1986, the prohibi-
tion against keeping undersized fish onboard was removed. The prohibition 
against landing illegal catch was also removed from the cod regulations that ap-
plied to the fishing season of 1987. In April 1987, separate regulations banned 
discards of cod and haddock in the trawl- and Danish seine fisheries in the North-
east Arctic (Government of Norway 1982c, 1986a,b, 1987a). A prohibition 
against discarding dead and dying fish, as well as of waste products, were estab-
lished for the mackerel fisheries of 1988 (Government of Norway 1987b,c). 

During this intermediary period, the meaning of “catch restriction” was am-
biguous. In cases where discards were mandatory, catch restrictions referred (by 
implication) to fish landed. In cases where there was only a ban on throwing fish 
back to sea, they implicitly referred to catch taken onboard; in cases where all dis-
cards of dead and dying fish were prohibited, they referred to fish killed or made 
incapable of survival. The perceived need to clarify this is reflected in a govern-
ment white paper from 1988 discussing how the concept of “catch” should be in-
terpreted in relation to the ban on discards. This whitepaper argued that the separa-
tion of fish from the remaining stock marked its transition into catch (Government 
                                                           
19 This is another example of how the development of the regulations has been ahead of the de-
velopment of an enabling act in relation to discards. It is notable that the Saltwater Fishing Act at 
that time provided for a ban on throwing any catch back to sea, but in relation to the release of 
dead and dying catch, e.g. from seines, the provision only applied to illegal catch. However, the 
herring regulations of 1986 actually banned the release of any dead or dying catch. 
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of Norway 1988a: 24). In practice, the Norwegian system requiring release of vi-
able illegal catch and banning release of dead and dying catch restricts the killing 
of fish following its separation from the stock. 

An amendment to the general technical regulations made in August1988 was a 
major step in the direction of adequately monitoring fishing mortality. It estab-
lished a general ban on discards of dead and dying fish in the Norwegian EEZ, re-
gardless of area, gear type and fleet sector. Initially, this ban applied to cod, had-
dock, saithe, redfish, mackerel, and herring. Capelin, whiting, blue whiting, 
Greenland halibut, angler, shrimp, and snowcrab have since been added to this list 
(Government of Norway 1988b, 1989b, 2004c). In principle, these regulations 
aligned catch quotas with fishing mortality and, thereby, conceptualised TACs le-
gally as a resource management tool. 

Despite regulations banning discards of dead and dying fish, the administrative 
procedures for implementation had yet to adequately ensure that fishing mortality 
and catch quotas were aligned in practice. One problem related to the absence of 
administrative tools suited to deduct forfeited catch from the TACs such that fish-
eries could be closed before the TAC was exceeded. This is a problem which re-
mains to a certain extent even today, a point to which I will return. The second 
problem was how to enforce the system. 

The 1986 working group’s mapping of illegal practices led to the formation of 
a second working group in 1988, tasked with recommending improvements to the 
enforcement system. It consisted of representatives of the Directorate of Fisheries, 
the Ministry of Fisheries and the fishing industry represented by the two biggest 
fishermen’s sales organisations. As has been described above, the sales organisa-
tions had had implementation responsibilities relating to the monitoring of vessel 
quotas and the confiscation of certain types of illegal catch for number of years al-
ready, and the role of the sales organisations in the implementation of conserva-
tion policies was going to expand over the next few years. Therefore, the partici-
pation of the sales organisations in the 1988 working group was more than routine 
hearing of industry views. It formed part of a growing state/industry partnership in 
the implementation of TACs. The Norwegian Sales Organisation for Pelagic Fish, 
which was one of the sales organisations represented in the 1988 working group, 
suggested to the group that falsification of sales notes ought to be illegal and that 
all recipients of fish landings should be required by law to keep correct landing re-
cords (Government of Norway 1988c). This recommendation was followed by 
Norwegian authorities, and became a cornerstone in the quota implementation sys-
tem. 

This process resulted in significant upgrading of the legal framework for quota 
implementation, which shaped the basic features of today’s system for monitoring 
catches. In the autumn of 1989, Stortinget (the parliament) amended the Saltwater 
Fishing Act and the Raw Fish Act, extending and clarifying the authority of the 
Ministry of fisheries to require catch reports. The Ministry now became authorised 
to require detailed catch reports from fish buyers, as well as vessels processing 
their own catch (Government of Norway 1989a, c). The ensuing regulations 
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concerning vessels processing their catch onboard (Government of Norway 
1989d, e) were subsequently extended to the transfer of catch between vessels at 
sea (Government of Norway 1996b, c). Today’s regulations allow catch to be 
transferred over the side to vessels from specific states under detailed report re-
quirements (Government of Norway 2005b). 

The 1989 amendment to the Saltwater Fishing Act authorised the Ministry of 
Fisheries to define the role of the fishermen’s sales organisations in resource con-
trol, and pertinent instructions followed in 1991 (Government of Norway 1991). 
These instructions required the sales organisations to establish control procedures 
for the implementation of the Saltwater Fishing Act. The sales organisations were 
also required to report detected illegal incidents to the Directorate of Fisheries. The 
fishing industry’s partnership with the state in fisheries law enforcement had now 
become embedded in law. This amendment also extended the authorisation of the 
control service of the Directorate of Fisheries so as to allow for investigations of 
the accounts of fishing companies, control of temporary storage facilities, as well 
as requirement of data from vessels and companies shipping catch abroad (Gov-
ernment of Norway 1988a, d, 1993a). The control authorities of the Directorate of 
fisheries were extended further in an amendment to the Saltwater Fishing Act in 
2001. The authorisation to access information needed for control purposes was ex-
tended and clarified so at to cover all relevant agencies, documents and facilities 
relating to trade, transport or storage of fish for commercial purposes. The author-
ity of the Directorate of Fisheries has thus been gradually extended from control-
ling fishing activities to also controlling the subsequent activities (Government of 
Norway 2001a, b, 2007e: 113). 

The 1989 amendments to the Saltwater Fishing Act enabled the fisheries ad-
ministration to fix major holes in the implementation system. The following years 
saw the establishment of core regulations in resource management. Following the 
additions to the Saltwater Fishing Act and the Raw Fish Act, the Ministry of Fish-
eries started using its authority to establish regulations for quota control. The sales 
note regulation of 1990 was a landmark event in terms of solving the problem of 
black landings. This regulation required the buyer to weigh the catch and to fill in 
sales notes according to the instructions of the sales organisations. The buyer and 
the fisherman were required to sign the sales note and they were jointly responsi-
ble for giving correct information.20 These regulations entailed that falsification of 
sales notes became subject to legal prosecution. For control purposes, the fisher-
man had to keep copies of the sales notes onboard the fishing vessel. The sales 
note regulations also required the buyer to keep records of their fish buys, which 
provides for control e.g. through comparing buys with sells. These basic principles 
of the catch monitoring system have remained the same since 1990. All catch has 
to be weighed at delivery, and signed sales notes submitted to the sales organisa-
tion with correct information on the quantity of each species landed and when and 

                                                           
20 The fisherman has sole responsibility for the correctness of the sales note when landing fish 
abroad. 
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where it was taken. The sales organisations register all information in a data base 
that is accessible to the Directorate of Fisheries. However, these general principles 
have gradually developed into more detailed requirements. In the pelagic sector, 
where some buyers have been known for requiring the big hundred, manipulating 
scales or in other ways embezzling catch, scales regulations were introduced from 
the mid 1990s requiring that the scales have sealed total counters that buyers can-
not reset and displays of landed quantity clearly visible to the fisherman (Govern-
ment of Norway 1995b, 1996a). Fishermen have reported that these regulations 
greatly reduced the problem of embezzlement of catch (Gezelius 2003, 2006). 
These requirements apply to all Norwegian fisheries today: the buyer is required 
to have officially-approved scales at the wharf, with displays easily accessible to 
the fisherman. Today’s regulations specify rules for tagging and traceability of 
landed catch, enabling control of buyer’s warehouses and accounts (Government 
of Norway 2003b). 

The late 1980s and early 1990s can rightfully be labelled the construction phase 
of today’s fisheries management system. Not only were the basic implementation 
tools for TAC-based management established, but this was also the period when 
the majority of Norwegian fishermen became subject to genuine quota-based re-
strictions on fishing. Previously, catch quotas effectively restricted only offshore 
vessels: the poor conditions of the Northeast arctic cod and important pelagic 
stocks entailed that the cod trawlers and the purse seiner fleets became the first 
strictly-regulated fleets. These fleets were subject to vessel quotas in the early 
1980s. However, the vast majority of fishermen, who fished inshore, were not af-
fected by quota regulations. The cod quotas set through negotiation with Russia 
only applied to trawlers until 1981. The quota agreement with Russia continued to 
allow vessels only using passive gear (gillnets and hook and lines) to continue 
fishing after the national quota share had been taken. Both Russian and Norwegian 
authorities began to worry about the extent of Norwegian fishing within this ar-
rangement. Consequently, restrictions on the inshore fleet in the form of closed 
seasons, gear restrictions and maximum quotas per vessel were introduced from 
1983 in order to delimit the overstepping of the Norwegian quota (Government of 
Norway 1983a). However, the ability to overfish the national quota with passive 
gear remained until 1988 (Government of Norway 1992). Throughout the 1980s, it 
became clear that the condition of the Northeast Arctic cod stock was not improv-
ing, and in 1989 the stock was estimated to be at an all-time low. Up to this point, 
catch quotas had mainly affected the offshore fleet, but from then on, the ability 
for Norwegian fishers to overfish the quota with passive gear was removed (Sag-
dahl 1992: 50), and a vessel quota regime was introduced in this fleet as well. 
Thereby, the majority of Norwegian fishermen had become included in the new 
resource management regime. 
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3.3.5 Organisation of the Resource Control 

As a result of the emergence of regulations for implementing TACs, the quality 
control of the Directorate of Fisheries was instructed to increase the priority of re-
source control in 1988 (Government of Norway 1989a: 20). The improved legal 
basis for implementation and the inclusion of the inshore fleet in the vessel quota 
regime around 1990 entailed that resource control became a dominant task for the 
control service of the Directorate of Fisheries. 

Since the amendments to the Saltwater Fishing Act in 1990, the resource con-
trol has been split between three agencies: the Directorate of Fisheries, the fisher-
men’s sales organisations, and the Coast Guard. These organisations co-operate on 
a regular basis in order to coordinate enforcement practices and clarify interpreta-
tions of legal rules. 

The Directorate of Fisheries began its control activities under the modernised 
regime for quota implementation with dockside inspections. These are random 
spot checks where inspectors compare the data in sales notes and logbooks with 
landed quantities. From the mid 1990s, the Directorate of Fisheries also began to 
carry out random checks of fish buyers’ accounts in order to monitor compliance 
with weighing and sales note regulations. It also inspects warehouses in order to 
compare changes in stored quantities with the buyers’ records of purchases and 
sales. The gradual development towards inspection of accounts and storage facili-
ties has required higher competence among inspectors than the traditional dock-
side inspections did. Consequently, the Directorate of Fisheries has found it neces-
sary to improve the education of its inspection personnel in recent years 
(Government of Norway 2006a: 195–7). 

From 1999, fishing vessels over 24 m have been required to install satellite 
tracking devices which transfer data on vessel movements to the Directorate of 
Fisheries. Report procedures, including reports of quantities and composition of 
catch, for Norwegian vessels fishing in international waters were introduced at the 
same time (Government of Norway 1999a, b). In 1998, an amendment to the 
Saltwater Fishing Act provided for the use of onboard observers for resource con-
trol, a major purpose of which was to improve the enforcement of the ban on dis-
cards (Government of Norway 1998a, b). The Directorate of Fisheries has a few 
onboard observers in the surveillance service for the Barents Sea fisheries.21 
However, only three positions are devoted to this task, and observer coverage has 
yet to play a significant role in regular resource control (Government of Norway 
2005c: 187). 

The Directorate of Fisheries has regional offices responsible for resource 
control. The two branches of the outer administration – the control service and 
the advisory service – merged in 1998. The responsibility for quality control 
                                                           
21 This surveillance service was established in 1984 for the purpose of observing the densities of 
small fish on fishing grounds in the Barents Sea and advising the Directorate of Fisheries on clo-
sures of these fishing grounds (Hallenstvedt 1993). 
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was removed from the fisheries administration following the establishment of 
the Norwegian food safety authority in 2004, leaving resource control as the 
main enforcement task of the fisheries administration. Today, the Directorate of 
Fisheries has 7 regional offices headed by Regional Directors responsible for re-
source control and advisory services. Each regional office has several offices on 
the municipal level. The fish inspectors provide their regional offices with written 
reports from each inspection. In cases where the Regional Directors finds a basis 
for prosecution, the offence is reported to the police. From then on, the role of the 
Directorate of fisheries is to provide evidence and act as counselling expert in the 
event of a court case. The regional offices are also responsible for administrative 
confiscation of illegal catch according to Article 11 in the Saltwater Fishing Act. 
In severe cases, the process of administrative confiscation may result in a police 
report. Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic elements in catch quota implementation. The 
boxes signify the main actors. Dotted arrows indicate actions carried out, while 
unbroken arrows indicate flows of material and information. 

 

 

Fig. 3.1. The quota implementation system 

The fishermen’s sales organisations monitor quota regulations and confiscate 
catch that exceeds vessel quotas. They also routinely report detected violations of 
fisheries law (Government of Norway 2004a). For example, the Norwegian sales 
organisation for pelagic fish incorporates all new regulations in their electronic 
fleet and catch monitoring systems, keeping track of the relationships between 
quotas, participation rights and landings. Much of the sales organisations’ control 
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is based on documents, but they also have a few inspectors who monitor fish land-
ings at landing sites, controlling procedures for writing sales notes and procedures 
for weighing. The sales organisations also assist the inspectors of the Directorate 
of Fisheries by providing data on the registered activities of fish buyers.22 The 
Coast Guard is responsible for surveillance and enforcement at sea, and is granted 
police authority in relation to those tasks meaning that it is authorised to board and 
arrest vessels. It carries out onboard inspections, controlling catch composition, 
fishing gear and comparing logbook and sales note information, on a routine basis. 
It also monitors the ban on discards. It reports major infractions to the police, and 
functions as a witness in court cases. 

Table 3.2 summarises the main problems in catch quota implementation and 
the current status of Norway’s efforts to solve them. Reports from fishermen 
clearly indicate that the problem of black landings was reduced greatly when the 
sales note/weighing regulations were put in place. Compliance research has con-
cluded that black landings of fish are dwindling in Norwegian fisheries. Although 
it used to be widespread, falsification of sales notes, which accompany black land-
ings, is no longer generally accepted in the industry (Gezelius 2003, 2006). 

Table 3.2. Problems and solutions in quota implementation 

 
Problem in 
quota im-
plementation 

Regulatory re-
sponse 

Enforcement 
practice 

Implementation Informal com-
pliance factors 

Preventing 
black sales 
of fish 

Sales 
note/weighing 
regulations 
Logbook regu-
lations 

Dockside 
inspections 
Warehouse 
inspections 
Document 
controls 

Mature system. 
Problem greatly 
reduced.  

Shifting 
attitudes in 
favour of 
compliance 
among fishers 

Preventing 
discards of 
dead and dy-
ing fish 

Ban on discards 
of dead and dy-
ing fish 
Compensation 
for landing ille-
gal incidental 
catch in demer-
sal fisheries. 
 

At sea inspec-
tions. 
No penalty for 
landing illegal 
incidental catch. 
Closed areas and 
caution areas to 
reduce catch of 
juveniles. 
 

Mature regula-
tions. 
Immature en-
forcement due to 
inadequate defi-

lems of detection 
and legal evi-
dence – few 
court cases. 

Ban on dis-
cards has 
unanimous 
support among 
fishers. 
Reciprocity-
based ex-
change of sur-
plus catch in 
pelagic sector. 

 
Logbook regulations were applied to certain fisheries beginning in the mid 

1980s, but gained a significant role in enforcement in the early 1990s after the 
sales note regulations had been introduced. Vessels over 13 m are required to keep 
logbooks with data on the quantity of each species caught and the location and 
time of the catch. The logbook must be kept up-to-date, and always completed 

                                                           
22 Pers. comm. Norwegian sales organisation for pelagic fish. 
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before the vessel calls at harbour. Fishermen are required to keep the logbooks for 
the previous two years on board the vessel (Government of Norway 1986c, 
1993b, c). A major purpose of today’s logbook requirements is to reduce the 
incentive to falsify sales notes by increasing the risk of detection. The logbook 
requirements entail that a fisherman who plans to falsify his sales note must begin 
by falsifying his logbook. A falsified or incomplete logbook implies a risk of be-
ing detected by unannounced dockside inspections. Intentional or careless viola-
tion of logbook regulations is subject to legal prosecution, and the principle of due 
care is enforced strictly, bordering on a practice of strict criminal liability (Dahl 
2002). 

While the implementation of fish landing reports has reached a fairly mature 
stage, implementing the ban on discards of dead and dying fish still raises some 

costs of compliance. Unless he was obviously careless when catching the fish, the 
fisherman risks nothing in terms of legal sanctions when bringing in the catch. The 

1999 (Government of Norway 1999c) entailing that, in demersal fisheries, the 
fisherman normally receives 20% of the catch value as a compensation for bring-
ing it to shore. Forfeited catch will not be deducted from the quotas of the fisher-
man. Defining “carelessness” in legal terms is difficult, but the Coast Guard uses a 
practice of “caution areas” in order to reduce this problem. The designation of 
caution areas provides information to the fishing fleet about areas with large quan-
tities of undersized fish or high risks of illegal by-catch and function as advice that 
fishermen would be wise not to fish within those areas. The caution areas are not 
closed to fishing, but vessels who fish there risk prosecution when they end up 
with illegal catch (Pers. comm. Coast Guard 2005). Since 1984, the Directorate of 
Fisheries has also had an apparatus to ensure timely closing of areas with high 
densities of juveniles in the Barents Sea (Hallenstvedt 1993). Both of these meas-
ures aim to decrease the risk of illegal catches. They also reduce the risk of fish-
ermen filling their quota with unprofitably small fish. Consequently, they are as-
sumed to reduce discards. 

Regulation wise, the system for preventing fish discards is arguably fairly ma-
ture, because it reduces incentives to discard illegal incidental catch without creat-
ing great incentives to pursue such catch deliberately. However, enforcement of 
the ban on discards is still a difficult matter. While the system quite effectively re-
duces the fisherman’s costs of complying with the ban on discards, it is arguably 
less effective in terms of imposing costs on fishermen who do not comply. This 

knowledge and thus a vague legal definition of when fish should be considered 
“dying”. This is mostly a problem in the pelagic fisheries, where release of fish 
usually takes place before the catch is taken onboard. The annual regulations in 
pelagic fisheries have thus stated, in general terms, that release of dying fish is il-
legal and supplemented this with a final limit related to the fishing operation. Until 
2004, this limit took the form of a statement saying that catch cannot be released 

difficulties. The main strength of today’s system is that it quite effectively reduces 

illegal part of the catch is forfeited, but a compensation scheme was introduced in 

ineffectiveness of enforcement relates primarily to three factors. First is shaky 
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after pumping of the catch from the seine into the vessel has begun under any cir-

was enforced, and the fishermen perceived releasing fish prior to this point to be 
legal. In the mackerel fisheries in 2004, the mention of the pumping operation as a 
final limit to the release of fish was removed from the regulations. Instead, the 
Coast Guard arranged meetings with fishermen informing them of how the con-

start reacting to instances where catch was released after the fish had been concen-
trated to the point where it began jumping in the seine. This implied a stricter en-
forcement practice because fish normally starts jumping in the seine before the 
pumping operation begins. The second factor concerns insufficient clarification of 
the principle of due care in relation to unintended dumping as a result of torn 
seines and cod ends. Consequently, the requirement for display of due care has yet 
to be enforced in such cases. Third is the fact that it is often difficult to find out, 
and virtually impossible to prove, who discarded the catch, because this requires 
direct observation of the act of discarding. This problem is also especially signifi-
cant in pelagic fisheries, as fish is usually discarded before it is taken out of the 
water. Fatty fish, such as herring, floats to the surface when dead, which increases 
the risk of detection. However, catches are often made when the fish concentrates 
right before darkness, and discarding is difficult to detect at night. Mackerel, for 
example, sinks immediately, which makes detection almost impossible unless 
there are observers onboard. Arguably, this problem can only be properly solved 
once gear is developed that allows fishers to estimate size and quality of the catch 
while the fish is still viable, thus removing the incentive to delay release until the 
fish is dead or dying (Gezelius 2006). These difficulties in proving criminal liabil-
ity resulted in an absence of court cases related to discards in pelagic fisheries for 
a number of years. As a result of the efforts of enforcement authorities to fix these 
inadequacies, the Coast Guard has over the past couple of years reported a few 
vessels for discarding pelagic fish (Gezelius 2006; Government of Norway 
2004b).23 

The state’s approach to resource control in fisheries aims to be non-
provocative. No enforcement personnel carry arms, and incidents of violence are 

                                                           
23 In December 2007, the Government published the proposal for a new act – Act on the Man-
agement of Wild Marine Living Resources (Havressursloven) – to replace the Saltwater Fishing 
Act of 1983. The proposal suggests that the rules regarding discards are made somewhat stricter. 
The Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs proposes that fishermen are required by law to 
bring all catch to shore, regardless of viability. The purpose of this is to simplify enforcement by 
making it less dependent on judgement of the catch’s viability. However, the need to make ex-
ceptions to this general rule is recognised, as is the legitimate need of purse seiners to release vi-
able catch from the seine early in the seining operation (Government of Norway 2007e). Conse-
quently, the extent to which the new and stricter rules against discarding solve the present 
enforcement problems in the pelagic sector is unclear. 

cumstances. Due to the inadequate definition of “dying fish”, only this final limit 

cept of “dying fish” would be interpreted in enforcement: the Coast Guard would 

extremely rare. Coast Guard personnel, although operating in military uniforms, 
are instructed to behave in a polite and non-provocative manner. During 
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fieldwork in the offshore fishing fleet in 2003 and 2004 (see Gezelius 2006), the 
author witnessed a gentle and communicative enforcement practice among Coast 
Guard personnel, and cooperative responses among fishermen. In offshore and 
distant water fisheries, the Coast Guard also provides certain services, such as in-
formation on the regulations of other states, medical services, and scuba divers in 
cases of emergency. Consequently, the Coast Guard does not only act as enforcer, 
but also as a support for the fleet, which likely contributes to cooperative attitudes 
among fishermen and, thereby, eases enforcement.24 

Violations of fishing regulations are usually violations of the Saltwater Fishing 
Act, which provides for three types of legal sanctions: fines, confiscation of catch, 
vessel, and gear, and imprisonment. Previously, imprisonment could only be used 
in cases of repeated violations or aggravating circumstances and was limited to a 
maximum of 6 months. Media attention to fisheries crime resulted in a sharpening 
of the provisions for imprisonment in the Saltwater Fishing Act in 2001. There is 
now a regular provision for 6 months in prison, and aggravating circumstances can 
result in a maximum of two years in prison. A typical penalty in fisheries court 
cases consists of a fine for the fisherman and confiscation of valuables belonging 
to the fishing company. In practice, confiscation often functions as a fine, as the 
Saltwater Fishing Act provides for confiscation of the monetary value rather than 
the physical items. 

Minor infractions, and especially those resulting from negligence, are often not 
reported to the police and, consequently, are settled outside the court system. The 
most common way for the Directorate of Fisheries or the Coast Guard to deal with 
such cases is to issue a warning. The Participation Act has also provided for with-
drawal of licenses when the conditions for the license are no longer fulfilled. 
However, when fisheries law enforcement entered the agenda in the late 1980s, 
the fisheries administration was reluctant to use such sanctions due to the ques-
tions of legal protection they raise (Government of Norway 1989a: 24). This pol-
icy has changed in recent years, and administrative sanctions have started playing 
a certain role in fisheries law enforcement. The new Participation Act of 1999 in-
creased the possibilities for administrative sanctions, stating that the required li-
cense to own a fishing vessel can be permanently or temporary withdrawn in cases 
where the vessel has violated fisheries law. Today, the Directorate of Fisheries oc-
casionally uses temporary withdrawal of fishing licences as an alternative to 
prosecution through the court system (Government of Norway 1999d, 2003c; 
pers.comm. Directorate of fisheries and the Coast Guard). 

                                                           
24 I owe to Jesper Raakjær the point that combining enforcement with other services may also 
have undesirable effects, as vessels fishing illegally may be reluctant to call for help. 
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3.3.6 The Logistics of Information 

The Norwegian management model is based on the ideal of aligning catch restric-
tions with fishing mortality. Achieving this is demanding in terms of administra-
tive efficiency. It is not sufficient to ensure that all fish killed during fishing is 
landed and reported. The logistics of catch information must also be efficient 
enough to ensure that governing agencies are kept up to date on the relationship 
between landed quantities and Norway’s total quota. Time lags in information 
transfer represent a danger of overfishing the TAC. 

In today’s system, the fish buyer transmits the sales note to a fishermen’s sales 
organisation. The sales organisations subsequently transmit sales note data elec-
tronically to the Directorate of Fisheries once or twice per week. The Directorate 
of Fisheries then updates its catch statistics database on basis of this information. 
Quota information is transmitted from the Directorate of Fisheries to the sales or-
ganisations daily (Government of Norway 2006a). 

A significant problem in quota implementation has related to a provision in the 
Raw Fish Act that allows fishermen to process their own catch. This provision en-
tails that not all catch is sold at the time of landing, which has resulted in signifi-
cant time lags since sales notes are not transmitted until the catch is sold. This 
problem has been on the agenda since 1996 and resulted in new regulations on 
catch report procedures in 2003. These regulations required the transfer of landing 
notes to the sales organisations in cases where the fish was not sold at the time of 
landing. The system of landing notes is currently being implemented electroni-
cally by the sales organisations (Government of Norway 1951a, 2003b, 2006a: 
31–34). 

A similar problem relates to forfeited catch. Catch that is confiscated adminis-
tratively is not subtracted from the individual quotas of the fishermen, in order to 
remove incentives to discard. However, aligning catch quotas with fishing mortal-
ity requires subtracting forfeited catch from the total Norwegian quota. At present, 
Norway has no system in place to ensure that aggregate data on fish landings, in-
cluding forfeited catch, can be continuously compared with Norway’s total quotas. 
This is not a major problem in the pelagic sector, because individual quotas in the 
offshore fisheries amount to slightly less than Norway’s total quota. This prevents 
illegal, forfeited catch from resulting in overfishing of the total quota. The fact 
that all catches are sold through a centralised auction system also ensures efficient 
transfer of landing data. Norway’s total quotas for herring and mackerel have not 
been greatly overfished in recent years (Government of Norway 2006a: 190–91). 
However, the system has yet to function adequately in demersal fisheries, which 
has less efficient procedures for transfer of data on fish landings. The lack of 
computerised tools allowing for real-time comparison of data in the central catch 
statistics database with total quotas makes it difficult to keep an up-to-date over-
view (Government of Norway 2006a; pers. comm. Directorate of fisheries). 
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The potential problem of overfishing is enhanced by the quota system applied 
in the inshore cod fisheries. In recent years, inshore fishermen have been granted 
one quota that covers cod, saithe, and haddock. This increases flexibility and re-
duces by-catch problems, but makes overfishing of favoured species difficult to 
prevent. This system of one single vessel-quota for these three species was re-
moved in the regulations for 2007 (Government of Norway 2007d). 

3.4 2000– : Globalising the Implementation Effort 

These dangers of asymmetrical implementation have been conspicuous in the 
Norwegian public discourse on illegal and unregistered fishing of Northeast Arctic 
cod, which is managed jointly by Norway and Russia, in recent years. In Norway, 
it is generally believed that Norwegian implementation of catch regulations for 
this stock works reasonably well and that illegal fishing for this stock by Norwe-
gian vessels is not a major problem today. However, there has been great concern 
about illegal and unregistered fishing by foreign, especially Russian, vessels in re-
cent years. ICES (2007) estimated that the unreported catches amounted to ap-
proximately 25% of the official catches in 2006. Transhipment of catches from the 
Barents Sea to cargo ships, which transport the catches to European ports for sale, 
is considered as the most common way of avoiding quota control in these fisher-
ies. Illegal fishing of Northeast Arctic cod has caused much frustration in the 
Norwegian fishing industry, and has resulted in industry organisations arguing that 
Norway should withdraw from its management agreement with Russia (Fiskaren 
2006b; NRK 2006). The feeling of being exploited by free riders and losing out in 
a prisoner’s dilemma game has also been expressed in the Norwegian fisheries 
press, as illustrated in this leading article in Norway’s biggest fishing industry 
newspaper. 

 

The Norwegian fishing industry is being robbed by obeying the law.... Russian fishers 
have done as EU fishers have for years, fished on an official quota and landed 

Most major fish stocks harvested by Norwegian vessels are either straddling or 
highly migratory, which means that they are shared with other countries. Conse-
quently, a functional national implementation system is insufficient to ensure sus-
tainable resource management. Realisation of conservation targets requires that all 
major harvesting nations implement catch restrictions with a certain degree of ef-
fectiveness. There are many potential legal and administrative obstacles to achiev-
ing this, but one obstacle is especially significant because of its potential to reduce 
the efforts of other states: the incentive to free-load on the conservation effort of 
others. In theory, asymmetrical implementation efforts could lead to a prisoner’s 
dilemma-like logic in resource management, where free riders subvert the general 
willingness by states and companies to carry the costs of conservation. 
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unofficially. The only growing stock, at a time when the ocean offers excellent conditions 
for production, is the saithe. But, notably, we manage the saithe stock ourselves. (Leading 
article Fiskaren June 7 2006a, my translation). 

 
States in the Northeast Atlantic require foreign fishing vessels to report their 

catch when entering or leaving their EEZs so as to keep track of catch taken 
within their EEZ. Norway has required catch reports from foreign vessels since 
1977. In 1994, it also introduced a requirement for foreign vessels to report to spe-
cific control points after having finished fishing, allowing for inspection. Re-
quirements for satellite tracking, established through agreements among coastal 
states in the North-East Atlantic, have increased the enforceability of these regula-
tions (Government of Norway 2007a; ICES 2007). However, such measures do 
not solve problems of illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing in interna-

As described in Chapter 2, the establishment of national control over offshore 
fisheries through the introduction of 200 nm EEZs in 1977 deprived the North-
East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) of its main resource management 
functions. However, the UN agreement on the management of straddling fish 
stocks and highly migratory fish stocks, established in 1995, renewed the signifi-
cance of the international fisheries commissions and improved the legal founda-
tion for international resource management, including control and enforcement 
(UN 1995). The significance of NEAFC has been reinforced by the increasing 
concern over foreign IUU fishing in recent years. In 2005, NEAFC established a 

2007 this ban was also extended to the EEZs of NEAFC’s member states. In addi-
tion to being banned from fishing, black listed vessels are denied access to ports 
and services in NEAFC states. The Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization 
(NAFO) has established a similar measure (Government of Norway 1993d, 2007a, b). 
Norway established legal provisions for the exclusion of black listed vessels from 
port services, landing and transhipment of catch at Norwegian ports in 2006. In 
addition to these multi-lateral arrangements, Norway has since 1998 unilaterally 
black listed foreign vessels perceived to undermine Norwegian conservation ef-
forts through unwanted fishing in waters outside Norwegian jurisdiction. Black 
listed vessels are permanently denied fishing rights in Norwegian waters (Gov-
ernment of Norway 1966, 1998c, 2006b, 2007e). 

The establishment of the NEAFC black list was followed by the agreement on 
the NEAFC Scheme of Control and Enforcement in 2006, which entered into 
force the following year (Government of Norway 2007a; NEAFC 2007). This 
agreement was a significant step forward in terms of international quota control. It 
establishes measures to monitor fishing activities and transhipment of catch in in-
ternational waters. Importantly, the agreement also establishes a regime for port 

tional waters or in the waters of neighbouring states. The concern about foreign 
IUU fishing has triggered a Norwegian diplomatic effort to establish an effective 
international control regime. This has included the establishment of several bi-
lateral agreements, as well as an active role in NEAFC. 

so-called “black list” of fishing vessels banned from fishing in the NEAFC area. In 
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state control to prevent landings of illegal catch. This regime requires all vessels 
intending to land frozen catch in a foreign NEAFC port to notify the port state in 
advance and provide it with catch data. The port state is subsequently committed 
to contact the ship’s flag state in order to verify that the catch has been legally 
taken. If the legality of the catch cannot be verified, the port state is committed to 
deny landing. It is also committed to carry out inspections of at least 15% of the 
landings or transhipments in its ports. These inspections shall include comparison 
of the data in the ship’s prior notification of landing with the actual quantities 
landed or transhipped. Information on quotas and landings are transmitted to 
NEAFC’s online database for purposes of transparency (Government of Norway 
2007a, c; NEAFC 2007). 

Norway actively promoted the establishment of the port state control regime, 
and currently works within the FAO system to build a similar regime on a global 
scale (Government of Norway 2007a). The Norwegian participation in efforts to 
establish multi-lateral implementation systems has been accompanied by a number 
of bi-lateral control agreements. Norway has control agreements with most major 
fishing nations in the North-East Atlantic, and has begun to update these to allow 
for the exchange of information on fish landings from third-state vessels (Gov-
ernment of Norway 2007a). 

3.5 Legitimation Strategies 

At the time when the EEZs were established and the state undertook the task of re-
source management, the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association organised the entire 
fish harvesting sector and had become the government’s dominant industry part-
ner. The Norwegian Fishermen’s Association had been a prime advocate for the 
development of important parts of the legal and administrative system, such as the 
establishment of the fishermen’s sales organisations in the 1930s, the establish-
ment of a Ministry of Fisheries in 1946, and the development of the advisory ser-
vice of the Directorate of Fisheries. The Norwegian Fishermen’s Association had 
been chosen by the government as the sole counterpart to the state in the annual 
negotiations for subsidies to the fishing industry through the Basic Agreement of 
1964 (Hallenstvedt & Dynna 1976: 272–283). The close connection between the 
industry organisations and the state administration were reinforced by the exten-
sive exchange of personnel across state/industry boundaries. Several Fisheries 
Ministers have had prominent positions in the Norwegian Fishermen’s Associa-
tion, including chairman and secretary general. For example, Klaus Sunnanå, the 
Director of Fisheries from 1948 to 1973 and one of the most influential civil ser-
vants in the history of Norwegian fisheries management, had a past as secretary in 
the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association (Government of Norway 1975a; informa-
tion from the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association). 
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As the focal point of governance moved from industry development to resource 
management, and intra-industrial conflicts of interest thereby became politically-
dominant, the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association became a crucial actor in the 
legitimation of fisheries policies based on its strong position as counsellor for the 
Ministry of Fisheries. The relationship between the Ministry of Fisheries and the 
Norwegian Fishermen’s Association thus developed into a mutually-beneficial po-
litical exchange. The Ministry of Fisheries secured an enduringly strong position 
for the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association by granting it genuine and partly ex-
clusive influence on management policies. In return, the Norwegian Fishermen’s 
Association undertook the politically-hazardous task of transforming conflicting 
interests into uniform industry advice. Consequently, it provided management 
policies with the legitimacy that goes with industry support, and relieved the Min-
istry’s political leadership of the political stress that goes with arbitration (Geze-
lius 2002a). 

The Norwegian Fishermen’s Association is granted influence at all levels in 
fisheries policy formation, beginning with the decisions on TACs. The main in-
dustry organisations are consulted in forming the Norwegian position in the inter-
national quota negotiations. The Norwegian Fishermen’s Association and two 
other industry organisations (one representing the offshore crews and one repre-
senting the processing industry) are also active members in the Norwegian delega-
tion in international quota negotiations (Government of Norway 2005a). The posi-
tion of the Norwegian industry organisations as adequate delegation members is 
quite unique in this context, as the industry organisations of counterpart states 
generally only have status as observers. 

Once the TACs have been set, the process of setting the annual regulations for 
the fleet begins. The Directorate of Fisheries prepares recommendations on regu-
lations to be presented to the Regulatory Meeting. The Regulatory meeting re-
placed the Regulatory Council in 2006. The Regulatory Council was a body of in-
dustry organisations established for the purpose of counselling the Minister on 
regulations set under the Saltwater Fishing Act. It was established following the 
Saltwater Fishing Act of 1983, replacing the previous Regulatory Committee. It 
was headed by the Director of Fisheries and consisted of thirteen members. One 
seat was occupied by the Director of Fisheries and one seat was occupied by the 
counties. The remaining eleven seats were occupied by representatives from the 
main industry organisations. The Norwegian Fishermen’s Association was the 
dominant actor with five members in the council (Government of Norway 1997, 
2005b). The advice of the council was presented directly to the Ministry of Fisher-
ies, which makes the final decisions. The Minister of Fisheries almost always fol-
lowed the advice of the Regulatory Council, which relieved him/her of the political 
stress associated with autonomous decisions. This practice provided an incentive 
for council members to reach a negotiated consensus, as they had less control over 
the outcome of state arbitration. The Regulatory Council most often managed to 
provide advice through negotiated consensus, but in cases where this was not pos-
sible, the different positions were communicated to the Ministry of Fisheries with 
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a record of the votes, allowing the Minister to follow the majority when he/she 
needed legitimation of controversial decisions. However, a legal requirement for a 
minimum 40% representation of women in advisory boards led to the temporary 
abolishment of the Regulatory Council in 2006. The Regulatory Council was re-
placed with the Regulatory Meeting. While the Regulatory Council was a closed 
hearing forum limited to a defined set of active participants and an additional set 
of observers, the Regulatory Meeting is an open hearing forum. The former mem-
bers of the Regulatory Council are specially invited to the meetings, but the meet-
ings are now open to any organisation which registers within the deadline. All par-
ticipants have the right to speech, and there is no voting. The Directorate of 
Fisheries organises the meeting. The minutes from the meeting are sent to the 
Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs. The advice from the Directorate of 
Fisheries is transferred separately. Some industry organisations have voiced a 
wish to return to the previous Regulatory Council, but the future form of these 
hearings is currently somewhat uncertain.25 The wish of some industry organisa-
tions to return to the previous arrangement of the Regulatory Council is unsurpris-
ing because the new hearing forum arguably shifts the balance of power from the 
industry to the Directorate of Fisheries and the Ministry of Fisheries. The strictly 
framed negotiations and uniform advice of the Regulatory Council gave its repre-
sentatives a level of influence which is difficult to achieve in the Regulatory Meet-
ing. Potentially, this shifting balance of power also makes decision-making more 
politically-costly for the Minister of Fisheries. 

The provision of unitary industry advice has been an important feature of this 
corporatist system. The organisational structure of the Norwegian Fishermen’s 
Association is reminiscent of a political party, and controversies are settled 
through voting procedures. This includes the highly-controversial question of set-
ting principles for quota distribution among fleet sectors. The Regulatory Council 
traditionally based its quota allocation advice on guidelines set by the Norwegian 
Fishermen’s Association. The Minister of Fisheries could thus distribute quotas on 
the basis of uniform industry advice, from which the Minister rarely departed. 
Provided that the Norwegian fishermen’s Association continues to handle the allo-
cation issue, its advice is likely to continue to have decisive influence on the allo-
cation decisions of the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs. Regulations are 
continuously updated, and there is ongoing dialogue, at formal and informal lev-
els, between the fisheries administration and the Norwegian Fishermen’s Associa-
tion on these matters. This corporatist system is based on a model for fisheries 
management aimed to minimise the political costs for state agencies. Uniformity 
of industry advice and a government practice of following this advice are the core 
elements of this low-cost approach. This legitimation strategy implies that the 
state has exchanged some of its political autonomy for political peace. 

Consequently, tensions between the state and the industry have been reduced at 
the cost of generating great intra-industrial conflicts that have often threatened the 

                                                           
25 Source: Pers. comm. Directorate of Fisheries 2 January 2008. 
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unitary structure of the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association. The genuine and of-
ten decisive influence that the main industry organisations have received in return 
for their willingness to carry political costs potentially increases internal tensions 
due to the importance of their advice. On the other hand, this influence has also 
provided the various interest groups with incentives for continuing to support their 
organisations. 

The corporatist model of fisheries management does not only apply to bottom-
up advisory processes. It also applies to implementation. The enforcement respon-
sibilities of the fishermen’s sales organisations are embedded in law, which gives 
the sales organisations certain semi-governmental features. The Norwegian Fish-
ermen’s Association also fulfils implementation tasks at a more informal level. 
The Fishermen’s association is often the fisherman’s main source of information 
regarding fisheries regulations. The tight connections between this union and the 
fisheries administration entails that local union leaders are kept up to date on regu-
latory changes. This function has been institutionalised in the offshore sector 
where the Directorate of Fisheries transmits new regulations to the vessel owner’s 
association which faxes them to the fishing companies.26 New regulations are also 
published on the homepages of the Norwegian sales organisation for pelagic fish. 

 

 Fig. 3.2. Industry organisations as a communication funnel 

 
Consequently, the industry organisations function as a two-way communication 

                                                           
26 Pers. comm. Directorate of Fisheries and the Norwegian Fishing Vessel Owners Association. 
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funnel between the state and the industry, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. This 
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The long-term policy of the fisheries administration to promote shared 

state/industry identifications must be considered to have been relatively success-
ful. This relative success can hardly be ascribed to the fisheries administration 
alone, as it has been facilitated by a political culture that is the most trusting and 
supportive in Europe in terms of citizens’ attitudes towards their national govern-
ment and politicians (Aardal 1999; Aardal et al. 1999; Miller & Listhaug 1998). 
This political culture has, in turn, been promoted by a national idea largely con-
structed around the main legal institutions – the Constitution, the Constitution Day 
and the Storting (Norwegian parliament) – which became the most prominent na-

                                                           
27 Helga Pedersen to NRK Dagsrevyen (national Television news), March 13, 2008 (my transla-
tion). 

communication funnel aggregates views and interests into unitary advice upwards 
and spreads information on decisions downwards, which contributes to the blur-
ring of perceived distinctions between state and industry. This corporatist model 
has thus counteracted the development of polarised and antagonistic state/industry 
identifications (Gezelius 2003). These identifications have relevance for imple-
mentation. I have argued elsewhere that building shared state/society identifica-
tions is important in order to generate normatively-based compliance, document-
ing the existence of an informal social norm among Norwegian fishers requiring 
them to obey fisheries law, as well as a relative absence of antagonistic 
state/industry identifications in the industry (Gezelius 2002b, 2003, 2006). The 
corporatist structures of fisheries management and the extensive exchange of per-
sonnel between the industry and the state thus also have possible implementation 
relevance through their ability to increase fishermen’s identification with the state 
and thereby facilitate informal norms of compliance. 

If we consider the role of the fishing industry from the introduction of TACs in 
the early 1970s and until a reasonably coherent implementation regime had been 
constructed some 25 years later, it is evident that the industry was not included as 
an afterthought to the construction of the TAC-implementation regime, but rather 
constituted an essential partner in this construction process from the beginning. 
The sales organisations were granted implementation tasks in the early years of 
TACs in the mid 1970s, and the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association and the sales 
organisations were significant actors in the making of the implementation regime 
during the period of its basic construction: the 1980s and the 1990s. Arguably, this 
has promoted a joint state/industry identity in relation to the Norwegian TAC-
implementation system, as well as a sense of shared responsibility. The Norwe-
gian discourse regarding the effectiveness of Norwegian implementation com-
pared to other states also suggests a fair degree of shared pride in terms of what 
has been achieved. A somewhat extreme manifestation of this was the proclama-
tion by a Norwegian Minister of Fisheries in the mid 1990s that Norway was the 
“world champion of fisheries management” (Hersoug 2005: 4). A similar view was 
recently expressed by Norway’s current Minister of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs, 
Helga Pedersen: “We have the best fisheries management in the entire world”.27
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tional symbols alongside the flag during the 19th century (Seip 1997; Sørensen 
1998a, b). This means that the project of counteracting conflicting state/industry 
identifications in the fishing industry could build upon a political culture that was 
receptive to the idea of state/society partnerships. The content of the national idea 
thus has facilitated the social norms of law-abidingness that can be observed in the 
industry today. 

Table 3.3. Historical development of the management system 

 1900–50 1950–60 1960–70 1970–80 1980–90 1990– 
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resource 
manage-
ment 
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develop-
ment 
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legal 
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tions ful-
fil key 
tasks. 
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3.6 Concluding Analysis: Causes of Continuity in Norwegian 
Fisheries Management 

3.6.1 Continuity 

The development of the Norwegian management system has gone through several 
distinct phases, each roughly coinciding with one decade, as is illustrated in Table 
3.3. The 1960s were a period of deliberation on the principal choices of fisheries 
management within the framework of the Atlantic fisheries commissions. These 
discussions ended in a breakthrough for TACs as the preferable management tool. 
The 1970s were a period of bi-lateral and multi-lateral discussions on the princi-
ples for setting and distributing TACs. This period saw the first TACs and national 
allocations in the Northeast Atlantic. The 1980s were the period of learning how 
to implement the system at the national level. Aligning fishing mortality with 
catch quotas is the fundamental problem in TAC implementation and, conse-
quently, the question of effective monitoring and restriction of fishing mortality 
gained a prominent place on the agenda during this decade. The focus on these is-
sues resulted in the establishment of the basic legal and administrative frameworks 
for catch quota implementation. The 1990s were the period of fixing holes in the 
implementation system, and the first decade of the new millennium has been a pe-
riod of globalising the implementation effort. 

Norwegian fisheries management implementation has been subject to constant 
change, but changes have typically been evolutionary rather than revolutionary. 
Continuity has thus been a hallmark of Norwegian fisheries management. This 
continuity relates to the basic management approach of conserving fishery re-
sources through catch regulations, but also to the institutional structures for im-
plementation. The past few years have been marked by confidence crises and radi-
cal reorientations in the management of many North Atlantic fisheries, but 
Norway represents a case of comparable stability in this context. The TAC-based 
management model is by and large undisputed in the public debate. As of yet, al-
ternative management regimes are scarcely discussed outside academic forums. 
The Norwegian management system has evolved through gradual change of im-
plementation schemes rather than radical change of the basic management princi-
ples.28 There have been no disruptive crises of confidence in the system’s ability to 

                                                           
28 The recently-proposed Act on the Management of Wild Marine Living Resources, aimed to 
replace the Saltwater Fishing Act, confirms this picture. This proposed act continues the existent 
implementation system while fixing perceived holes in the present implementation system. For 
example, it proposes that the Sales Organisations are given extended authority to fulfil their con-
trol tasks, that the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs is authorised to require registration 
by all actors receiving fish landings (not only buyers), and to require traceability of catches 
(Government of Norway 2007e). 
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manage fishery resources, and implementation failures have usually been ad-
dressed as matters of fixing the holes in a system that is perceived as basically-
sound. The dynamic of this continuity has been outlined in this chapter, but it is 
worthwhile addressing some factors explaining this apparently unique continuity. 

3.6.2 The State of the Fish Stocks as a Cause of Continuity 

The continued trust in the system is partly contingent on the absence of enduring 
resource crises in Norwegian fisheries in the post-EEZ period. After the recovery 
of the herring fisheries which collapsed in the late 1960s, the pelagic fisheries 
have not faced severe depressions. Periodic fluctuations, especially in the capelin 
fisheries, have not undermined the basic trust in the system. The cod fisheries 
went through a crisis in 1989–90, but the stock apparently recovered rapidly, and 
Norway emerged as an exceptional case of successful management in the 1990s 
when crises in the cod fisheries were widespread in the North Atlantic. Norwegian 
fisheries management has thus been considered relatively successful. The extent to 
which the viability of the fisheries is due to competent management, resilient fish 
stocks, pure luck or a combination of these is debatable, but there is no doubt that 
the continuity of the fisheries management system has been facilitated politically 
by the absence of enduring fishery resource crises. 

3.6.3 Path Dependence and Functional Implementation  
as Causes of Continuity 

The Lucky Strike of History 

Apart from the uncontrollable biological and oceanographic factors, successful 
TAC-based management depends on two main factors: TACs set on the basis of 
sound scientific advice and implementation ensuring that the fishing mortality 
does not exceed the TACs. In the Norwegian public debate, most attention is paid 
to the question of the soundness of scientific advice and how it relates to the 
TACs. The view that aligning fishing mortality with TACs represents unmanage-
able implementation problems has never gained foothold in the Norwegian dis-
course. The general view is also that Norway has come a long way compared to 
most other states in achieving this. Although the faith in Norway’s superior im-
plementation may contain a national bias, it arguably also relates to the fact that 
certain historical conditions gave Norway a head start in the implementation of the 
new TAC-based regime. When TAC-based resource management emerged in the 
mid 1970s, a basic institutional infrastructure for implementation had already been 
established. The outer administration of the Directorate of Fisheries, which had 
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been developed for the purposes of industry development and quality control, was 
also well suited to resource control. Consequently, when the perceived need for 
resource control became pressing in the late 1980s, this apparatus simply took on 
these new tasks. Moreover, the centralised organisation of the first-hand fish mar-
ket, established in the late 1930s, provided for easy registration of catch quantities 
and, consequently, for monitoring quotas. It also offered a handy solution to one 
of the most difficult questions in TAC-based management – how to administer 
landings of illegal incidental catch. Because the system of fishermen’s sales or-
ganisations offered a solution to this problem, it was relatively easy for the state to 
implement a ban on discards of dead and dying fish. The market organisation 
thereby facilitated the monitoring of fishing mortality. 

The strong connections between the fishermen’s sales organisations and the 
state made it possible to delegate enforcement and other implementation tasks to 
these organisations, counteracting polarised state/industry identifications in mat-
ters of resource management. Similarly, the unitary structure of the fishermen’s 
union and its tradition for close interaction with the state provided for uniform in-
dustry advice that was influential to the extent that the fishing industry emerged as 
the state’s equal partner in resource management, facilitating informal compliance 
norms. 

In sum, the structures of the market, industry and administration that had been 
constructed throughout the 20th century offered solutions to some of the biggest 
problems of TAC-based management. This had nothing to do with historical fore-
sight, but resulted from more than 70 years of incremental development mainly 
motivated by problems other than resource management. When resource manage-
ment emerged as a major challenge, the existent institutions and traditions of po-
litically-low-cost management proved useful, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. 

Looking at the system for implementation of conservation policies, Norwegian 
fisheries management is, in Lindblom’s (1959) terms, a case of a management sys-
tem muddling through, incrementally adapting to new challenges through trial and 
error. It is also, in David’s (1985) terms, a case of path dependent development, 
meaning that solutions for the future are largely built upon the structures of the 
past. Such incremental and path dependent development is not special to the im-
plementation of resource conservation policies. It is arguably a general feature of 
Norwegian fisheries management. For example, Hersoug (2005) has used the 
same theoretical labels to describe the development of the Norwegian system for 
allocating fishing rights. 
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Fig. 3.3. Historical factors in management continuity 
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The rationality of path dependency relates to the often high costs associated 
with building new structures. Even when new structures may function more effec-
tively than old ones, the costs of establishing these often outweigh the benefits. 
Throughout the development of the Norwegian implementation system, using the 
existent organisational structures often emerged as the least costly option in the 
short term. Consequently, the organisation of the administration and industry that 
took place from the early 1900s had a decisive impact on the shape of the system 
for catch quota implementation. However, the apparent viability of this system can 
hardly be accounted for by path dependence alone. It is essential to the continuity 
of the system that the existent organisation of the market, industry and administra-
tion, by chance, proved fairly suitable for the task. They allowed for regulations 
that otherwise could have been difficult to implement. A significant amount of re-
sources have thus been invested in the development of a regulatory framework 
enabling these organisations to implement management policies. Consequently, 
this path dependence also applies to fisheries law. Today’s fisheries legislation 
consists of a complex set of regulations constructed on the basis of several co-
ordinated laws that are manifest in organisations and routines. This set of institu-
tions has evolved as a long-term project of trial and error. It would take strong rea-
sons to change the basic structures of this system today. The experiences of the 
system’s functionality vis-à-vis the industry and, apparently, the fish stocks do not 
represent strong reasons for change at present. 
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Viability of Conservation Goals 

We have seen that the Norwegian government has assumed responsibility for in-
dustry development and resource conservation. The conservation task has also 
been followed by significant challenges related to the distribution of fishing rights 
(Christensen and Hallenstvedt 2005; Hersoug 2005; Sagdahl 1992). At the politi-
cal level, especially in relation to TAC levels, concerns about the industry’s short-
term survival and distributional problems have represented a potential challenge to 
resource conservation as the dominant political value (Gezelius 2002a; Jentoft 
1991:11–16; Sagdahl 1992). However, previous research on state/industry interac-
tion in relation to implementation (Christensen et al. 2007; Gezelius 2003), as well 
as the research underlying this study, has not yielded any data to indicate that con-
servation goals are changed or challenged to any great extent at the implementa-
tion stage.29 Chapter 6 on implementation politics in Denmark and the EU presents 
a contrasting case to Norway in this respect. It is reasonable to hypothesise that 
the apparent robustness of conservation goals in the implementation process is one 
significant condition for continued faith in the functionality of the Norwegian re-
source management system and thus for its continuity. In the following, I will ar-
gue that this relative robustness results from distinct structures of power in Nor-
wegian fisheries management. 

Following the emergence of TACs as a resource management form in the early 
1970s, the implementation system to a great extent developed through interaction 
between four main agencies: the Directorate of Fisheries, the Ministry of Fisher-
ies, the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association and the sales organisations. The de-
velopment of the Norwegian implementation system has thus emerged as an in-
cremental bottom-up process to a great extent, driven by the state administration 
and the industry organisations. New regulations have typically emerged in re-
sponse to experienced insufficiencies in present implementation. The process of 
constructing the implementation system has thus had a practical rather than an 
ideological orientation. However, the bottom-up nature of this construction proc-
ess is embedded in the combination of two consciously-chosen traditions in Nor-
wegian governance. First is the corporatist tradition, which emphasises negotiation 
and cooperation between industry organisations and the state. Second is the tradi-
tion for delegating decision-making power to the state administration through ena-
bling acts. Norwegian acts are often quite general and relatively short, authorising 
the state administration to decide upon regulatory specifics. The implementation 
system has thus largely developed through regulations, while general legal 
amendments have provided the necessary extensions of the administration’s regu-
latory authority. This combination of corporatist governance and enabling legisla-
                                                           
29 This finding relates to the construction of the implementation system. As of yet, there are no 
studies of how formal implementation structures shape administrative decisions at the micro 
level in the fisheries management system. For example, the extent to which informal social 
norms and values influence Norwegian fisheries inspectors’ decisions to report or ignore ob-
served infractions has not yet been studied. 
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tion has entailed that important decision-making processes related to conservation 
policies and implementation have taken place at low levels of the Norwegian hier-
archy of authority. 

TAC implementation could in principle be disturbed by the agendas of shifting 
fisheries ministers under such a system, potentially undermining conservation 
goals. However, significant factors prevent a change of goals at the implementa-
tion stage. The enabling legislation, which leaves responsibility for setting and 
implementing TACs to the Ministry of Fisheries, is crucial to understanding the 
robustness of the conservation agenda in implementation. Norway’s TACs are 
mostly consensus decisions made through negotiations between the Norwegian 
Ministry of Fisheries and the main Norwegian industry organisations on the one 
hand, and the delegations of counterpart states on the other. The consensus nature 
of conservation decisions and the central role of the Ministry of Fisheries and in-
dustry organisations in the decision-making process entail that the main actors in 
implementation are also responsible for the conservation policy, which strongly 
discourages reopening the political discussion at the implementation stage.30 It can 
also be argued that the long-term, routine nature of TAC-based management has 
enhanced the enabling legislation’s capacity to keep decision-making at low levels 
in the hierarchy. The TAC regime has existed and evolved over a period of many 
years, despite shifts in the administration’s political leadership. The system for 
implementing this regime has similarly evolved incrementally in the direction of 
increased effectiveness, despite several changes of government. It appears that the 
routine, long-term, complex, and technical nature of TAC-based management has 
entailed that operating this management system has to a great extent been defined 
as an administrative responsibility. Consequently, the development of the imple-
mentation system has largely emerged as an incremental bottom-up process, rela-
tively uninfluenced by the shifting agendas of political leadership.31 Studies have 
concluded that the Norwegian administration generally displays a large degree of 
loyalty towards original political aims in the implementation process (Christensen 
et al. 2007: 120–133), and the data in this study largely confirm that picture. The 
data suggest that the implementation agenda has largely been shaped by the ad-
ministration’s perceived need for improved implementation tools. 

                                                           
30 There are exceptions to the loyal implementation of bilateral/multilateral agreements. The an-
nual agreements between Norway and the EU regarding herring in the North Sea and Skagerak 
include a separate herring quota to be caught exclusively in Skagerak. Norway has wanted to re-
move this spatial separation of quotas for several years, but it has remained part of the agreement 
due to the EU’s wish. Norway has subverted this arrangement at the implementation level by not 
enforcing it. Non-compliance with the North Sea/Skagerak division line is widespread in Nor-
wegian herring fisheries (Gezelius 2007: 418). 
31 Although independence of shifting political agendas appears to be the general picture, there 
have been some observable deviations. One of the most conspicuous deviations came from Nor-
way’s Minister of Fisheries in 2001-2005, Svein Ludvigsen, who shut down the fisheries crime 
hotline, arguing that it promoted ”squealing” (Norw. angiveri). 
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These two traditions – enabling legislation and corporatist management – re-
flect significant confidence in the competence and willingness of organised inter-
ests and civil servants to take responsibility for the common good. Although these 
traditions entail a risk of losing transparency and public control in fisheries man-
agement, it can be argued that they have certain advantages in terms of imple-
menting conservation policies. When comparing the history of Norwegian imple-
mentation with that of the European Union, the reader may be struck by the extent 
to which Norwegian implementation of TACs has been treated as a question of 
administrative realisation of predefined political aims, rather than as a political 
tug-of-war regarding the political concerns that will rule the implementation 
agenda. It may be even more striking to observe the extent to which Norwegian 
industry organisations appear to have accepted resource conservation as the domi-
nant goal to be pursued in the implementation of conservation policies. The state 
administration and the general public have continued to perceive the Norwegian 
Fishermen’s Association and the sales organisations as reasonably responsible ac-
tors in the conservation discourse, and the loyalty of the sales organisations in ful-
filling implementation tasks has never been questioned. Chapter 7 specifically ad-
dresses the mechanisms through which alternative political agendas feed into the 
process of implementing conservation policies, but it appears that Norwegian 
implementation of conservation policies has been comparatively resistant to 
such influences. 

It can be argued that the responsibility for conservation decisions carried by 
core actors in the implementation process represents a strong disincentive for in-
dustry organisations to question political goals at the implementation stage. How-
ever, in order to explain the apparent robustness of conservation goals at the im-
plementation level, it may be helpful to go a step further and consider what the 
institutionalisation of implementation as an administrative issue means in terms of 
the implementation “discourse”. The concept of “discourse”, which stems from 
Foucault’s work (1977, 1999), refers to the often implicit normative boundaries of 
a given field of human interaction. These normative boundaries define the legiti-
mate participants of a specific type of discussion. They also define, for example, 
the legitimate factors, the legitimate perspectives, and the legitimate values that 
can be applied to a discussion. It can be argued that the combination of enabling 
legislation and the specific form of Norwegian corporatist management has shaped 
the implementation discourse so that it has become relatively unreceptive to de-
bate regarding political goals. The manifest tradition for keeping implementation 
strictly at the administrative level frames implementation as a purely administra-
tive, as distinct from political, discourse. The Foucauldian perspective implies 
that, once framed as an administrative discourse, implementation is defined as a 
topic to be addressed among administrators complying with the norms of admini-
stration. Consequently, the question of implementation is framed within the mind-
set of the civil service. This frame greatly reduces the room for deliberation re-
garding the political aims to pursue when designing the implementation system. 
Actors and perspectives that are unsuitable to this frame, such as stakeholders 
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suggesting a change in the fundamental goals to be pursued, will be disciplined or 
excluded from the discourse. Consequently, the implementation of conservation 
policies is likely to remain focused on conservation aims. 

It can easily be imagined that the corporatist tradition potentially disturbs the 
administrative approach to implementation. However, although interaction be-
tween the industry and the state is a prominent feature of Norwegian fisheries 
management, this is not an equal relationship in terms of authority. The decision-
making power lies with the state administration, while the industry organisations 
mainly serve as advisors. The corporatist management system is thus asymmetri-

In short, enabling legislation reflects and ensures that implementation is framed 
as a purely administrative discourse at state level, while asymmetrical corporatism 
has disciplined the industry organisations into adopting this frame of discourse. 
Consequently, the industry has emerged as a relatively loyal partner of the state 
administration in terms of keeping to the conservation goals in the implementation 
of conservation policies. The Norwegian implementation discourse is thus a result 
of the direct transfer of conservation goals from the bilateral and multilateral are-
nas in which they are negotiated to the level of national administration. By con-
trast, Chapters 5 and 6 illustrate the ability of alternative agendas to subvert con-
servation aims whenever implementation of international conservation goals 
becomes a matter of national politics. 
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4 From Catch Quotas to Effort Regulation: 
Politics and Implementation in the Faeroese 
Fisheries 

Stig S. Gezelius 

Abstract   This chapter outlines the history of Faeroese fisheries management, 
particularly emphasising the two great management reforms in the mid-1990s that 
made the Faeroes a pioneer nation in Northeast Atlantic fisheries management. 
The chapter shows how the typical implementation challenges associated with 
catch quota-based management – incidental catch, discards, and misreporting – led 
the Faeroese Home Government to abandon TACs and resort to a system of effort 

4.1 Fisheries Governance in the Faeroe Islands 

The Faeroe Islands are a group of islands in the Northeast Atlantic with a popula-
tion of approximately 48,000 people. They are part of the Kingdom of Denmark, 
but have been a self-governed territory for approximately 60 years. German occu-
pation of Denmark and British occupation of the Faeroe Islands during WWII 
partly dissolved Faeroe/Danish bonds, which resulted in a significant degree of 
self-governance being granted to the Faeroe Islands through the Home Govern-
ment Act of 1948 (Toftum 1994). Section 1 of the Home Government Act states 
that: “The Faeroes are a self-governing nation within the Danish State”. The Home 
Government Act defines the boundaries for self-governance and ascribes decision-
making authority to the Faeroese Home Government, which consists of the Fae-
roese Parliament, which is the legislative authority, and the executive Faeroese 
government. The Faroese Parliament currently consists of 32 elected members. 
The executive government consists of six ministries and the Prime Minister. The 
Home Government is basically a parliamentary system equal to that of Denmark. 

regulation in the cod sector. The main implementation challenges and applied so-
lutions regarding the applied effort regulation system are discussed. Finally, the 
chapter explains the unique development of Faeroese fisheries management. 
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The Home Government Act outlines the policy areas to be considered “Fae-
roese special affairs”, implying that the Home Government may undertake the re-
sponsibility for decision-making and funding of these policy areas whenever de-
cided by the Home Government or the Danish state. The Home Government has 
been responsible for managing the fisheries in Faeroese waters since 1948, and 
this authority was extended out to 200 nautical miles (nm) off shore following the 

Policy areas that are not subject to the authority of the Home Government are 
considered “Common Affairs of the State”, and are handled by the Danish state 
subject to consultations with the Home Government. The Home Government may 
take responsibility for such tasks upon agreement with the Danish state. A High 
Commissioner heads the Danish administration on the Faeroes. 

The Home Government Act enables the Faeroese Home Government to negoti-
ate directly with other states in matters of special interest to them, provided that 
the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs is consulted. Consequently, the Faeroe Is-
lands negotiates its own fisheries agreements with the EU and other states in the 
Northeast Atlantic. It also occasionally represents itself on international fisheries 
commissions. It has chosen not to join Denmark in EU membership, which en-
sures continued control and autonomy in relation to fishery resources within the 
200-mile zone. In matters of fisheries management, the Faeroe Islands thus largely 
functions as if they were an independent state (Government of the Faeroe islands 

The Home Government includes a Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs 
with the responsibility for implementing the Parliament’s decisions. The Ministry 
has a staff of some 24 people headed by the Minister of Fisheries and Maritime 
Affairs. In addition is the Faeroese Fisheries Inspection, which is organised as a 
separate unit under the Ministry. The Fisheries Inspection, with its staff of 14, is 
responsible for monitoring licenses, fishing days, catch quotas, logbooks, small 
fish requirements, fish trade and scales, and satellite tracking of fishing vessels. 

4.2 The Fisheries Management Challenge 

Fisheries in Faeroese waters were mainly performed by distant water fishing 
nations from the late 19th century until the establishment of the 200-nm EEZ 
in 1977. The right of British trawlers to fish as close as 3 nm off the Faeroese 
coast was established in an agreement between the Danish and British govern-
ments in 1901. Other distant water fishing nations benefited from similar rights 

establishment of the 200-nm Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in 1977 (Toftum 
1993). Today, the Faeroe Islands are self-governed in matters of marine living re-
sources management within its 200-nm EEZ, trade, fiscal policy and research, 
among other areas. The fisheries are a key element of Faeroese self-governance, as 
the Faeroese economy is entirely dependent on this industry. 95% of Faeroese ex-
ports and almost 50% of the GDP stem from fishing and fish farming. 

1948, 1994a, 2004a; www.tinganes.fo 2006). 
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until 1959. Consequently, the Faeroe Islands fished relatively little in domestic 
waters. In the late 19th century, the Faeroe Islands began to develop a distant 
water fishing fleet of large trawlers and purse seiners operating almost entirely 

1964, but the Faeroese fishing fleet predominantly operated in distant waters until 
the 200-nm EEZ was established in the North Atlantic in the late 1970s. The new 
EEZ regime had great consequences for the Faeroe Islands. The Faeroese fleet of 
more than 20 large trawlers and several purse seiners was deprived of its tradi-
tional fishing grounds, while new possibilities emerged in domestic waters follow-
ing the establishment of a 200-nm Faeroese EEZ in 1977. 

The entrance of the fishing fleet into domestic waters was a great challenge to 
this small, fishery-dependent society. Several schemes for state subsidies to the 
fishing industry were consequently established in the mid-1970s. This included fi-
nancial stimulation of investments in the fleet, enabling the industry to rebuild dis-
tant water fishing vessels into trawlers suited for fishing in domestic waters. Price 
subsidies were allocated through the Raw Fish Fund, which was established in 
1975 for the purpose of stabilising fish prices, and became an important market 
regulation tool. The price subsidies made it attractive for Faeroese vessels to land 
catches on the Faeroe Islands, and the fleet restructured to land fresh fish for the 
expanding domestic filet industry. As a result, there was a great movement of Fae-
roese fishing effort to domestic waters, and the number of fish factories on the is-
lands increased from 15 to 23 between 1979 and 1989. 

The government subsidies were initiated in response to the adjustment crisis of 
the mid 1970s, but became permanent arrangements that contributed to overcapac-
ity in the Faeroese fishing fleet. The Raw Fish Fund was originally intended to be 
self-funding, reallocating money from periods of prosperity to periods of reces-
sion, but soon became a channel for regular state subsidies. Government payments 
through the fund constituted 5–10% of the Faeroese Treasury’s annual earnings 
(Toftum 1994: 55). In addition to the social concerns, the survival of this fleet was 
also important to the two Faeroese banks which, for a great part, had financed the 
fishing fleet (Cruz et al. 2006; Government of the Faeroe Islands 1993; ICES 
2006; Toftum 1994; pers. comm. 6). 

4.3 The Early Resource Management System 

The Faeroe Islands are a latecomer to modern fisheries management. Resource 
management was scarcely on the political agenda before 1977, and the regula-
tory measures introduced after the establishment of the 200-mile EEZ were 
largely old-school technical regulations, not unlike those applied by ICNAF and 
NEAFC in the 1960s and early 1970s. These regulations did not restrict catches 
or fishing effort, but focused on influencing catch composition through mesh 

outside Faeroese waters. The Faeroese fisheries zone was extended to 12-nm in 
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size regulations, small-fish regulations, closed areas and periodic fishing bans 
(see Toftum 1993: 90). 

Relating to Fisheries in the Fishery Territory of 29 March 1978. Faeroese fishing 
in distant waters and foreign fishing in Faeroese waters were regulated by separate 
acts established the same year (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1978a, b, c; 
Toftum 1994). The Act Relating to Fisheries in the Fishery Territory authorised 
the executive government to issue regulations relating to fish size, closed areas 
and seasons, fishing gear, quotas and fishing effort, following negotiations with 
the Faeroese Parliament. However, unlike other nations in the Northeast Atlantic, 
the Faeroese government did not adopt catch quota-based management after the 
establishment of the 200-mile EEZ, but stuck to technical regulations. Conse-
quently, there were no restrictions in terms of the quantity of fish caught or the 
amount of fishing effort. The regulatory regime only consisted of measures that 
sought to affect catch composition, i.e. reduce the outtake of undersized fish 
through closed areas and seasons, mesh size regulations and the like. There was 
also no direct control of the development of fishing capacity until a licensing sys-
tem came into place in 1987, which meant that the management authorities had no 
means of controlling fishing mortality. 

To some extent the price subsidies were used as a resource management tool. 
The Raw Fish Fund reduced price differences between high-value species, such as 
cod and haddock, and low-value species, such as saithe and redfish, in order to 
create more sustainable allocation of fishing effort. The resource management 
function of the Raw Fish Fund became formalised by law in 1983 (Toftum 1994). 
However, no genuine attempt to regulate fishing mortality directly was made until 
1994, following a major crisis in the Faeroese economy. 

4.4 Crisis and the Requirement for Modernised Fisheries 
Management 

Faeroese fishermen have predominantly fished cod, haddock and saithe in a mixed 
fishery in Faeroese waters. These stocks are managed by the Faeroe Islands and 
fished almost entirely by Faeroese fishermen, and the management debate has 
primarily concerned these fisheries (Cruz et al. 2006). The Faeroese cod catches 
averaged some 30,000 tonnes annually from 1977 to 1985, haddock catches varied 
around some 14,000 tones, while saithe catches increased steadily to approxi-
mately 50,000 tonnes annually in the 1980s. However, recruitment to the cod and 
haddock stocks dropped in the early 1980s, and catches began to decline in the 
late 1980s. 

By the early 1990s, the vulnerability of the Faeroese economy had become evi-
dent. Enduring overcapacity in the fishing fleet and consequent overfishing caused 
the Faeroese Home Government to reduce industry subsidies. Consequently, the 

Faeroese fishing inside the 200-nm EEZ became regulated through the Act 
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price subsidies, which had increased steadily since 1978 and peaked at some DKK 
460 million in 1989, were reduced by half from 1989 to 1992. The Raw Fish Fund 
was abolished in 1990, and direct price subsidies were by and large removed 
(Toftum 1994). The purpose of this policy was to gradually adapt the fishing ca-
pacity to the fish stocks and thereby to build a profitable fishing industry. The 
Faeroese Home Government aimed to ensure sustainable and profitable fishing 
without using catch quotas, due to concerns about the well-known implementation 
problems associated with TAC-based management: discards and black landings 
(pers. comm. 7). However, the effects of the cutbacks on the industry were rein-
forced by a simultaneous severe drop in the market prices of cod. These economic 
factors coincided with a decline in the Faeroese cod fisheries that was unprece-
dented in the 20th century. Cod catches dropped to approximately 6,000 tonnes in 
1992 and 1993, and haddock followed a similar pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. 
ICES’ Advisory Committee for Fisheries Management (ACFM) considered these 
stocks to be in a very poor state and recommended full closure of these fisheries in 
1993. The ACFM was also concerned about the low spawning stock of saithe, for 
which catches had declined since 1990 (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1993a; 
ICES 2006; ICES catch statistics database; Toftum 1994). The combined effect of 
these developments was that the Faeroese Home Government’s plan to ensure a 
smooth reform of the Faeroese fish harvesting industry was undermined. 
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Fig. 4.1. Faeroese groundfish catches1 ICES Subareas Vb1+2 

 
The development of a capital-intensive fishery in domestic waters was accompa-

nied by vertical integration of processing plants and large vessels. Approximately 
two-thirds of the trawlers and liners shared ownership with the fish processing 
industry, and these companies, as well as the fisherman-owned coastal fleet, faced 

                                                           
1 Source: ICES catch statistics database. Data from 2000 are missing. 
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severe financial hardship when fish stocks and prices declined. The number of fish 

At this point, the Faeroese economy had to be rescued by the Danish state. The 
Danish government saved the banks from bankruptcy, and merged them in the 
process, through loans of some DKK 1.7 billion. The Danish loans were managed 
by the Financing Fund (Financieringsfonden) of 1992, which was owned by the 
Faeroese Government but had a Danish majority on the board (Government of the 
Faeroe Islands 1992; pers. comm. 7). The Danish rescue operation was linked to 
political requirements with significant consequences for Faeroese fisheries man-
agement. The crisis in the fishing industry was in large part blamed on the subsi-

resource conservation measures (Toftum 1994; pers. comm. 6). As a result of 
Danish requirements, an agreement was entered into between the Danish state and 
the Faeroese Home Government in the autumn of 1992, with a supplementary 
agreement drawn up in the winter of 1993, committing the Faeroese Home Gov-
ernment to establish a Structure Committee, tasked with recommending “a net re-
duction in capacity aimed to make fishing a self-supported profession based on 
e.g. the biologically-optimal catch level in Faeroese waters and on the conditions 
of a market economy” (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1993f, author’s transla-
tion). The Structure Committee was to present its recommendations by July 1993, 
and the Faeroese Home Government declared its willingness to revise its legisla-
tion according to these recommendations (Government of the Faeroe Islands 
1993f). 

In accordance with this agreement, the Faeroese Government established the 
Structure Committee in February 1993 for the purpose of assessing the structure of 
the Faeroese fishing fleet with regard to sustainable harvesting and optimal utilisa-
tion of fish stocks. The Committee had seven members; the Faeroese government 
appointed five representatives from government and industry and one economist, 
while the Financing Fund appointed one Danish fisheries economist. The Commit-
tee presented its recommendations within the July 1993 deadline (Government of 
the Faeroe Islands 1993a: 3). 

The Danish requirements gave the Faeroese Home Government, which already 
had initiated a process of reducing overcapacity, a tight deadline in terms of re-
solving the capacity problems. Consequently, time became a critical factor in de-
ciding the form of resource management. The head of the Structural Committee 
recalls that the committee only had two genuine options: to restrict the number of 
vessels in each vessel category by government decision or to leave the structuration 

processing plants dropped from 23 in 1989 to 14 in 1993, and the number of deep 
sea trawlers declined from 74 in 1989 to 55 in 1993. Increased export of salmon 
and processed fish products counteracted severe decline in foreign trade, but this 
could not prevent the crisis from spreading to the entire Faeroese economy. The 
two Faeroese banks, which had invested heavily in the fishing industry, were 
threatened by a collapse (Government of Faeroe Islands 1993a; Jacobsen 1997; 
Toftum 1994; pers. comm. 6). 

dies that had contributed to overcapacity in the fleet and the absence of effective 
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process to the market through a system of Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs).2 
As that there was no time for hearings, the committee abandoned the first of these 
options. By this time, Iceland had implemented a system of ITQs, and the early 
reports were positive. Consequently, the Structure Committee decided, without 
great internal disagreement, to opt for a system of ITQs. In terms of resource man-
agement, this meant that the existing technical regulations were supplemented 
with TAC-based management. The committee recognised that complete closure of 
the cod and haddock fisheries, as had been advised by ICES, was not economi-
cally possible, but recommended cautious harvesting for the purpose of rebuilding 
the stocks (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1993a; Toftum 1994; pers. comm. 7). 

The process ended in the Faeroese Home Government passing the Commercial 
Fisheries Act in 1994. This act replaced the fisheries management acts of 1978, as 
well as a relatively new act on fishing inside the baselines (Government of the 
Faeroe Islands 1990a), and was the first uniform legal framework for fisheries 
management in the Faeroe Islands. This act established a management system 
based on TACs and ITQs in the Faeroese fisheries that entered into force in 1994. 

The Faeroe Islands introduced catch quota-based management, which applied 
to cod, haddock, saithe, and redfish, at a time when the faith in this form of man-
agement was shaken throughout the North Atlantic. TAC-based management had 
been in place in most of the North Atlantic groundfish fisheries for over a decade, 
and the results had been poor. The Northeast Arctic cod fisheries, managed by 
Russia and Norway, were hit by crisis in 1989. The Northern cod stock off Can-
ada’s East coast collapsed in 1992, and severe problems faced Iceland’s cod fish-
eries in the same period. Faeroese fishermen had also witnessed the poorly-
managed North Sea cod fisheries for a number of years. The early 1990s can justly 
be called the first period of crisis for TAC-based fisheries management. Conse-
quently, the late introduction of TAC-based management in the Faeroe Islands 
meant that there was an awareness of the weaknesses of the system. Faeroese fish-
ermen had witnessed the extensive discarding that was institutionalised practice in 
the EU, and there was concern about discards under catch quota-based manage-
ment. On the advice of the Structure Committee, and unlike the EU, the Faeroe Is-
lands consequently included a ban on discarding in the Commercial Fisheries Act 
in 1994. Article 42 even established especially strict procedures of penal confisca-
tion following illegal discarding (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1993a; 1994b; 
ICES 2006; pers. comm. 3, 4, 6). 

Although many were aware of the potential by-catch problems and incentives 
for illegal discarding and black landing that were associated with TAC-based 
management, the poor accessibility of fish meant that the catch quotas had little 
impact on the present fisheries, and the system could thus be introduced without 
great resistance from the industry. 

                                                           
2 ITQs mean that individual catch quotas can be traded among license holders, so that fishermen 
and vessels may, in effect, be bought out of business. 
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The overall catch quotas for the Faeroese fleet were set by the Parliament every 
year for each fish stock. These quotas were subsequently distributed between five 
vessel groups according to a system of fixed relative shares. The offshore vessels 
had individual quotas based on fixed shares of the group quota, while the inshore 
vessels fished directly off their group quotas. ITQs were adopted with certain re-
strictions. Individual quotas could be sold or rented out to other Faeroese license 
holders, but only for one year at a time, and no one could own more than 10% of 
all Faeroese quotas. The government was authorised to establish regulations for 
the purpose of implementation, such as sales note and logbook requirements, and 
to carry out surveillance and checks on land and at sea. 

The Faeroe Islands soon faced many of the typical problems associated with 
TAC-based management. First was the problem of setting adequate TACs on the 
basis of reliable predictions of fish stock development. Contrary to expectations, 
the abundance of cod in Faeroese waters increased rapidly from 1994 onwards. 
Fishermen got increasing catches of cod and claimed that it was becoming abun-
dant throughout Faeroese waters. The subsequent dispute regarding TACs and sci-
entific stock estimates was conspicuous in the 1995 quota negotiations, where rep-
resentatives from the fishing industry proposed a TAC of 19,000 tonnes, almost 
twice the figure recommended by ICES (Jacobsen 1997). The Parliament settled 
for a quota of 18, 500 tonnes, which, in hindsight, proved to be sustainable. 

Opinions on why the cod fisheries recovered so quickly differ. Fishermen argue 
that the entire cod crisis was a result of migration rather than stock decline, while 
Faeroese fisheries biologists mainly ascribe the rapid recovery to exceptionally 
strong year classes in 1992–1994 and the fact that Faeroese cod matures quickly 
(Jacobsen 1997; Cruz et al. 2006). 

The combination of rapidly-growing cod catches and small quotas presented 
the Faeroe Islands with the second major problem of TAC-based management: 
implementation. Cod, haddock and saithe are caught in a mixed fishery in Fae-
roese waters. Consequently, the problem of by-catch became increasingly difficult 
for Faeroese fishermen to handle as cod became more abundant. Catching alterna-
tive species was often impossible without exceeding the cod quotas. Ceasing fish-
ing was thus often the only legal option, which emerged as yet another threat to 
the fishing industry. 

This was a source of significant resistance against the quota system, as many 
communities depended entirely on their local fish plant and fishing vessels for 
employment. In this situation, the traditional implementation problems of catch 
quota-based management became pressing. There was concern about cod being 
discarded illegally and sales notes being falsified for the purpose of concealing 
excessive by-catch. Based on information from the industry, the misreporting was 
estimated to be some 18% of total cod landings in 1995 (ICES 2006: 32). The in-
ability of the Faeroese Fisheries Inspection to properly enforce the new regime 
generated a debate over the very principles of the present system, which had been 
regarded with scepticism from the beginning. The fishing industry requested that 
the present system be changed. In November 1995, the Government agreed to 
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establish a Planning Committee (Skipanarnevndini), made up of representatives 
from government, industry and science tasked with recommending changes to the 
fisheries management system in Faeroese waters. The urgency of reform was re-
flected in the committee’s deadline – 1 February 1996 – and the almost incredible 
speed at which the new system entered into force – 1 June 1996 (Cruz et al. 2006; 
Government of the Faeroe Islands 1996; Jacobsen 1997; pers. comm. 3,4,6). 

The Planning Committee’s report, finalised within the deadline, summarised 
the main criticisms that had been raised against the quota system. The most critical 
comments concerned the implementation problems: economic incentives for fish-
ermen to falsify catch data and discard fish, subverting the reliability of data on 
fishing mortality. The problem of utilising quotas as a result of by-catch problems 
was also mentioned. The committee also emphasised the questions that had been 
raised regarding the feasibility of providing reliable scientific advice under catch 
quota-based management. 

People within the fishing industry had consulted the fisheries administration in 
search of alternative management systems, and learned about the enforcement ad-
vantages of effort regulations compared to catch quotas. The Planning Committee 
consequently proposed that TAC-based management be abandoned in favour of a 
system based on effort regulation. It advised that fish catches could be managed 
through a system of fishing days allocated to license holders, and emphasised that 
this system would solve the problems of discards and of unregistered fish land-
ings. It recommended that the system of fishing days be supplemented with the 
traditional measure of closed areas. The committee assumed that a combination of 
fishing days and closed areas would be easier to monitor and enforce than catch 
quota-based management (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1996). The economic 
crisis had resulted in a significant reduction to fishing capacity, so it was decided 
that the number of licenses would be frozen at the present level, and, in order to 
continue management on market conditions, license holders were permitted to 
trade their allotted fishing days. The Danish Government accepted that the new 
system complied with the 1992/1993 agreements. The Faeroe Islands thus 
changed their management system radically for the second time in three years 
(Government of the Faeroe Islands 1993f; pers. comm. 7). 

4.5 The Effort Regulation System 

4.5.1 Basic Features 

Following the recommendations of the 1995 advisory committee, the Commercial 
Fisheries Act was amended so as to establish a new management regime from 
June 1996. Similar to the Norwegian system and the previous Faeroese system, 
the new Faeroese regime was constructed to combine measures that sought to 
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influence catch quantity with measures to affect catch composition. However, the 
new system represented a radical change in terms of the methods used to restrict 
catch quantity. In contrast to TAC-based management, the new Faeroese regime 
did not regulate the output from fishing directly, but sought to ensure long-term 
sustainable output through restrictions on input into the fishery. The 1996 reform 
constructed the resource management system that is used in the Faeroe Islands 
today. This system is based on two pillars: 

 

1. Fishing pressure is regulated through restrictions on fishing effort rather than 
catch quotas. The effort regulations consist of two main elements: 

a. Limited entry licensing is used in order to regulate the number of partici-
pants. The Commercial Fisheries Act of 1994 requires two licenses in or-
der to fish commercially. First is the harvesting license, which is a perma-
nent licence that qualifies specific vessels for participation in commercial 
fisheries. Second is the fishing license which grants the owners of vessels 
with harvesting license the right to participate in specific fisheries. Fishing 
licenses are renewed every year. Catch quotas and fishing days are allo-
cated to holders of fishing licenses. In 1997, the number of harvesting li-
censes was frozen at the number already existing in the system (Cruz et al. 
2006; Government of the Faeroe Islands 1994b). 

b. License utilisation is regulated through restrictions on fishing time. Instead 
of a catch quota, license holders are granted a certain number of fishing 
days. This number is specified in each year’s fishing license. The combina-
tion of 1a and 1b ensures a significant level of control of the fishing effort 
of the Faeroese fleet. The fishing days system primarily applies to fisheries 
for cod, haddock, and saithe in Faeroese waters, and mainly concerns ves-
sels that primarily target these stocks (Cruz et al. 2006). Faeroese fisheries 
from the highly-migratory fish stocks, such as herring, mackerel, and blue 
whiting, which are managed jointly with other states, are still managed 
through TACs, as are Faeroese fisheries in distant waters following ex-
change of fishing rights with other states. Fishing days and catch quotas 
can be sold among license holders permanently or for one year at the time 
(Government of the Faeroe Islands 1994b). 

2. Catch composition is regulated through technical regulations aimed to protect 
juvenile fish. The main measures are permanent or temporary closures of spe-
cific spawning and nursery areas, and regulations regarding minimum mesh 
sizes and maximum shares of juvenile and undersized fish. The ban on discards 
in Faeroese waters has been kept3 (Cruz et al. 2006; Government of the Faeroe 
Islands 1993b; 1994b; Niclasen 2006; pers. comm. 3,4,5). 

                                                           
3 The Faeroese ban on discards is a general ban on throwing catch over board. In practice, catch 
thrown over board is seldom viable. 
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4.5.2 Allocation of Fishing Rights 

Although the catch quota system was abandoned in Faeroese demersal fisheries, 
the allocation issues still had to be resolved in relation to fishing days and spatial 
access rights. The division of the Faeroese fishing fleet into regulated groups thus 
remained an important element of Faeroese fisheries management. The Faeroese 
Commercial Fisheries Act divides the Faeroese fishing fleet into six main groups: 

• Group 1. Single trawlers over 400 HP (12 harvesting licenses in 2006). 
• Group 2. Pair trawlers over 400 HP (29 harvesting licenses in 2006). 
• Group 3. Long liners over 110 GRT (25 harvesting licenses in 2006). 
• Group 4. Coastal vessels over 15 GRT (65 harvesting licenses in 2006). 
• Group 5. Coastal vessel under 15 GRT (593 harvesting licenses in 2006). 
• Group 6. Others (8 harvesting licenses in 2006) (Cruz et al. 2006; Government 

of the Faeroe Islands 1994b). 

In order to construct legitimate guidelines for distribution among fleet sectors, 
and following the advice of the Planning Committee, catch data for the various 
vessel groups were compared for a reference period of 10 years (1985–1994) es-
timating each group’s average relative share of each species. Guidelines for the 
target distribution of the main species between the vessel groups were subse-
quently set out in the Commercial Fisheries Act, as shown in Table 4.1. The data 
for each group’s number of fishing days during the reference period were used to 
translate the relative shares of catch into relative shares of fishing days. In prac-
tice, realising the target fish allocations through distribution of fishing days has 
proven to be very difficult, and the aims have not been reached in terms of species 
allocation (Cruz et al. 2006). 

Groups 2–5 are regulated through the fishing day system. Group 1, the large 
single trawlers, mainly fishes around the edge of the continental shelf, targeting 
redfish, saithe, blue ling and deep-water species. The fishing was good around 
1996, and this group saw little need for inclusion in the fishing day system. Con-
sequently, Group 1 is not regulated by fishing days, but by closed areas and by-
catch quotas for cod and haddock. Group 6 includes, for example, deep-water gill 
netters targeting Greenland halibut and angler fish off the continental shelf, and 
purse seiners and trawlers operating in distant waters. Consequently, Group 6 has 
insignificant catches of the main groundfish species and has thus not been in-
cluded in the fishing day system. Group 2, pair trawlers, mainly targets saithe with 
significant by-catch of cod and haddock. It is regulated by fishing days. Group 3, 
the big long liners, mainly fishes cod and haddock in winter, and ling and tusk in 
summer. It is regulated by fishing days. Group 4 consists of small trawlers and 
coastal long liners that mainly target cod and haddock. It is also regulated by fish-
ing days. Group 5 consists of vessels that use hook and line gear in cod and had-
dock fisheries on the continental shelf. It is also regulated by fishing days. Within 
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Groups 2–5, fishing days are allocated to individual license holders, except for 
part-time fishermen (Group 5B) who fish from a joint share of fishing days. Indi-
vidual allocation allows for trading. Fishing days can be bought and sold among 
license holders, except for those in Group 5. The fishing day price is set by the 
market and thus varies with the profitability of the fisheries. 

Table 4.1. Target allocations of catch as specified in the Commercial Fisheries Act 

 Cod Haddock Saithe Redfish 

Group 1 4% 1.75% 13% 90.5% 

Group 2 21% 10.25% 69% 8.5% 

Group 3 23% 28%   

Group 4 31% 34.5% 11.5% 0.5% 

Group 5 20% 23.5% 6%  

Group 6 1% 2% 0.5% 0.5% 
 
 
The fishing day system works within a set of spatial boundaries in order to ful-

fil its biological intentions. One basic element is the distinction between the ‘in-
ner’ and ‘outer’ fishing day territory; the latter covers deeper waters with deep liv-
ing species. A fishing day applies to the inner fishing day territory, and can be 
exchanged for three days on the outer fishing day territory. The purpose of this ar-
rangement is to encourage Faeroese vessels to target deep-water species rather 
than the traditional demersal stocks. 

The distinction between the inner and outer fishing day territory is supple-
mented with several special areas that are temporarily or permanently closed to 
specific groups of vessels. Trawlers over 400 HP (Group 1) are not allowed to fish 
inside the 12-nautical mile limit, and are also excluded from several areas that are 
closed to trawling. Small trawler access is also limited inside the 12 mile zone; 
only a few permits are allocated on seasonal basis, subject to by-catch restrictions 
for cod and haddock. Trawling is also forbidden in waters shallower than 200 m 
on the Faeroe Bank. Only vessels under 90 tonnes are allowed to fish inside the 6-
nautical mile limit (Cruz et al. 2006; Government of the Faeroe Islands 1993a; 
1994b; 2005a; Løkkegaard et al. 2004; Niclasen 2006; www. fishin.fo 2006; pers. 
comm. 6). All vessel groups are subject to certain types of spatial regulations, such 
as periodic closure of spawning grounds, although they are used most extensively 
for large, technically advanced vessels. 

Fishing days and spatial regulations are supplemented with gear restrictions, 
such as a ban on beam trawls and Danish seines, and mesh size regulations. All of 
the groups are subject to maximum shares of juvenile and undersized fish (Gov-
ernment of the Faeroe Islands 1993b, c; 1994b; 2004b; 2005b; 2006). 
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4.5.3 Fishing Days as a Resource Management Tool 

Dropping the catch quota system did not imply abandoning the principle of target 
fishing mortality rates based on scientific stock estimates. Effort regulation is sim-
ply another means of realising these targets – with less troublesome and costly 
implementation and more flexibility for the fleet. The Planning Committee sug-
gested that approximately one-third of a healthy fish stock could be harvested sus-
tainably every year. According to this advice, target fishing mortality rates for the 
Faeroese stocks of cod, haddock and saithe were set at F0.45 for each stock, which 
corresponds to annual catches of 33% of the exploitable stock. The data on catches 
and fishing days from the ten-year reference period were used to calculate the av-
erage fishing mortality per vessel per fishing day (the vessels’ catchability) in each 
group. This was subsequently used to transform the target fishing mortality rate 
into fishing days. 

Unlike TAC-based management, the target fishing mortality under the Faeroese 
system is set as a long-term average, stretching over several years, meaning that 
the fishing mortality may vary significantly in relation to the F0.45 target for a 
given year without subverting management aims. The advantage of long-term tar-
gets is that fishing mortality becomes less sensitive to random errors in annual 
stock estimations (Cruz et al. 2006; ICES 2006; pers. comm. 5). However, there 
are great variations in fishing mortality for the main groundfish stocks, and the av-
erage fishing mortality for cod has been significantly higher than F0.45. Several 
factors may have contributed to this. It is believed that technological advances and 
fishermen’s learning have generated a certain increase in fishing capacity despite 
regulations preventing growth in tonnage. Some also express uncertainty about the 
extent to which the average catchability of the ten-year reference period is repre-
sentative (Cruz et al. 2006; pers. comm. 5). Fishing mortality for haddock has 
been below F0.45, while saithe, which has displayed great variation in fishing 
mortality since the introduction of the effort regulation system, has been above 
this limit since 2000. 

Self-regulated fishing was an important idea underlying the effort regulation 
system. The intention was that fishermen who were allowed a certain number of 
days at sea, rather than fixed quotas per species, would choose fishing times and 
target species according to market prices and the availability of fish. In a mixed 
fishery, fishermen would thus switch target species according to their abundance 
and price, leading to more sustainable and profitable fisheries.4 At present, there is 
doubt about the extent to which the Faeroese system has actually functioned as 
planned in this respect (Cruz et al. 2006). 

                                                           
4 The leader of the Planning Committee pointed out that the inertia constituted by fleet character-
istics and gear types prevents free switching between target species and that the Faeroese Gov-
ernment was aware of this limitation when it constructed the fishing day system (Pers. comm. 7). 
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According to interview data, the sustainability of the F0.45 target was not sub-
ject to scientific investigation when it was set, but has remained the target fishing 
mortality in Faeroese cod fisheries. There is some disagreement among scientists 
regarding the sustainability of current Faeroese groundfish management. ICES’ 
North-Western Working Group, in which Faeroese scientists participate, has ar-
gued that the effort regulation system has been consistent with the precautionary 
approach and that the current target fishing mortality is sustainable (ICES 2005a; 
2006). However, the ACFM has not accepted this viewpoint, concluding that 
F0.45 is inconsistent with the precautionary approach. Scientists argue that, at any 
rate, the current target is above the economically-optimal level (ICES 2005b; pers. 
comm. 5). 

The number of fishing days for each fishing year (September – August) is set 
by the Parliament through an amendment to the Commercial Fisheries Act. The 
amendment is issued in August after an advisory process, simply illustrated in Fig. 
4.2, where management, industry and science have their say. Scientific advice is 
provided to the Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs by the Faeroese Fisher-
ies Laboratory every July. Simultaneously, industry advice is provided to the Min-
istry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs by the Committee on Fishing Days, which 
includes representatives from all vessel groups. The Ministry of Fisheries and 
Maritime Affairs subsequently prepares a recommendation for an amendment to 
the Commercial Fisheries Act and hands it over to the Parliament. This proposal is 
handled by the Parliament’s Committee for Industry, which may also consult in-
terested parties directly, before the Parliament makes its final decision. 

Scientists have recommended significant reductions to the number of fishing 
days for several years, while the industry has been more resistant to change. The 
Parliament’s decisions have generally been more in line with the views of the in-
dustry than those of the scientists, which has resulted in smaller and more incre-
mental reductions to fishing days than those prescribed by scientific advice. This 
practice cannot be fully understood unless one takes the great social importance of 
the fishing industry into consideration. Weighing potential consequences for fish-
ing communities is not the task of marine scientists, whose advice focuses strictly 
on biology. The Parliament has followed a practice of incremental reductions of 
fishing days in order to allow the industry to adapt. According to interview data, 
the number of fishing days was also relatively high in the beginning in order to 
politically facilitate the effort regulation reform (pers. comm. 6). Despite dis-
agreement regarding the number of fishing days, the basic system of effort regula-
tion has broad support within industry and marine science in the Faeroe Islands 
today. 
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Fig. 4.2. Procedures for deciding the number of fishing days 

                                                           
5 Apart from saithe, TACs for major fish stocks are set in international negotiations where the 
Norwegian position is prepared and represented by the fisheries administration and industry or-
ganisations. 
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Compared to Norway’s system for setting and allocating catch quotas, the Fae-
roese system for setting and allocating fishing days emerges as more open in rela-
tion to elected politicians and the general public. This is largely due to different 
forms of fisheries legislation. The Norwegian Saltwater Fishing Act is almost en-
tirely an enabling act, defining the authority of the Ministry of Fisheries. The same 
is true of the Faeroese Commercial Fisheries Act to a lesser degree. The number 
of fishing days and the allocations are set by the Faeroese Parliament, implying a 
relatively broad and open political process. In contrast, Norway’s TACs5 and 
quota allocations are set by the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs following 
extensive consultations with industry, implying that decisions regarding resource 
conservation and allocation have been taken out of the democratic political arena 
and delegated to the corporative administrative arena. On the other hand, Faeroese 
decision-makers are also highly sensitive to political pressure and advice from in-
dustry, which entails that the fishing industry has a major influence on decisions. 
Consequently, there are notable differences in terms of national decision-making 
structures, but they have not resulted in essential differences in terms of the indus-
try’s role in resource management. In Chapter 2, I emphasised the mechanism of 
legitimation through industry participation, potentially increasing compliance, as a 
significant factor in the implementation of Norwegian regulations. This mecha-
nism can be hypothesised to be relevant to the Faeroese case as well, although I 
have not come across Faeroese data that has shed light on this question. 
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4.6 Implementation of Fisheries Regulations 

4.6.1 Implementing Fishing Capacity Policies 

Controlling the fishing capacity of the fleet is essential to the success of the effort 
regulation system. The fishing capacity policy of the Faeroe Islands pursues two 
major aims: preventing growth in fishing capacity and maintaining a diversified 
fleet structure. Preventing increasing fishing capacity is a major challenge under 
the fishing day regime, because this regime creates incentives for fishing compa-
nies to invest in vessels and technology so as to get more out their allotted fishing 
time. Freezing the number of licenses in 1997 was an important measure in order 
to counteract growing capacity, as it solved potential problems represented by 
large numbers of new entrants to the fishery. However, keeping the number of li-
censes fixed is not sufficient to control fishing effort, because the fishing effort 
represented by one fishing day depends entirely on the nature of the vessel. Build-
ing bigger and more technologically-advanced vessels can easily undermine con-
servation aims. Consequently, the Home Government had to regulate the capacity 
of the vessels that used the fishing rights. These regulations concern vessel size 
and, for trawlers, engine power. A new vessel generally must not have greater 
fishing capacity than the old vessel it replaces. In cases where vessels are rebuilt, 
they can be extended with a maximum of 15% given a cut in fishing days. Li-
censes may also be merged so that two licenses are effective on one vessel, pro-
vided that capacity increase is compensated for through a cut in fishing days. 

Simple and feasible administration was emphasised when this system was cre-
ated, which implied finding a clear and simple method for measuring fishing ca-
pacity. Consequently, fishing capacity is defined in terms of the length, width and 
depth of fishing vessels. A permit is required for replacing the engine in trawlers, 
in order to avoid capacity increase. Apart from this, the system does not take tech-
nological advance into account, which likely results in a hidden increase in fishing 
capacity due to technical improvements and growth in fishermen’s knowledge as 
to how to utilise their assets most efficiently. In 2005, the development in fishing 
capacity was calculated by a committee that concluded that the total fishing capac-
ity of the fleet had increased, although there were significant variations between 
groups, some of which had had a small decrease. At present, the Faeroe Islands 
lack adequate procedures for monitoring changes in fishing capacity that results 
from technological modernisation and changing fleet structure following trade of 
fishing days within the established vessel groups (Cruz et al. 2006: 11; Govern-
ment of the Faeroe Islands 2005c). Faeroese scientists estimate an annual increase 
in fishing capacity of 2–5% (pers. comm. 5). The absence of adequate data on the 
effects of technological advances on fishing capacity has reportedly made justifi-
cation of drastic reductions in fishing effort difficult. Despite these difficulties, the 
number of fishing days has been cut by more than 20% since the system was in-
troduced (Pers. comm. 7). 
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ICES North-West Working Group considers that the Faeroese effort manage-
ment system has been consistent with the precautionary approach under the cur-
rent conditions, but warns about unintended increase in fishing mortality follow-
ing the increased efficiency of fishing vessels. It recommends that the system be 
improved in terms of monitoring and controlling fishing fleet efficiency in order to 
ensure sustainability without continued reductions to the number of fishing days 
(ICES 2006). 

4.6.2 Implementing the Fishing Day Regime 

Despite measures to control fishing capacity, Faeroese fish stocks are not believed 
to be able to sustain unregulated harvesting by the Faeroese fleet. Consequently, 
measures that seek to prevent growth in fishing capacity are supplemented with 
measures to restrict the utilisation of this fishing capacity. Restrictions on fishing 
time and fishing space are the main means of regulating capacity utilisation. 

Looking at the restrictions on fishing time, two factors are essential in imple-
menting the fishing day regime: to regulate transfer of fishing days between ves-
sels with different fishing capacities and to ensure compliance. With respect to 
transfers of fishing days, the main challenge in a system where fishing days can be 
traded among license holders is to prevent increasing effort as a result of large 
vessels buying fishing days from small ones. The Faeroe Islands use two types of 
regulations to counteract increased fishing effort as a result of fishing rights trade. 
First are regulations that restrict trade among vessels with significantly different 
characteristics, as outlined in Fig. 4.3. These regulations, which have become 
stricter since the introduction of the system, also aim to preserve a diversified fleet 
structure. They divide the over-15 tonne-fishing fleet into four groups: trawlers 
over/under 110 tonnes, and hook and line vessels over/under 110 tonnes. Fishing 
days can be sold permanently or for one year at a time among vessels within each 
group, but not between groups. As an exception, fishing days can be sold across 
the four groups during the last three months of the fishing year, so as to allow for 
full utilisation of fishing days. As for vessels under 15 tonnes (usually vessels un-
der 40 feet), individual fishing days are allocated to full-time fishermen (Group 
5A), while part-time fishermen (Group 5B) fish from a joint share of fishing days. 
Fishing days for Group 5 are not transferable. Harvesting licenses may never be 
transferred across vessel groups (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1994b; pers. 
comm. 2,3,4,5,6). Second is a conversion key for keeping fishing effort constant 
when fishing days are transferred between vessel types. When a vessel transfers a 
given number of fishing days to a larger boat, the latter will not achieve the right 
to use all of them, but only a share reflecting the differing fishing capacities of 
the vessels. All fishing day transfers must be reported to the Faeroese Fisheries 
Inspection, which controls the legality of the transfer (Government of the Faeroe 
Islands 1994b; 1995). A fisherman can only sell fishing days if he used no less 
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than 60% of his fishing days the previous year (Government of the Faeroe Islands 
1994b: Article 14). 

 

 

Fig. 4.3. Boundaries for trade with fishing days 

 

requires constant monitoring of the fleet’s movements. The Faeroese fisheries au-
thorities use one system for vessels over 15 tonnes (i.e. Groups 1–4, and 6), and 
another one for those under 15 tonnes (Group 5). All vessels over 15 tonnes are 
required to have certified satellite tracking gear installed. The tracking gear must 
subsequently be approved by the Fisheries Inspection. The skipper is responsible 
for ensuring that the gear is operational and functions adequately during fishing. 
The Fisheries Inspection is authorised to perform unannounced checks of the ves-
sel’s tracking gear (Government of the Faeroe Islands 2004c). Vessels over 15 
tonnes are required to notify the Fisheries Inspection when they begin and end a 
fishing trip. In practice, the vessels provide this information in the form of 
numerical codes transmitted by cell phone. The codes indicate that they are begin-
ning a fishing trip and what type of fishing they perform. A fishing day is counted 
from the time the vessel leaves the harbour. A new code is transmitted when the 
vessel returns to harbour, indicating the end of the trip. The satellite tracking sys-
tem ensures near-100% control, as the Fisheries Inspection compares these notifi-
cations with satellite tracking data every day. Satellite tracking data yield informa-
tion indicating whether vessels are fishing or not, which ensures control. There is 
a separate code for non-fishing trips, for example when vessels test fishing gear, 
but enforcement personnel report that vessels seldom use this code. 

In addition to the satellite tracking and notification systems, is the logbook re-
quirement for all vessels over 15 tonnes. Each vessel must keep its logbook up-
dated and submit it to the Fisheries Inspection after each fishing trip. The Fisheries 
Inspection checks logbooks, among other things, through spot checks at landing 
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fishing capacity which, as we have seen, is a difficult task. In principle, capacity 
increase can be taken into account through the annual scientific advice on fishing 
days, and compensated for through reduced number of fishing days. Faeroese sci-
entists monitor the catchability of the fleet through logbook data on time spent 
fishing and gear used but, reportedly, this material is not sufficient to yield accu-
rate knowledge on the efficiency of the fleet. One of the reasons for this insuffi-
ciency is that logbooks are not required for vessels in Group 5, meaning that sci-
entists have to rely on the data provided in sales notes (Government of the 
Faeroe Islands 2004d; pers .comm. 5). The Faeroese system is thus not mature 
in terms of monitoring fishing capacity. This represents an obstacle to successful 
implementation of the fishing day regime. In the autumn of 2006, there was a 
process of updating the Commercial Fisheries Act aiming to addresses this prob-
lem (pers. comm. 6). 

ICES’ North-West Working Group has also pointed to a more general potential 
problem associated with resource management through fishing day regulations. 
This problem relates to the apparently increased willingness of Faeroese cod to at-
tack bait when natural food is scarce. This means that it may become easier to 
catch cod when the natural conditions for stock growth are poor. The fishing day 
system may thus generate high fishing mortality when there are good reasons to 
reduce fishing mortality (ICES 2006). 

sites (Government of Faeroe Islands 1995; 2004d; pers. comm. 3,4). Implementa-
tion of the fishing day system is perceived as being simple and very effective for 
vessels over 15 tonnes. 

Vessels under 15 tonnes are not subject to satellite tracking requirements. Nei-
ther are they required to notify the Fisheries Inspection at the beginning and end of 
a fishing trip. Fish buyers report on behalf of these vessels when they send sales 
notes to the fisheries authorities. By and large, vessels under 15 tonnes fish on a 
day-trip basis. One fish landing is thus counted as one fishing day, meaning that 
one fishing day is deducted for each sales note submitted. There are several possi-
bilities for circumventing the fishing day regulations for these vessels. One prob-
lem is the possibility for vessels to ice catch over night and subsequently deliver 
two days’ catch in a single delivery. Another potential problem is the possibility 
for fish buyers to enter fish landings informally for several days, and subsequently 
report them all on a single sales note. Unlike vessels over 15 tonnes, this vessel 
group is not required to keep logbooks, meaning that there is little risk of detection 
following plans to falsify information on the number of days spent fishing. While 
the control of vessels over 15 tonnes is considered to be effective, there is consid-
erable room for improving control of the inshore fleet (pers. comm. 3,4). 

Effective implementation of the fishing day regime requires the monitoring of 
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4.6.3 Implementation of Measures to Protect Juvenile Fish 

The measures to protect juvenile fish include area closures and small fish regula-
tions, supplemented with certain restrictions on gear. The area closures, which 
supplement fishing days in restricting capacity utilisation, aim to protect spawning 
grounds and juveniles, and are an essential component of Faeroese fisheries man-
agement. Three control elements ensure compliance with area closures. First is the 
satellite tracking system which monitors the movements of all vessels over 15 
tonnes. Second is the at-sea enforcement represented by the Danish Coast Guard 
and two Faeroese inspection vessels. Third is informal social control among fish-
ermen. Faeroese enforcement personnel emphasise that the small and transparent 
nature of the fisheries community constitutes a significant element of control 
(pers. comm. 3,4). The informal control is facilitated by GPSes, digital maps and 
radars, which ensure that fishing vessels monitor each other’s movements. This 
monitoring ensures that violation of spatial restrictions entails a big risk of detec-
tion.6 

The basic idea of the fishing day system has been to avoid regulating fisher-
men’s catches directly, so as to prevent the incentives for discards and misreport-
ing that follow from a vessel quota regime. However, the present Faeroese system 
contains one exception to this practice: small fish regulations. Vessels under the 
fishing day system are subject to restrictions regarding the maximum amount of 
small fish in catches, which means that the Faeroese fishing day system does not 
entirely escape the implementation problems associated with incidental catch (see 
Chapter 1). Faeroese fisheries regulations distinguish between two types of small 
fish. They are characterised as “juvenile” and “undersized” fish respectively. “Un-
dersized fish” is juvenile fish under a certain size limit, subject to stricter regula-

of 30% juvenile cod is allowed in each haul. Codfish under 40cm is characterised 
as “undersized”, and commercial fishing vessels are allowed a maximum of 5% 
undersized cod on each trip. Discards are illegal (Government of the Faeroe Is-
lands 1993b; 2005b). Unavoidably, this entails incidental catches of illegal quanti-
ties of juvenile fish. In principle this could raise problems of criminal liability, as 
it is almost impossible for fishermen to remove the risk of catching juvenile fish 
completely. However, fishermen are required to report incidents of illegal quanti-
ties of juvenile fish to the Fisheries Inspection, and the potential problem of crimi-
nal liability has been resolved by relating enforcement to this requirement. When a 
fisherman reports illegal quantities of juvenile fish in a haul, the Fisheries Inspec-
tion investigates the fisheries in the area in order to decide whether or not to close 
the area temporarily. The Fisheries Inspection also notifies nearby vessels about 

                                                           
6 I have not come across data regarding the effectiveness of informal social control in Faeroese 
fisheries, but a study from Norwegian fisheries shows that compliance with spatial regulations is 
subject to strict informal social control among fishermen (Gezelius 2007). 

tion. For example, juvenile cod is defined as cod smaller than 50cm. A maximum 

the report. Fisheries closures are announced over the Faeroese Radio (Government 
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of the Faeroe Islands 1993d).  In practice, incidental catch of juvenile fish is not 
met with formal sanctions if the fisherman complies with his reporting obligations. 
This means that liability is in practice related to the fisherman’s deliberate omis-
sion to report, rather than the incidental catch of juvenile fish. 

Unlike regulations regarding juvenile fish, regulations for undersized fish do 
not specify legal quantities for each haul, but rather quantities per fishing trip. The 
fisherman is always responsible for complying with trip limits for undersized fish 
(Government of the Faeroe Islands 2005b; pers. comm. 4, 5). This means that a 
fishing vessel with a haul of undersized fish must take extra care for the rest of the 
trip in order not to exceed the trip limit. The use of the trip limit thus implies a re-
quirement for fishermen to display due care. Fishermen who exceed the trip limit 
for undersized fish risk prosecution. In principle, this creates an incentive for fish-
ermen to discard undersized fish when the trip limit has been exceeded. The im-
plementation of regulations regarding undersized fish thus constitutes an excep-
tion to the Faeroese policy of avoiding management practices that may create 
incentives for discards. The Fisheries Inspection has not documented discards of 
undersized fish. Consequently, it does not consider this potential incentive for dis-
cards to be a significant problem in practice (Pers. comm. 8). 

The Fisheries Inspection controls small fish regulations based on risk analysis. 
Certain fishing grounds are known to host juvenile fish, and checks are carried out 
most frequently in these areas (pers. comm. 3,4). The Fisheries Inspection also 
checks mesh sizes, according to specific technical procedures. Compliance is po-
tentially facilitated by the fact that these procedures are established in regulations 
that are available to the public (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1989). 

4.6.4 Procedures for Monitoring Fishing Mortality  
and Implementing Catch Quotas 

The Faeroese system for monitoring fishing mortality is based on weighing 
regulations and sales note regulations, which is similar to Norway. Given the 
reduced incentives to falsify landing information, the procedures for monitoring 
fishing mortality have been somewhat simplified, compared to Norway. The fact 
that the problems of discards and misreporting of fish landings is greatly reduced 
under the effort management regime entails that administration of fish landings 
is largely a question of managing information. For example, the system for 

Arguably, the effort regulation system solves many problems associated with 
monitoring fishing mortality compared to a catch quota-based system, because the 
effort regulation system removes major incentives to discard catch and falsify in-
formation on fish landings. However, adequate monitoring of fishing mortality is 
equally as important under the effort regulation system as it is under catch quota-
based management. 
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administrative confiscation of incidental catch that can be found in Norway is 
much less relevant in the Faeroese system. 

The Faeroese market for first-hand trade of fish is geographically and organisa-
tionally decentralised. There are between 20 and 30 fish buyers spread over three 
islands, operating independently of each other and who receive all necessary per-
mits directly from the fisheries management authorities. Unlike Norway, there are 
no sales organisations or centralised systems at the industry level, apart from the 

Unlike Norway, the fish buyer has sole responsibility for signing and providing 
correct information on sales notes, and the fisherman does not sign it. Instead, the 
fish buyer is required to have at least two individuals responsible for correct com-
pletion of weighing and sales documents. These individuals sign the documents, 
certifying that the information is correct. The fish buyers are also required to as-
sure themselves that vessels selling fish are registered in the Faeroe Islands and 
hold fishing licenses (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1994c; pers. comm. 3,4). 
Fish buyers submit sales notes directly to the fisheries management authorities, 
usually electronically. In contrast to quota-regulated fisheries, giving the fish 
buyer sole responsibility for providing correct sales emerges as reasonably func-
tional in fisheries regulated through a fishing day system because fishermen rarely 
have incentives to falsify landing data, while such incentives may still exist for 
fish buyers willing to sell fish on the black market. 

The absence of centralised market organisations also entails that the Faeroese 
industry does not have tasks directly related to administration and control of fish-
eries regulations, unlike Norway. The Fisheries Inspection performs spot checks 
of landing sites, controlling weighing procedures. This includes comparing ware-
house stocks with sales notes and fishermen’s logbooks. The Fisheries Inspection 
does not have local offices, but operates entirely out of Torshavn. Scales are also 
subject to official technical controls (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1994c; 
pers. comm. 3,4). 

The monitoring of catches is enhanced through strict regulations concerning 
over-the-side sales. As a general rule, over-the-side sales are prohibited for Fae-
roese vessels and exceptions require a special permit. Foreign vessels fishing in 
Faeroese waters are not allowed to transfer catches to other vessels while at sea, 
but have to do this at designated Faeroese ports, allowing for inspection. 

fish auction, for managing catch information and catch values. Anyone who wants 
to buy fish is free to do so in principle, but is required to apply to the Fisheries In-
spection for registration and authorisation as fish buyer. A fish buyer must have 
his weighing methods and procedures for completing weighing- and sales notes 
authorised in order to receive a permit. This includes using approved authorised 
scales, and weighing notes and sales notes that are authorised by the Fisheries In-
spection. It has been possible since 1990 for fishermen to sell catches at a fish auc-
tion where buyers bid for the catch (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1990b; 
1993e). Both the auction and the fish buyers are required to inform the Fisheries 
Inspection about landed quantities and species (Government of the Faeroe Islands 
1999). 
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The Faeroe Islands have agreements on catch statistics exchange with Iceland, 
Norway, Denmark and Scotland, ensuring transfer of catch data from Faeroese 
vessels landing catches in these states. In the Northeast Atlantic, it is the norm that 
vessels fishing in the EEZs of foreign states submit information on their fishing 
activity and catch to the coastal state. Faeroese distant water fishing vessels are 
required to submit copies of these catch reports to Faeroese authorities, ensuring 
that they are kept updated on catches (pers. comm. 3,4). 

In Norwegian TAC-based management, the logbook functions as a control 
measure that ensures that plans to falsify sales notes entail a risk of detection. The 
question of criminal liability has been an enduring source of controversy between 
Norwegian fishermen and the state because it can be difficult to estimate catch 
quantities accurately is at sea (Gezelius 2007). As in Norway, Faeroese logbook 
regulations require fishermen to enter catch quantities while at sea. However, in 
practice, catch figures only serve as a means of control in the offshore pelagic sec-
tor, which fishes from internationally-managed, quota-regulated stocks. Unlike 
Norway, the Faeroese Fisheries Inspection does not operate with margins of error 
with regard to catch quantities in enforcement of logbook regulations. Faeroese 
enforcement personnel report that logbook errors are not a significant problem in 
the pelagic sector (Pers. comm. 3,4).7 Errors are more frequent in the Faeroese 
demersal fisheries, but these errors do not result in penalties because they are as-
sumed to be unintended by fishermen operating under the fishing day system. 

Unlike Norway, the Faeroe Islands do not have institutions that remove crimi-
nal liability from illegal catch; in principle, the fisherman is liable for all illegal 
catch. In contrast to the Norwegian Saltwater Fishing Act, the Faeroese Commer-
cial Fisheries Act does thus not provide for administrative, as distinct from penal, 
confiscation of illegal catch: illegal catch is only confiscated in the form of pen-
alty. Given the ban on discards, in principle this could generate conflicts regarding 
criteria for criminal liability. However, this has not reportedly been a significant 
problem on the Faeroe Islands. There are two reasons for this. First, vessels under 
the fishing day system are allowed to catch whatever they get, save for limits set 
in small fish regulations for which enforcement practices are described above. 
Second, vessels under catch quota regulations may buy quota shares from other li-
cence holders to solve problems of illegal incidental catch. It is mainly pelagic 
fisheries that are subject to TACs, and these are single-species fisheries, meaning 
that by-catch is usually not a major problem. Incidental catch in pelagic fisheries 
is mostly an issue of vessels unintentionally exceeding their quotas. In principle, a 
fishing vessel that has exceeded its quota is criminally liable, but fisheries en-
forcement practices provide for transfer of quotas between license holders to in-
crease the flexibility of this potentially-rigid system. A vessel that has exceeded its 
                                                           
7 A study of Norwegian offshore pelagic fisheries has concluded that errors in at-sea catch esti-
mates are quite common. These errors are usually within the margins accepted by enforcement 
authorities, but occasionally exceed these margins (Gezelius 2006). This study of the Faeroe Is-
lands has not generated data to suggest why logbook errors are not perceived to be a problem in 
Faeroese pelagic fisheries. 
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quota unintentionally while displaying due care has three days to buy quota shares 
from another license holder. No prosecution follows if it manages to buy the nec-
essary rights within the deadline. However, it may be difficult to buy surplus quo-
tas near the end of the season when the TAC is almost taken, and vessels that fail 
to do so are taken to court (Government of the Faeroe Islands 2004b; pers. comm. 
3,4). Unlike Norway, a vessel exceeding its quota risks prosecution although it 
acted with due care without criminal intent. In theory, this can generate incentives 
for discards of illegal incidental catch. It also raises questions regarding the just-
ness of liability criteria. The Faeroe Islands have utilised the flexibility of tradable 
catch quotas to solve these problems at the practical rather than the principle level. 
Fisheries enforcement personnel report that large quotas for vessels operating in 
TAC-managed fisheries have eased the enforcement of quota regulations. The 
sheer size of the vessel quotas may thus have prevented the latent problems of dis-
cards and of the perceived injustice from becoming manifest to any significant 
extent. 

4.6.5 Enforcement  

The Faeroese Fisheries Inspection has the overall responsibility for enforcing the 
Commercial Fisheries Act, and conducts all inspections on land. Inspections at 
landing sites include spot checks of logbooks, catch composition in relation to 
small fish regulations, scales and warehouses. Selection of vessels and landing 
sites are based on risk analysis, meaning that vessels with a criminal record are more 
likely to be inspected. At-sea inspections are carried out by Faeroese inspection 
vessels and the Danish Coast Guard, according to a cooperation agreement. The 
Commercial Fisheries Act also provides for onboard observers, but this is only 
used to a limited extent, predominantly in distant water fisheries in the Northwest 
Atlantic (NAFO area) and in the blue whiting fisheries (Government of the Faeroe 
Islands 1994b; pers. comm. 3,4). 

The Fisheries Inspection is authorised to board vessels at sea, controlling cargo, 
gear and documents, and to bring vessels to harbour for more thorough inspection. 
It is also authorised to close fishing grounds temporarily in order to protect juve-
nile fish. It has access to all locations where catches are stored, transported, or 
processed. Those responsible for these catches are under legal obligation to assist 
fish inspectors in performing their tasks. 

Unlike Norway, the fish buying industry does not have direct enforcement re-
sponsibility, but the Commercial Fisheries Act constructs strong incentives for 
fish buyers to play a role in enforcement. The basis for this incentive is the prohi-
bition against keeping, transporting, and processing fish caught in violation of the 
act. The ban on discards could thus represent a problem in principle, as it leaves 
fishermen no legal option but to land the catch. However, fish buyers free them-
selves of liability by informing the Fisheries Inspection about the illegal catch and 
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who landed it (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1994b). In fisheries regulated by 
the fishing day system, illegal incidental catch usually has to do with juvenile and 
undersized fish. With regard to juvenile fish, the fisherman in practice also ab-
solves himself of liability by fulfilling his obligation to report the incident to the 
Fisheries Inspection. 

In the Norwegian case, we saw that the penal provisions in fisheries law only 
concern illegal catch that evidently is taken intentionally or in violation of the 
principle of due care, and that the general practice is not to prosecute fishermen 
landing incidental catch when they comply with catch report regulations. Norway 
has done this in order to solve the potential problems of discards and of misreport-
ing of illegal incidental catch. The Faeroe Islands have taken quite another route in 
response to this problem. Unlike Norway, Faeroese fisheries law enforcement is 
based on a principle of strict criminal liability with regard to illegal catch: in prin-
ciple all illegal catch is considered a violation of the principle of due care (Gov-
ernment of the Faeroe Islands 1994b; pers. comm. 1). The legitimacy of this prac-
tice relies on the effort regulation system, which ensures that incidental catch 
usually is not illegal. Consequently, and similar to Norway, incidental catch can 
normally be landed without risk of prosecution as long as adequate information is 
provided to the authorities. The enforcement of regulations concerning juvenile 
fish has the same effect. 

The Faeroese Commercial fisheries act provides for three forms of penalty: 
fines, confiscation and withdrawal of licenses. Unlike the Norwegian Saltwater 
fishing act, it does not contain a separate provision regarding imprisonment. 
Fines may be used in response to violation of all the major resource conserva-
tion regulations, including regulations regarding fishing days, catch quotas, 
catch report procedures, closed areas, small fish, fishing gear, fishing capacity, 
and the ban on discards. 

In accordance with the principle of strict criminal liability, confiscation is only 
dealt with in penal provisions. The court may confiscate catch value and gear fol-
lowing violations of gear regulations, catch quotas or by-catch regulations. Dis-
cards and fishing in closed areas are regarded as particularly severe, and the 
Commercial Fisheries Act has a special penal provision for these violations, stat-
ing that all catch and all gear are always confiscated. The fact that the law does 
not allow exceptions is regarded as somewhat problematic, and is being dealt with 
in the ongoing revision of the act (Government of the Faeroe Islands 1994b; pers. 
comm. 3,4). Forfeited values are distributed 50/50 between the Danish and the 
Faeroese treasuries. 

The Commercial Fisheries Act provides for simplified penalty procedures: the 
police and the head of the inspection vessel are authorised to fine and confiscate 
given the offender’s consent. However, these procedures are rarely applied in 
practice; the inspection agencies almost always operate through the court system. 
The Faeroese Fisheries Inspection uses warnings to a limited extent, but reporting 
to the police is the most common reaction to violations. The procedures for 
this are almost similar to those in Norway: fish inspectors in the field report 
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The Commercial Fisheries Act authorises the Fisheries Inspection to withdraw 
fishing licenses temporarily when license holders are accused of violating resource 
conservation regulations. This sanction is decided outside the court system at the 
administrative level, and is equal to the Norwegian procedures for administrative 
withdrawal of licences. Like Norway, the Faeroe Islands did not apply this provi-
sion until recently. It is currently only applied in cases where license holders vio-
late their obligation to report illegal quantities of juvenile fish, as described above. 
When detected, this violation immediately results in two weeks’ suspension of a 
fishing license, and the license holder risks three weeks’ suspension the second 
time he is discovered. Within a week, the license holder may require that his case 
be tried in court. The Commercial Fisheries Act also provides for administrative 
withdrawal of the harvesting- and fishing licenses of fishermen who have been 
convicted by a court, but this provision has not been applied in practice because 
the prosecuting authority regards such a double penalty as problematic (pers. 
comm. 1,3,4). 

4.7 How Could Effort Regulation be Adopted  
in the Faeroese Fisheries? 

The choice situation facing the Faeroe Islands in the mid-1990s had certain simi-
larities with to the one facing the Atlantic fisheries commissions in the 1960s: 
technical regulations had proven insufficient and managers considered applying 
either TACs or effort regulation. However, there were two notable differences 
from the situation of the 1960s. First, the Faeroe Islands were able to base their 
choice on experience. The late introduction of TACs meant that Faeroese govern-
ment and industry witnessed implementation failures of TAC-based management 
in other states before it was introduced in Faeroese waters. This provided a much 
more solid basis for scepticism than the Atlantic fisheries commissions and, for 
example, Norway and the EU had in the virgin years of TACs. Consequently, the 
implementation problems associated with illegal discards and black landings came 
as no surprise to the Faeroes, but rather reinforced existing scepticism. Second, the 
Faeroe Islands faced a comparatively simple allocation task, which made it easier 
to depart from TAC-based management. As described in the previous chapters, 
catch quotas are a relatively clear and agreeable standard for distribution, com-
pared with fishing effort. The fact that the fish stocks were exclusively national 
entailed that the authority to allocate fishing rights rested in the hands of one cen-
tral decision-maker: the Faeroese Home Government. The allocation issue, which 

detected violations to the central office in Torshavn, which decides whether to 
file a report with the police. The Coast Guard has police authority at sea, as in 
Norway, meaning that the skipper makes independent decisions regarding police ac-
tion. The Fisheries Inspection provides the police with evidence and advises the 
prosecuting authority (pers. comm. 3,4). 
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played a significant role in the decision of the Atlantic fisheries commissions to 
opt for TAC-based management, could thus be given lower priority in the Fae-
roese case. 

The Faeroe Islands have been the first nation in the Northeast Atlantic to aban-
don TAC-based fisheries management in favour of effort regulation as the primary 
resource management tool. Two institutional factors set the Faeroe Islands apart 
from the other cases in this study in a way that sheds light on its so far unique re-
sponse to crisis in TAC-based management: the relative political autonomy in 
fisheries management, and the small fisheries administration. 

Looking first at political autonomy, it is notable that the groundfish stocks tar-
geted by Faeroese fishermen are exclusively national stocks. This has enabled the 
Faeroe Islands to choose a management system independently of the preferences 
of other states. It has also relieved pressure on the Faeroese Home Government in 
terms of finding politically-manageable international allocation tools. National 
control of demersal fish stocks has also entailed that Faeroese fisheries manage-
ment is not tied to bilateral or multilateral institutions to the same extent as e.g. 
Norway and EU members, which manage most fish stocks jointly with other 
states. This autonomy made it relatively easy for the Faeroe Islands to part with 
TAC-based management after its introduction. 

It can be argued that political autonomy has been a decisive but ambiguous fac-
tor in the Faeroese management reforms. The 1994 reform was shaped by a loss of 
political autonomy: Faeroese economic dependence enabled Denmark to require 
quick solutions to the problem of overcapacity, which undoubtedly worked in the 
favour of the ITQ option. However, while the agreement between the Danish and 
Faeroese governments was extremely strict in terms of time frames, it left signifi-
cant room for adaptation in terms of applied management measures. Conse-
quently, when the Faeroe Islands wanted to change the chosen form of fishing 
mortality restriction, they had the autonomy necessary to reshape the system ac-
cording to their perceived needs. Therefore, despite the consequences of their 
temporary loss of economic independence, a high degree of political autonomy 
and a low degree of path dependence are hallmarks of Faeroese fisheries manage-
ment compared to the other cases described in this volume. 

The relative path independence of TAC-based management in the Faeroe Is-
lands was not only related to the system’s independence of international agree-
ments, but also to the age of the management structures. The political autonomy of 
the Faeroe Islands in matters of fisheries management enabled them to postpone 
the introduction of catch quotas for a number of years. Consequently, catch quota-
based management had yet to be deeply rooted in inert national management 
structures when its implementation problems became evident. Unlike Norway, the 
Faeroe Islands had not built complex administrative structures for the implementa-
tion of catch quotas by the mid-1990s. This meant that effective implementation 
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was difficult but also that there was little path dependence in terms of implementation 
structures. The entire system could consequently be changed at a comparatively 
low cost. 

As a result of the system’s path independence, the Faeroe Islands had a genuine 
choice between developing the administrative structures required to implement 
TACs or adopting a management model that was easier to implement. The first of 
these options was never really considered. This was undoubtedly rooted in pessi-
mism, inspired by the EUs management failure, regarding the possibilities of con-

explanation may not be entirely sufficient because Norway was an example of rea-
sonably successful TAC-based fisheries management at the time. The Faeroese 
pessimism was arguably also rooted in the second institutional factor explaining 
the unique development of Faeroese fisheries management: the small fisheries 
administration. While Norwegian fisheries management shows that TACs can be 
implemented to a reasonable extent, it also illustrates that it is administratively 
demanding to do so. The Faeroe Islands, with their small fisheries administration 
and absence of centralised organisations for first-hand trade of fish, needed a sys-
tem that was simple to manage. Their relative autonomy provided the freedom to 
opt for a solution adapted to their limited administrative capacity. 

Norway is a contrasting case to the Faeroe Islands in terms of responding to 
crisis in TAC-based management. The Norwegian cod crisis in 1989 brought the 
very same implementation problems to the attention of Norwegian managers as 
those facing their Faeroese counterparts a few years later: black landings, discards 
and falsification of sales notes. However, unlike the Faeroe Islands, the Norwegian 
cod crisis did not cause a debate over the viability of TAC-based management, 
but rather resulted in a number of incremental steps to remedy implementation 
deficiencies. This continuity was partly due to the fact that, unlike the Faeroe 
Islands, Norway manages all major fish stocks, except for saithe, jointly with 
other states. The management principles are consequently embedded in bilateral 
and multilateral agreements implemented through institutionalised procedures for 
political and scientific advice. The inertia of these institutions is reinforced by the 
undisputed position of TACs as the most politically-feasible tool for distributing 
fishing rights among states. Norway’s cod fisheries had also been subject to catch 
quotas for over ten years when crisis struck, and TAC-based management was 
firmly institutionalised and rooted in the mind sets of managers. TAC-based man-
agement was thus embedded in much more inert structures than was the case in 
the Faeroe Islands. When Norway’s significant administrative capacity for catch 
quota implementation is added to the picture, the different responses of Norway 
and the Faeroe Islands to crises in TAC-based management are understandable. 

 

structing a system capable of implementing catch quotas effectively. However, this 
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5 Recovery Plans and the Balancing of Fishing 
Capacity and Fishing Possibilities: Path 
Dependence in the Common Fisheries Policy 

Troels Jacob Hegland and Jesper Raakjær 

Abstract   The Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) of the European Union (EU) has 
for long been accused of being unable to provide sustainable fisheries or actually 
in itself being an obstacle to this. Not least the inability of the CFP to achieve a 
sustainable balance between available resources and fishing capacity has been an 
issue of debate. By looking at the historical development of the implementation of 
the structural and conservation policies, this chapter sets out to provide an under-
standing of why the EU has for long been unable to choose another course in its 
fisheries policy. A key aspect in relation to this is the path dependence of the sys-
tem, which has to a great extent made any real reform attempts unsuccessful. Nev-
ertheless, based on recent changes in relation to the political cleavages between 
member states and the outcome of the CFP reform of 2002, the chapter describes 
how the evermore present resource crisis has opened a window-of-opportunity 
which makes a change in course possible. This is to some extent evidenced by the 
adoption of a series of recovery plans.  Whether this will be enough to provide for 
a bright future of the CFP is, however, questionable. 

5.1 Introduction 

The adoption of multi-annual recovery plans for a number of fish stocks is the lat-
est attempt to promote sustainable fisheries management in the European Union 
(EU; Union)1 and has become an integrated component of the Common Fisheries 
Policy (CFP). In this chapter we examine how administrative procedures around 
the CFP and its implementation and resulting unforeseen problems have led to the 
need for the adoption of this specific management tool.  

We describe how historical events have to a considerable extent shaped the fu-
ture course of the CFP, a process commonly referred to as path dependence. That 
the political process is path dependent – a key concept of the social theory of 
                                                           
1 We have chosen generally to use the term European Union, although in a historical and legal 
context the term European Community would technically be more correct in some cases. 
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(historical) new institutionalism – means that choices made at an earlier stage 
have decisive impact on the choices which are perceived as possible or plausible 
at a later stage. In other words, “once actors have ventured far down a particular 
path, they are likely to find it very difficult to reverse course […] The ‘path not 
taken’ or the political alternatives that were once quite plausible may become 
irretrievably lost” (Skocpol and Pearson 2002, p. 665).  

The present chapter provides, consequently, an account of how prior decisions 
and developments of the CFP in previous years have influenced subsequent deci-
sions and developments. It is, however, too narrow a perspective to focus on im-
plementation choices in isolation; they need to be seen in a broader political con-
text. This chapter therefore examines the different political positions surrounding 
the proposal and decision to adopt the recovery plans in their current shape.  

The CFP was adopted January 25th 1983 by introducing a fisheries conserva-
tion policy to complement the already adopted structural, market and external 
policies. This marked the completion of a comprehensive package of fisheries pol-
icy regulations, which had been in the making for more than 15 years. Although 
the CFP has been reformed twice since 1983 one can reasonably argue that the pe-
riod up to 1983 was the period where the main political decisions were taken, and 
the period from 1983 and onwards the period of implementation and adaptation of 
existing policies. Although the basic legal provisions of the CFP were revised in 
1992 and 2002 they are today basically based on the same fundamental principles 
as when the CFP was adopted in 1983.  

To set the scene for our further analysis, we initially provide a brief introduc-
tion of the main actors and decision-making procedures relating to the CFP. This 
is followed by a description of the process leading up to the adoption of the con-
servation policy in 1983. Then we investigate problematic implementa-
tion/administration of the CFP from 1983 to 2002, which made it necessary to in-
tegrate recovery plan schemes, and we look at their content and innovative 
components. Finally, we discuss our results and the implications in terms of future 
fisheries management in the EU. Overall the chapter provides the necessary back-
ground for a case of CFP implementation at national level (Denmark in Chapter 6) 
in the multi-level governance system of the EU. 

5.2 The Common Fisheries Policy 

The CFP is a European Union policy framework consisting of four pillars: conser-
vation policy, structural policy, market policy and external issues. The focus of 
this chapter will be the conservation policy (including control and enforcement) 
and the structural policy.2 These two policy areas impact most directly on the core 
issue of targeting fishing mortality rates in the North Atlantic. Target fishing mor-

                                                           
2 For those interested in a general introduction to the CFP, we refer to Lequesne (2000). 
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tality rates is an explicit focus of the conservation policy, but also the structural 
policy has de facto had direct implications on resource conservation, not least be-
cause of flawed implementation of total allowable catches (TACs) under the con-
servation policy, which has made the CFP particularly vulnerable to the problem 
of fleet overcapacity. The problems in the way that the EU has implemented the 
TAC system are to a large extent related to the setting of TACs above scientific 
advice, institutionalised discarding, and a control and enforcement failure. 

The conservation policy aims to ensure that stocks remain at healthy levels, and 
the main instruments used are fixed TACs for the most important species and 
technical conservation measures. The TACs are divided into national quotas ac-
cording to the principle of relative stability, which means that the member states 
are allocated the same fixed percentages of the different TACs every year. The 
question of dividing the TACs between the member states was the most sensitive 
part of the political negotiations leading to the agreement on the CFP. The mem-
ber states are responsible for the domestic allocation of their share of the quota.  

The TAC system is supported by a number of technical measures, which are di-
rected mainly at preventing (by-) catch of juvenile fish or non-target species. Con-
nected to the conservation policy is a policy for control and enforcement, which 
seeks to ensure that CFP regulations are respected. It should be emphasised that 
efficient control/enforcement structures are a precondition for effective implemen-
tation and administration of the CFP, irrespective of the approach adopted within 
the conservation policy. 

The aims of the structural policy are to ensure that the industry can face inter-
national competition, increase productivity, provide a fair standard of living for 
those who depend on fishing for their livelihood and guarantee regular supplies at 
reasonable prices for consumers by adapting and managing the structural devel-
opment of the fishing industry as well as processing and marketing of fish and fish 
products. These aims are pursued by means of a range of structural policy meas-
ures.3 In relation to fleet structure, the most important element has traditionally 
been Multi-Annual Guidance Programmes (MAGP) which have been implemented 
with financial support from the Financial Instrument for Fisheries Guidance (FIFG). 

                                                           
3 It is important to keep in mind that structural policies have de facto been resource conservation 
tools as well. As an example, capacity reduction targets under the structural policy have been set 
with reference to high fishing mortality rates (Gulland 1990; Lassen 1995), something that indi-
cates a recognition of structural policies as supplements to the TAC system and as a means of 
counteracting the flawed implementation of it; particularly its inability to handle the problems 
associated to incidental catch, discards and illegal landings. Under the CFP it can in principle be 
rational for vessels to continue fishing as long as there is anything they can land legally, even 
though this leads to massive discarding of other species. The fact that there is no ban on discards 
– rather the opposite – indirectly encourages high-grading as well. This makes TAC implementa-
tion under the CFP very vulnerable to overcapacity. However, it should be mentioned that in 
Denmark, as an example, it is illegal to discard fish that can be landed legally, and hereby Danish 
regulations prohibit high-grading (see chapter 6). Nevertheless, this provision is extremely diffi-
cult to enforce. 
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The two main institutional actors in the decision-making system regarding the 
CFP are: (1) the Council of the European Union (Council), which consists of the 
relevant ministers from the EU member states and serves as the main legislator in 
the area of fisheries, and (2) the Commission of the European Communities 
(Commission) / Directorate General for Fisheries and Maritime Affairs (DG Fish), 
which serves as the EU bureaucracy seeing to the day-to-day management. The 
Commission has significantly more authority and political power than a traditional 
national bureaucracy. It is, for instance, the sole institution authorised to initiate, 
draft and propose legislative acts in the area of the CFP. The Commission also 
takes active part in the negotiations in the Council, although without the right to 
vote. This effectively means that it is not possible to draw a clear line between the 
political system and the bureaucracy / administration in the context of the CFP. 
This also means that inter-institutional struggles are common between the Council 
and the Commission over where the line should be drawn between the two institu-
tions’ responsibilities and powers. 

In most cases, the CFP legislative adoption process begins with initial propos-
als drafted by DG Fish, incorporating to a varying extent advice received from 
scientists or other stakeholders.4 The Commission’s proposal is then submitted to 
the European Parliament (EP), which has the right to be heard on most acts relat-
ing to the CFP. In light of the response of the EP, the Commission can – but is un-
der no obligation to – amend the proposal before the negotiations within the 
Council, the final step of the legislative procedure. In the Council all member 
states discuss the proposal from the Commission and all member states are entitled 
to vote – also in the cases where they do not have a direct stake in the question at 
hand. Legislative acts relating to the CFP are adopted by a qualified majority vot-
ing, which means that no single member state can block proposals. In case of dis-
putes, the Court of Justice of the European Communities (ECJ) rules on the inter-
pretation of CFP legislation.5 

5.3 Towards a Common Fisheries Policy  

To understand the evolution of the CFP and the adoption of the scheme for recov-
ery plans, it is necessary to investigate the fundamental principles that have guided 
the adoption and evolution of the CFP even before the first legal acts relating to 
the CFP were established in 1970. These decisions set the path for the direction of 
fisheries policy and management in the EU. In this respect, the international fish-
ery commissions have had significant influence on the direction of the CFP.  

                                                           
4 For an account of how scientific advice and other types of knowledge feeds into the decision-
making process, see Hegland (2006). 
5 For a detailed description of the decision-making procedures of the EU, we refer to the numer-
ous accounts elsewhere, e.g. Hix (1999). 
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Gezelius (Chapter 2) describes how discussions in the second half of the 1960s 
within the North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) and its twin com-
mission, the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 
(ICNAF), in response to growing concern about overfishing, led to the decision to 
favour the use of catch limitations in the form of catch quotas rather than effort 
regulation.  

NEAFC is the framework for international cooperation on the conservation of 
fish resources in the North East Atlantic waters outside the national fishing zones, 
which were still rather narrow in the end of the 1960s, extending only 12 nautical 
miles (nm) off shore. The fact that the national zones were so narrow meant that 
conservation was essentially an international issue. According to Gezelius (chapter 
2) NEAFC and ICNAF consequently “became the arenas for the development of 
modern resource management,” which in the longer perspective made it all the 
more important when the commissions in the late 1960s opted to restrict fishing 
activities through catch control (outputs limitation) rather than introducing restric-
tions on input. Until that point in time conservation instruments had primarily 
been technical measures, primarily in the shape of mesh size restrictions. 

Among the arguments that tipped the decision in favour of catch quotas was the 
focus on controlling fishing mortality. It is difficult directly to relate fishing mor-
tality and fishing effort, whereas TACs were regarded the more feasible option in 
terms of finding a standardised measure of fishing mortality that states could agree 
on. In addition, developments within marine science at the time resulted in refined 
tools and models (i.e. the so-called cohort analysis) to estimate TACs, which fa-
voured output control in terms of catch quotas. Consequently, from the end of the 
1960s until the first half of the 1970s, the commissions successfully worked on 
implementing a TAC-based approach for the North Atlantic. As mentioned above, 
an important element of implementation of fisheries regulations, independent of 
the specific tool chosen, is to ensure compliance and put effective enforcement 
mechanisms in place. In this respect it is generally acknowledged that the com-
missions were less successful in enforcing the measures and ensuring compliance 
with the introduced regulations.  

Since the late 1960s, fisheries management in the North Atlantic has in practice 
become about TACs. The choice of the North Atlantic fisheries commissions to 
opt for TAC-based management established a precedent that had major influence 
on policy negotiations and decisions in the following decades, not least in the 
process leading to the adding of a conservation policy to the CFP in 1983. How-
ever, let us first return to the implications of the first CFP measures adopted in 
1970. 

In response to the requirements of the Treaty of Rome, the Commission in 
1966 drafted proposals for common regulations concerning structures and markets 
relating to fisheries resources. The two regulations were not adopted by the Coun-
cil until 1970, however, and then only after long and hard negotiations. The two 
regulations did not directly touch upon how the issue of conservation should be 
solved. Nevertheless, a provision for “equal access” contained in the structural 
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policy regulation turned out to have immense importance in relation to the devel-
opment of a conservation policy of the CFP. Equal access means that, as a general 
rule, vessels from one member state have the right to fish inside the territorial wa-
ters of any of the other member states – in principle this means “fishing up to the 
beaches”. According to Leigh (1983, p. 31) the adoption of the principle of equal 
access was not a requirement of the Treaty of Rome and the decision was there-
fore “a political one and not a legal obligation”. The obvious alternative to equal 
access would according to Leigh (1983) and Churchill (1977) have been the prin-
ciple of “freedom of establishment”, which would have left the concerned member 
states in more control of their territorial waters, something that would have set a 
different path for the conservation policy discussion taking place a decade later. 

Anyway, due to the upcoming accession negotiations with the United Kingdom 
(UK), Norway, Denmark and Ireland, the original six EU member states were fi-
nally able to arrive at a political agreement on the two CFP regulations including 
equal access on 30 June 1970. This agreement should be in place until 31 Decem-
ber 1982. The explanation for the sudden momentum was that the six original 
member states were well aware that it was in their own interest to reach an agree-
ment before the enlargement came into place. The agreement would then be part 
of the acquis communautaire6, which the applicants had to accept when joining 
the EU. If the six member states waited, the acceding countries would be able to 
join the negotiations and the six original member states would not be able to get 
the same agreement. 

It was agreed to deviate from the principle of equal access by allowing member 
states to restrict access within the six nm zone. In areas heavily dependent on fish-
ing, the limit was extended to 12 nm (Leigh 1983).7 The provision for equal access 
still remains one of the fundamental principles underlying EU fisheries manage-
ment and strongly contributes – together with the presence of many shared stocks 
and fisheries – to the prisoner’s dilemma8 nature of EU fisheries management, as 
no single member state can be certain to reap the benefits of applying a strict focus 
on long-term resource conservation. The fact that even this fundamental principle 
of the CFP was adopted as part of a manoeuvre to achieve a favourable position 
prior to an enlargement illustrates the importance of the EU’s unique position as a 
collective of states rather than an ordinary, unitary state. Deliberations and deci-
sion-making related to fisheries management are, consequently, subjected to a set 
of processes and incentives that do not apply to fisheries management in a unitary 
state. It might be argued that, in the EU, national autonomy is lost at the basic pol-
icy formation level, but regained at national implementation level (see Chapter 6). 

                                                           
6 The body of EU laws. 
7 Certain historical rights enjoyed by other member states remained applicable even within the 
special 12 nm zones. For a thorough account of the geographical areas affected by the 12 miles 
derogation and the discussions over this issue, we refer to Wise (1984). 
8 See Chapter 1 for an introduction to the prisoner’s dilemma logic in relation to fisheries. 
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Moreover, the structural policy regulation instituted the principle that the Euro-
pean Union should be responsible for conservation in territorial waters. The full 
implications of this provision were hardly recognised at the time of adoption, as 
the national fishing zones were rather narrow and conservation therefore essen-
tially an international issue, as mentioned earlier. This was, however, going to 
change dramatically during the 1970s (Leigh 1983).  

The fact that agreement between the six original member states came on the 
very same day as the enlargement negotiations were initiated did not go unnoticed. 
Norway, Denmark, the UK and Ireland all have significant fisheries interests. Es-
pecially Norway and Ireland had rich fishing grounds within their national fishing 
waters and were upset about the provision for equal access. The UK was critical 
too, but its negotiating position was affected by a well-organised distant water 
fishing industry, which saw the provision as a protection of UK fishing interests 
off the Norwegian coast in the event of a future extension of the national fishing 
zones. As it turned out, the issue of fisheries attracted little popular interest in Ire-
land, which joined the EU after a comfortable yes-vote in a referendum. In con-
trast, the Norwegians voted no in a referendum where the issue of fisheries proved 
important. This left the UK, which entered the Union without a referendum, de-
prived of the expected benefits of equal access in Norwegian waters. This affected 
the UK position and willingness to compromise in later CFP negotiations (Leigh 
1983). 

In the middle of the 1970s the international setting for fisheries management 
changed dramatically over a relatively limited number of years when coastal 
states, mainly in light of the increasing awareness of the risk of overfishing, began 
claiming larger exclusive fishing zones (EFZ). Iceland was the first major fishing 
nation to enlarge its EFZ,9 but the trend spread quickly and by the mid-1970s, it 
was relatively clear that the final outcome of the international negotiations on the 
issue would be the general institution of 200 nm exclusive economic zones (EEZ).  

As a result of the changing international environment, the EU member states – 
in a concerted action agreed upon by the Council in The Hague on 30 October 
1976 – extended their EFZs to 200 nm beginning 1 January 1977. This meant that 
the EU and its member states were effectively responsible for areas that were large 
enough to make resource conservation a significant “domestic” issue. While the 
                                                           
9 Iceland was the forerunner in enforcing its exclusive rights to fish on its continental shelf, but 
not the first to declare its right to do so. The move towards nationalization of the coastal seas was 
initiated by the United States’ Truman Declaration of 1945, which claimed rights to extract min-
eral resources from the seabed of the entire continental shelf of the United States. Other nations 
followed soon suit, most notably all the nations of South America, which claimed their territorial 
waters out to 200 nm in the Santiago Declaration of 1952, extending their claims not just to the 
seabed minerals covered by the Truman Declaration, but also to the continental shelf fisheries. 
Iceland gained most notoriety for its fisheries claims, however, because rather than simply mak-
ing a nationalist statement, it enforced its claims by excluding British trawlers from Icelandic 
waters, first to a zone of 12 nm around the coast in 1958, then to 50 nm in 1972 and to 200 nm in 
1975, resulting in a series of conflicts with the UK known as the “Cod Wars”. We are thankful to 
Hilary Palevsky for pointing our attention to this excellent example of path dependence. 
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so-called Hague Resolutions, the outcome of the Council meeting, contained an 
agreement among the member states to extend their EFZs and create a centralised 
EU external fisheries policy, it was not at that time possible to reach consensus on 
the arrangements for a conservation policy. The Commission had proposed a sys-
tem of TACs divided into national quotas in continuation of what was known from 
for instance NEAFC and other international organisations (Leigh 1983; Wise 
1984). The Commission did not propose any limitation of fishing effort besides a 
licensing system for fishermen. The decision not to emphasize fishing effort limi-
tations does not seem to have caused much debate, but critical comments were 
nonetheless expressed towards the perceived failure to sufficiently address the ef-
fort issue:  

Previous experience with the quota schemes of international fishery commissions has 
shown that licensing and checks on landings, although helpful, are easily evaded. What is 
needed is a limitation on effort. (Churchill 1977, p. 34)  

As a consequence of the failure to reach agreement on a conservation policy, 
the Hague Resolutions contained provisions that authorised the member states – in 
consultation with the Commission – to adopt non-discriminatory conservation 
measures to protect resources in the fishery zones off their coastlines. These pro-
visions were to provide the main mode of instituting EU conservation measures in 
the period from 1976 to 1983. One last noticeable element of the agreements was 
the “Hague preferences”, which stipulated that when implementing the CFP the 
Union should take into account the needs of local communities most heavily de-
pendent on fishing. These areas included Ireland, parts of northern UK and, fi-
nally, Greenland10 (Leigh 1983; Wise 1984). 

In the negotiations in The Hague and the subsequent discussions leading up to 
the eventual adoption of a conservation policy in 1983, Ireland and the UK were 
pitted against the other member states with a demand for exclusive national zones 
extending up to 50 nm. The Commission had initially proposed a system of exclu-
sive national zones of 12 nm in 1976. This was, on one hand, not acceptable to 
UK and Ireland, which favoured larger zones. On the other hand, other member 
states – most notably France – argued that the national zones adopted in connec-
tion with the accessions of 1973 were derogations valid only until 1983 and that 
equal access ultimately ruled out the possibility of having exclusive national 
zones. In the end, a compromise was found which determined that equal access as 
decided in 1970 should continue to apply in the waters of the EU member states. 
However, the member states would be allowed to reserve the waters within 6 nm 
off the coast for their own nationals and the waters between 6 and 12 nm would 
also primarily be reserved for the member states’ fishermen, although member 
states with historic rights could continue a limited fishery. The derogations to 
equal access within the 12 nm zone would apply for ten years and be renewable 
for another ten, i.e. to the end of 2002 (Leigh 1983).  

                                                           
10 Greenland left the EU in 1985. 
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The discussion over access was obviously strongly interlinked with the second 
major issue relating to the conservation policy, namely the adoption of TACs and 
the subsequent allocation of national quota shares, which was seen as necessary 
for the TAC system to work without creating an unsustainable “race for fish”.11 As 
mentioned earlier, the TAC system was from an early stage favoured over some 
sort of effort regulation system mainly due to the managers’ familiarity with TACs 
from the Atlantic commissions. However, it proved difficult to reach an agree-
ment: 

The reason for the long delay in reaching agreement is not hard to discover. For the 
apparently technical rubric ‘TACs and quotas’ disguises a political problem of resource 
distribution between member states. The sum of member states’ demands added up to 
more than the total amount of fish available. In the bad old days when this situation arose 
in the fishery commissions it led to the inflating of TACs, followed by overfishing. In the 
Community the excess of demand over supply led to a prolonged debate about the criteria 
for distributing quotas among member states and about the sharing out of specific stocks. 
(Leigh 1983, p. 90)  

In retrospect it is easy to see that it was not only in the “bad old days” that the 
excess of demand over supply led to inflated TACs; the Council inherited this 
practice.  

The conservation policy of the CFP, which was finally adopted on 25 January 
1983, included the above-mentioned compromise in relation to the access provi-
sions. In relation to TACs and quotas, allocation keys for the different stocks were 
found. These keys built on the consideration of three elements: historic catches of 
the different stocks by different member states; the Hague preferences, which fa-
voured Ireland, the UK and Greenland; and compensation for jurisdictional losses, 
which referred to the losses incurred by some member states, particularly Ger-
many and the UK, when non-member states extended their EFZs (Leigh 1983). 
The agreed system of allocation keys – referred to as “the relative stability” – re-
mains today virtually unaltered12 and stands as one of the most fundamental ele-
ments of the CFP. 

Finally, in connection with the conservation policy, a control regulation, which 
provided the Commission with certain powers in terms of overseeing the control 
efforts of the member states, was adopted in 1982. However, the powers of the 
Commission were relatively limited. When looking at contemporary accounts of 
the CFP negotiations, it is striking how little attention for instance the control is-
sue attracted in the beginning of the 1980s. The difficulties of agreeing on the ba-
sic principles seem to have overshadowed the discussions of how to properly im-
plement the system. That the question of proper enforcement and implementation 
                                                           
11 The discussion over allocation of quotas took more than six years and is to some extent rather 
technical. We will not in this chapter go into a detailed description of it, but rather refer the inter-
ested reader to Wise (1984). 
12 The only amendments made to the relative stability have been made i relation with the acces-
sion of new EU members and these amendments have not changed the relative stability between 
the member states originally agreeing on the CFP. 
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is pivotal had nevertheless been confirmed by the experiences in the Atlantic 
commissions.  

Despite these difficulties, the EU managed to adopt a relatively coherent CFP, 
which was primarily designed to be able to control fishing mortality by the adop-
tion and enforcement of TACs for a large number of stocks. Moreover, a structural 
policy was in place, including provisions to enable the EU to move towards a bal-
ance between resources and capacity. However, we know today that there was no 
reason for any particular optimism. The main political hurdles might have been 
passed by 1983, but the CFP was not going to prove easy to implement and ad-
minister. 

5.4 1983 to 1992 – Muddling Through Without Change13 

In the years following 1983, neither the conservation policy (including control and 
enforcement) nor the structural policy were implemented and administered in a 
coherent manner, nor did they ensure sustainable and efficient utilisation of the 
fish stocks in EU waters. The consequence hereof was that the problems of over-
capacity and overfishing escalated further after 1983. 

The structural policy was to a large extent based on the idea of “auto-
sufficiency”, which was also a major driver in the creation of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy. The idea of auto-sufficiency developed after World War II and its 
basic objective was to increase Europe’s internal capacity to provide food in order 
to ensure that the people of mainland Europe would never again starve as they did 
during the war. This led to an emphasis on catching more fish, i.e. by providing 
grants to expand and increase the fleet, without any particular consideration to the 
impact on the long-term sustainability of the fish stocks. This policy, based on the 
outdated notion that the sea was too vast for its resources to ever be exhausted, 
caused a massive increase in the fishing capacity of the EU fleet. The increase 
from 1970 to 1983 was more than 60 percent in terms of gross registered tonnage 
(GRT) and considerably more in terms of kilowatt (kW) engine power (Holden 
1994; Commission of the European Communities 1997; Lindebo 2003).  

That it was possible to expand fishing capacity without significant negative 
economic consequences for the individual fishermen might to some extent be due 
to the fact that a number of fish stocks upheld abnormally high recruitment rates 
from the mid-1960s and until the beginning of the 1980s. This camouflaged the 
magnitude of the problems of overcapacity in the fleet and made continuous in-
crease in catches beyond “normal” or sustainable level possible (Holden 1994). 
                                                           
13 The use of the phrase ’Muddling through’ is inspired by Lindblom (1959). Lindblom used this 
phrase mainly to describe the way that bureaucracies find ways through a trial and error process. 
We use the term less positively and refer to a situation where the trial and error process does not 
really lead to improvement, but merely a continued trial and error process because of the path 
dependence of the system. 
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However, there were also significant exemptions to this trend, e.g. the North Sea 
herring stock, which was severely fished down despite reasonable recruitment, 
leading to a ban on herring fishing in the North Sea from 1977. Holden (1994) of-
fers two explanations as to why nobody within the system was able to foresee the 
problems that the increase in capacity subsequently caused, even though the risk 
of overfishing was well documented at the time. Firstly, until 1978 there was ef-
fectively no expertise on fisheries issues in the Commission to warn against this 
situation. Secondly, nearly all member states benefited from the funds and had no 
immediate interest in altering the arrangement. However, contrary to what might 
have been expected, the development with increasing capacity continued even in 
the years after the adoption of the conservation policy.  

By the early 1980s (some) awareness of the need to control fishing capacity 
had penetrated into the system. This led to the adoption of a series of programmes, 
the MAGPs, aimed towards balancing the fishing capacity of the different member 
states’ fleets to the size of the fish stocks. All MAGPs have primarily been setting 
targets for the future size of the fleets in terms of GRT and kW for each member 
state. MAGP I, in place from 1983 to 1986, set targets that were modest and basi-
cally aimed at keeping capacity constant. Nonetheless, all but two member states 
failed to reach their targets and overall fleet capacity continued to increase (for a 
description of this development in Denmark, see Chapter 6). The EU had no ex-
perience with implementing such programmes, and fleet registers and methods to 
measure the capacity of the member states were incomplete and inconsistent 
across member states. Although MAGP I was a rather limited success, it does 
stand as the first concrete expression of the wish to restrict the increase in fishing 
capacity and as such it was an indication of a fundamental, although insufficient, 
reorientation (Holden 1994; Lindebo 2003).  

Paradoxically, the financial funds allocated under the structural policy’s FIFG 
continued to be awarded mainly for the construction or modernisation of vessels 
while the amounts spent on reducing capacity through scrapping programmes 
were comparatively negligible. This situation lasted at least until 1987, after which 
the Commission according to Holden14 (1994) took a more rigorous approach and 
only approved grants for construction of vessels to the member states which had 
met their MAGP targets. However, this is a good example of how one of the two 
fundamental parts of the CFP can be counterproductive to the other.  

For various reasons, the conservation policy, like the structural policy, was not 
implemented in a way that really approached the problems in the first years after 
1983, though the problems were increasingly recognised. As described above, the 
negotiations on the conservation policy had been lengthy and extremely compli-
cated. This caused the Commission to choose a cautious road when suggesting 
TACs in order to give the fragile compromise time to settle. Furthermore, in the 
first years the TAC agreements were well behind schedule. The TACs adopted at 
the meeting on 25 January 1983 were those of 1982; those for 1983 were not 

                                                           
14 Mike Holden held various, prominent positions in DG Fish in the period from 1979 to 1990. 
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adopted before late in the year. The TACs for 1984 were adopted on 31 January 
1984 and, finally, those for 1985 were adopted before the beginning of the year, as 
has been the case since. In these first years the TACs proposed by the Commission 
basically reflected the actual fishing mortality at the time, a level of fishing mor-
tality that was not biologically sustainable. In 1985, the negotiations of the TACs 
for 1986 were affected by the accession of Spain and Portugal on 1 January 1986. 
An agreement on quota allocations to the two new member states was concluded, 
but at the cost of setting TACs well above historic catches. In terms of using 
TACs to restrict fishing mortality, these first years were to a large extent wasted 
and consequently served as nothing more than an opportunity to get the TAC-
instrument accepted and institutionalised (Holden 1994). Moreover, the TACs and 
quotas were hardly enforced in the early years. This meant that the recorded land-
ings did not in any way reflect the actual landings, which were much larger than 
those reported. This meant that fishing mortality was effectively underestimated, 
which also served to disguise the problems created by the mismatch between fish-
ing capacity and the resources available in the longer term. 

It is therefore reasonable to conclude that even though a relatively coherent 
policy was adopted in 1983, the first years hereafter were lost in terms of sustain-
able fisheries management because of ineffective and inconsistent implementa-
tion/administration. Rather, the period served basically – although the importance 
of this should not be underestimated – to get the newly adopted CFP package in-
stitutionalised. It is noteworthy that most of the deficiencies in the implementation 
practice of this period can be traced back to the problems of getting a large num-
ber of different countries to cooperate. The reluctance to propose reasonably re-
strictive TACs was mainly based on the fear of destroying a fragile compromise, 
which it had taken several years of negotiation between the member states to agree 
on. Moreover, the failure to halt the increase in fishing capacity was to a large ex-
tent the result of the administrative difficulties of implementing programmes aim-
ing at capacity reduction in many different member states with a number of differ-
ent recording and reporting practices.  

MAGP II, in place from 1987 to 1991, reflected the experience of the first 
MAGP where only a few of the member states had reached their targets. The 
Commission outlined a programme where the reductions to be achieved over the 
period was as modest as 3 percent in tonnage and 2 percent in power. When the 
increased efficiencies coming from technological development are taken into con-
sideration, this corresponded de facto to an increase in fishing capacity. According 
to Holden (1994) the Commission stuck to modest targets – even though problems 
with fish stocks were now obvious – in order to at least accustom the member 
states to the idea of decreasing capacity, something which might facilitate compli-
ance with more ambitious targets in later programmes. However, only five mem-
ber states managed to reach even these modest targets and the Community contin-
ued in the period to provide funds for construction of vessels which by far 
outweighed the funds deployed for scrapping. This meant that overall capacity 
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continued to increase (Holden 1994; Lindebo 2003). According to the Commis-
sion the main limitations of the two first MAGPs included the following: 

- Insufficient classification of the fleet into categories related to the species caught, fishery 
zones and methods of fishing; 
- monitoring of the fleet based on a limited number of physical capacity parameters only, 
without any consideration of the remaining parameters and fleet activity (fishing effort); 
- absence of short- and long-term objectives based on the actual situation of particular 
stocks; 
- lack of statistical data and inadequate measures to control fishing capacity and fishing 
effort; 
- non-obligatory status of the programmes. (Commission of the European Communities 
1991, p. 28) 

Holden (1994) points moreover to a specific problem in implementing the pro-
grammes, namely the fact that the member states weeded out from the registers 
mainly the vessels, which fished very little or not at all (see also chapter 6). For 
whatever reasons, the consequence was that fishing capacity – and fishing mortal-
ity – did not decrease as a consequence of MAGP I and II. 

The setting of TACs in accordance with the scientific advice continued to be 
problematic as well. A number of specific issues15 demanded the attention of the 
Council in the end of the 1980s and resulted in less attention to the question of the 
sustainable size of TACs. Furthermore, some of these specific issues were “best” 
solved by setting the TACs above the scientific advice. The failure to stop the in-
crease in capacity was clearly not the best background upon which to agree on 
cuts in TACs either. Holden describes the basic mechanism of TAC-setting in this 
way: 

It is not surprising that the level of TACs is mainly determined by political decisions 
because politicians regard it as their responsibility to respond to the pressures from their 
fishing industries as they consider fit. That is democracy in action. Account is taken of the 
scientific advice but more often than not it has been disregarded for socio-economic 
reasons, which is little more than coded language for saying ‘avoiding political 
unpopularity’. Only when the consequence of disregarding the scientific advice would 
appear to be calamitous has it been acted upon, but often then not rigorously. (Holden 
1994, p. 70) 

Holden might as well have been writing today. Nevertheless and in all fairness, 
the Commission has since 1991 adopted a new strategy for proposing TACs, 
which are now more in line with the scientific advice provided. However, this did 
in general not immediately change the actual size of TACs, as the Council contin-
ued its policy of adopting larger TACs than suggested by the Commission. More-
over, enforcement of TACs and quotas remained a problem. The changing attitude 
within the Commission, which can mainly be attributed to personnel changes, co-
incided with the publications of two reports, the Gulland report in 1990 and Re-

                                                           
15 These issues related to Svalbard cod, western mackerel, and North Sea cod and haddock, see 
Holden (1994) for specifics. 
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port 91 in 1991, which in very specific terms recognised and outlined the prob-
lems of the CFP. 

The Gulland report (Gulland 1990) was the outcome of an expert committee set 
up by the Commission to give advice in relation to the preparation of MAGP III, 
which systematically documented and, for the first time, set figures for the over-
capacity of the EU fleet. The report concluded that fishing mortality needed to be 
reduced by 40 percent. As a consequence, the report recommended that fishing for 
demersal stocks be reduced by 30 percent and fishing for benthic stocks by 20 
percent. Fishing for pelagic stocks was not affected by the recommendations from 
the Gulland report (Gulland 1990 in Lindebo 2003).  

The Commission used the Gulland report to back its proposals and the Council 
agreed on significant capacity reduction targets for MAGP III, which was in place 
from 1993 to 1996,16 reducing fishing effort by 20 percent for demersal stocks and 
15 percent for benthic stocks; fishing effort for pelagic stocks was kept un-
changed. This was less of a reduction than recommended by the scientists, but still 
substantial. In contrast to previous programmes, the reductions were not expressed 
in capacity, but in fishing effort – a product of capacity (GRT), engine power 
(kW) and number of days at sea. The member states could thereby choose to 
achieve part of their reduction by reducing the number of days-at-sea for vessels. 
Furthermore, in contrast to the previous programmes, MAGP III aimed at the larg-
est reductions for the fleets targeting the most threatened stocks (Lindebo 2003). 

In 1991 the Commission published Report 91 (Commission of the European 
Communities 1991) containing a review of the CFP based on the experiences from 
1983 to 1990. Report 91 was meant to stimulate and provide guidance for a debate 
in the various Community institutions and other bodies in order for them to pro-
vide the input necessary for the Commission to propose during 1992 new rules for 
the period 1993–2002 (Commission of the European Communities 1991). Report 
91 outlined a number of problems with the performance of the CFP from 1983 to 
1990, and stated that in general terms the stocks were in danger because of exces-
sive fishing mortality, which also negatively affected fishermen’s income.  

Furthermore, the Commission concluded that there was large overcapacity in 
the EU fleet and that most fleets had to reduce their level of activity. This was de-
scribed as a latent sectoral crisis. As a consequence the Commission concluded 
that “[p]resent mechanisms are inadequate” (Commission of the European Com-
munities 1991, p. III).  

The Commission identified a number of problems which had contributed to the 
situation. These problems included: the exclusive reliance on TACs and quotas 
without any real control over fishing capacity, which led to a race for fish and dis-
carding at sea; the lack of political will to ensure that the regulations were com-
plied with; the lack of coordination and coherence between the different parts of 

                                                           
16 A one-year transitional programme was adopted for 1992 to provide time for negotiations in 
the Council after which MAGP III was amended for the period from 1993 to 1996 (Lindebo 
2003). 
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the CFP, etc. Finally, the Commission warned about the consequences of not tak-
ing action: 

“If no mandatory decisions are taken to restructure the industry and significantly reduce 
fishing effort, with emphasis on the ‘at risk’ fisheries, the fishing sector and connected 
activities risk causing a real and irreparable tear in the socio-economic fabric of the 
coastal and island regions heavily dependent on fishing.” (Commission of the European 
Communities 1991, p. 60) 

The Commission furthermore identified seven main areas where the CFP could 
be improved. Most of the identified areas related to the setting of TACs, getting 
capacity under control or control and enforcement: 

- distribution of responsibility at all levels, in accordance with the principle of 
subsidiarity, conferring responsibility on the parties concerned, in particular the 
fishermen's organizations which could be given the task of implementing the management 
measures at the appropriate level; 
- more stringent regulation of access to resources by a system of licenses in order to 
rationalize fishing effort (by zone, species, fisheries, etc.), cutting back excess capacity 
and improving the planning of fishing so as to reduce over-investment and economic 
inefficiency; 
- a new classification of fishing activities (multiannual, multispecies, and analytical 
TACs, as appropriate), definitions being based on existing rights and the economic and 
social characteristics of each fishery; 
- more stringent control mechanisms, using modern technologies for vessel location and 
communication of information, in order to monitor the movements of certain vessels and 
inform the authorities concerned, while coordinating the information obtained; 
- enforcing compliance with rules which are in the common interest, ideally through 
economic incentives encouraging good behaviour by fishermen (use of selective gear, 
compliance with landing standards), and deterrent sanctions at Community level (penalty 
quotas, withdrawal of licenses, withholding of aid, fines); 
- stronger structural management, by segmentation of the fleet, on the basis of new 
parameters, providing a basis for the assessment and control of fishing effort, and 
inclusion of structural measures under the umbrella of the reform of the structural Funds; 
- greater synergy between management of internal and external resources, other sources of 
supply and market management. (Commission of the European Communities 1991, p. V) 

According to Raakjær Nielsen (1993), Report 91 clearly stated that the main 
problem for the CFP was that it did not ensure rational utilization of the fish re-
sources. The instruments used in the past had created a severe overcapacity in the 
fleet. Thus Report 91 primarily focused on conditions that contribute to a more 
appropriate utilization of the fish resources in EU waters. Report 91 strongly em-
phasised the need to ensure a coherent balance between fishing capacity and activ-
ity and the size of the stocks, focusing on capacity reduction. Instruments that 
would facilitate this development were suggested. These included, for instance, 
multi-annual and/or multi-species TACs. Economic incentives to ensure a more 
appropriate utilization of the fish resources were proposed, but the Commission 
did not provide any guidelines on how to implement economic incentives in the 
management regulations.  

Approaching the mid-term revision in 1992, nobody could be unaware of the 
severity of the situation and of the steps to be taken to approach the situation. The 
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goals set under MAGP III were also considerably more ambitious than in previous 
programmes. However, the mid-term revision of the CFP and especially the way it 
was subsequently implemented turned out differently than would be expected 
from this lead-up. 

5.5 1993 to 2002 – Turning the Blind Eye to an Emerging Crisis 

As described above, it was not a shortage of challenges that plagued EU fisheries 
managers in the run-up to the revision of 1992. The Commission had identified a 
number of problems in Report 91 and as a result, the Commission proposed a 
wider reform than what was required by the 1983 basic regulation, which merely 
stated that the rules of access were to be revisited. A number of new elements 
were added to the basic regulation of the CFP in connection with the mid-term re-
vision. The revised basic regulation entered into force on 1 January 1993. Some of 
the most important new features included: the prolonging of the exceptions to 
equal access until 31 December 2002, which was the only issue that the Council 
had to decide on; the introduction of the possibility to adopt multi-annual TACs; 
the introduction of the possibility of using days-at-sea to limit fishing effort; and 
the adoption of a scheme for developing an EU licensing system (Council of the 
European Communities 1992). 

In reality, the EU decision-makers did not utilise the possibilities of adopting 
days-at-sea restrictions or multi-annual TACs, which were mandated by the modi-
fied basic regulation adopted in 1992. The implementation of management based 
on days-at-sea failed mainly because of opposition to the idea of having both 
TACs and effort restrictions at the same time and because of the limited scientific 
ability to calculate the needed effort reductions. As for the question of multi-
annual TACs the Commission actually came forward with a proposal in 1993. 
However, the Council failed to make a decision on multi-annual TACs mainly due 
to limitations in the scientific advice, which had been approved by authorised bod-
ies, as well as opposition from the fishing industry (Commission of the European 
Communities 2001b).  

As it turned out, the most important new addition of the 1992 basic regulation 
became the licensing system, which was subsequently amended and expanded 
several times and improved the ability to monitor and guide the development of 
the EU fleet. However, without failing to appreciate the importance of the licens-
ing system, it seems fair to argue that the progress achieved by the 1992 revision 
in the most pivotal areas was only modest considering the rather obvious severity 
of the situation.  

Following the revision of the CFP a new regulation on control measures was 
adopted in 1993 (Council of the European Communities 1993). Monitoring and 
control measures had for a long time been insufficient and the Commission stated 
in Report 91 that as a result of the lacking political will in this respect, 
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“[c]ompliance with TACs and quotas had been very limited” (Commission of the 
European Communities 1991, p. 22). The 1993 control regulation provided for a 
more integrated approach covering the different aspects of the CFP. The Commis-
sion powers to oversee the national monitoring authorities were strengthened and 
a requirement to impose dissuasive penalties was instituted. Moreover, the 1993 
regulation opened the possibility of using modern satellite based surveillance 
methods (Commission of the European Communities 2001b). The control regula-
tion has been significantly amended over the years, most significantly in 1998. 
The satellite-based vessel monitoring system, as an example, has over time be-
come a key element of the EU member states’ monitoring efforts, incrementally 
being applied to more and more vessels. However, neither the 1993 regulation nor 
later amendments changed the balance between the member states and the Com-
mission fundamentally in this area. The member states remain more or less in con-
trol of monitoring and enforcement efforts,17 although the 2002 reform did in-
crease the Commission’s powers in the area. Moreover, as a result of the 2002 
reform, a Community Fisheries Control Agency is being set up in Vigo in Spain. 
This institution will by means of operationally coordinating the member states’ 
control and inspection activities most probably strengthen the uniformity and ef-
fectiveness of enforcement without actually taking over the national control agen-
cies.18 

Overcapacity is arguably a major driver for the enforcement problems within 
the EU fisheries sector. Thus getting the capacity in balance with fishing opportu-
nities must be seen as pivotal, since it is an impossible task to monitor the fleets of 
the member states at all times, even with the newest available technologies. The 
capacity reduction programmes must therefore also be understood as an important 
effort to reduce the incentives for breaking the rules. However, in consideration of 
the stark conclusions of the Gulland report, progress on this issue remained mod-
est in the first half of the 1990s, which meant that the control authorities did not 
get the necessary helping hand in terms of a capacity-reduction. MAGP III led, 
nevertheless, to some reduction of the overcapacity of the EU fleet. According to 
the Commission’s Green Paper from 2001, the overall cut in the fleet was around 
15 percent in terms of GRT and 9.5 percent in terms of kW (Commission of the 
European Communities 2001b, details are provided in Table 5.1).  

                                                           
17 It should in this respect be noted that the Commission has the possibility to refer cases of non-
compliance to the ECJ, whose judgements are binding on the member states. The penalties can in 
extreme cases be significant as this excerpt shows: “The European Commission has welcomed 
this morning’s decision by the European Court of Justice to request France to pay a lump sum of 
€ 20 million and a periodic 6-month penalty of € 57,761,250 running from today, for failing to 
comply with a 1991 Court ruling on serious shortcomings in its enforcement of fisheries rules.” 
(Commission of the European Communities 2005). 
18 The fact that this is a coordinating rather than operating institution is underlined by its annual 
budget of around € 5 million, which is little more than half of what Denmark alone spends on 
control activities (Fødevareministeriet and Fiskeridirektoratet 2006; Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities 2006). 
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Table 5.1. Development of the EU Fleet 1991 – 2002 (excl. Finland and Sweden). Figures for 
1991 from Commission (1997) cited in Lindebo (2003), other figures from Eurostat (2006a, b) 

Year 1991 1996 1998 2000 2002 

Tonnage of Fleet (1000 GRT) 2,010 1,964 1,945 1,951 1,900

Power of Fleet (1000 kW) 8,347 7,468 7,524 7,190 6,880

 
By the end of 1996 and MAGP III, the EU fleet had as a whole reached its tar-

gets, but this masked the fact that some member states, notably the Netherlands 
and the UK, had failed to reach their individual targets. Furthermore, even though 
most member states had reached their overall targets, this did not necessarily mean 
that the reductions had taken place to the required extent in the targeted fisheries 
(Lindebo 2003); as described earlier, MAGP III targeted the fleets fishing on the 
most threatened stocks. Thus although MAGP III did go part of the way towards 
approaching the problem of overcapacity, the problem continued to be massive. 
Moreover, the member states, which reached their targets, could benefit from EU 
grants for vessel renewal and modernisation under the FIFG, adding to the prob-
lem of increasing efficiency due to technological development. 

In preparation of MAGP IV, the Commission commissioned an expert report to 
follow-up on the Gulland report. This expert report, known as the “Lassen report” 
(Lassen 1995), documented once again that fishing pressure on a number of stocks 
was still much too high (Commission of the European Communities 1998). Never-
theless, the Council continued to fail to sufficiently reduce capacity, just as the 
Lassen report documented in previous programmes, and MAGP IV turned out yet 
again not to ensure an appropriate reduction of the capacity of the EU fleet. Ac-
cording to the Commission (2001b), the targets set were not even able to counter 
the increases in efficiency due to technological development. That the targets were 
in fact modest was also evidenced by the fact that the member states’ overall tar-
gets were in general reached long before the end of the programme. 

Two main issues were identified as reducing the effectiveness of the pro-
gramme. One issue was the method used to calculate reductions in fishing effort: 

For MAGP IV, the Commission had proposed to cut fishing effort by 30% for stocks at 
risk of depletion and 20% for those overfished. The Council decided that, instead of 
applying the proposed reduction rates to the various sections of the fleet on the basis of 
the stocks targeted, these rates should be weighted according to the composition of the 
vessel catches. This system has the perverse effect that the more a stock is depleted, the 
lower the proportion of the catch is likely to represent, and the lower protection that stock 
receives under MAGP IV. (Commission of the European Communities 2000) 

A second issue was that part of the effort reduction on behalf of a member state 
could be achieved by means of days-at-sea schemes limiting fishing activity. 
These schemes were, according to the Commission, comparably difficult to con-
trol (Commission of the European Communities 2000).  
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The disappointing experiences with MAGPs led the EU to abandon these after 
MAGP IV and instead, as a result of the 2002 reform, apply a strict but relatively 
simple entry-exit regime from 1 January 2003.19 

As the EU approached the reform of 2002, the situation had not been improved 
from the situation before the revision of 1992. The problems were obvious and a 
wider reform was required. The reason why decision-makers had failed to tackle 
the increasingly obvious resource base crisis was probably related to the fact that 
in the last half of the 1990s and in the beginning of the new millennium the fishing 
sector experienced favourable economic conditions, e.g. decreasing interest rates 
and increasing fish prices; had this not been the case, the fleet would most likely 
have been operating on the brink of bankruptcy (something that was also the case 
in Denmark, see Chapter 6). The favourable economic climate created a situation 

As part of the preparation for the reform of the CFP in 2002 the Commission 
published the “Green Paper on the future of the Common Fisheries Policy” 
(Commission of the European Communities 2001a) equivalent to Report 91. The 
Green Paper, evaluating the CFP at the turn of the century, painted a dark picture 
as it identified the sources of the problems:  

As far as conservation is concerned, many stocks are at present outside safe biological 
limits. They are too heavily exploited or have low quantities of mature fish or both. The 
situation is particularly serious for demersal fish stocks such as cod, hake and whiting. If 
current trends continue, many stocks will collapse. At the same time the available fishing 
capacity of the Community fleets far exceeds that required to harvest fish in a sustainable 
manner. 
The current situation of resource depletion results, to a good extent, from setting annual 
catch limits in excess of those proposed by the Commission on the basis of scientific 
advice, and from fleet management plans short of those required. Poor enforcement of 
decisions actually taken has also contributed to over-fishing. (Commission of the 
European Communities 2001a, p. 4) 

The reform that the Commission proposed in the aftermath of the discussion on 
the Green Paper was much more wide-ranging than the revision in 1992. Virtually 
no aspect of the CFP remained untouched. On several points, the Commission 

                                                           
19 We will not go in detail with the entry-exit regime here. However, it deserves to be mentioned 
that the abandonment of the MAGPs in favour of a new approach is an indication of the increas-
ing awareness of the implications of the EU fleet overcapacity. 

similar to the abnormally high recruitment of the stocks in the late 1970s, covering 
up the crisis in the sector. Thus, the fishing sector has twice been helped by exter-
nal factors and thus avoided facing the consequences of too high fishing mortality. 
Although policymakers are not unaffected by evidence of problems of biological 
sustainability, they tend to be more strongly affected by socio-economic concerns, 
which have to some extent been masked by external factors. Furthermore, many 
years of justified warnings about the looming crisis had created an end-result simi-
lar to that in the story of the boy who cried wolf. The severity of the situation was 
consequently not really acknowledged until the cod stocks were virtually on the 
verge of collapse. 
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proposed more extensive changes than were actually adopted by the Council in the 
end. In this chapter we will, however, not go into the specifics of the entire reform 
but only the dynamics surrounding the decision to adopt multi-annual recovery 
plans.  

5.6 Adoption of Recovery Plans – Hope for the Future? 

One of the key outcomes and innovative changes in the reform of 2002 was the 
decision to adopt the scheme for recovery plans.20 On 19 December 2003 the 
European Union adopted a long-term recovery plan covering four cod stocks, in-
cluding the most important in the North Sea (Council of the European Union 
2004). This plan represented the first application of an instrument which had been 
added to the “toolbox” of the Common Fisheries Policy almost precisely one year 
before. The provisions for recovery plans were motivated by the alarming state of 
a number of stocks in the waters of the EU. The Gulland report and the Lassen re-
port had both indicated that fishing mortality was much too high and needed to be 
reduced for most stocks in EU waters. The necessary decreases were typically es-
timated to be some 40 percent for many stocks. In the “Green Paper” the Commis-
sion reflected on the causes of the failure to successfully implement the TAC-
system and thereby control fishing mortality:  

To control exploitation rates of fish stocks, the CFP has almost exclusively used upper 
limits on the quantities of fish which may be caught in a year (Total Allowable Catches or 
TACs and associated national quotas) and establishment of measures such as mesh sizes, 
closed areas, closed seasons (technical measures). […] Difficulties with TACs are due to 
the Council's systematic fixing, in some cases, at levels higher than indicated in the 
scientific advice, over-fishing, discards and illegal or black landings and to the over-
capacity of the fleet. Moreover TACs can only play a limited role in the management of 
fisheries in which many species of fish are taken simultaneously by each operation of the 
fishing gear (the mixed or multi-species fisheries). (Commission of the European 
Communities 2001c, p. 8) 

The objective of recovery plans is to ensure the recovery of stocks to safe bio-
logical limits, with a requirement to specify target conservation reference points. 
Targets are expressed in terms of: (a) population size and/or (b) long-term yields 
and/or (c) fishing mortality rate and/or (d) stability of catches. Recovery plans are 
to be drawn up on the basis of the precautionary approach to fisheries manage-

                                                           
20 As mentioned, the 2002 reform contained several other important elements besides the provi-
sions for recovery plans, e.g. the adoption of a strict entry-exit regime in relation to the fleet, the 
control agency and increased stakeholder involvement. However, here we choose to focus on the 
instrument of recovery plans, which is the instrument that most directly approaches the issue of 
fishing mortality rates. 

ment and taking account of limit reference points recommended by the relevant 
scientific bodies. They must ensure the sustainable exploitation of stocks and that 
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Several novel elements are noteworthy in relation to the scheme for recovery 
plans. Firstly, the basic regulation requires that the recovery plans should be multi-
annual in scope. This must be considered a key issue. A main problem of the con-
servation policy has allegedly been its failure to provide plans covering more than 

Introducing the scheme for recovery plans did not become the controversial 
element of the reform, although the Commission’s proposal gave rise to a debate 
which to a certain extent reflected general cleavages within the Council in connec-
tion with the 2002 reform. The debate regarding the recovery plans related mainly 
to who should be in control of setting TACs and fishing effort limitations, as well 
as to the role of fishing effort limitations.  

The most heavily disputed part of the proposal was the Commission’s sugges-
tion that once a multi-annual plan had been adopted by the Council and the catch 
and effort limits for the first year decided, the Commission itself should in the fol-
lowing years (under the Management Committee procedure21) decide on catch and 
fishing effort limitations in accordance with the harvest rules set out in the plan 
(Commission of the European Communities 2002). This proposal was unaccept-
able to most member states “as decisions on catch and fishing effort limits [can] 
not be reduced to an arithmetic automatism” (Council of the European Union 

                                                           
21 A Management Committee consists of member states’ representatives. If the Commission’s 
decision is not supported by a qualified majority in the committee then the proposal will be dealt 
with by the Council (European Union 2004). 

the impact of fishing activities on marine eco-systems is kept at sustainable levels. 
They may cover either fisheries for single stocks or fisheries exploiting a mixture 
of stocks, and must take due account of interactions between stocks and fisheries. 
The recovery plans must be multi-annual and indicate the expected time frame for 
reaching the targets established (Council of the European Union 2002d). 

just a single year; something which has been criticised by both industry and con-
servation organisations. Secondly, the article outlining the provisions for recovery 
plans includes a reference to the possibility of employing “harvesting rules which 
consist of a predetermined set of biological parameters to govern catch limits” 
(Council of the European Union 2002d, art. 5(4)). If adopted in accordance with 
scientific advice (and respected in the following years), harvest rules effectively 
eliminate the Council’s possibility of agreeing on TACs exceeding the biological 
advice, which the Council has gained a reputation for doing (Commission of the 
European Communities 2001a). Thirdly, the regulation states that the “[r]ecovery 
plans shall include limitations on fishing effort unless this is not necessary to 
achieve the objective of the plan” (Council of the European Union 2002d, art. 
5(4)). Considering the prevailing problems of over-capacity of the fleet, discards 
and illegal landings this means de facto that fishing effort limitations must be ap-
plied in most recovery plans. Direct limitation on fishing effort (input-regulations) 
in combination with the overall restrictions of TACs (output-regulations) has gen-
erally been ill-received by the industry, which has argued strongly against being 
subjected to both measures at the same time.  
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2002b, p. 13). Only Sweden and the UK among the member states with fisheries 
interests were willing to consider the proposal (Council of the European Union 
2002a, c). The proposal was consequently not accepted. It is possible that the 
Commission genuinely considered that the setting of TACs according to a harvest 
rule was a management decision, which the Council would be willing to turn over 
to the Commission. However, it is probably equally likely that this specific pro-
posal should partially be seen as a bargaining chip in the larger context of reform. 
According to a high-ranking representative of DG Fish (Interview, November 
2003) “any Commission proposal is a sort of mixture of what we honestly believe 
should be the final outcome and what we need to propose in order to get the final 
outcome that we want.” This conflict, however, was probably just as much rooted 
in the inter-institutional struggles as in fisheries. Any suggestion by one EU insti-
tution that it unilaterally expand its powers at the expense of another institution 
will almost always be ill-received by the institution that stands to loose power.  

Another debated issue, which in part emerged from the negotiations in the 
Council rather than from the Commission’s original proposal, was a suggested ob-
ligation to use fishing effort limitations in recovery plans in addition to the tradi-
tional TACs. This idea found considerable support in the Council. In general Bel-
gium, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, the Netherlands and the UK supported the 
Commission’s idea, and argued that fishing effort limitations could be used in par-
allel with TACs which in isolation had not been effective. In contrast, Spain, 
France, Greece, Portugal, Ireland, Italy and Finland were sceptical about the 
Commission’s approach to fishing effort limitations (Council of the European Un-
ion 2002c). These member states were either sceptical about the value of effort 
limitations in general or, at least, sceptical about the usefulness of combining 
TACs and effort limitations. The compromise became the following provision: 
“Recovery plans shall include limitations on fishing effort unless this is not neces-
sary to achieve the objective of the plan” (Council of the European Union 2002d, 
art. 5(4)). In reality, this postponed the debate on this issue until the negotiations 
on individual recovery plans began. Considering the situation, fishing effort limi-
tations will probably have to be part of most recovery plans.  

5.7 Political Cleavages in EU Fisheries Policy-Making 

The general political cleavages within the Council, which were also to some ex-

lysed and understood within a general framework proposed by Charles (1992), 
who argues that “conflict can often best be understood as rising from natural ten-
sions between three differing fishery paradigms (or ‘world views’), each based on 
a different set of policy objectives” (Charles 1992, p. 379). Charles (1992) identi-
fies the three paradigms to be: conservation, which focuses on the policy objective 
of resource conservation; rationalization, which focuses on economic performance 

tent visible in the discussion regarding the recovery plans (see above), can be ana-
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in the sense of productivity; and social / community, which focuses on community 
welfare in the sense of equity. The paradigms can be organised in a triangular 
model where each corner is occupied by a “pure” paradigm. In between the pure 
positions all kinds of mixtures can in theory be found. 

Three different political positions22 could generally be observed in the Council 
in connection with the reform:23 The Commission, which does not have the right 
to vote, but nevertheless plays an important role in Council negotiations and the 
general decision-making process, proposed a radical reform marked by a conser-
vationist world view. A somewhat similar position was assumed by a network of 
member states, which informally referred to themselves as the “Friends of Fish” 
(FoF), composed of Germany, the UK, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Belgium 
(and to a lesser extent Finland which views on structural aid especially diverged 
from those of the rest of the network). FoF favoured a comprehensive reform, but 
were less radical than the Commission in terms of conservationist focus. The net-
work’s nickname was chosen in response to the opposing group of member states 
who referred to themselves as “Amis de la Pêche” (AdlP), or in English “Friends 
of Fishing”. AdlP was composed of France, Spain, Ireland, Portugal, Italy and 
Greece and had been formed around December 2001 in response to the Green Pa-
per and what they saw as an overly conservationist approach from the Commis-
sion. These member states, which to a large extent argued from a social / commu-
nity perspective, engaged in an unprecedented level of coordination of strategies, 
meetings at high levels, publication of joint conclusions and counterproposals, etc.  

In Fig. 5.1 we plot the positions within the Council using the triangular model 
of fishery paradigms developed by Charles (1992). The specific positioning of the 
different political groupings is merely indicative, as it is hardly possible to place 
the players in the triangle in a way that cannot be contested, especially in such a 
complicated process as the 2002 reform where other factors not necessarily related 
to fisheries also influenced the political position of the member states (e.g. juris-
diction of national authorities and balance of power between EU institutions). 
Moreover, it should be kept in mind that individual member states have their own 
hobbyhorses, which affiliation with either group does not change. 

All players in the reform debate placed themselves relatively far from the ra-
tionalization corner, which is explained by the fact that the fundamental principle 
of relative stability, which was not seriously contested during the reform, compli-
cates any real attempts to reform the CFP towards the perspectives of the ration-
alization paradigm. At national level, however, several member states have 

                                                           
22 Outside the main groupings in the Council, the Danes, who chaired the Council meetings in 
the second half of 2002 in their role of President (a position that rotates among the member 
states), took the relatively neutral approach, which is traditionally required from the Presidency 
to facilitate compromises. Landlocked Luxembourg and Austria played negligible roles in the 
discussions. 
23 The section about the configuration of the Council in connection with the 2002 reform draws 
on Hegland (2004). 
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adopted part of the rationalization paradigm and are increasingly using economic 
incentives to ensure a more appropriate utilization of their fish resources. 

 
 

 

Fig. 5.1. Council configuration during the 2002 Reform. Inspired by Charles (1992) 

The Commission clearly positions itself closer to the conservation paradigm 
with its emphasis on recovery of stocks as a dominating concern. The AdlP group 
largely keeps to the social / community paradigm, as they have done for two dec-
ades, prioritising socio-economic concerns over conservation. This group also has 
a predisposition towards various kinds of public aid to the sector, a view that 
places this group further from the rationalization corner than the other parties. Fi-
nally, in many of the debates, the FoF positioned themselves somewhere between 
the Commission and the AdlP, on most issues arguably slightly closer to the 
Commission.  

In-depth analysis of why the different member states assumed these positions 
and ended up in these coalitions is a study beyond the scope of this chapter, but a 
few significant factors ought to be mentioned. The fisheries sector is more impor-
tant for AdlP member states than for FoF member states, where conservation in-
terests are progressively gaining weight compared to fisheries interests. Further-
more, the FoF member states are in general net financial contributors to the EU, 
whereas the AdlP member states are net beneficiaries, making them more suppor-
tive of subsidies in general. Moreover, the fleets of the AdlP member states are 
generally more in need of modernisation than those of the FoF member states. Fi-
nally, the FoF member states had more immediate experience with the crisis of re-
sources, which has so far been most severe in the North Sea and the Baltic Sea.  
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An interesting fact of the 2002 reform was that it was actually possible to agree 
on a number of substantial changes to the CFP without significant debate. For ex-
ample, this was the case in relation to multi-annual plans and to some extent the 
use of harvest control rules. Nevertheless, we would like to emphasise that the 
1992 revision of the CFP actually provided the instruments required to introduce 
recovery plans. This underlines the fact that the successfulness of the measures 
under the CFP is primarily determined by the political will among member states 
to reduce fishing effort and confront and alter the present path of the CFP, rather 
than by the availability or absence of specific instruments. 

As the account provided in this chapter substantiates, the story of the CFP is to 
a large extent a story of failed administration and implementation. This failure can 
to a large extent be explained by path dependence in the decision-making process, 
which has resulted in insufficient action from decisions-makers towards altering 
the course of the CFP and, most importantly, approaching the problem of overca-
pacity.  

It is our understanding that the balance between the paradigms presented above 
has shifted in the Council in recent years. The reform in 2002 may have been the 
first step towards a break with the unsuccessful path of the CFP. Path breakage is 
usually precipitated by the occurrence of an extraordinary event/process, creating 
a window–of–opportunity for “path-change”. These events, which cause signifi-
cant institutional changes and breaks in the path, are referred to by Hall and Tay-
lor (1996) as critical junctures. Although the critical development in relation to the 
fishery resources managed under the CFP has been gradual, it is reasonable to ar-
gue that the present situation, where a number of commercially important fish 
stocks are on the verge of collapse, constitutes a critical juncture that may open a 
window for reorientation. 

The CFP implementation failure of past years has recently been demonstrated 
by the near collapse of several fish stocks. Decision-makers are now questioning 
the present path and becoming motivated / forced to make changes, more actively 
reducing fishing capacity and activity in order to allow the stocks to rebuild. Al-
ready in 1992, the Commission expressed this opinion, and in Report 91 it pro-
posed a number of potentially effective ways to improve the situation. The Com-
mission thereby demonstrated its move from the social/community corner towards 
the conservation corner of Charles’ triangle. A decade later, however, decision-
makers in the Council mostly refrained from applying new instruments and re-
mained strongly biased towards the easy, short-term political solution of pleasing 
the industry and the dependent communities, a behaviour which has now in reality 
turned into a tragic disservice to the same industry and communities. 

The FoF member states have in recent years followed the example of the 
Commission and increasingly realised the need to change the implementation of 
the CFP to allow the stocks to recover and maintain fishing communities for the 
future. In contrast, protection of fishing and fishing communities has to a larger 
extent remained the priority of AdlP member states; although an increasing under-
standing of the need for change can also be observed within this group. We can 
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thus observe a crisis-driven change in the centre of gravity for decision-making 
related to the CFP, especially in recent years.  
 

 

Fig. 5.2. Changes in the relative strengths of paradigms. Inspired by Charles (1992) 

As illustrated in Fig. 5.2, the CFP’s centre of gravity has moved, and is increas-
ingly moving, from being firmly associated with the social/community corner to-
wards the conservation corner. Based on domestic developments in the member 
states, as well as developments in other parts of the world,24 it is likely that this 
development will eventually be supplemented by a move towards the rationaliza-
tion corner. 

Although we foresee that the centre of gravity will continue to move from the 
social/community corner towards the conservation corner, (potentially the ration-
alization corner) we are by no means certain of how far and at what pace, some-
thing only the coming years will show. As we have demonstrated in this chapter, 
two decades of implementation of the CFP have not lead to an effective admini-
stration. Even though the need for change is becoming increasingly evident and 

many respects kept the system in a deadlock. The relative stability can probably be 
considered one of the most resilient elements creating path dependence. It is diffi-
cult to see how the CFP can be truly reorganised in an economically efficient 
manner without at least redefining the concept of relative stability. Whether the 
shock that the system has incurred will be enough to promote this development 
remains an open question. The way the centre of gravity has moved within the 

                                                           
24 This is illustrated by the increasing spread of management systems building on some sort of 
privatised harvesting rights (see also Chapter 6). 

recognised, the principle of relative stability and other elements have until to now in 
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Council nonetheless gives reasons for some optimism, at least with regard to the 
EU actually employing more of its available instruments in the future. 
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6 Implementation Politics: The Case of 
Denmark Under the Common Fisheries Policy 

Troels Jacob Hegland and Jesper Raakjær  

Abstract   Denmark is among the more loyal European Union (EU) member sta-
tes when it comes to national implementation of the Common Fisheries Policy 
(CFP). However, even in Denmark several mechanisms contribute to sub-optimal 
implementation of the CFP. Looking at implementation problems for a relatively 
loyal member state, this chapter sheds critical light on national implementation of 
the CFP in the EU as a whole. The chapter initially provides a description of the 
institutional set-up for fisheries policy-making and implementation in Denmark, 
including a short historical account of the development of the Danish fisheries and 

of the mechanisms and processes behind the Danish implementation of fisheries 
policy, arguing that these mechanisms and processes have led to a situation where 
the goals agreed at the EU level are supplemented or even replaced by national 
priorities. The chapter concludes that in order to capture the domestic politics as-
sociated with CFP implementation in Denmark, it is important to understand the 
policy process as a synergistic interaction between dominant interests, policy alli-
ances/networks and prevailing discourses. The inability of the EU to ensure that 
the conservation goals agreed at the EU level are loyally pursued during national 
implementation is one of the reasons why the EU has been struggling to keep fish-
ing mortality rates at a sustainable level. 

6.1 Introduction 

Controlling the fishing mortality rates is an underlying key concern in any modern 
fisheries management approach. In the member states of the European Union 
(EU), fisheries regulations that are aimed at or have implications for controlling 
fishing mortality rates are to a large extent centrally imposed through the Common 
Fisheries Policy (CFP).1 However, in some policy areas the member states are free 
to decide on the specific way of implementing the rules. Furthermore, there are 
differences between the member states with regard to the procedure for how to 

                                                           
1 An account of the development of the CFP from its adoption in 1983 can be found in Chapter 5. 

their management since 1983. Subsequently, the chapter provides an understanding 
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A prominent feature of the Danish decision-making system is the extent to 
which the fisheries sector2 itself, and particularly the catch industry, has managed 
to influence the way in which CFP regulations have been implemented. This has 
to a significant extent (but not only) been possible through the Board for Com-
mercial Fishing (BCF). The BCF is an advisory institution of central importance 
because the responsible minister will, in line with a Danish tradition in public ad-
ministration of involving stakeholders in decision-making, go a long way to fol-
low its advice when implementing fisheries legislation (Raakjær Nielsen 1994; 
Raakjær Nielsen and Christensen 2006). However, at a more basic level, it is our 
hypothesis that there must be more fundamental, underlying drivers that determine 
why decisions are made in the way they are. These drivers are surely influenced 
by the Danish decision-making model, which focuses on stakeholder input, but it 
seems likely that as drivers behind fisheries management decisions they are also 
rooted in fundamental features of the Danish fisheries system.3 Consequently, our 
research will explore the implications of having the catch industry heavily in-
volved in the decision-making process and, more importantly, try to uncover fun-
damental drivers in order to understand the behaviour of the fisheries decision-
making system and administration over time. Using the Danish experience as an 
example, the chapter also looks into the implications of the fact that decisions 
made at the supranational level of the EU are implemented at the national level by 
actors with different preferences and objectives than those of the EU bureaucracy. 
Despite national autonomy in the implementation of EU rules, however, it is ulti-
mately often the EU bureaucracy and not the national governments that is held ac-
countable for the ramifications of decisions taken at a national level.  

Although this chapter casts a critical light on the implementation of CFP regu-
lations in Denmark, this does not indicate that Denmark is worse than other mem-
ber states in this respect. On the contrary, Denmark is in our opinion among the 
most loyal member states when it comes to implementation of the CFP. This is 
also indicated in the evaluation of the control, inspection and sanction system that 
the European Court of Auditors (2007) carried out in the six member states with 
the largest value of catch. A simple count in the report shows that Denmark and 
the Netherlands each received three critical remarks, placing them as the most 
loyal states in terms of these aspects of CFP implementation. In comparison, 
Spain, Italy and the UK each received more than 10 critical remarks. France re-
ceived almost 20. 

                                                           
2 By sector we refer to the catch industry, consisting of the fleet, as well as the processing industry. 
3 This is composed by natural, social and governance systems, following Charles (2001) and 
Raakjær (forthcoming). 

arrive at decisions on implementation. This chapter’s point of departure is that the 
specific choices in relation to implementation influence the ability of the EU to ef-
fectively control fishing mortality rates through the CFP. This chapter will conse-
quently look into how Denmark has implemented the CFP regulations and the 
driving forces for implementation choices.  
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This chapter is divided into four main sections. The first covers the legal and 
institutional setting for Danish implementation, beginning with the CFP (see also 
Chapter 5) and subsequently presenting a short introduction to the Danish system 
in terms of laws, institutions and legislative processes. The second describes the 
general evolution of the Danish fisheries system and its management from 1983 
(when the full CFP was adopted) to 2007. The third section presents and outlines 
the main domestic drivers of Danish implementation and administrative practices, 
which we have uncovered during our research, as well as examples of how these 
drivers function and have influenced the development of policy and implementa-
tion practices. The final section synthesises the main lessons learned and provides 
a discussion of their possible implications. 

In order to understand the evolution of the administrative practices and the 
Danish implementation of fisheries regulations, 11 key informant interviews were 
conducted, covering informants representing administration, industry and re-
search.4 Only fishermen (or fishermen’s representatives) who have held a high-
level position within Danish fishermen’s organisations were selected. The aim was 
to strike a reasonable balance between respondents from administration, research 
and industry and also to ensure that the informants had been involved with fisher-
ies management for a substantial period of time so that they could reflect on 
changes over time.5 Furthermore, an effort was made to select informants that 
would supplement one another and thus contribute different views and perspec-
tives. 

The interviews were conducted from the fall of 2006 to the fall of 2007 and all 
were transcribed before the analysis. All 11 respondents were granted anonymity, 

                                                           
4 In total 6 informants were from administration/research and 5 from industry. Furthermore, one 
of the authors has in his capacity first as a fisherman and later as a researcher and chairman for a 
larger processing plant closely followed the evolution of the Danish system since the CFP was 
adopted.  
5 All informants had a minimum of 15 years of experience during the period we analyse and 
most have actually been involved for the entire period. 

and are thus referred to by their interviewee number (1–11, see list with experi-
ence background at the end of the chapter) rather than by name. All interviews 
were conducted in Danish and direct quotations are in our translation. The inter-
views were carried out in three rounds. The first four interviews were very open 
and exploratory, structured only by a very rough interview guide. This strategy 
was chosen mainly for two reasons: (1) we had only a vague idea of what would 
be the main issues based on our pre-knowledge, and (2) we wanted the informants 
themselves to assist in identifying critical themes and issues. For the following two 
rounds of interviews (four and three interviews respectively), a more structured in-
terview guide was elaborated utilising the insights from the previous interviews. 
However, all interviews remained relatively open and the informants were always 
encouraged to focus on what they found important. In addition to key-informant 
interviews, a large body of legal documents, statistics and archive material from 
the Directorate of Fisheries was investigated. 
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To the best of our knowledge, no research has previously been conducted fo-
cussing specifically on Danish administrative practices and the Danish implemen-
tation of CFP regulations. The relatively few works that touch upon the issues 
have other primary focuses (e.g. Raakjær Nielsen 1992a, b; Vedsmand 1998; Ra-
akjær Nielsen and Vedsmand 1999; Raakjær Nielsen and Mathiesen 2003; Sand-
beck 2003; Byskov 2005; Raakjær Nielsen and Christensen 2006; Hegland and 
Sverdrup-Jensen 2007). Consequently, the research providing the information for 
this chapter has been highly exploratory. This chapter thus does not claim to rep-
resent a conclusive and complete picture of the Danish administrative practice and 
its driving forces in the period in question. Rather, it represents a first attempt6 to 
outline some of the key-issues influencing Danish implementation and relate them 
to target fishing mortality. 

6.2 The Legal and Institutional Set-Up 

Conservation of living marine resources (the crucial conservation policy compo-
nent of the CFP) is one of only a few areas where the EU has exclusive compe-
tence vis-à-vis the member states. This means that the member states cannot adopt 
their own legislation within the area of living marine resource conservation unless 
that power has explicitly been given back to them, and the member state cannot 
under any circumstances legally adopt legislation which works counter to the ob-
jectives of the EU.  

The cornerstone of the conservation policy is an output-based system (see 
Chapter 1) setting total allowable catches (TACs) for individual (or in some cases 
multiple) fish stocks on an annual basis. Member states are allocated the same 
fixed percentages of the TACs every year, a principle known as the relative stabil-
ity. TACs are applied in combination with technical measures that primarily aim 
to reduce catches of non-target species or juveniles. Regulation of fleet capacity 
has traditionally also been high on the agenda under the structural policy compo-
nent of the CFP (see Chapter 5). In recent years, the CFP has been developed to 
include additional input-based elements (see Chapter 1) such as days-at-sea regu-
lations.  

The EU definition of “fishing mortality rate” is “the catches of a stock over a 
given period as a proportion of the average stock available to the fishery in that 
period” (Council of the European Union 2002b, Art. 3(f)). It is important to note 
that this definition is supplemented by the definition of “catch limit”, which is “a 
quantitative limit on landings of a stock or group of stocks over a given period 

                                                           
6 Within the constraints of the project we were not able to go further, but the analysis and argu-
ments presented in this chapter would benefit from further research, particularly by looking into 
the Directorate of Fisheries’ archives as well as those of the fishermen’s representative organisa-
tions. 
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unless otherwise provided for in Community law” (Council of the European Union 
2002b, Art. 3(m)). This creates a situation where the EU does not actually monitor 
catches, but rather the landings. Consequently, it becomes difficult to assure that 
the agreed TAC actually results in the preferred fishing mortality rate, since fish-
ing practices such as discarding, high-grading and unreported landings undermine 
this approach to control fishing mortality. This has created a muddy situation 
where, although scientists try to take these issues into account when they advise 
on TACs, the inability to directly measure their impact on the fish stocks neverthe-
less creates uncertainty. Furthermore, it is not uncommon that the Council of the 
European Union (Council) adopts TACs well above scientific recommendations. 
This has, it has been argued (Commission of the European Communities 2001), 
contributed to the development of a situation where a number of stocks in EU wa-
ters have fishing mortality rates that are far above advisable levels (Gulland 1990; 
Lassen 1995; Commission of the European Communities 2001).  

Implementation of EU decisions is a significant part of Danish fisheries policy 
and management. However, this does not mean that member states have no free-
dom in how they choose to implement EU decisions. The member states have sub-
stantial decision-making powers in some areas, and national choices regarding 
implementation can significantly influence the actual fishing mortality rates. Be-
low, we give four examples of areas in which national implementation and deci-
sions can impact the CFPs ability to actually match TACs with target fishing mor-
tality rates.  

1. Allocation of fishing opportunities. Although overall TACs are adopted by the 
Council, it is up to the member state to decide on the method of allocating the 
TAC between the vessels flying its flag (Council of the European Union 
2002b). Some groups of vessels are notoriously known to have higher discard-
ing rate than others and this will affect the fishing mortality rates.  

2. Adjustment of fishing capacity. A major cause of the EU’s struggle with much 
too high fishing mortality rates is the overcapacity of the member states’ fleets. 
Paradoxically, the EU’s Financial Instrument for Fisheries Guidance (FIFG) 
facilitated an immense capacity build-up (see Chapter 5 for details). It is a well-
established fact that the overcapacity has been transferred into excessive fish-
ing mortality rates, particularly because control measures have been inadequate 
and because allocations have not reflected fishing practices. It was not until 
December 2002 that an amendment to the basic structural policy regulation was 
adopted that specifically stated that measures under the structural policy “shall 
not increase fishing effort” (Council of the European Union 2002a, Art. 1(1)).  

3. Control and enforcement. The member states are responsible for control and 
enforcement within their own waters. The basic regulation states that: “[u]nless 
otherwise provided for in Community law, Member States shall ensure effective 
control, inspection and enforcement of the rules of the Common Fisheries Pol-
icy” (Council of the European Union 2002b, Art. 23(1)). The basic regulation 
also outlines guidelines as to how the inspection should take place and what 
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elements it should contain. However, it is well-known that control and en-
forcement have been an Achilles heel of the CFP from the beginning (e.g. 
Commission of the European Communities 2001; Commission of the European 
Communities 2006). 

4. Measures applying only to the state’s own vessels. The member states have the 
right to adopt more restrictive legislation relating to the conservation and man-
agement of stocks in their own waters, but these can only be applied to the 
state’s own vessels (Council of the European Union 2002b). In principle, more 
restrictive legislation should lead to lower fishing mortality rates, but this is not 
always the case, as it might instead be converted into higher discard rates and 
thereby contributing to the discrepancy between catches and landings. Den-
mark has for several species introduced minimum landing sizes that are higher 
than required by EU regulations.  

The legal and institutional set-up for Danish fisheries policy and management 
has significantly influenced how Denmark has employed its implementation pow-
ers in relation to the CFP. The Fisheries Law of 19997 can be considered the Dan-
ish equivalent to the basic regulation of the CFP. However, in contrast to the regu-
lar and significant (although not particularly successful) reform endeavours (see 
Chapter 5), that have contributed to regulatory development in the EU, the Danish 
Fisheries Law was not the result of a policy reform-process. In fact, the period 
from 1983 to 1999 was poor on policy developments in Denmark. Nevertheless, 
since the new Fisheries Law came into place, there have been wide-ranging re-
forms of the Danish fisheries policy (see section on allocation of fishing rights be-
neath). However, these reforms are still in their infancy and partly outside the re-
mit of this chapter. They were prompted not by the Fisheries Law of 1999 itself, 
but rather by changes in the political environment (see section on strong individual 
actors beneath). 

The overall legal framework and guiding principles of the fisheries policy is 
usually modified yearly in the Regulation Announcement, which announces the 
rules governing the different fisheries for the following year. This announcement 
is the national equivalent to the annual TAC and quota regulation of the EU, and 
sets out the principles regarding how to implement the Fisheries Law as well as 
the outcome of the EU negotiations in terms of limitations on catches and effort 
etc. However, following the Regulation Announcement, more specific manage-
ment regulations are determined throughout the year and announced in so-called 
Supplement 6 communications.  

                                                           
7 From 1983 to 1999 the national Danish marine fishery policy was outlined in three main laws 
supported by a number of laws of relatively minor importance. In 1999, the previous laws on the 
subject were merged into one general Fisheries Law (Folketinget 1999) covering almost every 
aspect of Danish fisheries policy. However, this merge did not constitute a reform but can more 
correctly be termed as a legal clean up.  
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MFAF constitutes the political level with two sections within the Department 
specifically dedicated to fisheries issues. Their main tasks in relation to fisheries 
policy and management include servicing the minister and developing policy. The 
objectives include sustainable exploitation of the fisheries resources, making sure 
that Denmark lives up to its international obligations, the protection of Danish in-
terests in the EU and other international negotiations, and safeguarding the best 
possible conditions to develop and ensure structural adjustment within the Danish 
fisheries sector. 

The Directorate of Fisheries (DoF), which was extracted from (but remains re-
sponsible to and financially dependent on8) the Ministry of Fisheries in 1995 after 
the merge with the Ministry of Agriculture in 1994, consists of a central unit, three 
inspectorates and four control vessels. The DoF is responsible for the day-to-day 
implementation and administration of fisheries management in Denmark, includ-
ing enforcement and data collection. 

In conducting its tasks the administration is supported and informed by a num-
ber of boards. Two of these boards are particularly important: the Board for 
Commercial Fishing9 (BCF), mandated to advise on the “planning and develop-
ment of rules on how to practice commercial fishing, as well as on the catch ca-
pacity, use of gear etc. and on the development of rules regarding the firsthand 
sale of fish” (Folketinget 1999, §6, our translation), and the Board for EU-fishing 
(BEUF), mandated to advise on the “position regarding the Common Fisheries 
Policy of the European Community and on developing the rules in the area of 
fisheries necessary to implement the EC legal acts mentioned under §10” (Folke-
tinget 1999, §5, our translation). In this chapter we focus on the BCF,10 which is 

                                                           
8 The DoF has been operating on the basis of a so-called Performance Contract signed with 
MFAF, which outlines its budget and the tasks to be undertaken within that budget (Fødevare-
ministeriet and Fiskeridirektoratet 2005).  
9 Formerly known as the Regulation Advisory Board. 
10 We have gained access to the minutes of BCF meetings. In contrast, minutes and recommen-
dations of the BEUF are confidential as they to some extent relate to the Danish position vis-à-
vis EU legislation, which is still under negotiation. 

The day-to-day implementation of the rules is the responsibility of the minister in 
charge of fisheries policy. Consequently, the system is relatively centralised, as there 
are in principle no management decisions taken at regional level. Until 1994, the 
fisheries sector had its own ministry, subsequently agriculture and fisheries consti-
tuted a dual ministry from 1994 to 1996, and fisheries issues have been dealt with 
under the Ministry for Food, Agriculture and Fisheries (MFAF) after 1996. As the 
ministry has evolved to include within its purview an increasing number of topics in 
addition to fisheries, fisheries-specific issues have become less central to the overall 
ministry objectives. Rather than considering only the business aspect of fisheries 
management, as was common under the original pre-1994 ministry, the ministry 
now increasingly has to consider fisheries within the context of the overall food sup-
ply system in Denmark with significant focus on the consumer perspective. 
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the most important board for implementing policy rules and regulating how the 
fisheries are actually carried out.  

The BCF has traditionally played an important role in the day-to-day imple-
mentation of the national fisheries policy as laid out in the Fisheries Law and the 
Regulation Announcement, as well as in amending the overall Fisheries Law and 
developing the next year’s Regulation Announcement. The BCF is the central 
stakeholder institution in the implementation of fisheries policy in Denmark and 
has been so for the entire period since 1983 when the CFP was adopted at the EU 
level. The Board consists of a number of permanent members who are listed in the 
Fisheries Law and can be joined by members appointed by the responsible minis-
ter either on an ad hoc or semi-permanent basis.  

The membership of the BCF has generally been quite stable since 1983. The 
board has consisted of representatives of the central administration, various repre-
sentatives of the fishermen (fishermen’s associations and producer organisations), 
representatives of the processing industry, and representatives from workers’ and 
employers’ organisations. It should be emphasised that until 1994, two fisher-
men’s associations were represented in the BCF: the Sea Fishermen’s Association, 
which represented the larger vessels primarily situated on the west coast of Jutland 
and had its main office in Esbjerg, and the Danish Fishing Association, which rep-
resented the fishermen in the rest of Denmark and had a larger proportion of 
small-scale fishermen. In 1994, the two organisations merged and created the 
Danish Fishermen’s Association (DFA). In addition to the members specifically 
mentioned in the law, the minister has recently invited the World Wide Fund for 
Nature (WWF) to become a member of the BCF. The BCF reflects a relatively 
traditional and to some extent narrow conception of legitimate stakeholders (for a 
discussion of the changing perception of legitimate stakeholders see Mikalsen and 
Jentoft 2001).  

The minister often appoints members from the BCF to serve on other commit-
tees as well. This was for instance the case with the working group that was set up 
in May 2005 to advice on the future regulation model for the Danish demersal 
fisheries. It was partly based on the recommendations from this working group 
(Udvalget vedrørende Ny Regulering i Fiskeriet 2005) that the regulation of the 
demersal fisheries underwent reform in 2006/07 (see section on allocation of fish-
ing rights below). Although this did not formally take place within the BCF (be-
cause it would be outside its remit) it seems reasonable to understand groups like 
this one as BCF offspring.  

The institutional set-up for policy-making and implementation within the fish-
eries domain in Denmark can be captured by the notion of corporatism as it is 
commonly employed today. Whereas corporatism as a theory was traditionally as-
sociated with macro-level issues involving the state and the national organisations 
of employees and employers, the concept of corporatism is today used in a broader 
sense covering a range of policy-making models involving a significant degree of 
formalised stakeholder involvement (Blom-Hansen and Daugbjerg 1999). Today, 
corporatism is often found to be a relevant term for describing the set-up on the 
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meso-level in more specific policy areas. This is especially true in Denmark where 
there is a strong tradition of corporatism/stakeholder involvement on the meso-
level without there actually being any formal macro-level corporatist arrange-
ments (Blom-Hansen 2001).  

Another concept relevant to this discussion is co-management. Co-management 
has been a prolific research agenda within fisheries for the last couple of decades. 
Co-management schemes can be captured by corporatism in its broadest sense but 
generally co-management schemes distinguish themselves from sectoral or meso-
level corporatist arrangements by the extent of involvement of the stakeholders. In 
co-management schemes the stakeholders will not only be involved in making and 
shaping the decisions regarding the rules and their implementation, but also be ac-
tively involved in the implementation hereof. In essence, corporatism and co-
management place themselves differently (but nonetheless close to each other) on 
a continuum ranging from, at one end, complete state-control with interest groups 
functioning only as outside pressure groups to, at the other end, complete self-
control where all decision-making and management tasks are handed over to the 
fishermen themselves (see Sen and Raakjær Nielsen (1996) for more details).  

A classical question in the study of user-group and stakeholder involvement in 
policy-making is whether these arrangements serve to further or to work against 
the interests of society at large. Stakeholder involvement may increase the accep-
tance of policies that serve the common good by providing some sort of buy-in 
from the members of the involved interest groups. On the other hand, stakeholder 
involvement may also lead to regulatory capture, where interest groups hijack the 
policy process and exploit the system to shape or develop policies that serve their 
own interests, but may not be in the best interest of the society at large. This can 
also be regarded an underlying theoretical question for this chapter, which we will 
return to in the concluding sections. 

Traditionally Scandinavia has been viewed as a special case where the presence 
of powerful, encompassing interest organisations has had a particularly positive 
influence on the overall development of the societies in the post-war period. It has 
been argued that the key reason for the positive role, which has been played by in-
terest organisations exerting their influence in corporatist arrangements with the 
state, has been the fact that the interests of the organisations have been the same as 
those of the societies at large – primarily overall economic growth (Blom-Hansen 
2000). However in recent decades, both actors within the corporatist system as 
well as scholars have, according to Blom-Hansen (2000), argued that the system 
does not always work as it should, but rather in some instances serves to maintain 
structures that are in need of change. Moreover, in some areas the traditional cor-
poratist structures have been weakened as new interests and priorities have forced 
their way onto the arena. This has for instance been the case in the area of agricul-
ture where the agricultural interest organisations have been forced to accept envi-
ronmental legislation (Blom-Hansen 2000; Blom-Hansen 2001).  

In sum, Denmark is not without powers within the fisheries policy-area. Al-
though the CFP outlines the overall system and provides some basic rules and 
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conditions, there are areas where the member states have considerable decision-
making power, and it is up to the member states’ administrations to implement 
CFP rules. This in itself provides powers, which can influence the CFP’s ability to 
monitor and match target fishing mortality rates.  

The Danish system is, as described, highly centralised, with almost all deci-
sions taken at the national level. However, the way that the Danish political sys-
tem has arrived at decisions on how to implement fisheries regulations in Den-
mark has, nonetheless, been heavily influenced by a national tradition of involving 
user-groups and stakeholders in policy-making through corporative structures. 
Within these structures, boards of an advisory character have at times been 
awarded almost de facto decision-making capabilities within the overall guidelines 
set down in the legal framework. Thus, even though we are dealing with a highly 
centralised system at national level, it has not exclusively been functioning in a 
top-down manner. 

6.3 Danish Fisheries and Their Management 

6.3.1 The Geographical Setting 

It is a challenge to provide a short introduction to the development of the Danish 
fisheries and their management from 1983 to today. Although we attempt to pro-
vide a simple and informative picture, the reality is muddy and complex, and a 
recognition of the extreme complexity both in the natural and social components 
of the Danish fisheries system is a basic precondition for understanding the way 
Danish fisheries policy has developed and been implemented. 

Fishing ports are scattered over most of Denmark, although the most important 
fishing ports are primarily located in Jutland. This concentration is not surprising 
insofar as the west coast of Jutland faces towards the North Sea, which is tradi-
tionally the most important fishing area for the Danish vessels. In 2006, a little 
more than half of the value of the Danish fishermen’s total catch was taken in the 
North Sea; Skagerrak and Kattegat together accounted for around 20%; and the 
Belt Sea and the Baltic Sea accounted for a little less than 15% (Fiskeridirektoratet 
2007). The balance was slightly different throughout the previous two decades, 
when the fisheries outside the North Sea, particularly in the Baltic Sea, were in 
general relatively more important, although the North Sea was still the most im-
portant area. 
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6.3.2 The Fisheries and the Fish 

The Danish fishing fleet, which in 2005 consisted of 1,167 vessels, each with a 
yearly turnover of more than 216,731 Danish Kroner (DKK)11 (Fødevareøkono-
misk Institut 2006) and employed some 2,000–2,200 full-time fishermen (Inter-
viewees 1 and 2), is extremely diversified both in terms of vessel sizes and fishing 
methods. Danish vessels use mussel scrapers, Danish seines, purse seines, nets, 
hooks, traps, bottom trawls and pelagic trawls. This diversification also reflects in 
the types of vessels represented in the Danish fleet, which ranges from wooden, 
one-man operated vessels under 6 m to large, highly modern combined trawl-
ers/purse seiners over 40 m costing up to several hundred million DKK (including 
tradable fishing rights). In terms of tonnage, however, trawlers dominate the in-
dustry, accounting for around 2/3 of the total tonnage (Fiskeridirektoratet 2007). It 
goes without saying that these vessel types have very little in common besides the 
fact that they catch fish. This has also been a source of constant tension within the 
industry and the DFA in particular (see section on cleavages and dilemmas be-
neath). 

                                                           
11 The figure 216,731 DKK is a calculated lower limit for commercial fishing vessels from the 
Danish fisheries statistics. Vessels landing less than the lower limit are considered as being oper-
ated on a part-time basis. The vessels in the group above the lower limit account for 97% of the 
turnover (Fødevareøkonomisk Institut 2006). 
12 These fisheries targeting species to be reduced into fishmeal and oil are often referred to as 
“industrial fisheries”, which is, however, a slightly ambiguous term. We will therefore refer to 
non-human consumption fisheries instead.  

At a very general level, the Danish fleet can be divided into three main seg-
ments: (1) the vessels engaged in pelagic fishing primarily for mackerel and her-
ring for human consumption, (2) the vessels engaged in non-human consumption 
fisheries,12 and (3) the vessels primarily fishing for demersal consumption species 
of which cod has traditionally been the most important. The two first segments are 
relatively homogenous while the third one is not. The vessels fishing for herring 
and mackerel for human consumption and the vessels fishing for non-human con-
sumption species are generally large trawlers and purse seiners, and there is some 
overlap lap between these two segments. The third segment consisting of vessels 
mainly targeting demersal species for human consumption is the largest and most 
difficult to characterise, as it includes vessels of all sizes employing different 
types of fishing gear. One useful division is between smaller so-called “coastal” 
vessels with crews of 1–3 usually making short fishing trips (1–2 days) employing 
different types of gear, and larger vessels primarily trawlers usually having an op-
erational crew of four (including the skipper). The larger vessels often employ a 
total of six people, as the crew rotates according to a system where each fisherman 
works for two fishing trips and then takes time off during one trip. These vessels 
are highly geographically mobile and can easily change gear at sea and thus target 
one species during the day and another during the night. (Christensen and Raakjær 
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Fig. 6.1.  Value of landings (domestic and abroad) by Danish vessels 1983 – 2006 in 2006 
prices. Basic data from Fiskeridirektoratet (1992, 1999, 2007). Own calculation into 2006 prices 
based on inflation rates of the period 

Figure 6.1 shows the importance based on the value of landings of the three 
segments, with cod depicted in a separate colour. Most notable is perhaps the fact 
that when calculated in 2006 prices,13 the value of landings has been halved since 
1983. This is not primarily because fish has become a cheaper commodity, al-
though globalisation and aquaculture etc. are changing the market and prices for 
some species have gone down (Raakjær forthcoming), but rather because landings 
in Denmark have dropped because a number of stocks have been depleted and 

                                                           
13 It should be emphasised that recalculating into “2006 prices” means that inflation has been 
taken into consideration. It has consequently nothing to do with the prices of the different species 
in 2006.  

2006). For more information on the interaction between the different segments, 
see section on cleavages and dilemmas below. 

have not been able to recreate former years’ harvestable surplus. Figure 6.2 below 
illustrates fishing trends for the cod stocks. Several other species have developed 
similarly, although not as dramatically. As a result of these stock declines, the im-
portance of the catch industry in Denmark has been severely shrinking over the 
last 20 years. Figure 6.1 shows that the value of landed cod in 1983 was equal to 
the value of all other demersal consumption species. Furthermore, throughout the 
period shown, demersal consumption species have accounted for some 60–75% of 
the total value of landings, but with the share of cod decreasing continuously ex-
cept for a period at the end of the 1990s. The industry segment has accounted for 
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Fig. 6.2. Volume of cod caught by Danish vessels from 1983 to 2006 divided on main sea 
areas.14 Data from Fiskeridirektoratet (1992, 2000, 2007)  

Figure 6.2 further illustrates some of the points made above and gives a con-
crete example of the situation that fisheries management faces today. Cod is cho-
sen as the example because it has traditionally been the most important species for 
the Danish fleet. Although stock decline has reduced the importance of cod, it re-

                                                           
14 Figure 6.2 does not include all Danish cod catches as some cod are caught outside the chosen 
areas. This has, however, been insignificant amounts in most years. 

15–30% of the value of landings. There are two primary explanations for the fluc-
tuations in non-human consumption fisheries: (1) non-human consumption fisher-
ies are often conducted for short-lived species that can be plentiful one year and 
gone the next, and (2) in some years, vessels from the other segments have sup-
plemented their income with non-human consumption fisheries and vice versa. Fi-
nally, the mackerel and herring segment has managed to increase its economic 
value since 1983: herring and mackerel for consumption accounted for between 8 
and 9% of the value of landings in 1983 and almost 20% in 2006. There are two 
reasons for this: (1) the most important species, herring, has been in relatively 
good shape during most of the period, although recruitment has been very low 
since 2003, and 2) there has been political focus on utilizing herring for human 
consumption (historically much herring has been used to produce fish meal and 
oil). 
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mains of central importance and is still, together with plaice, the species that many 
Danes associate with white fish. 

Figure 6.2 shows that although decline has been the general trend for cod land-
ings, there have been occasional regional upswings and downswings, particularly 
in the Baltic Sea. The Baltic Sea has traditionally attracted fishermen from all over 
Denmark in the winter season because this fishery was particularly profitable. 
Changing fishing areas like this was made possible by the flexibility offered by 
the traditional Danish management system with free access to quotas (see section 
on allocation of fishing rights below). This, however, also led to conflicts with lo-
cal fishermen, a dilemma that the management authorities had to deal with and 
which we will explore in the following section on cleavages and dilemmas. The 
drastic downswing in cod in the beginning of the 1990s coincided with a severe 
crisis of the Danish catch industry where many vessels operated on the brink of 
bankruptcy. In contrast, the Danish fleet was in the beginning of the second half of 
the 1990s favoured by generally increasing fishing possibilities, improved fish 
prices and lower interest rates, which together made the fisheries quite profitable 
(Statens Jordbrugs- og Fiskeriøkonomiske Institut 2001; Raakjær Nielsen and 
Mathiesen 2003). 

6.3.3 Allocation of Fishing Rights 

As mentioned earlier, the Danish system for allocating fishing rights in the demer-
sal fisheries recently underwent a wide-ranging reform, referred to as New Regula-
tion or the FKA-system 15.  As a result of the adoption of this system most Danish 
fisheries are now managed primarily through some form of transferable quotas. 
The full range of long-term effects of the reform and the new situation for Danish 
fisheries are difficult to outline this soon, although some effects, which will cer-
tainly have long-term implications, are already identifiable. This is especially the 
case for the reallocation of capacity and fishing rights across regions and fishing 
ports and between different fleet segments (see also section on structural policy 
beneath). In the following, we will initially look at the catch quota-system, which 
basically dominated the management of Danish fisheries from 1983 to 2007. After 
this, we will briefly describe the system of individual transferable quotas (ITQ) 
that was implemented for herring from the beginning of 2003 and served to a large 
extent as an inspiration for the reform of the demersal fisheries regulation, which 
was established from the beginning of 2007. At the end of the section, we will dis-
cuss New Regulation.  

It will be impossible within this section to provide a full account of the devel-
opment of the Danish fisheries management system, but we will provide a brief 

                                                           
15 “FKA” refers to “fartøjs kvote andele”, which means vessel quota shares. 
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From the time quotas were introduced in Danish fisheries management until 
2007, the fishing rights in demersal fisheries were primarily distributed as catch 
quotas, allocated to individual fishing vessels and varying in size depending on 
the length of the vessel. These quotas were to be caught within a specified, often 
relatively short time period and in a specified fishing area. The overall national 
quotas were often divided into 3 to 4 periods over the year to ensure that the quota 
was not fished up too fast as well as to meet other concerns, such as the interests 
of different regions, vessels using specific gear or the catch-ability of the species 
in the particular period. As an example, in 2005 the cod quota in the Kattegat was 
divided in the following periods: 50% to be caught from 1 January to 31 March; 
10% to be caught form 1 April to 30 June; 20% to be caught from 1 July to 30 
September; and, finally, 20% to be caught from 1 October to 31 December. This 
reflects that the fishing waters of Kattegat and the Baltic Sea have a peak season 
in the first quarter and thus attract fishermen from outside these areas due to par-
ticularly high catch per unit effort (CPUE). The cod quota in the North Sea, where 
fishing intensity is more equally spread over the year, was evenly distributed over 
three periods of four months (Fødevareministeriet 2004). The periodic share of 
the quota was subsequently divided into the catch quotas that should be fished 
within a week, a fortnight, 1 month or even two months. A catch quota was as 
such equivalent to an individual vessel quota, however, usually to be fished within 
a short period. The catch quotas were set according to vessel sizes and announced 
in Supplement 6 communications. When determining the sizes of the catch quotas, 
the amount to be taken within the period (e.g. 50% of the national quota, referred 
to as the “fix point”17) as well as the expected number of participants in the fishery 
were taken into account.18 In fisheries where the quotas were not too restrictive, 
the fishery was regulated as free competitive fishing within the total quota until a 
certain percentage of the quota had been taken (also referred to as the fix point) af-

                                                           
16 It should be kept in mind that in a brief description like this, some details are deliberately left 
out, which a person with in-depth knowledge about the system might find important. Moreover, 
we have chosen not to discuss the implications of the days-at-sea regulations, which were intro-
duced at EU level in connection with the cod recovery plan. The days-at-sea system is, of course, 
important and has significant implications for the management of Danish fisheries. Nonetheless, 
it is a centrally imposed management measure, which leaves little room for manoeuvre on behalf 
of the member states, and it is thus outside the remits of this chapter. 
17 As an example, if the overall national quota for a species in a specific area was 1000 tonnes 
and the quota was equally distributed over the year in four periods; then the fix point for the first 
period would be 250 tonnes caught, for the second period 500 tonnes caught, for the third period 
750 tonnes caught, and for the final period 1000 tonnes caught.  
18 E.g. in the first half of June 2005 vessels below 6 meters were allowed to land 50 kg of cod 
from Kattegat; vessels 6–12 m 125 kg, vessels 12–16 m 250 kg; and vessels above 16 m 300 kg 
(Fiskeridirektoratet 2005). 

description16 of the general development and changes in general principles over 
time. In order to be specific, we will to some extent use the cod fisheries as an  
example. 
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ter which a stricter quota regime was implemented along the lines described above 
(Vedsmand 1998).  

The system has been characterised by a high degree of openness and flexibility, 
in the sense that almost all vessels have in principle been allowed to participate in 
any fishery in any area,19 although there have been some restrictions relating to 
gear and size of vessels in some areas. However, the flexibility of the system was 
to some extent the result of the short period of the catch quotas (most often two 
weeks or a month), which came at the expense of possibilities for long-term plan-
ning in order to lower costs (e.g. by not fishing in bad weather) or maximise in-
come (e.g. by adjusting catches to the market situation to obtain the highest price 
or fish when CPUE is high). Since catch quotas could not be “saved for later”, but 
had to be taken within a specific period, the vessels were forced to fish no matter 
the weather and land the fish no matter the price in order to obtain an income from 
the catch quota. The pronounced flexibility was also difficult to manage from a 
control perspective. 

Specifically in relation to cod, the wish for more security and a longer planning 
horizon as opposed to flexibility to fish in different areas led, among other things, 
to the introduction of the possibility to obtain an annual individual catch quota in 
the Baltic Sea from 1995 (Fiskeriministeriet 1994). The annual catch quota, which 
specified an amount of cod depending on vessel size, required a license, which 
contained the conditions regarding how the quota should be fished. Vessels were 
not allowed to fish outside the Baltic Sea as long as they operated under the sys-
tem of annual cod quotas, and those vessels thus gave up the flexibility of being 
able to switch fishing areas, gaining the security of knowing that nothing was nec-
essarily lost if you had to stay in port for a limited time (although there were pro-
visions outlining how a vessel could leave the system of annual quotas during the 
year). Alongside the annual catch quota-system a traditional catch quota-system 
with shorter quota periods continued to operate to uphold the flexibility of the sys-
tem to the benefit of vessels only operating in the Baltic Sea on a seasonal basis. 
In the North Sea, Skagerrak and the Kattegat similar systems of annual catch quo-
tas for cod (and other important demersal species) were introduced as of 2002 for 
the smallest (and least flexible) vessels under 15 m  (Fødevareministeriet 2001).  

Whereas a TAC system based on annual quotas by definition complicates plan-
ning beyond one year ahead, the traditional, short-period quota system sometimes 
made it difficult to plan further ahead than one week. Although the short-period 
system often aimed to keep the size of the catch quotas stable, this was in many 
cases not possible because of the uncertainty as to how many vessels would take 
part in the fishery. The fisherman was thus highly dependent on the strategies of 
other fishermen. Moreover, the traditional, short-period quota-system benefited 
the most flexible vessels to some extent, as they could cream off the different 

                                                           
19 A few fisheries have demanded a restricted entry license, most notably the fishery for blue 
mussels, primarily in the Liim Fiord, and the fishery for common shrimps in the Wadden Sea.  
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fishing possibilities, whereas the smaller, less flexible vessels had to stay behind 
and carry the expense of the lack of security and short planning horizon. The small 
vessels were also generally more sensitive to weather conditions and had to stay in 
port while larger vessels were fishing. However, it has been argued (Raakjær Niel-
sen 1992a) that the value of flexibility might have been overestimated because, at 
least early in the period, fishermen tended to focus on turnover rather than the 
contribution margin, and in many cases fishermen would probably have been bet-
ter off continuing in the same fishery rather than changing to another, due to the 
costs associated with the change. 

Finally, the traditional, short-period quota-system created an inexpedient situa-
tion where the most threatened species (e.g. cod) had to be managed with very 
small catch quotas to be caught over short periods to ensure that the quotas were 
not overfished before the next catch quota could be set – or at least to avoid hav-
ing to close the fishery altogether. This was both administratively cumbersome 
and also a problem for the fishermen in terms of planning. In some periods the 
situation has been so extreme that weekly quotas of for instance down to 25 or 50 
kg have been set in order to be able to keep fisheries open without risking offi-
cially breaking the quota.20 However, as we will discuss in the section on strong 
persons, this also allowed fishermen to be at sea legally and catch fish that could 
then be landed illegally. Moreover, short periods, which are necessary when catch 
quotas are low, also increase the risk of vessels failing to catch their quota because 
of bad weather or other reasons, another explanation of why the periodic catch 
quota-system was increasingly challenged over time. 

The BCF played a key-role in the implementation of the catch quota-system, as 
the minister normally listened very carefully to arguments regarding quota sizes 
and periods put forward by the industry. The industry’s preference for keeping the 
fisheries open even if catch quotas were low was guided by the principle of not 
excluding vessels, which became a very important principle for the administration 
of the catch quota-system.  

weekly or monthly basis. From 1990 to 2003, the BCF, complemented by a BCF 
sub-group dealing with herring, was an important body in the process of determin-
ing regulations. Denmark decided in 2002 to adopt an ITQ-system for the herring 

                                                           
20 High-grading is illegal under Danish legislation, which since 2002 (for the main commercial 
species) states that all catch that can be landed legally (meaning that a quota for it is available 
and that the fish is above minimum landing size) shall be landed. This provision is, however, no-
toriously difficult to enforce. Moreover, vessels are still obliged to discard catches of fish for 
which they do not have a quota (Interviewees 5 and 11; Andersen et al. 2003; Fødevareminis-
teriet 2001). 
21 The change of the management system was made at very short notice and benefited trawlers 
primarily based in Esbjerg at the expense of purse seine vessels based in Northern Jutland 
(Dansk Institut for Fiskeriteknologi og Akvakultur et al. 1991). 

From 1983 to 1990, the herring fisheries were managed by individual quotas 
for licensed purse seine vessels. From 1990, they were managed by licenses allow-
ing trawlers fully into the fisheries,21 accompanied by catch rations decided on a 
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fisheries. The main new feature of this system was not so much that individual 
quotas were given for a year at a time, which had also been done previously, but 
rather that the quota rights were given for a number of years and could be traded. 
This system introduced private ownership to fishing rights.22 The ITQ-system was 
implemented in 2003 for a 5-year trial period with the possibility of a 3-year ex-
tension. However, the arrangement became permanent half way through the trial 
period.23 It is worth noting that even though the ITQ-system was implemented as a 
trial, it lead to rapid structural adjustment, as the number of vessels was reduced 
by 50% within the first two years (Fiskeridirektoratet and Fødevareøkonomisk In-
stitut 2005). 

The latest step in the adaptation of the principles for allocating fishing rights in 
Denmark was taken in the fall of 2005 when a small majority in the Danish par-
liament agreed to develop a new regulatory system, known as New Regulation or 
the FKA-system, for the most important demersal species. At the same time the 
ITQ-system for herring was made permanent, and the parliament decided to de-
velop similar ITQ-systems for mackerel and non-human consumption species 
(Regeringen og Dansk Folkeparti 2005). The new management scheme, which 
was implemented beginning 1 January 2007, is based on the distribution24 of ves-
sel quota shares for specific species in specific areas. Although the FKA-system 
imposes restrictions on the sale of fishing rights, the adoption of the system none-
theless means that almost all Danish fishing activities are now managed by means 
of some form of transferable quotas.  

The FKA-system is relatively complex and includes a number of special ele-
ments established mainly to accommodate the different interests within the sector, 
in addition to ensuring that the capacity follows the quota shares. A special bonus 
system reserved an amount of cod and sole for vessels under 17 m making short 
fishing trips. In return for this extra allocation, these vessels are only allowed to 
transfer their rights to other coastal fishermen. This alternative system was intro-
duced to protect the smaller vessels, as there was a fear that they would lose out in 
a market-based system. It has been made possible for groups of fishermen to pool 
their quotas, which also benefits smaller vessels because it means that they do not 
need to have shares for all species in all fishing areas themselves.  

The political agreement on the FKA-system was to a large extent based on the 
input from a working group set up earlier in 2005, composed of the stakeholders 
and user-groups represented in the BCF. However, the working group had to work 
within a relatively fixed mandate since the government had already determined 
                                                           
22 For more information on the background of the decision, see section on strong individual 
actors beneath or Hegland and Sverdrup-Jensen (2007) and Christensen et al. (2007). 
23 For a detailed account of the system, see Hegland and Sverdrup-Jensen (2007) or Fiske-
ridirektoratet and Fødevareøkonomisk Institut (2005). 
24 The quota shares were distributed to the fishermen based on their fishing pattern from 2003 – 
2005. New Regulation provides the fishermen with de facto ownership over their quota shares, 
although the system can in theory be terminated at eight years notice. However, the shares can-
not be sold freely, but have to follow the capacity of the vessel. 
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that the reform should increase the possibility of the individual fisherman to ac-
quire and pool together quotas (Udvalget vedrørende Ny Regulering i Fiskeriet 
2005), based on the experiences from the herring fishery described above.  

The FKA-system was expected to contribute to structural adjustment in the 
fleet, working towards a better balance between fishing capacity and fishing pos-
sibilities. As of late 2007, the first indications of the new system show an immense 
concentration of fishing quotas, as the number of vessels has been reduced signifi-
cantly, which has resulted in a regional reallocation of the fleet, among other 
things. In the FKA-system, the role of the BCF has also been significantly re-
duced, resulting in shorter BCF meetings (Interviewee 2), as the decisions on how 
to fish have been individualised. The influence of the sector will, consequently, 
have to manifest itself in different ways in the future. 

The development described above changed the system from a catch quota-
system managed as a common pool resource open to any vessel to the present 
ITQ- and the FKA-system, where vessels’ activities are locked by their quota allo-
cation. This is a significant change from an open and flexible system to a system 
focussing on security and segmentation in order to ensure long-term planning. 
Under the previous catch quota-system it was always uncertain what the vessel’s 
fishing opportunities would be, as this depended not only on the national quota, 
but also on other vessels’ strategies.  

6.3.4 Structural Policy and the Fleet 

In terms of structural policy, Denmark has traditionally employed scrapping pro-
grammes25 in order to cut capacity. This has to some extent been done in response 
to the (mostly modest) requirements set out in the EU capacity reduction pro-
grammes, but it has also to some extent been implemented on Denmark’s own ini-
tiative to improve the economic performance of the fleet (Interviewee 1 and 3). 
Even though some of our respondents mention capacity reduction as a national 
Danish management strategy, the results have over the period been unconvincing, 
as we will discuss below. The development of the Danish capacity in terms of 
tonnage is depicted in Fig. 6.3 below. 

In order to make sense of the tonnage development in terms of fishing capacity, 
it is necessary to take increases in efficiency caused by technological development 
into consideration.26 The implication of this is that the capacity of the Danish fleet 
                                                           
25 In scrapping programmes, fishermen are offered a premium for scrapping their vessel. Scrap-
ping a vessel has always required that the vessel left the fishing fleet, and later on it also became 
a requirement that it was physically removed. 
26 There is a common understanding that efficiency over time increases by at least 2% per annum 
due to technological improvements. Although it is here called capacity creep, it should be em-
phasized, that sometimes innovations lead to larger jumps, e.g. improvements of fishing gear or 
pulling power. 
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should annually be reduced by at least 2% in tonnage just to maintain status quo 

other words, there has most likely been a de facto increase in fishing capacity, 
which adds to the problem of securing sustainable utilization of fish stocks. 

Fig. 6.3. Development of fleet capacity in Denmark from 1982 to 2006 (vessels over 5 
GRT/GT).27 Raakjær (forthcoming) 

In relation to Fig. 6.3 it is also worth noting that the dotted line indicating how 
the Danish capacity should have developed to compensate for efficiency creep 
does not imply a balance between fishing capacity and fishing opportunities in 
Denmark. There are at least three reasons for this. Firstly, if the compensation for 
capacity creep should maintain a balance, we would have to be convinced that 
there actually was such a balance in 1982. This may likely be true (Vedsmand 
1998), but it is not given, and if there was any lack of balance, it was probably to-
wards overcapacity and not undercapacity. Secondly, when scrapping, there is 
generally a tendency towards choosing to scrap the least efficient vessels. This 
was also confirmed by our interviews in relation to the situation in Denmark (par-
ticularly Interviewees 1 and 7). Thirdly and most importantly, for the 1982 bal-
                                                           
27 Gross Register Tonnage (GRT) represents the total measured cubic content of the permanently 
enclosed spaces of a vessel with some allowances or deductions for exempt spaces, such as liv-
ing quarters. Gross Tonnage (GT) refers to the volume of a vessel from keel to funnel measured 
to the outside of the hull framing and is always higher than GRT. Since 1994 GT has replaced 
GRT as the measurement of capacity and from 1982 to 1994 the two measurements were used in 
parallel. There has been a break in data for the period 1993–1995, which explains the drop and 
increase before and after.  
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and avoid an increase in fishing capacity. Figure 6.3 shows that many years of 
scrapping programmes in the Danish fleet have not even compensated for the ex-
pected creep in fishing capacity, even though the tonnage has been reduced from 
approximately 118,000 tonnes in 1982 to approximately 83,000 tonnes in 2006. In 
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ance to have been maintained merely by compensating for efficiency creep, the 
general fishing opportunities based on the available fish stocks would have to have 
stayed at the 1982 level. This has definitely not been the case. A large number of 
stocks relied upon by the Danish catch industry have declined since 1982, and it 
has been argued that several stocks were at an abnormally high level until the be-
ginning of the 1980s and thus produced fishing opportunities that could not be 
maintained long-term (see Chapter 5; Holden 1994). Cod, as discussed above, is 
the prime example of fish stock decline in this period (see Fig. 6.2). To keep a rea-
sonable balance between fishing capacity and fishing opportunities, the decrease 
in tonnage should have been even more rapid than indicated by the dotted line in 
Fig. 6.3. The continued failure to reach that balance has in itself contributed to the 
deteriorating state of the stocks, creating a self-perpetuating vicious cycle.28 

The significant build-up of capacity in the years 1983–1987 is noteworthy in 
relation to the situation that developed in Denmark. Over that short period the ca-
pacity increased by approximately 15%, laying the foundation for the continuing 
capacity problems in Denmark. Two interesting questions are why this was al-
lowed to happen while the EU was implementing programmes aimed at restricting 
capacity (see Chapter 5) and whether anybody noticed the implications of this in-
crease in capacity.  

According to Raakjær Nielsen (1992b), the situation was caused by a combina-
tion of (1) good fishing possibilities, primarily in the cod fishery in the Baltic Sea, 
(2) easy access to subsidies, and (3) an aversion among fishermen to pay tax (the 
fishermen could avoid tax by making investments, often financed by loans). How-
ever, according to Raakjær Nielsen, the fishermen soon realised that the combina-
tion of reduced quotas for several stocks and a heavy debt burden was making 
fishing an unprofitable business. This generated support for refocusing the struc-
tural policy towards scrapping, and scrapping programmes consequently became 
central in Denmark over the following 20 years.  

Raakjær Nielsen’s analysis can be supplemented by information from one of 
our interviews. This respondent (Interviewee 6) outlined a number of additional 
reasons for the build-up of overcapacity. Firstly, in the beginning of the capacity 
build-up period there were no restrictions on entering vessels into the fleet. Al-
though the central administration began to demand that applications were submit-
ted containing the GT of the vessel and a budget, standard practice until the end of 
1984 was that most applications were accommodated. From around 1985 it be-
came, however, very difficult to get a license to introduce a new vessel unless 

                                                           
28 This discussion is necessarily based on a simplified description of events, and a number of po-
tential factors could influence the extent to which clear conclusions can be drawn. One example 
could be that tonnage is not necessarily a good indicator of fishing capacity. Another problem is 
that overcapacity does not automatically turn into overfishing, as it is possible to keep capacity in 
the harbour by use of for instance days-at-sea restrictions. In general, however, it seems that 
overcapacity is often associated with a failure to keep fishing mortality rates at the required level. 
All this taken into consideration, we are convinced that our conclusions are correct at a general 
level, even though the picture might be more nuanced than described.  
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capacity was removed from the fleet at the same time. This was something that 
few or no fishermen could afford in a situation where the catches (particularly in 
the Baltic Sea) were declining. However, the licenses for building new vessels that 
had already been granted on the basis of applications sent in before 1985 were still 
valid and ran for two years, and on top of that came the building period (this delay 
in the impact of licenses was actually noted with concern in the BCF during 1985 
(Fiskeriministeriet 1985b)). As a result, new vessels continued to be built with 
subsidies (see Chapter 5) on old licenses until around 1987.29 There was, conse-
quently, considerable inertia in the system, which prevented speedy adaptation 
even though the brakes were to some extent already activated in 1984/1985. From 
the minutes of the meetings in the BCF during 1984 and 1985, it can be observed 
that the administrative practice for granting licenses to increase fleet capacity and 
introduce new vessels changed significantly over a relatively short period (Fisk-
eriministeriet 1984a). In the beginning of 1984 licenses for new vessels were gen-
erally granted as a routine matter. During April 1984, the procedures for granting 
licenses to new capacity were tightened30 and introduction of new capacity from 
then on required that capacity had to be withdrawn (Fiskeriministeriet 1984b). Ini-
tially vessels under 14 m were exempted from this and larger vessels were allowed 
to exceed the withdrawn capacity by 15%. However, the rules were progressively 
tightened over time 31 (Fiskeriministeriet 1985b).  

Secondly, the respondent mentioned that even though there was an increasing 
awareness of the problematic situation of the resource base, this information did 
not penetrate down through the system as it does today. As an example of the lack 
of information behind decisions, the respondent described how budgets were 
based on participation in the open access fisheries in the White Zone32 between 
Sweden and the Soviet Union in the Baltic Sea at a time where the open access 
fishery was about to end. 

Finally, the respondent mentioned that “local patriotism” and a tendency to ig-
nore what was going on outside one's own local community also contributed to the 
build-up of capacity beyond what was sustainable at a national level. The respon-
dent indicated that many local banks gave loans for investments in vessels without 
taking into consideration that banks from other local communities were doing the 
same. The reasons for this were (1) a competition for market shares among local 

                                                           
29 In the period from approximately 1985 to 1987, there was actually an “undersupply” of li-
censes to build new vessels. This meant that some vessels were actually sold immediately after 
having been built (Interviewee 6). 
30 The ministry had at this point of time received applications for new capacity amounting to 
6000 GRT (Fiskeriministeriet 1984b).  
31 The increased focus on the capacity issue led in 1985 to the setting up of a board consisting 
primarily of the fisheries organisations to deal with this question (Fiskeriministeriet 1985a). 
32 This is known among fishermen as the Grey Zone. The conflict over jurisdiction in the White 
Zone/ Grey Zone between Russia and Sweden (north-east of Bornholm) lasted from 1978 to 
1988 and resulted in massive overfishing of cod in the area since there was open access for all 
vessels.  
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banks, and (2) a wish to support local fishermen to the benefit of the harbour or 
the local community as such. On a national level, these loans turned out to be a 
bad strategy, especially in a period where the fishing opportunities were about to 
decline. On the island of Bornholm, a number of banks lost a substantial amount 
of money and at least one local bank actually went bankrupt because of fishermen 
being unable to pay back their loans. 

As shown above, there are several explanations as to why capacity was allowed 
to build up beyond a sustainable level. This overcapacity not only steered the Dan-
ish structural policy onto a path of scrapping programmes, but also created serious 
problems in terms of the economy of the Danish fleet and the conservation of re-
sources. These problems were, nevertheless, not sufficient to provoke the neces-
sary capacity reductions, as illustrated in Fig. 6.3. 

6.3.5 Control and Enforcement 

In the light of the overcapacity within the Danish fleet, control and enforcement 
becomes a crucial element to ensure compliance with regulations. As mentioned 
earlier, the responsibility for control and enforcement, both on land and at sea, is 
within the Directorate of Fisheries (DoF). Although the DoF has also other re-
sponsibilities, control and enforcement is by far the most important; approxi-
mately 75% of its budgeted resources in 2007 were allocated for this task 
(Fødevareministeriet and Fiskeridirektoratet 2006).  

The fact that the Danish control and enforcement responsibilities are central-
ised in one institution, as compared to the more common systems where several 
actors are involved in control and enforcement, was considered a strength by our 
informants (Interviewee 5 and 11). According to the informants, the strength of 
centralising responsibilities in the DoF is that this provides short chains-of-
command, enabling fast reactions in case of control problems. Thus, this way of 
organising the control and enforcement activities creates a relatively short distance 
between those actually carrying out the inspection and those making the regula-
tions. The DoF maintains a close relation to the political system and is therefore 
able to provide inputs if control problems need to be addressed on a political level. 
However, the fact that they are not an integrated part of the ministry, but operate 
on the basis of a contractual arrangement, provides a necessary distance to the po-
litical system, meaning that the minister is less able to interfere with how control 
should be carried out. At least in one period in the past, a minister has sent signals 
to the enforcement agents, which have resulted in less stringent control and mas-
sive cheating among fishermen (see section on strong individual actors). The re-
spondents considered something like this less likely to happen under the present 
institutional set-up, which has been in place since 1995 (Interviewees 5 and 11).  

The respondents also mentioned that even though they considered the control 
authorities to be relatively well equipped in terms of access to administrative and 
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sanctions, equipment and qualified people,33 successive cutbacks in the DoF’s 
budget34 (Interviewees 5 and 11) create a real challenge in terms of effective en-
forcement, forcing the DoF to continuously think in resource saving measures, of-
ten IT-solutions. This raises doubts about the extent to which it is possible to keep 
the efficiency of the control at the present level. Moreover the amount of “red 
tape” in the DoF has had a tendency to increase, partly due to the contractual ar-

6.4 Danish Implementation Strategy – Domestic Driving Forces 

6.4.1 National Room for Manoeuvre 

Although the CFP has predominantly influenced fisheries management in the EU 
by laying down the overall framework (primarily the TAC system and the under-
lying relative stability, see Chapter 5), member states and the national actors have 
room to manoeuvre, particularly in relation to the four areas mentioned above in 
Section 6.2. In these areas, national decisions and implementation practices can in-
fluence the ability of the CFP to ensure that preferred fishing mortality rates are 
met. Looking across the EU, it can also be observed that member states have pur-
sued different approaches in their implementation practices. This section will ad-
dress and examine the domestic driving forces that have had a major influence on 
the development of fisheries management in Denmark – and also to some extent 
have hindered formulation of a clear strategy for the future of the Danish fishing 
industry, including management models and desired structural development within 
the fishing fleet. This will be done by investigating following issues:35 (a) cleavages 

                                                           
33 In 1988, a formal education of fisheries inspectors was put in place, replacing a system where 
the inspectors were often retired fishermen. On the positive side, the respondents mentioned that 
this had led to more uniform control and that inspectors are now more professional than they 
were before. However, on the other hand, the respondents also recognised that in-depth knowl-
edge about how fishing is carried out is maybe not as great as before (Interviewees 5 and 11). 
34 Delivering “efficiency gains” has been a constant demand in the public sector in Denmark in 
recent years, and it seems plausible that there is even more pressure for this on an organisation 
that is dealing with an economically shrinking industry (see Fig. 6.1). To indicate the magnitude 
of these budget cuts, the DoF needs to cut its costs for control by more than 15% from 2007 to 2010 
(Fødevareministeriet and Fiskeridirektoratet 2006). 
35 These issues have also been mentioned in interviews as important domestic drivers. 

rangement with the ministry, which requires a substantial amount of documentation 
of the work undertaken. In spite of the above, the overall perception is that the con-
trol and enforcement system in Denmark is generally of a reasonable standard given 
the framework provided by the CFP and that overcapacity and small quotas create 
incentives for non-compliant behaviour (Interviewees 2, 4, 5, 6 and 11; Kommis-
sionen for de Europæiske Fællesskaber 2001; European Court of Auditors 2007).  
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and dilemmas within fisheries and management; (b) strong individual actors and 
the existence of windows-of-opportunity; and (c) differences in perspectives – in-
dividual versus collective.  

6.4.2 Cleavages and Dilemmas Within Fisheries 
 and Within Management  

The complexity within the Danish fishing industry is significant, with fleet com-
position ranging from small-scale, subsistence fisheries at one end of the spectrum 
to company-owned, large-scale vessels at the other end. In terms of ownership 
structure, the Danish fishing fleet consists primarily of owner-operated vessels, 
but the number of capital-intensive vessels, mostly trawlers, owned by fishing 
firms have increased their share in recent years, a trend which has intensified since 
the agreement on the FKA-system in the Danish parliament in November 2005.  

Although Denmark is a small country, it is not without regional differences. 
This has indirectly influenced the allocation of catch quotas, as geographical con-
cerns have often been an underlying factor in the allocations. In particular, the 
way catch quotas are differentiated according to vessel size or distributed over the 
year have been employed as indirect ways of favouring certain geographical inter-
ests. The Baltic cod fishery is a good example illustrating these geographical dif-
ferences (Raakjær Nielsen 1997), which can be boiled down to a question about 
access rights. For decades, a large number of North Sea fishermen, as well as fish-
ermen from other parts of Denmark, have fished cod in the Baltic Sea during the 
winter season (more than 1200 vessels participated in the Baltic Sea cod fisheries 
in 1986 (Sandbeck 2003)). Fishermen from Bornholm, an island in the Baltic Sea, 
have likewise fished outside the Baltic Sea in the summer period. However, fish-
ermen from Bornholm have often argued that they should have privileged access 
to the cod stocks in the waters around Bornholm. In practical terms, the conflict 
has mainly concerned the proportion of the annual quota to be caught in the first 
quarter, which is dealt with by the Danish administration. Fishermen from Born-
holm had an interest in spreading out the fisheries over the year to ensure a stable 
supply to the processing industry and obtain the largest share of the Baltic Sea cod 
quota. Vessels from outside the Baltic Sea region had an interest in obtaining large 
catch quotas in the first quarter, as the CPUE is usually at its highest in this period 
and because these vessels had other attractive fishing alternatives outside the Bal-
tic Sea later in the year. In this situation, the management authorities have sought 
to solve the dilemma by balancing the interests of the two groups in order to ob-
tain some form of stability in the Baltic Sea cod fishery and ensure an “equitable” 
allocation which would please both sides and avoid conflicts.  
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The fishermen have similar interests regarding other issues. This was for in-
stance the case in relation to the decision on closed days in the cod fisheries in the 
Baltic Sea determined by the EU to be implemented in 2006. Some closed periods 
were pre-decided by the EU, but the member states were given the right to decide 
on where to place a fixed number of additional closed days. Here the fishermen 
from Bornholm36 stood united with the fishermen in the DFA in arguing for plac-
ing these days in the periods where very little fishing was going on, particularly 
during Easter, Christmas and the autumn school holidays (Fiskeridirektoratet 
2006). The administration followed the advice of the fisheries associations to a 
significant extent, and imposed most of the closed days as recommended. Conse-
quently, the closures had little effect in terms of reducing fishing mortality. Al-
though this is not a surprising observation, it is a good illustration of the fact that 
national implementation does not necessarily support the intentions of EU legisla-
tion and may operate without conservation as the dominant objective. It should be 
noted that the EU is aware of this response from the member states, and adapts the 

Until 2003/2004, the policy of the DFA was that no Danish fisherman should 
be administratively excluded from any fishery. The DFA has thus applied the slo-
gan: “Danish fishing waters for Danish fishermen” (our translation) arguing for 
maximum flexibility within Danish fisheries management. This position has been 
challenged for a long time, however, and since the turn of the century with in-
creasing strength from particularly pelagic fishermen employing large-scale capi-
tal-intensive vessels. This group has made the counterargument that there is a need 
for segmentation (in terms of management) of the Danish fleet by giving fisher-
men in the pelagic fleet exclusive rights to a large proportion of the herring and 
mackerel quotas. In return, these vessels would then accept exclusion from other 
fisheries.37 The pelagic fishermen are represented within the DFA, but they have 
used the Danish Pelagic Producers Organisation (DPPO) as their political plat-
form. Through the DPPO they have argued in favour of ITQs since the 1980s, 
hoping to gain a longer planning horizon, which they considered necessary in or-
der to obtain capital for modernisation of the Danish pelagic fleet, which during 
the late 1980s was becoming technologically outdated compared to particularly 
Norwegian and Scottish vessels (see Christensen et al. 2007 for details).  

Flexibility, of course, has its advantages, particularly if some stocks are in de-
cline, as flexibility allows fishermen switch fisheries without problems. However, 
                                                           
36 The fishermen’s association from Bornholm and Christiansø, as well as the one from Grenå, 
left the DFA in 2005 for a variety of reasons, but particularly due to dissatisfaction with the posi-
tion of the DFA regarding the principles for the new regulation of the demersal fisheries. The 
two associations formed the Union of Danish Fisheries Associations, which is now in the BCF 
alongside the DFA. The withdrawal from the DFA of these two associations is yet another indi-
cator of the cleavages within the Danish catch industry. 
37 However, in reality this group had difficulties accepting exclusion from other fisheries, as it 
wanted to maintain its rights to participate in non-human consumption fisheries. 

principle so that in the longer perspective there will be no “free” days. The regula-
tion may thus eventually have the desired impact.  
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the flexibility has also created a domino effect at times, where a problem in one 
part of the fishing industry spread to other parts; e.g. in the years around 1986 (see 
Fig. 6.1) when the non-human consumption fishing had problems. Vessels tradi-
tionally employed in this fishery moved into other fisheries, pressuring vessels al-
ready operating there. As a result, these newly-crowded fisheries became eco-
nomically unprofitable38 for the vessels originally employed there. These vessels 
were then forced to move to yet another fishery, repeating the story there. This 
creates a vicious cycle where the lack of segmentation makes all fishermen worse 
off instead of isolating the problem within the fishery where the problems oc-
curred. To indicate the magnitude of the problem, the operating profit of the Dan-
ish fleet could have been increased by about 10% – equivalent to DKK 350 mil-
lion in 1988 (520 million in 2006 prices) – if the fishing fleet had been fishing 
differently and been able to avoid a situation with high shadow costs (externalities 
in terms of costs imposed by one fleet segment on another) (Løkkegaard 1990).39 

Christensen and Raakjær (2006) demonstrate the wide variations in fishermen’s 
perceptions of their occupation, which to a large degree coincide with vessel size, 

The lifestyle- versus business-oriented approach to fishing came out clearly in 
the interviews as cleavages in Danish fishing; one respondent (Interviewee 10) ar-
ticulated it this way:  

When Bent Rulle and his predecessor were chairmen of the DFA it was all about fishing 
as a lifestyle. This is all right…but it belongs in a sportfishing association.  

In contrast, another key-informant (Interviewee 4) presented the following 
view of owners of large capital-intensive vessels and the way they conduct their 
business:  

Those Kings will in bad years modernise in order to obtain a loan that can be used for 
private consumption as well – and in good years they will modernise in order to avoid 
paying taxes. 

This quotation clearly illustrates how lifestyle-oriented fishermen are critical of 
the approach taken by the business-oriented fishermen. 

                                                           
38 When larger vessels are entering these fisheries, they take a large share of the quota, imposing 
shadow costs. In addition, smaller vessels cannot maintain their CPUE because larger vessels 
with more powerful gear and engines stress the fish, which thus become more difficult to catch. 
39 The authors are not aware that such calculations have been made since 1988, but the large 
prices paid for quotas under the new regulations indicate that shadow costs are still high in Dan-
ish fisheries, and that the fishermen expect these shadow costs to disappear as the quotas under 
the FKA-system are increasingly allocated in an optimal way. 

and present two extremes. On the one hand are the small-scale fishermen who 
combine fishing with a family life keep costs at a low level and do not expect a 
large turnover or profit, but rather consider fishing a lifestyle. On the other hand, 
the group of fishermen who own large vessels with a very high geographical 
mobility can be characterised as dynamic investors and typical front-runners 
who consider fishing a business like any other. 
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An unarticulated objective of Danish fisheries management has always been to 
strike a fair balance between the different views and interests, mainly in order to 
avoid conflicts. This policy has created dilemmas for the national administration 
when implementing the CFP. It is not easy to strike the right balance between 
flexibility and segmentation, which is linked to the lifestyle- versus business-
oriented approach to fishing, and again to a large extent represent a conflict of in-
terest between small and large vessels. Furthermore, implementation becomes 
even more complicated as regional and local political concerns also need to be 
taken into consideration.  

6.4.3 Strong Individual Actors and the Existence  
of Windows-of-Opportunity  

In order to fully understand the dynamics of the Danish management system’s 
evolution, it is important to recognise the importance of strong individual actors 
and windows-of-opportunity40 for changing both implementation practises and the 
system in general. According to most interviewees fisheries policy generally at-
tracts very little attention from the politicians. This enables strong individual ac-
tors to influence the fisheries management significantly in Denmark.41 Some of the 
interviewees (Interviewee 1 and 4) actually suggested that fisheries policy in 
Denmark might be considered an extreme case in this respect. 

How can this be so? The Danish fisheries administration is highly centralised 
and decisions concerning major or radical changes are taken by the national par-
liament (Folketinget). Therefore, only the politicians in the parliament have a di-
rect say. Fisheries policy and fisheries issues, however, rarely42 attract the interest 
of the 179 parliamentarians. This often results in a situation where politicians ac-
tually taking an interest in the subject find themselves in a strong position. As one 
interviewee put it (Interviewee 1):  

                                                           
40 For a short introduction to windows-of-opportunity, see Chapter 5. 
41 It is important to remember that these strong individual actors still have to operate within the 
frames set at the EU level. 
42 It should, however, be noted that in a few cases fisheries issues have prompted broad interest 
and discussions in the parliament. An example of this is the discussions leading to the recently 
adopted ITQ-like vessel quota system, the FKA-system. The reason for the broader interest in this 
case seems related to the fact that the discussion over transferability and ownership of fishing 
rights fits well with the ideological differences between the left and right. The issue was there-
fore “lifted” from a discussion only relevant to fisheries to a discussion illustrating the difference 
between left and right. Unfortunately, according to one of our respondents (Interviewee 3), the 
general impression is that whenever the politicians engage more broadly the quality of the dis-
cussion is not improved. Rather, the discussions then suffer from the lack of in-depth knowledge, 
e.g. about the Danish competences vis-à-vis the EU competences in the area. 
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It is characteristic of the fisheries area that if there are one, two or three active persons 
then they can control the rest of the parliament.  

Similar statements were made by several of the other respondents and the op-
posite view was not presented at all.  

The primary explanation for the general lack of interest from the politicians in 
fisheries policy and implementation practices is, according to several of the inter-
viewees, the insignificance of capture fisheries in Denmark as compared to other 
policy-areas. This is relatively unsurprising but has nonetheless severe implica-
tions for the implementation of fisheries policy over time in Denmark. The impor-
tance of capture fisheries in economic terms is marginal and fisheries is constantly 
losing out relative to other sectors of the economy. As explained previously, the 
catch value is in 2006 only half of what it was in 1983 if inflation is included (see 
Fig. 6.1 above). Furthermore, the number of fishermen has never been high 
enough to constitute a critical mass able to really influence anything with the votes 
they could mobilise. As a consequence, most politicians choose to focus on alter-
native, high-profile issues that affect more people and therefore potentially can de-
liver more votes. 

The relative lack of general political interest in fisheries policy has not only 
strengthened the power of the few politicians that have actually taken an interest 
in fisheries issues, but has also paved the way for industry representatives who 
have often been in a strong position to influence policy (Interviewee 1, 4 and 6). 
However, it is important to note that until 1994 the fishing industry itself was 
divided in two associations, and after 2000 when the two associations merged 
there were strong tensions within the resulting industry-wide representative body – 
the DFA – in terms of policy priorities, particularly over the issue of flexibility 
versus segmentation. The consequence has been that fishing industry 
representatives have not been able to fully benefit from their favourable position 
and have largely resorted to aiming towards maintaining status quo.  

Within the political system, and particularly due to the situation explained 
above, the minister is in a strong position to influence the Danish fisheries policy 
and implementation practices if he or she has a wish to do so. However, it should 
be acknowledged that there might also be good reasons for not changing the 
system and practices. The need for major or radical changes are usually caused by 
a critical situation whereby strong individuals or networks of individuals are 
provided with a window-of-opportunity for changing the present system or 
practises – or even reforming the system, which has also been the case. In the fol-
lowing we will take a closer look at some of the ministers – names marked in bold 
in Box 6.1 – in office since 1983.43  
                                                           
43 We have chosen to deal with the ministers that our respondents have referred to as strong in-
fluential individual actors, which is fully in line with our understanding from following the Dan-
ish fisheries policy process for a quarter of a century. Although it is not something that we will 
go into here, it is an interesting observation that the ministers responsible for fisheries throughout 
the period have been from the same party as the prime minister, even though there have been 
coalition governments in the entire period. 
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Kent Kirk was seen by most informants as a strong individual actor who man-
aged to implement an agenda for fisheries policy that was very much to the benefit 
of the fishing port he came from, both before and during his time in office as Min-
ister of Fisheries. Kent Kirk is a former fishing skipper from Esbjerg, where he 
was chairman of the local fishermen’s association from 1975 and until he became 
minister in 1989.44 He was a member of the European Parliament (EP) from 1979 
to 198445 and elected to the Danish parliament in 1984–1998. 
Box 6.1. Ministers responsible for fisheries in the period from 1983 to 2007 

 
Kent Kirk’s interest in fisheries was self-evident. His personal commitment to 

the area is illustrated by the fact that he stands out as the only minister who par-
ticipated in meetings of the BCF46 himself (Interviewee 1 and various BCF min-
utes). However, according to several interviewees (Interviewees 4, 5 and 6) and 
Dansk Institut for Fiskeriteknologi og Akvakultur et al. (1991) Kent Kirk did not 
use his position and fisheries knowledge to forward the interests of the industry as 
a whole; he rather pursued the interests of the Esbjerg fleet at the expense of other 
regions. In the parliament, Kent Kirk formed a strong alliance with another par-
liamentarian, Laurits Tørnæs,47 who also happened to be an influential former 
                                                           
44 He was also member of the board of the Sea Fishermen’s Association during the same period 
and in the latter part of the period also vice-chairman. The Sea Fishermen’s Association had its 
main office in Esbjerg.  
45 In 1983, during his term in the EP, he claimed his place in history by carrying out one of the 
most publicised media stunts ever in the history of Danish and EU fisheries policy. During the 
final negotiations of the EU CFP in January 1983 (Chapter 5), he steered his fishing vessel into 
the UK 12 nm zone and began fishing. He argued that since the agreement on the new CFP had 
not been signed before the start of 1983, when the derogations providing for 12 nm zones ended, 
he was entitled to do so. He was stopped by a UK inspection vessel and severely fined; however, 
the Court of Justice of the European Communities later acquitted him. 
46 All of his predecessors and successors have been represented by their civil servants. 
47 Laurits Tørnæs was also long-time chairman of the Sea Fishermen’s Association (1974–1987). 
From 1971 to 1974 he was chairman of the Fishermen’s Association of Esbjerg. He was a mem-
ber of Denmark’s Liberal Party, the other strong party in the government coalition, and Minister 
of Agriculture from 1987 to 1993 (Member of Parliament from 1981). He was after this for a 
long-time mayor of the County of Ribe where Esbjerg is situated. 

• Henning Grove, 1982–1986, The Conservative People’s Party  
• Lars P. Gammelgaard, 1986–1989, The Conservative People’s Party  
• Kent Kirk, 1989–1993, The Conservative People’s Party  
• Bjørn Westh, 1993–1994, The Danish Social Democrats  
• Henrik Dam Kristensen, 1994–2000, The Danish Social Democrats  
• Ritt Bjerregaard, 2000–2001, The Danish Social Democrats  
• Mariann Fischer Boel, 2001–2004, Denmark's Liberal Party  
• Hans Christian Schmidt, 2004–2007, Denmark's Liberal Party  
• Eva Kjær Hansen, 2007- , Denmark's Liberal Party  
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fishing skipper from Esbjerg and who supported the focus on helping the Esbjerg 
fishing fleet.  

The Kirk-Tørnæs alliance, both members having vested interests in fisheries 
and strong positions in their respective parties in government, was able to obtain a 
strong influence on the Danish fisheries policy for around a decade (1983–1993). 
Their influence is exemplified by the introduction of a new generation of large 
trawlers in 1984/85. These trawler were introduced at a time when the overall pol-
icy was increasingly focused on reducing capacity and not issuing licenses for new 
vessels without the withdrawal of equivalent capacity, as described above. In 1984 
permits were given to a number of Esbjerg fishermen to build new, larger trawl-
ers.48 The licenses were granted on the background of indicative vessel budgets 
that showed that the vessels would be economically viable based on fishing for 
species for non-human consumption outside the TAC-system in the North Atlan-
tic. However, this fishery was not economically viable (an argument which several 
people had made in advance), and as a result, the new vessels made very few fish-
ing trips to their intended fishing grounds in the North Atlantic before they were 
granted access to the North Sea (Interviewee 4 and 6). These vessels were first al-
lowed in the non-human consumption fishery. However, they progressively ex-
panded into the herring and mackerel fishery until 1990 when the management 
system was changed at short notice, and the vessels got equal rights to participate 
in the Danish North Sea herring fishery alongside the purse seiners that had until 
then dominated that fishery. This resulted in a de facto movement of fishing rights  
from Northern Jutland to Esbjerg, the homeport of the new trawlers. The decisions 
to issue licenses to build the vessels, although the budgets were not realistic, and 
later to grant them access to the North Sea were facilitated by Kent Kirk and 
Laurits Tørnæs, who “twisted the arm of Grove [the minister at the time]” (Inter-
viewee 4, supported by Interviewee 6).49 As it turned out, the way that Kent Kirk 
and Laurits Tørnæs advanced the interests of the Esbjerg fleet and region by al-
lowing special treatment not only resulted in regional redistribution but also, 
equally importantly, increased the overall structural problem of overcapacity in 
the Danish fleet fishing in the North Sea and contributed to the domino effect de-
scribed above.  

Another aspect of Kent Kirk’s time in office was that he did not make the nec-
essary effort to ensure an appropriate balance between fishing possibilities and 
fishing capacity and thus maintained too high levels of fishing mortality, as well 
as overcapacity in the fleet. At the time, there was a window-of-opportunity for 
change accompanying the cod crisis in the beginning of the 1990s. Kent Kirk’s 
predecessor, Lars P. Gammelgaard, had introduced a large analytical project aim-

                                                           
48 Popularly referred to as super-trawlers. 
49 It has to be mentioned that in our interviews, it was opponents of these decisions who argued 
that it was the Esbjerg lobby that stood behind them. In this context the interviewees were to 
some extent biased. However, that the Esbjerg lobby had a decisive impact on these decisions 
fits well with the general perception of this lobby as being very powerful at the time. 
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ing towards introducing ITQs in Danish fisheries, but this was disrupted during 
Kent Kirk’s time in office. Apparently, Kent Kirk wanted to maintain status quo 
in terms of fleet capacity and designed regulations in such a way that fishermen 
always had a right to be at sea (e.g. weekly catch quotas of 50 kg). This left com-
pliance with catch regulations to the conscience of the fishermen, since, at the 
same time, the Danish fisheries inspection was far from aggressive. It has also 
been argued that the minister indirectly encouraged fishermen to non-compliant 
behaviour50 e.g. by obstructing civil servants from pursuing cases of non-
compliant behaviour (Sandbeck 2003) and by downplaying the importance of 
sticking 100% to the regulations when he met with fishermen (Interviewee 4). 
Bjørn Westh, Kent Kirk’s successor, initiated a strong law enforcement practice in 
order to avoid repercussions from the EU, and a large number of fishermen was 
caught in retrospective paper controls and penalised for behaviours they had at the 
time – understandably – thought were acceptable based on signals from Kent 
Kirk’s ministry (Interviewee 4; Raakjær Nielsen and Mathiesen 2003; Sandbeck 
2003). 

The second minister, whose role we would like to emphasise, is Henrik Dam 
Kristensen, not due to his personal role in particular, but more due to his collabo-
ration with Bent Rulle,51 who was mentioned by most interviewees as the most 
powerful individual actor outside the circle of national politicians. Bent Rulle 
managed to become extremely influential in determining how the Danish fisheries 
policy was administered and implemented in the period from 1994 to 2002, which 
to a large extent coincided with the period that Henrik Dam Kristensen was in of-
fice. It is worth mentioning that Bent Rulle on several occasions announced that 
the Danish minister (Henrik Dam Kristensen) was the best person to protect the 
fishermen’s interests during negotiations concerning the CFP in Brussels. We also 
believe that Henrik Dam Kristensen in particular took Bent Rulle seriously be-
cause Bent Rulle in 1994 became chairman of the newly established unified fish-
ermen’s association, which for the first time gave the industry a unified voice in 
general and in the BCF in particular. Henrik Dam Kristensen was also likely to 
take Bent Rulle seriously because he as a social democrat sympathised with many 
of the views that Bent Rulle presented. Bent Rulle focussed on the importance of 
the fisheries sector in fisheries-dependent communities and on fishing as a special 
lifestyle worth protecting in its own right (Interviewees 4 and 6) and argued that 
the fisheries industry was something more than an ordinary economic sector. He 

                                                           
50 Among other things, renaming of fish became a common practise. At the time Denmark had a 
large quota for plaice, which was rarely utilised, and it became relatively common to rename cod 
into plaice when landing, or renaming quota species into non-quota species. It should be men-
tioned that taxes were paid on the income from illegal fishing as it was sold through the normal 
channels and for that reason labelled grey fish. 
51 Rulle is a fishing skipper from Læsø, a small, relatively fisheries-dependent island in Kattegat. 
In the 1980s chairman of the Fishermen’s Association of Østerby. He became chairman of the 
Danish Fishing Association in 1991 and the first chairman of the DFA in 1994, a position he held 
until 2003. 
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was seen as a representative of the smaller and medium-sized vessels, but in the 
eyes of many, particularly among the larger vessels and outside the industry, also 
as an obstacle to progress and development in the industry. He was a very strong 
opponent of introducing ITQ or ITQ-like systems in Denmark, which he feared 
would lead to speculation and unhealthy regional displacements of capacity, 
among other things, and in general destroy the special, independent lifestyle of 
Danish fishermen.52 Henrik Dam Kristensen teamed-up with Bent Rulle in arguing 
against ITQs (Fiskeritidende 1997).  

In many respects, Henrik Dam Kristensen agreed with the views put forward by 
Bent Rulle, although he also tended towards agreement because he did not want to 
go against a unified fishing industry and hereby create a conflict. Neither Henrik 
Dam Kristensen and his administration nor the political establishment had an in-
terest in opposing the DFA. This conflict aversion was not only because of the 
corporatist traditions of decision-making in Denmark, but likely also due to the 
more pragmatic issue that the Ministry of Fisheries was at the time busy being 
merged with the Ministry of Agriculture, which to some extent created an admin-
istrative vacuum. Furthermore, Kent Kirk had recently resigned and a scandal was 
unfolding arguing that his efforts to ensure compliance during his time in office 
had been less than dedicated (Sandbeck 2003), providing further incentive for the 
ministry to comply with industry demands and avoid further conflict. Finally, Bent 
Rulle was on a personal level a very charismatic person who to a large extent 
managed to control the board of the DFA (Interviewees 4, 6 and 10), placing him 
in a strong negotiation position when dealing with the minister. After Henrik Dam 
Kristensen resigned as minister, Bent Rulle faced a stronger opposition from the 
larger vessels in the DFA, and because of his opposition to ITQs, he withdrew as 
chairman in 2003 to make room for a compromise candidate (Interviewees 4, 6, 8 
and 9). However, that did not occur until after the ITQ-system for herring had 
been introduced and the direction for the future of Danish fisheries policy to a sig-
nificant degree had been set (see section on allocation of resources above). 

Bent Rulle’s fingerprint on Danish fisheries policy is that he for a decade man-
aged to make Danish fishermen speak with largely one voice. This, however, also 
explains why he did not manage to fully capitalise on his position, as he was strug-
gling to keep the new association together and was forced to maintain some sort of 
balance. Maybe this partly explains why his legacy among several interviewees 
was that of the chairman that said “no” to everything and wanted to maintain 
status quo (Interviewees 6, 8 and 9). Most likely he would not as a chairman of the 
organisation have survived saying “yes” (Interviewee 4), as there was not a win-
dow-of-opportunity at the time for reforming Danish fisheries policies, and no one 
was really interested in solving the fundamental issue of overcapacity that in the 
end led to the ITQ-like FKA-system.  

                                                           
52 The first year of the FKA system has indeed resulted in large regional displacements of fishing 
capacity. 
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The third minister who particularly influenced the path of the Danish fisheries 
policy and its administration and implementation was Ritt Bjerregaard, also a so-
cial democrat like her predecessor, Henrik Dam Kristensen. It was during Ritt 
Bjerregaard’s term in office that ITQs were decided on in the herring fishery for a 
5-year trial period. This decision was a radical change of previous Danish practice, 
as it introduced direct ownership of fishing rights for the first time. It was directly 
in opposition to the views expressed by the former minister, Henrik Dam Kris-
tensen, and DFA chairman, Bent Rulle. Several interviewees (particularly Inter-
viewee 4) argued that this decision kick-started the development that culminated 
with the adoption of the FKA-system introduced in 2007 for the demersal fisheries.

Ritt Bjerregaard had a strong ally in the parliament in Lene Espersen,53 who 
was elected in Northern Jutland. Lene Espersen, who had a family background in 
the pelagic fisheries, took a strong interest in the management of these fisheries 
(Interviewees 1 and 4). Interestingly enough, Lene Espersen represented a political 
party from the opposition, and this may have served to strengthen the alliance, as 
Danish governments, this one included, are almost always minority governments. 
The alliance between Ritt Bjerregaard and Lene Espersen was so strong that they 
were able to convince the parliament to introduce ITQs even though this was 
against the wishes of the majority of the Danish fishermen organised in the DFA 
(particularly those fishing for demersal species) even while strongly supported be 
the DPPO, the processing industry and the banks. What made it possible to force 
the decision through was probably a combination of: (1) the alliance of the two 
politicians from each side of the parliament, (2) the fact that the number of li-
censes issued for herring fisheries was high and increasingly recognised as an 
obstacle to modernisation and competitiveness of the Danish pelagic sector, and 
(3) the presence of a relatively active, powerful and homogenous group of vessel 
owners in the pelagic fisheries who were in favour of ITQs (Interviewees 1, 4 and 
8; Christensen et al. 2007; Hegland and Sverdrup-Jensen 2007). In other words, 
the time was right, but it is likely that the decision could have been postponed by 
the opposition from the industry had it not been for the presence of the two politi-
cians with a wish to make this change at the specific time.54  

                                                           
53 Lene Espersen, the present Minister of Justice, is the daughter of an owner of pelagic fishing 
vessels in the fishing port of Hirtshals in Northern Jutland. Functioning as a representative of the 
fishermen that lost out during the Kirk/Tørnæs period, Lene Espersen had a significant influence 
on the fisheries policy together with Ritt Bjerregaard.  
54 On a theoretical level, the garbage can model (first outlined by Cohen et al. 1972) seems to be 
an appropriate model for at least in part understanding the decision processes and the decision-
making system behind the evolution of Danish fisheries management and implementation prac-
tices over time. A fundamental message of the garbage can model is that the different elements 
of a decision process – problems, solutions, participants and choice opportunities – cannot al-
ways be put into a neat chain of events leading to a well thought-through decision, as a simple, 
conventional model of decision-making would have us think. Rather, these four elements of a 
decision function as independent streams (Cohen et al. 1976). An implication of this is that “[a] 
major feature of the garbage can process is the partial decoupling of problems and choices. Al-
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Hans Chr. Schmidt of Denmark's Liberal Party was the minister in office when 
the most radical reform of the Danish fisheries management system since the in-
troduction of the CFP was adopted by the Danish parliament in 2005. Hans Chr. 
Schmidt took particular interest in the fisheries issues, and in his resignation 
speech September 2007, he specifically mentioned that dealing with fisheries is-
sues was what he had enjoyed the most during his term in office. Denmark's Lib-
eral Party is a strong supporter of market solutions and pursuing ITQs and ITQ-
like solutions was thus straightforward for Hans Chr. Schmidt. The first important 
step to introduce market-based approaches was taken already in 2002 with the 
adoption of ITQs in the herring fishery. Even though this was for a 5-year trial pe-
riod, this first implementation of ITQs became a landmark decision in the evolu-
tion of fisheries management in Denmark and in reality set the direction for the fu-
ture. This direction was reinforced first by the new pro-ITQ DFA chairman from 
2005. Later it was also reinforced by the broad industry support gained by the 
minister. Thus the window-of-opportunity for change was there during his time in 
office, in contrast to what had been the case for his predecessors. He merely fol-
lowed his political vision with strong support from the top of the DFA and carried 
through the reform,55 changing Danish fishing rights from being common property 
by introducing private property rights to the Danish share of the TAC for most 
species, including all economically important ones.  

What is the lesson learned? When fisheries issues are not considered important 
at the relevant political level, as is the case in Denmark, such issues will only at-
tract sporadic political interest. This places people who have an interest in and 
knowledge about the issues in a favourable position. This goes for politicians as 
well as industry representatives. Although we have not investigated this directly, it 
seems plausible to conclude that individual actors would not have been able to ex-
ert the same degree of influence in more important sectors of the Danish economy 

                                                                                                                                     
though we normally think of decision making as a process for solving problems, that is often not 
what happens. Problems are worked upon in the context of some choice, but choices are made 
only when the shifting combinations of problems, solutions and decision makers happen to make 
action possible” (Cohen et al. 1976, p. 36). We are grateful to Interviewee 8 for making us think 
in terms of the garbage can model when looking for good decision-making models to describe 
the Danish situation. 
55 It should be mentioned that the reform was adopted by a small majority within the parliament 
only supported by the government coalition and its supporting party, the Danish People’s Party. 
It is interesting to observe that the Danish Social Democrats had changed positions towards ITQs 
since Ritt Bjerregaard’s term in office, even if they had been instrumental in introducing ITQ in 
the herring fishery. There was also a strong opposition within the DFA, primarily from fishermen 
having small and medium sized vessels, recreating the traditional cleavages in Danish fisheries. 
It should also be mention that de jure property rights have not been granted, as the the Parliament 
introduced an eight-year termination clause, but it is very unlikely that this clause ever will be 
used as this will require at least two consecutive parliamentary elections to change the system – 
and the clause is more a type of window dressing from the Government to demonstrate that the 
Danish fish resources have not been privatised, which they de facto have been by adopting the 
new regulation in 2005.  
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or on issues that attract public debate or in other countries where the fisheries sec-
tor plays a more important role in the economy or public debate. 

It is difficult to determine whether this feature of the system is necessarily good 
or bad. Any assessment of how these individuals have influenced the development 
of fisheries management and implementation practises will likely depend on who 
is looking at the development. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to conclude that 
this feature makes the system more vulnerable and prone to ad hoc developments 
due to personal preferences than systems less dependent on individuals. Further-
more, there is also a risk that necessary compromises are not made, since indi-
viduals in some cases can get their ideas through without compromise and also are 
likely to make it extremely difficult to develop a commonly accepted strategy or 
vision for the development of the fisheries sector. 

6.4.4 Differences in Perspectives – Individual versus Collective  

It came across in all interviews that there are different perspectives in the fishing 
industry towards management, and these are often driven by individual concerns 
rather than a wish to find collective long lasting solutions. Several of the inter-
viewees mentioned that in Danish fisheries it is extremely difficult to agree on 
measures that will put some fishermen in a better position without harming other 
fishermen.56 This concept was articulated by several of the interviewees as envi-
ousness, explaining that a decision which put all fishermen worse off would actu-
ally stand a better chance of being accepted. These interviewees in general argued 
that it was a relatively simple expression of envious fishermen as one interviewee 
(Interviewee 6) put it:  

Enviousness has controlled a lot. A lot of effort has been put into figuring out how to 
prevent others from gaining anything. 

What might be understood as enviousness is actually, we will argue, an ex-
treme focus on individual interests, forgetting about finding collectively correct 
solutions that benefit the industry at large.  

Several interviewees argued that this line of reasoning was definitely not some-
thing going on only among the average fishermen, but also in leadership circles. 
The interviewees argued that it was standard practice to argue exclusively from 

                                                           
56 This sort of decision would be along the lines of what in economic theory is known as a 
Pareto improvement. Pareto optimality is reached when no more Pareto improvements can be 
made. Examples mentioned by the interviewees included situations where some vessels were in 
various ways prevented from catching fish in foreign waters even though no other Danish vessels 
could go there to fish them (Interviewee 6), as well as fishermen arguing that other fishermen 
should not be allowed to catch the cod when it was at its best – if they were themselves prevented 
from doing so; then it was preferred that nobody caught it when it was best (Interviewee 2). 
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the point of view of one’s own vessel in representative boards within the fisheries 
association (Interviewees 6 and 10). One interviewee (Interviewee 10) described it 
in this way:  

If you are discussing whether something in the regulation should be changed it always 
ends up in: What does this mean to me? Will I benefit or not.  

Interviewee 4 provided a more nuanced description of what goes on in the head 
of the fishermen:  

Fishermen have always been individualists. The fishing vessel was a small society with a 
crew of 3, and that was the unit that the fisherman was trying to develop and do the best 
for. […] So whenever a proposal was presented, the fisherman first and foremost 
considered: ‘Hey, how will this affect my vessel, my world, my society’. And if there was 
anything whatsoever that could in any thinkable way conflict with his ideas, he would say 
‘No’. 

This indicates that the driving factor is not so much about enviousness, but 
more likely a question of being insecure about the outcome of new measures or 
regulations. The philosophy seems to be along the lines of “You know what you 
have, but not what you will get”. Many fishermen tend to evaluate a proposal on 
the background of their own vessel only. As most fishermen have been struggling 
to keep their business economically viable, it is only natural that fishermen take an 
individual perspective even if it would have been better in the long run, even for 
the individual, to take a more collective perspective. This tendency has been an 
important force in preventing implementation and administration practices from 
developing in a rational way (Interviewees 2, 6, 8 and 10). One interviewee did, 
however, mention that this attitude went hand in hand with the changes in society 
overall, which are generally moving in a liberal, market-oriented, individualistic 
direction (Interviewee 6).  

Furthermore, several interviewees also mentioned that sector representatives 
(and to some extent also politicians) had a tendency to make decisions to accom-
modate very small groups of vessels or in extreme cases individual vessels (Inter-
viewees 2, 8, 9 and 10). The interviewees explained this with the abovementioned 
preference for discussing things based on examples rather than in terms of general 
principles. This might also relate to the fact that in the fisheries sector the repre-
sentatives are not “professional representatives” but often people active in the 
business. One can easily imagine that it is hard to support measures that might on 
a general level be the best way forward but will be difficult to explain to your fel-
low fisherman back home, who will immediately ask why you did not take his 
special situation into consideration. It is not unlikely that this could lead to a not-
so-organized “proliferation of rules and administrative practices” (Interviewee 
5), as one interviewee put it, rather than facilitate a well founded development 
strategy. 
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6.5 Evaluation and Implications 

The issue of balancing fishing mortality rates with the carrying capacity of the fish 
stocks is important when analysing fisheries management performance. By identi-
fying the main domestic drivers in the development of fisheries policy and imple-
mentation practices in Denmark, this chapter fits another piece into the puzzle of 
why the CFP has been struggling in vain to achieve preferred fishing mortality 
rates. 

In the EU, the conservation policy component of the CFP deals with fishing 
mortality, with annual TACs as its major instrument. The conservation policy is 
supplemented by structural policy measures that aim to control the capacity and 
activities of the fishing fleet. As described above, there is no clear link between 
fishing mortality rates and the TACs because fishing mortality is never directly 
monitored. Only fish landings, rather than catches, are directly measured, and dis-
cards are thus not taken fully into account. Furthermore, enforcement practices in 
the EU have not been sufficiently restrictive to avoid illegal fishing, which has at 
least to some extent been provoked by massive overcapacity. Last but not least, 
the EU member states’ ministers in the Council have for various reasons repeat-
edly set TACs higher than the levels advised by the scientists (see Chapter 5), 
These basic observations lead us to the conclusion that the CFP framework in 
which Danish administration and implementation operates cannot in itself ensure 
sustainable utilisation of fish resources in EU waters.  

Furthermore, the CFP framework provides Denmark with substantial freedom 
to make decisions on how to allocate fishing rights and how to adjust fleet capac-
ity. This obviously has an impact on the effectiveness of the CFP by influencing 
the degree to which the measures under the CFP will work as intended and will be 
useful to control fishing mortality. In this respect, rule compliance and enforce-
ment practices57 become equally important.  

In order to understand the Danish policy process, it is important to recognise 
that fishing mortality rates and conservation measures per se have never been real 

                                                           
57 It should be mentioned that enforcement largely remains with the member states. Raakjær 
Nielsen (1992a) argues that this creates a tragedy of the commons situation, as no member state 
wants to strictly enforce the regulations in relation to its own fishermen if there is no mechanism 
to ensure that other member states do so, too. 

issues in the Danish implementation. Across all stakeholders (apart from conser-
vation NGOs), conservation concerns have been considered – at least in principle 
and theory – as having already been dealt with by the CFP and the TAC system. 
However, no stakeholder could have been unaware that such an assumption was not 
based on realities. Thus Danish fisheries management and implementation practices 
have focussed on allocating the Danish quotas and ensuring accepted management 
approaches. In this process, it has been considered legitimate to find ways to cir-
cumvent conservation measures when designing implementation strategies e.g. by 
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In this chapter, we have examined the policy process by undertaking an analy-
sis combining an institutional perspective with an actor-oriented approach and 
have clearly found that the policy process has been driven by case-specific, inter-
twined interests, networks/alliances and discourses, which all affect each other and 
influence policy-making. 

Fig. 6.4. Actor-level drivers influencing the policy process (Raakjær forthcoming) 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the various actor-level drivers (working within a specific 
institutional setting) that influence the policy process and its logic. We will refer 
to the figure as we synthesize why and how the implementation of fisheries poli-
cies in Denmark has changed over time the way it has. Policy changes occur as a 
result of a combination of multiple interrelated elements that are shaping the process 
and its outcome. In this chapter, we have clearly found that the Danish fisheries 
policy process has been driven by interests – or more specifically, that different 
actors/groups have been pursuing different interests and there have been clashes of 
interests among user-groups, stakeholders, interest groups and the administration 
or some combination hereof. The policy process has also been driven by net-
works/alliances, by which we mean clusters of different kinds of actors with simi-
lar or compatible interests that join forces to collectively influence the outcome of 
the policy process. Networks/alliances can vary from tight alliances to loosely 

                                                           
58 This is not unique for Denmark, and is probably the rule rather than the exception among all 
the EU member states. 

placing closed days when nobody is fishing or by setting unreasonably low catch 
quotas instead of closing fisheries.58
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affiliated networks mobilised for specific issues and are by nature very dynamic 
and change over time. The last element we include is discourses, which define 
dominant lines of reasoning. As discussed by Hajer (2002), one needs to under-
stand the overall position as much as the actual wording of arguments to fully un-
derstand the meaning of a discourse, as arguments are used to pursue a specific 
purpose. When these three elements: interests, network/alliances, and discourses 
work together, major policy changes are possible. 

Based on our analysis, we can conclude that domestic factors and concerns, 
rather than concern about the state of the fish stocks, have been driving the evolu-
tion and changes in Danish fisheries management and sector development. It has 
been particularly important to balance the various interests within a sector domi-
nated by internal differences, including a fundamental disagreement within the 
fishing industry on what fishing is all about: business or lifestyle. The discourses 
articulated in the debates on various issues have to a large extent been embedded 
in these two different perceptions of fisheries, which themselves can be under-
stood as fundamental underlying discourses.  

The different interests articulated can also clearly be linked to two fundamen-
tally different perceptions of fishing. One side aims to maintain status quo and 
flexibility and is generally reluctant to make major changes. In contrast, the other 
side aims for market-based solutions that will lead to a radical structural adjust-
ment of the Danish catch industry probably with strong and uneven negative 
socio-economic impacts at the local level.  

Particularly networks and alliances have shifted over time. As Fig. 6.4 sug-
gests, the dynamics of the process are sensitive to changes relating to any of the 
drivers, which we in our analysis also observed to be the case, and furthermore we 
found that these drivers affected each other. However, the situation has been rela-
tively stable when looking at the interests and discourses – of course with incre-
mental changes over time. This suggests that the major driver in terms of creating 
the change is the changing networks and alliances. This can be explained by the 
significant power held by a few persons (primarily) in the parliament. The power 
of these few people is brought about by the relatively low importance of the sector 
in the national economy. Consequently, various discourses and interests have 
competed against each other, but what has really changed the balance and the sys-
tem has been changes in powerful networks and alliances. However, it should be 
kept in mind that although conservation and the state of fish stocks have never 
been of specific concern in the Danish context, they have nonetheless been under-
lying issues that have occasionally opened a window-of-opportunity in the wake 
of conservation failures – and it is not unlikely that the increasing force of the en-
vironmental discourse might add to this picture in the future. 

An underlying theme of the analysis has been the institutionalised involvement 
of the sector itself, particularly the fishing industry, in decision-making. As de-
scribed in the section on legal and institutional set-up, the fisheries decision-
making process is embedded in an overall corporative governance system with a 
long – but increasingly questioned – tradition of consulting relatively narrow 
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groups of stakeholders or users. What seems clear from our analysis is that the 
corporatist structures have worked best under weak, or perhaps more correctly, 
less determined ministers, and to a minor degree – compared to the ideal model of 
corporative governance – under strong/determined ministers who have to some ex-
tent been able to bypass the corporatist structures by utilising networks and alli-
ances. However, even when the corporatist set-up has worked on a technical level, 
it is questionable whether it has worked as intended in the sense of delivering 
stakeholder buy-in for decisions in the best interest of society. There are several 
examples where the corporatist structures have delivered decisions that have been 
at least questionable from the point of view of the society at large, as the sector 
has managed to get policies adopted that have been beneficial for itself (e.g. pub-
licly funded scrapping programmes, allocation of fishing rights in the shape of 
free vessel quota shares) without these policies efficiently solving the problems 
they were supposed to address. Therefore, it seems fair to question whether corpo-
ratist structures in the area of fisheries policy, where a relatively narrow group of 
stakeholders enjoy a privileged position, continue to serve the common good or 
rather serves to maintain structures that might prioritise a small group of stake-
holders at the costs of the society as a whole, especially as societal priorities 
change over time and to some extent move away from those of the narrow group 
of stakeholders. In the context of the Danish fisheries policy-making system, the 
represented interests and occasionally a subset of those have – either by using the 
corporatist system in the traditional way or by means of strong alliances and net-
works able to bypass the corporatist process – managed to shape the implementa-
tion policies in ways that in several instances can be characterised as questionable 
from the point-of-view of society at large. This is an interesting observation in a 
corporatist system, where policy decisions ideally should be shaped by thorough 
consultations among those affected by the measures and a subsequent balancing of 
the various represented interests, taking into consideration the interests of society 
at large. 

That the system has in several instances served special interests rather than so-
ciety at large is to some extent related to the narrow conception of legitimate 
stakeholders, which we have dealt with indirectly in our analysis. The interests 
formally represented in the Danish fisheries policy-making system are mainly the 
traditional stakeholders: fishermen, fish processors / traders, and employers’ and 
employees’ organisations. The system has not to any significant extent responded 
to the fact that other types of interests have increasingly legitimate claims to rep-
resentation in the system.59 As the resource crisis has over time become accepted 
as a fact, the set of legitimate interest groups in fisheries has moved beyond that of 
the traditional actors to a situation where the interests of consumers, environ-
mental interests, local communities and future generations, as notable examples, 
are increasingly relevant (Mikaelsen and Jentoft 2001). These interests are in gen-

                                                           
59 The recent inclusion of WWF in the BCF on a semi-permanent basis, however, gives evidence 
that the system is not completely static. 
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eral only sporadically included in the decision-making system for commercial 
fisheries in Denmark, and to a large extent they do not have the power to force 
their way into it. Nevertheless, these are, as Mikaelsen and Jentoft (2001, p. 284) 

Finally, our analysis of the policy process points to the importance of under-
standing the dynamics that enable change, emphasizing the necessity of synergis-
tic interaction between the three elements illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Over time there 
will be windows-of-opportunity for implementing larger reforms, but whether 
these opportunities are taken advantage of depends on the situation – particularly 
in terms of the dominant interests and alliances/networks at the time, the scale of 
the problems and to what degree solutions exist that can guide a reform process. 
Although strong individual actors have influenced the implementation process on 
and off during the whole period, we argue that it was not until the problems facing 
the fishing industry became evident to most people involved in the decision-
making process that the window-of-opportunity for fundamental change was cre-
ated. The solution eventually chosen – the market-based approach – had actually 
been floating around for almost two decades with continuous minority support, but 
until 2004/5 this solution was rejected by the majority of the Danish fishermen. In 
2005, however, the reform became political reality because a dominant interest in 
market-based solutions and a strong political alliance in favour of an ITQ-system 
coincided with the on-going discourse on the need for changes and thus created 
the window-of-opportunity to introduce the largest reform in Danish fisheries 
since the introduction of the CFP in 1983.  
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7 The Politics of Implementation in Resource 
Conservation: Comparing the EU/Denmark  
and Norway 

Stig S. Gezelius, Troels Jacob Hegland, Hilary Palevsky, and Jesper Raakjær 

Abstract   This chapter discusses implementation as a policy instrument in terms 
of fishery resource conservation. Implementation is primarily a means of pursuing 
established political goals. However, it is also a potential means of deliberate sub-
version or change of political goals. The chapter describes the development of 
multiple goals in fisheries management and addresses mechanisms through which 
conservation goals are subverted or changed at the implementation stage. Through 
comparison between The EU/Denmark and Norway, the chapter identifies factors 
that promote and prevent subversion of conservation goals during implementation. 

7.1 Introduction 

In the introduction to this volume, we illustrated the idealized model that presents 
fisheries management as a simple causal chain of independent processes. Accord-
ing to this model, political decisions are based on scientific knowledge; state ad-
ministrative agencies design their tangible management strategies to directly im-
plement political objectives; and the fishing industry is expected to comply by 
following the rules implemented. In the introduction, we outlined some of the po-
tential flaws in each of these steps that have been identified in the academic litera-
ture of recent years: science does not always produce accurate estimates of fish 
stocks; political decisions sometimes prioritize short-term gains over long-term 
sustainable harvesting; and the fishing industry does not automatically comply 
with all regulations. Based on the causal chain model, each of these flaws can 
propagate itself throughout the management process as each link in the chain de-
pends on the previous processes, ultimately undermining management goals and 
producing a poorly-managed resource. 

Even this critique, however, often implies the perspective that fisheries manage-
ment operates as a series of independent processes. An alternative, and often more 
fruitful approach, is to regard the components in the model as interactive, constitut-
ing a web of interdependences rather than a simple causal chain. Consequently, 

S.S. Gezelius, J. Raakjær (eds.), Making Fisheries Management Work, 207–229. 
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recent literature has begun to question the independence of some of these 
processes. Here are a few examples: 

• The political independence of scientific stock estimates cannot always be taken 
for granted (Rozwadowski 2002: 188, 193). 

• Administrative implementation strategies and the level of industry compliance 
can affect the accuracy of data collected about the fisheries and thus affect the 
accuracy of scientific knowledge, as many of the standard scientific models 
rely on implementation procedures to enable data collection, and it is difficult 
to account for illegal/unreported fishing in these models. Political decisions can 
also affect data collection. For example, the EU’s system of only measuring 
fish landings and requiring mandatory discards makes it difficult to monitor 
fishing mortality. 

• Industry compliance can be much more complex than suggested by the wide-
spread idea that industry action is a non-political response to utilitarian incen-

• Describing implementation as the administration’s loyal pursuit of predefined 
political goals may sometimes be appropriate on a national level (Christensen 
et al. 2007). However, some of the cases outlined in this volume show that it is 
difficult to draw a clear line between policy-making and implementation. This 
is particularly notable in relation to the implementation of EU policies where 
supranational political goals are renegotiated in the process of national imple-
mentation. 

Fig. 7.1. Delimitation of the subject of this chapter 

The shaded box in Fig. 7.1 marks the chapter’s topic. This chapter focuses on a 
specific type of relationship between processes in the fisheries management chain: 
mechanisms through which competition between conflicting political agendas may 
redefine political goals in the implementation process. Our focus is on implemen-
tation of resource conservation policies. We are consequently concerned with the 
ability of non-conservation agendas to subvert conservation when politics enters 
implementation. Implementation may thus fail to achieve conservation goals not 
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tives, a view which has been thoroughly questioned (Gezelius 2003; Hauck 
2008). The industry’s compliance with regulations may be influenced by its 
role in the political decision-making process and in the design of implementa-
tion strategies. 
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only by not meeting the intended targets but also by attempting to realize other 
targets than conservation. 

The cases presented in this volume illustrate that the separation of implementa-
tion from politics cannot be taken for granted, but the cases also represent signifi-
cant variety regarding the extent and mechanism of politicised implementation. 
The cases represent various forms of corporatist arrangements, all of which give 
industry organisations a significant say in matters of resource conservation and 
implementation. However, the presence of heterogeneous interests has apparently 
had quite different consequences in terms of watering down conservation goals in 
the process of implementing conservation policies. The analysis in this chapter 
suggests explanations for this observed difference, emphasising the roles of na-
tional autonomy in political decision-making, the framing of national implementa-
tion discourses, and the (in)ability of supranational entities to ensure national 
compliance.  

Before considering the differences in politicized implementation between the 
cases, however, it is necessary to consider how politics found its way into imple-
mentation practices. The departure from politically-determined conservation aims 
in the implementation process is ultimately rooted in the multiplicity of agendas in 
fisheries management. The historical move towards multiple fisheries manage-

7.2 The Development of Multiple Agendas in Fisheries 
Management 

The effectiveness of conservation policy implementation depends on the extent to 
which conservation remains the primary goal pursued at the implementation stage. 
Several chapters in this volume illustrate that conservation does not always remain 
the dominant goal, especially when supranational policies are subject to national 
implementation. 

The concepts of “political goal” and “political agenda” are crucial but am-
biguous in terms of fisheries management. The cases in this volume describe the 
pursuit of different important goals such as industry modernisation and resource 
conservation. While they can justly be described as different and potentially com-
peting goals, they do not represent conflicting basic values as states ultimately 
protect fish stocks because they are concerned about people. The state’s primary 
task in relation to fishing has always been to regulate and develop the industry for 
the purpose of securing and increasing people’s welfare. However, over the years 
the attempt to realize this general goal has developed into a pursuit of an increas-
ing number of potentially conflicting sub-goals.  

ment agendas is common to the cases studied, but has had different effects on the 
implementation of conservation policies. Before we proceed to the analysis of 
these different developments, it is useful to have a basic understanding of the 
shared process that led to multiple agendas in fisheries management. 
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In the early years of fisheries governance, the primary focus of the national 

policies were dominant in promoting efficiency. First, as described in Chapter 3, 
were the regulatory efforts to reduce inefficiency resulting from gear damage and 
conflicts between fishermen. These efforts mainly consisted of detailed regula-
tions regarding e.g. fishing space and fishing gear, and aimed to ensure orderly 
fishing. Second, as described in Chapters 2–5, were policies to promote moderni-
sation of the fishing fleets. Significant financial resources were spent developing 
the fishing sector across the North Atlantic. Technological advances, the utilisa-
tion of which was sponsored by the states, led to overcapacity within the fishing 
fleets. Consequently, the policies regarding effective fishing had an unintended 
by-effect which forced the states to address a new problem: overfishing. By the 
1960s, the goal of industry modernisation was accompanied by growing concerns 
about resource conservation. 

It was believed that the emergence of overfishing called for increased control 
of fishing activity, but national politics were not initially the main arena for this 
effort. The contemporary law of the sea made conservation of fish stocks mainly a 
matter of international politics. The international fisheries commissions were thus 
the main arena for the emergence and growth of a resource conservation agenda. 
However, the establishment of 200-nm EEZs in the late 1970s, which brought off-
shore fisheries under national jurisdiction, forced the coastal states to assume na-
tional responsibility for the conservation of fish stocks. Resource conservation 
thus became a second major task for the coastal states, alongside industry devel-
opment. As illustrated in Chapters 3 and 5, the dual task of industry development 
and resource conservation also became manifest in the administrative divisions of 
labour. 

The dual task of modernisation and conservation has resulted in policies that 
pursue somewhat conflicting long-term goals: efficient harvesting and resource 
conservation. This duality has represented an enduring tension in the governance 
of the fishing industry. In addition, the entry of resource conservation into politics 
also brought about a potential conflict between the goals of short-term benefits for 
the parties involved in fishing activities and long-term sustainable fishing. Striking 
a sensible balance between short-term benefits and long-term sustainability is es-
sential because long-term success for the industry requires, at the very least, that it 
survives in the short-term. The importance of short-term survival has often given 
industry actors who oppose conservation policies a legitimate voice in the political 
debate. The entry of resource conservation onto the political agenda has thus 
greatly increased the complexity of fishing industry governance. 

The increasing complexity did not end with the establishment of conservation 
institutions. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the concerns about problems of inefficiency 
that arise when fishermen compete to catch the greatest possible share of the Total 
Allowable Catch (TAC). These concerns have led fisheries managers to divide the 
TAC between fleet sectors and vessels in order to increase predictability for 
fishermen, allowing them to adjust their fishing effort more profitably. Resource 

states regarding fish harvesting was on promoting efficient fishing. Two types of 
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conservation policies consequently presented the state with a third task: distribu-
tion of fishing rights. This is arguably the most politically difficult task among the 
three because, unlike industry development and resource conservation, it is inex-
tricably linked with deep conflicts of interest among industry actors. While re-
source conservation benefits all, and industry development often can be similarly 
legitimised, distribution of fishing rights is inevitably a zero-sum game. Distribu-
tion consequently makes fisheries management a politically sensitive issue, and 
presents managers with constant problems of legitimation.  

Both national and international resource conservation regimes often rest on dis-
tributional compromises, meaning that biological sustainability sometimes has to 
be weighed against the need for political agreement. Increasing TACs beyond bio-
logically desirable levels has often been necessary in order to establish or maintain 
a conservation regime, the management of the blue whiting of the Northeast At-
lantic being perhaps the most conspicuous recent example (Gezelius 2007a), al-
though the history of the EU’s Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) is also rich with 
examples (see Chapter 5 or Holden 1994). The significance of distributional con-
flicts of interest to conservation is not only related to the ability of political actors 
to construct conservation institutions but also to their political self-interest. Long-
term survival presupposing short-term survival is not only true of fishing enter-
prises but also of elected leadership. One fundamental conservation problem is 
that unsustainable management mainly generates a long-term political cost while 
distributional conflicts arising from strict conservation policies tend to create very 
noticeable short-term costs. Consequently, elected leaders may often feel tempted 
or forced to make long-term sacrifices in terms of conservation, in order to solve 
short-term distributional conflicts. 

Fisheries management offers several examples of how this problem can be ad-
dressed. For example, following the collapse of the Canadian East coast cod fish-
eries, critical TAC advice for these stocks has been provided by an agency that is 
strictly detached from the distribution processes (Gezelius 2002). Another solution 
has been applied in the management of the Northeast Arctic cod stock for which 
Norway and Russia since 2004 tied TACs to scientific advice (Government of 
Norway 2003). Such institutional arrangements are not always established, and 
when they are, they do not reduce the costs of distribution and are not always ro-
bust. Consequently, concerns about short-term political survival remain a potential 
challenge to conservation aims among political decision-makers and industry or-
ganisations involved in distribution. 

Figure 7.2 illustrates the dynamics of agenda expansion in fisheries manage-
ment. The boxes illustrate tasks undertaken by the state, and the arrows represent 
causal relationships. The figure only focuses on governmental factors. While the 
need to allocate fishing rights results entirely from the task of resource conserva-
tion, the need for resource conservation can only be partly ascribed to governmen-
tal factors. There is no doubt that state policies regarding industry modernisation 
and welfare contributed to overcapacity in the fishing fleets, but technological 
advances have been a major underlying factor. Similarly, developments within 
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fisheries science have been a necessary condition for the emergence of modern re-
source management. Nonetheless, Fig. 7.2 illustrates the tendency of political 
agendas to lead to new agendas, resulting in an increasingly complex set of poten-
tially conflicting goals. 

 

 
Fig. 7.2. The development of multiple agendas in fisheries management 

Successful conservation of fisheries resources not only requires that the con-
servation agenda dominates conservation policies, but also that it keeps its domi-
nant position in the implementation process. It can be argued that the multiplicity 

implementation, because this may lead to a vicious circle of declining dedication 
to conservation. The first step in this circle is the reduced effectiveness of conser-
vation policies that follows from the interference of other agendas in the imple-
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7.3 Mechanisms Allowing Implementation Drift 

As mentioned previously in this chapter it is important to understand that often no 
clear division can be made between political decisions and administrative imple-
mentation. It was clear in some of the case studies that these two elements of the 
fisheries management process are intimately interlinked. The Danish study in par-
ticular (Chapter 6) demonstrated how political decisions are redefined and alterna-
tive political aims are pursued at the level of what should in principle be “neutral” 
administrative implementation.1 As argued in Chapter 6, the Danish case is re-
garded as a modest example of member states departing from EU goals in CFP 
implementation. It is thus reasonable to hypothesise that the findings regarding 
politicised implementation in Denmark can also be made in many other EU mem-
ber states, especially as the tendency of politics to penetrate implementation can 
largely be explained in terms of general EU structures. We may therefore use the 
findings in the Danish case as a basis for a more general analysis of the obstacles 
to effective CFP implementation in the EU.  

icy decisions will be reinterpreted or circumvented during their implementation 
and how this could be avoided. Inspired by the principal-agent approach which 
will be thoroughly discussed below, we apply the term “implementation drift” to 
describe the process of redefining political goals and pursuing alternative political 
goals during implementation. The difficulties in taking implementation drift into 
account are in some cases added to by elements of path-dependence, which limits 
the potential alternative strategies available to the policy-maker (see Chapter 5). 
Moreover, our analysis suggests that the scope for manoeuvring and pursuing 
alternative political aims during implementation is highly dependent on the 
overall institutional setup of the fisheries management system and in particular 
with regard to the national autonomy of the state. We found some indications 
that the higher the autonomy of the state in fisheries management, the less 
likely it is that policy decisions will be reinterpreted or circumvented during 
their implementation. 

The principal-agent approach is helpful in order to understand the mechanisms 
that allow implementation drift. This (arguably somewhat rationalist) approach 
deals with how a principal, who delegates tasks to other actors, can ensure that 
these agents remain loyal and perform the delegated tasks according to the wishes 
of the principal. Within this approach, disloyalty on behalf of the agent is termed 
“agency drift”, which refers to the process of agents drifting towards carrying out 
the delegated tasks in a way that pursues their own goals and priorities rather than 
those intended by the principal. In the context of this section “agency drift” refers 
to the same process as “implementation drift”. The principal-agent approach has 

                                                           
1 Zetterholm (1980) describes how implementation politics must be understood as a type of po-
litical participation. 

Our analyses suggest that it is highly complicated to foresee in detail how pol-
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been applied to the EU in various ways and, inspired by Blom-Hansen (2005),2 we 
will apply this perspective to the implementation of EU fisheries regulations based 
on Chapters 5 and 6. The principal-agent perspective provides us with tools to at 
least partly understand why Denmark differs from the Faeroe Islands and Norway 
in terms of implementation drift.  

Following Blom-Hansen (2005), two types of ex-ante mechanisms and two 
types of ex-post mechanisms3 can theoretically be used by a principal to control 
the agent to which it delegates a task. The first ex-ante control mechanism is to 
choose the agent with care so that the incentives for agency drift remain as limited 
as possible. The EU is the principal in relation to the CFP, while the member 
states are the agents that decide on the specific implementation of conservation 
and structural policies.4 The TAC system is the fundamental component of the 
conservation policy, but it is as much an allocation as a conservation instrument. 
The EU allocates TAC shares based on the firmly rooted principle of relative sta-
bility between member states, which may be the most path-dependence creating 
element of the CFP (see Chapter 5). Unfortunately, the EU member states, the 
units to which TACs are allocated, are caught in a prisoner’s dilemma situation in 
relation to conservation, control and enforcement, meaning that member states are 
inclined not to implement measures with conservation loyally in mind because 
they cannot be sure to reap the benefits of these implementation efforts them-
selves.5 Consequently, the EU is left with agents who have strong incentives for 
drifting toward domestic priorities at the expense of common conservation con-
cerns, and, as a result, the member states cannot a priori be expected to act as 
loyal agents. However, a few developments in the EU’s implementation strategy 
seek to limit the scope of this problem. For example, the increasing emphasis in 
EU fisheries management on regionalisation and involvement of cross-national 
stakeholder groups expressed in the creation of the Regional Advisory Councils 
(RACs) may reduce the prisoner’s dilemma in implementation by reducing the 
dominant role played by the member states. Likewise the attempt by the Commis-
sion of the European Communities (the Commission) to take over some of the 
control and enforcement tasks from the member states can be seen as an effort to 
get out of the prisoner’s dilemma situation. Nonetheless, it appears unlikely that 
the member states will lose their position as the central agent for implementation 
anytime in the near future. 

The second ex-ante control mechanism is the design of the framework and 
mandate that the agent works under. The likelihood of the agent drifting is reduced 

                                                           
2 Blom-Hansen applied it to the implementation of the EU Cohesion Policy. 
3 As indicated by their name, ex-ante control mechanisms are mechanisms that the principal can 
employ prior to or in the process of delegating the tasks. Ex-post control mechanisms can be em-
ployed after the agency relationship has been established. 
4 As outlined in Chapter 5 these are the two elements of the CFP that most directly impinge on 
the issue of target fishing mortality rates. 
5 See Chapter 1 for an introduction to the prisoner’s dilemma. 
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if the principal can create an incentive structure that makes it more profitable or 
opportune for the agent to remain loyal to the principal’s objectives than to ignore 
or subvert these objectives. Understanding the mechanisms at play in relation to 
the incentive structure in the CFP is crucial in order to understand why the EU has 
struggled to implement target fishing mortality rates. There are arguably several 
examples where the EU has provided incentives through benefits or costs to drive 
the member states in the direction of loyal implementation. One example men-
tioned in Chapter 5 is the Commission’s decision from 1987 to refuse EU grants 
for construction of new vessels to member states that fail to reach their targets in 
the EU fleet reduction programmes. This decision made non-conservationist be-
haviour costly under the structural policy. Another example is the design of the 
days-at-sea system adopted as part of the conservation policy to reduce fishing 
mortality rates by allowing each vessel only a limited number of days to spend at 
sea fishing. The system has been designed so that certain vessels can obtain extra 
days-at-sea if they use selective gear of a specified nature, which provides incen-
tives at the national level to promote the use of such gear. In these two examples, 
the EU provides an incentive structure that drives the member states towards con-
servationist behaviour. 

The problem, however, is that for the most fundamental measure influencing 
fishing mortality rates, the TACs, there are no strong incentives for fishing the 
quotas in a conservationist manner. As explained in Chapters 5 and 6, the quotas 
allocated to the EU member states are related to landings rather than catches. The 
fishing mortality associated with discards is thus not directly recorded or deducted 
from the fishermen’s quotas. The incentives for the individual member state to re-
duce discards are weak because the negative impact of the non-conservationist be-
haviour is shared among all the member states, who will receive lower quotas in 
the following year. This is a typical example of the “tragedy of the commons” dy-
namic (Hardin 1968). Although the EU acknowledges the problem, it has so far 
been unsuccessful at creating an incentive structure to eliminate the problem.  

There are many obstacles to eliminating the problem of discards in terms of 

                                                           
6 It should be remembered that the relative stability was the most sensitive part of the negotia-
tions leading to adoption of the conservation policy in 1983.  

legislation, administration and enforcement (Gezelius 2008). It can further be ar-
gued that the principle of relative stability represents a significant political obsta-
cle to solving this problem. Most member states are reluctant to open the debate 
on the long-negotiated relative stability,6 confirmed during the reform negotiations 
of 2002 (see Hegland 2004). This reluctance is an obstacle against replacing TAC-
based management with, as one option, an effort regulation scheme in response to 
the problem of discards. The problem is that TACs are as much allocation instru-
ments as conservation instruments, and recalculating TACs into national effort 
quotas would open many questions about the relative stability of quota allocation 
among member states. Another option would be to introduce a ban on discarding, 
which would change the incentive structure and make catches equal landings – at 
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least in theory. Such a change would nevertheless also impinge on the relative sta-
bility since discarding rates likely vary significantly across member states. There 
would moreover be a real risk that such a rule would only exist on paper, since a 
ban on discarding creates a number of implementation challenges, especially in re-
lation to administration and enforcement (see Chapters 1 and 3). It should, how-
ever, be mentioned that at the time of writing the EU is actively exploring how to 
ban discarding, partly based on positive experiences from Norway (see Chapter 3), 
as well as from Iceland, New Zealand and Canada (Commission of the European 
Communities 2007). Nevertheless, the conclusion on this ex-ante control mecha-
nism must be that the EU has so far been unable to create the right incentive struc-
ture when it comes to the issues that are most important in relation to fishing mor-
tality rates, and it is not obvious how this could be done in practice. The practical 
problems are not only related to administration, legislation and enforcement but 
also to politics because it only takes a few member states to block a proposal un-
der the current voting arrangement in the Council of the European Union (the 
Council). As will be addressed beneath, blocking minorities represent significant 
inertia in the CFP. 

Above, we have described how the EU has problems related to the ex-ante con-
trol mechanisms. The same is to some extent true of ex-post control mechanisms. 
We will go quickly over the first of these mechanisms, monitoring of the agent, as 
we believe that the second ex-post control mechanism, sanctioning of agency drift, 
is more interesting in terms of the CFP. The EU has various ways of monitoring 
agency drift. One brief example worth mentioning is the so-called CFP Compli-
ance Scoreboard, which has been presented annually since 2003. The Compliance 
Scoreboard claims to outline the extent to which the different member states have 
complied with their obligations under the CFP. It is, however, noteworthy that in-
formation on a crucial issue such as discarding is not systematically accessible. 
This practice is notoriously difficult to monitor and discarding is furthermore not 
illegal per se under the framework of the CFP and is therefore outside the scope of 
the Scoreboard. Moreover, the Compliance Scoreboard is to a large extent based 
on information provided by the member states themselves. This means that the in-
formation in the Scoreboard is only reliable insofar as the member states provide 
credible information, which is not always the case. For example, statistics on 
quota overruns are only reliable to the extent that the member states register all 
landings, meaning that there are no unrecorded landings, which is hardly true in 
all member states. 

As to the second ex-post control mechanism, sanctioning of agency drift, in-
formation on agency drift is only useful if sanctions can be imposed (or other ac-
tions taken) to ensure compliance with the requirements of the principal. Two 
kinds of drift – criminal agency drift and non-criminal agency drift – are thus 
relevant for further exploration. In our context, criminal drift can be defined as 
drift that is directly against the rules, while non-criminal drift can be defined as 
drift that is not directly against the rules but either conflicts with the intention of the 
rules or the overall political objectives. When criminal agency drift is identified, 
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e.g. based on the information in the Compliance Scoreboard or other sources, the 
Commission, as a representative of the EU, is able to bring the drifting member 
state in front of the Court of Justice of the European Communities or – as will 
more often be the case – threaten to do so. The court may punish the drifting 
member state e.g. by imposing fines, which is sometimes an effective and straight-
forward sanctioning mechanism. However, as explained above, the most important 
agency drift under the CFP is of a non-criminal kind, such as discards or the use of 
EU subsidies to expand fishing capacity. In contrast to criminal agency drift, the 
Commission cannot sanction non-criminal agency drift by itself because non-
criminal drift can usually only be “sanctioned” by amending the regulatory 
framework that the agents operate under (e.g. draw up more clearly defined objec-
tives) or by applying peer pressure from other member states. Consequently, the 
EU usually has to act through the Council to sanction non-criminal agency drift. 
However, the ability of the Council to sanction non-criminal drift is severely re-
stricted by the fact that the EU is a principal that consists of multiple actors whose 
powers vary depending on the context. The Council decision-making rules in rela-
tion to the CFP (see Chapter 5) enables blocking minorities of member states to 
prevent the EU from sanctioning non-criminal agency drift. This enforcement in-
efficiency arguably reinforces the prisoner’s dilemma dynamic at the national 
level because member states that in principle would like to sanction non-criminal 
drift will easily be swayed by their national interests, knowing that other states 
face few costs when drifting towards their national interests at the expense of con-
servation. The implementation of the structural policy’s Financial Instrument for 
Fisheries Guidance (FIFG) is an example of these dynamics, as subsidies for mod-
ernizing or building new vessels contribute to overcapacity in the EU fleet. How-
ever, a blocking minority was against removing this type of subsidy because of the 

In conclusion, it is hard to escape the fact that what seems to characterise the 
CFP from a principal-agent perspective seems to be strong incentives for the 
agents to drift away from conservation and weak powers on behalf of the principal 
to prevent this. The CFP is caught in path-dependence to a great extent, which has 
resulted in a deadlock. In practice this means that political goals set at the EU 
level are reinterpreted and circumvented at the national level, and domestic aims 
are pursued to the extent possible within the framework provided by the CFP.  

The focus of the principal-agent approach on incentive structures has proven 
useful in order to understand the institutional dynamics of fisheries policy imple-
mentation in the EU. The solutions that the principal-agent approach can prescribe 
largely assume that states act rationally to pursue national interests. This rational-
ist analysis has thus demonstrated that the implementation of conservation policies 

benefits it brought to the individual member states (until very recently, see Chap-
ter 5). While the subsidies remained in place, it was difficult for individual mem-
ber states who opposed the subsidy to decide not to use them, as they would lose 
out compared with drifting member states that continued to use them. Conse-
quently, member states that have worked in the Council to abolish this type of 
subsidy have also used it to a significant extent. 
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in the CFP has significant similarities with the prisoner’s dilemma game. In the 
EU and Denmark we have found that political goals have been redefined and al-
ternative political goals have been introduced making fisheries management de 
facto politics in implementation. However, the principal–agent approach provides 
little assistance in terms of understanding the networks and alliances that have 
caused the deadlock in CFP implementation through blocking minorities. It is 
therefore necessary to supplement the principal-agent approach with network 
analysis in order to fully understand the dynamics of implementation of fisheries 
policies. 

We find that the concept of a blocking minority is useful in order to understand 
the political dynamics of political decisions and implementation of the CFP. We 
have been inspired by Nedergaard (2007), who undertook a policy network analy-
sis of the opposition against the proposal for a directive on temporary work by the 
EU Council of Ministers. Applying this concept, we consider the political deci-
sion-making process in relation to the CFP to be driven by actors with divergent 
interests, therefore forming different networks and alliances to pursue their spe-
cific interests. At the EU level, three different political positions could be ob-
served in the Council in connection with the 2002 reform (see Chapter 5), but 
these networks are in fact relatively stable and have influenced CFP decision-
making also on other occasions. The question of stable political positions is not 
only relevant with regard to the various member states, but also the EU admini-
stration. Even though the Commission has no voting rights, it plays an important 
role in Council negotiations. According to Burns (2004), the Commission is a cen-
tral and influential actor in the Council’s decision-making process, and in terms of 
the CFP the Commission has generally focused on conservation. A network of 
member states, which informally referred to itself as the “Friends of Fish” (FoF),7 
composed of Germany, the UK, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Belgium – and to a 
lesser extent Finland – generally favours a comprehensive reform and is suppor-
tive of conservation concerns, but is less radical than the Commission in terms of 
conservation focus. The opposing network, composed of member states that re-
ferred to itself as “Amis de la Pêche” (AdlP),8 France, Spain, Ireland, Portugal, It-
aly and Greece, opposes what it argues is an overly-conservationist approach by 
the Commission, and is a strong defender of the short-term livelihood of fisher-
men and fishing communities even at the expense of conservation concerns (see 
Hegland 2004 for details). Both networks represent a blocking minority and, con-
sequently, the Council finds itself in a position where it is the lowest common de-
nominator that determines what can be decided in the Council. This causes a dead-
lock at the policy-making level, leaving the Council unable to elaborate 
comprehensive strategies and rational changes. 
                                                           
7 Denmark generally belongs to this group, but in relation to the 2002 reform, Denmark chaired 
the Council meetings in the second half of 2002. In the role of President it took the relatively 
neutral approach, which is traditionally required from the Presidency to facilitate compromises 
(Hegland 2004).  
8 In English: Friends of Fishing. 
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It can be argued that the fragmented nature of both the business structure and 
the political focus (Raakjær forthcoming) in the member states directly under-
mines the ideal principal-agent setup. From the outset, most actors in the policy 
process have different goals than the principal, which makes it difficult to create 
incentives that will ensure rational implementation. The Danish case is a good, but 
in no way an extreme, example of how different actors and interests aim to influ-
ence the implementation process and in reality bypass the EU’s policy objectives. 
In Chapter 6, we showed that the Danish policy process was dynamic in the sense 
that changes were generated through synergistic interaction between interests, 
networks/alliances and discourses, where particularly strong individual actors 
have influenced the implementation process. The Danish corporatist system has 
generally contributed to implementation drift by pursuing short-term solutions, 
which has to some extent undermined conservation aims. It was concluded that in 
the area of Danish fisheries policy-making and implementation it is fair to ques-
tion whether corporatist structures have managed to promote the policies that 
serve society at large, as it appears that decisions have in several cases been pre-
dominantly beneficial to a relatively narrow group of stakeholders. 

We find that Sissenwine and Symes provide a very precise diagnosis of the 
situation and future challenges for the CFP, and their conclusions are largely sup-
ported by our observations. However, it can be argued that the problems do not re-
sult from a lack of adequate solutions but from a lack of political will to adopt 
adequate solutions. Nearly 25 years of experience with the CFP, as shown in 
Chapter 5, demonstrates that institutional and technological solutions to the prob-
lem of overfishing are only feasible to the extent that they are accepted by actors 
in the political arena. Consequently, it will often be too simplistic to only focus on 
institutional and technological solutions because such solutions can either be 
blocked politically at the EU level or circumvented through national implementa-
tion whenever they lack sufficient political support. Even when recognising the 

Recent contributions on CFP change (Sissenwine and Symes 2007 and Symes 
2005) at least indirectly argue for institutional reform to influence policy-making 
and implementation in the CFP so that some of the present problems of overfishing 
in EU waters can be overcome. Symes (2005: 265) argues that the dilemma of eco-
nomic versus social objectives must be resolved. One solution would be to adopt a 
market-based approach for allocation of fishing rights. However, the prospect of 
an EU transfer market is heavily debated among actors and would lead to a fun-
damental institutional change of the CFP, likely undermining the relative stability. 
Further, following Sissenwine and Symes (2007, part 2:70), it is important to de-
cide on an appropriate geographical scale and choose the most appropriate institu-
tional arrangement for management intervention and following implementation 
strategies. In this respect, regional seas and RACs are good examples of the intro-
duction of such institutional changes at the EU level, but the Danish experiences 
indicate that a large degree of stakeholder involvement, as is the case with the 
RACs, might create another set of problems and does not necessarily reduce im-
plementation drift.  
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administrative desire to ensure a rational setting for policy-making and implemen-
tation, it is important to understand the underlying political rationality of member 
states, because member states often act in a way that undermines the intentions of 
the CFP, as was indeed found by the European Court of Auditors in a recent 

It appears that the Commission at times has a tendency to make proposals that 
invite or largely force in particular the AdlP network into the blocking minority 
corner (see Chapter 5 for details). It is important in drafting proposals that the 
Commission acknowledges that no policy or management intervention is better 
than what can be agreed to in the Council and subsequently implemented by the 
member states. It is in other words important to consider how proposals can be 
made more robust in the face of shifting political agendas and more resilient to 
implementation drift. One possible way out of the present political deadlock could 
be that the Commission increasingly moves from the tactical level – improving the 
system within the present path – to act strategically and propose long-term aims 
and to work towards adoption of adequate conservation principles that in a longer 
perspective could be used to strengthen the management performance. This strat-
egy is likely to cause less tension in a short-term perspective and is consequently 
less likely to provoke blocking minority votes. It would allow politicians to sup-
port a more restrictive CFP as the consequences hereof would not be immediately 
felt by their constituencies. In all fairness, it appears that the Commission in recent 
years has chosen such a strategy to some extent (see for instance on the days-at-
sea system in the Baltic Sea in Chapter 6). 

7.4 Mechanisms Preventing Implementation Drift 

In Chapters 3 and 4 describing the management systems of Norway and the Faeroe 
Islands, we found little evidence to support the claim that the conservation agenda 
was challenged to any great extent at the implementation level. In the case of the 
Faeroe Islands, this finding is unsurprising given that Faeroese demersal fish 
stocks are exclusively national and, consequently, managed entirely by one gov-
ernment. The national exclusivity of fish stocks removes the state-level prisoner’s 
dilemma logic facing EU members. Consequently, the Faeroese Home Govern-
ment has no obvious incentives for subverting its own conservation policies. Nor-
way is a far more interesting case for comparison with Denmark, because it shares 

evaluation (2007). This problem has been described particularly in Chapters 5 and 
6, which illustrate that implementation of the CFP is an extreme example of politi-
cised implementation at the national level. Consequently, a prerequisite for im-
proving the performance of the CFP is that the political process is understood and 
taken into account. Consequently, we will argue that unless the power relations in-
fluencing policy-setting and policy-shaping (following Peterson’s classification 
(1995)) are taken into consideration, it seems questionable that conservation con-
cerns will be dominating under the CFP in the near future. 
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two significant characteristics with Denmark, despite not being a member of the 
EU. First is the fact that Norway, like Denmark, manages most major fish stocks 
jointly with other states, which entails potential prisoner’s dilemma situations in 
national implementation. Norway manages several fish stocks jointly with the EU, 
among others, and is highly aware of the insufficiencies of EU implementation of 
TACs. This could, in principle, lead to Norwegian disillusionment regarding the 
point in making a wholehearted implementation effort, although this potential 
problem is reduced by the fact that Norway has significant shares of the TACs that 
are most important to the Norwegian fishing industry. Second is the fact that Nor-
way, like Denmark, has a strong tradition of stakeholder influence in fisheries 
management. Norwegian industry organisations have played a significant role in 
the construction of the implementation system, and are also responsible for several 
specific implementation tasks. In theory, such corporatist management implies a 
potential risk of implementation drift, because stakeholders representing multiple 
political agendas are influential in matters of state administration. Given the simi-
larities between Norwegian and Danish fisheries management, the relative robust-
ness of conservation aims in Norwegian implementation9 calls for an explanation. 

As argued in Chapter 3, the multiplicity of agendas is clearly visible in the Nor-
wegian political decision-making processes. For example, concerns about the in-
dustry’s short-term survival and distributional problems have occasionally chal-
lenged resource conservation as the dominant political value in discussions on the 
size of TACs (Gezelius 2002; Jentoft 1991:11–16; Sagdahl 1992). However, the 
data presented in Chapter 3, as well as previous research (Christensen et al. 2007; 
Gezelius 2003) gives very little support to the hypothesis that conservation aims 
are frequently challenged during the implementation process once these aims have 
been set at the political level. Compared to the EU as represented by the moderate 
case of Denmark (see Chapter 6), the extent to which Norwegian implementation 
of TACs has been treated as a question of administrative realisation of predefined 
political aims is notable. This is especially striking with regard to the role of in-
dustry organisations, which appear to have displayed a relatively high level of ac-
ceptance of basic conservation goals in the implementation discourse. For exam-
ple, the loyalty of the sales organisations in fulfilling their implementation tasks is 
undisputed and the Norwegian Fishermen’s Association is generally perceived by 
the government as a “responsible” actor in the conservation discourse (Gezelius 
2003). 

                                                           
9 While our data does not indicate significant Norwegian implementation drift in relation to basic 
resource conservation aims, Chapter 3 describes Norwegian implementation drift in relation to 
another aspect of a fisheries agreement between Norway and the EU: the spatial separation be-
tween herring quotas in the North Sea and Skagerak, which has been adopted despite Norway’s 
wish to remove it. Norway has deliberately chosen not to enforce this spatial division, and non-
compliance is consequently widespread among Norwegian fishermen (Gezelius 2007b). The ex-
ample illustrates that also Norway occasionally resorts to implementation drift when faced with 
controversial supra-national decisions, and it shows the significance of national autonomy and 
consensus in relation to implementation drift. 
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In Chapter 3, it was argued that the continuity of the Norwegian management 
system was rooted, among other things, in persistent faith in the system’s ability to 
ensure sustainable fishing. This faith has resulted from an absence of enduring10 
fisheries crises in the post-EEZ period, which has been viewed as a sign of the 
functionality of the implementation system. The apparent robustness of the con-
servation agenda in the implementation of TACs is arguably an essential aspect of 
this functionality. 

Several factors contribute to the relative robustness of the conservation agenda 
in implementation, compared to Denmark. The fact that Norway has large shares 
of the TACs for its most important fish stocks,11 which gives Norwegian imple-
mentation a direct impact on the long-term welfare of Norway’s fishing industry, 
is probably a significant factor. However, this can arguably not provide a full ex-
planation because Denmark also has significant shares of several important TACs, 
although they are generally well below Norway’s shares for its major fish stocks.12 
It can be argued that an important factor explaining the relative robustness of the 
conservation agenda in Norwegian implementation is related to national autonomy 
in fisheries management. Despite the fact that both Norway and EU member states 
manage fish stocks jointly with other nations, their levels of national autonomy 
vary significantly. As described in Chapters 5 and 6, the CFP covers a wide range 
of policy areas and establishes strictly defined frames within which member states 
can act. Consequently, there is an extensive transfer of politics from the EU to the 
national level. Moreover, these politics are outcomes of various forms of majority 
decisions, implying that governments may find themselves tied by decisions they 
have opposed. This extensive transfer of majority-made politics tends to trigger 
extensive political debate not only prior to EU decision-making, but also when 
politics are transferred back to the member states. The CFP thus emerges as a two-
level political system: basic fisheries regulations are negotiated at the EU level 

                                                           
10 The Norwegian cod fisheries faced a crisis in 1989/90, but this crisis was short-lived and the 
situation returned to normal within a few years. 
11 Norway has 50% of the TAC for the Northeast Arctic cod and haddock stocks, approximately 
60% of the TAC for Norwegian spring-spawning herring (also commonly referred to as Atlanto-
Scandian herring), approximately 30% of the TAC for North Sea herring, almost 65% of the 
TAC for the North Sea mackerel, and full national control over the TAC for saithe (Government 
of Norway 2007). 
12 Looking at the main quotas for Denmark’s most economically-important species, Denmark has 
44% of the cod TAC (the EU has the entire TAC) for the western Baltic Sea, 23% of the EU’s 
cod quota for the eastern Baltic Sea, 25% of the cod TACs (29% of the EU quota) in the North 
Sea and Skagerak combined, 27% of the herring TACs (35% of the EU quotas) in the North Sea 
and Skagerak combined, 28% of the plaice TACs (the EU has 98% of the TACs) in the North 
Sea and Skagerak combined, and 95% of the EU sandeel quota in the North Sea. With regard to 
Norway lobster, which is second only to cod in terms of economic importance to Denmark, it 
holds 16,5% of the TACs in the North Sea (EU waters) and Skagerak combined, and 95% of the 
EU quota in the North Sea (Norwegian waters) (Government of Denmark 2007, quota figures for 
2007). These figures mainly concern the North Sea and Skagerak, as they contain Denmark’s 
most important fishing grounds, except for the Baltic Sea cod fisheries. 
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and are often subject to a second round of domestic political discourse when trans-
ferred back to the member states, before entering a phase of purely administrative 
implementation. This entails that there is no clear, institutionalised division be-
tween the politics and implementation stages. 

In Chapter 3, it was argued that Foucault’s (1999) concept of “discourse” could 
be fruitful in understanding the demarcation of agendas. Briefly repeated, the con-
cept of “discourse” refers to the often implicit normative boundaries of a given 
field of human interaction. These normative boundaries define legitimate partici-
pants, legitimate perspectives, legitimate values etc. in a given interactive setting. 
If we regard fisheries management as a discourse, the blurred distinction between 
the phases of politics and implementation can be regarded as a blurred distinction 
in terms of the legitimate agendas that can be expressed in the implementation 
phase. The implementation discourse is thus framed so that it opens up the “gar-
bage can” of political agendas (Cohen et al. 1972). The open garbage can poten-
tially threaten the pursuit of original conservation goals and leaves room for a 
prisoner’s dilemma logic in implementation. It thus becomes essential for the EU 
as principal to control its agents – the member states. The need for centralised 
control of EU members might have been less prominent if the national implemen-
tation discourses had been framed as matters of pure administration. It can be ar-
gued that a key difference between Norway and Denmark is related to the framing 
of the implementation discourse, and that this framing partly results from the level 
of political autonomy in fisheries management.  

As is the case for EU members, the TACs restricting Norwegian fisheries are 
set through international negotiations. However, the similarities regarding national 
autonomy largely end there. In contrast to EU regulations, the TACs regulating 
Norwegian fisheries are based on consensus, meaning that the Norwegian gov-
ernment has an effective veto. Moreover, and unlike EU members, Norway is 
generally free to establish its own regulations once a TAC has been set and allo-
cated between contracting parties.13 This means that although TACs are set at the 
international level, the transfer of politics from the international to the national 
level is minimal: it only consists of strictly-limited, routine, consensus-based deci-
sions. The Norwegian enabling legislation leaves the responsibility for setting and 
implementing TACs to the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs. As described 
in Chapter 3, the Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs consults the main in-
dustry organisations when preparing the Norwegian position on the international 
quota negotiations. The major industry organisations are also included as active 
members in the Norwegian delegation in these negotiations. The consensus nature 
of conservation decisions and the crucial roles played by the Ministry of Fisheries 
and Coastal Affairs and major industry stakeholders entail that the main actors in 
implementation are also responsible for the conservation policy. This strongly dis-

                                                           
13 Like other Atlantic coastal states, Norway is party to several bilateral and multilateral agree-
ments regarding control and enforcement, among others, but they do not notably restrict Nor-
way’s autonomy to regulate its fisheries. 
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courages reopening political discussions at the implementation stage, as that 
would imply that implementing agencies question the legitimacy of their own de-
cisions. This is a major difference from the EU, where national governments and 
industry stakeholders especially are often subject to conservation policies over 
which they have had little say and for which they carry little responsibility. The 
Norwegian management system thus has a mechanism that prevents implementa-
tion drift, with no equivalent in the CFP. 

As pointed out in Chapter 3, the Norwegian system of enabling legislation and 
consensus-based TAC decisions entails that implementation is by and large classi-
fied as an administrative issue. The perception of TAC implementation as an ad-
ministrative task is also partly a result of its routine, long-term, complex, and 
technical nature. TAC implementation has developed incrementally through shift-
ing political leaderships and its complexity tends to exceed the competence of 
politicians. The Foucauldian perspective implies that framing implementation as 
an administrative discourse means that it is shaped and restricted according to the 
norms of civil service. The administrative discursive frame limits the room for 
discussing which political aims to pursue in implementation. The focus on conser-
vation goals in the implementation of conservation policies has largely been tacit 
and taken for granted within this discursive frame. It is consequently typical of the 
development of the Norwegian implementation system that the implementation 
agenda has largely been shaped by the administration’s perceived need for im-
proved implementation tools rather than the shifting priorities of shifting political 
leaderships.14 The system has thus largely emerged as a long-term, incremental 
bottom-up process driven by experienced insufficiencies in the ability of present 
implementation to realise the original policy goals.  

It is likely that the co-responsibility of major industry organisations in conser-
vation decisions encourages a certain discipline in terms of accepting conservation 
goals at the implementation stage. However, this does not exclude stakeholder in-
fluence from also representing a latent challenge to these goals, especially when 
conservation has severe consequences in terms of distributional conflicts or the 
welfare of specific groups. In that regard, it is important to keep in mind the 
asymmetrical nature of Norwegian corporatism. As pointed out in Chapter 3, the 
interaction between the industry and the state administration is not an equal power 
relationship. The continued influence of the industry organisations rests on the ex-
tent to which they are included and taken seriously by the state administration. 
Consequently the industry organisations must keep to the state administration’s 
frame of discourse in order to remain influential. 

The institutionalisation of the strictly-framed implementation discourse has ar-
guably been facilitated by the absence of enduring resource crises in Norwegian 
fisheries since 1977. This absence has meant that conservation measures have not 
seriously threatened the short-term welfare of large groups and have not triggered 
destructive distributional conflicts, although distribution has often been extremely 

                                                           
14 Chapter 3 points to some deviations from this general pattern. 
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challenging. Consequently, the agendas of short-term welfare and political peace 
have by and large not been pressing enough to alter the frame of the discourse on 
implementation of conservation aims and cause implementation drift. The absence 
of enduring crises has arguably also increased the faith in the ability of the imple-
mentation system to prevent stock collapse, despite perceived insufficiencies in 
the implementation by other states exploiting the same fish stocks. Faith in the 
system has at least been strong enough to maintain the frames of the implementa-
tion discourse and thereby prevent frustration with the implementation of other 
states from triggering any extensive prisoner’s dilemma behaviour in Norwegian 
implementation. 

7.5 Conclusion 

Table 7.1 summarises the comparison between Denmark and Norway with regard 
to factors influencing the chances of implementation drift. In the Danish case, the 
combination of low national autonomy and extensive transfer of politics from the 
international to the national level invites political debate at the national level re-
garding the political goals to be implemented. This tendency is arguably rein-
forced by the limited responsibility carried by industry stakeholders for the politi-
cal decisions to be implemented. In Denmark’s case, these factors have defined 
implementation as a discourse that is partly political and partly administrative. The 
blurred distinction between politics and administration in the implementation dis-
course has opened up the “garbage can” of multiple, partly conflicting agendas in 
fisheries management and legitimised strategic adaptation by actors who disagree 
with the goals to be implemented or do not wish to carry the costs of goal 
achievement. Consequently, the implementation discourse has been framed in a 
manner that invites prisoner’s dilemma-like behaviour in national implementation, 
especially as each CFP member knows that the implementation discourse is likely 
to be similarly framed in other EU states. The prisoner’s dilemma dynamic in CFP 
implementation has triggered problems that are typical of principal-agent rela-

compliance. 
Denmark and Norway are interesting cases for comparison because they seem 

to differ in terms of implementation drift despite having significant characteristics 
in common. They are both states with strong fisheries sectors, a tradition of corpo-
ratist fisheries management, and are tasked with implementing conservation deci-
sions made at the international level. Both consequently face conditions that pro-
mote implementation drift. In explaining different levels of implementation drift, 
we have emphasised the importance of power structures in decision-making. 
While the Danish Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries is to a great extent 
tasked with implementing various forms of international majority decisions, the 
Norwegian Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs is always a consenting 

tionships: effective control and the provision of proper incentives for agent 
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partner to international conservation decisions. The main Norwegian industry 
stakeholders have also been included in the decision-making process to the extent 
that they emerge as co-responsible for conservation policies. In contrast to Denmark, 
the politics transferred from the international to the national level are strictly lim-
ited and routine-based. All of these factors discourage a highly-politicised imple-
mentation discourse in Norway. We have argued that, in Norway’s case, the com-
bination of large national shares of important TACs, national autonomy, enabling 
legislation and asymmetrical corporatism has shaped and restricted the implemen-
tation discourse in a manner that leaves little room for implementation drift. It can 
be hypothesised that the absence of enduring fisheries crises has enhanced basic 
trust in the system’s functionality, hence allowing these frames of the implementa-
tion discourse to become institutionalised and tacitly accepted. 

Table 7.1. Factors influencing chances of implementation drift 

 National 
fisheries 
management 
autonomy 

Shares of 
TACs for 
important 
stocks 

Transfer of 
politics from 
international 
to national 
level 

Stakeholders’ 
responsibility 
for conserva-
tion decisions 

Framing of im-
plementation 
discourse 

Denmark Low  
International 
majority de-
cisions 

Variable Extensive 
Covers all 
major policy 
areas 

Low Blurred distinc-
tion between 
politics and im-
plementation 

Norway High  
International 
consensus 
decisions 

High Highly lim-
ited  
Only TACs 
and national 
allocations 

High Implementation 
framed as a 
civil service is-
sue 

 
The study upon which this volume is based chose a comparative case approach 

for its ability to sensitise us to issues that might have been taken for granted in a 
single-case study. A comparative approach also inevitably raises the question of 
which general lessons can be learned, if any. In Chapter 1, it was argued that the 
generalising ambition of a study dealing with a matter as complex and context-
dependent as fisheries management must necessarily be modest. That said, our 
comparison of implementation drift and its causes points to explanatory mecha-
nisms that may have significant relevance beyond our selection of cases (Glaser & 
Strauss 1967; Ragin 1994). These mechanisms mainly consist of interplay be-
tween a series of power forms and power relations in fisheries management. One 
such power relation concerns the autonomy of the state in fisheries management, 
i.e. the extent to which supranational actors are authorised to impose politics on 
the state. The actual effects of this authority depend, among other things, on con-
trol and sanctions executed by supranational principals. The necessity of control 
and sanctions by supranational principals partly depends on the tacit, implicit 
power of discourse frames in national implementation. These discursive structures 
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in turn depend on power relations between the state administration and political 
actors. The extent to which a given management regime entails a risk of imple-
mentation drift depends on the interplay between these power structures. For ex-
ample, a high degree of national autonomy and enabling legislation facilitate the 
framing of the implementation discourse as a matter of civil service. When the 
implementation discourse is so framed, a high level of stakeholder influence in 
implementation may not generate a high risk of implementation drift, provided 
that the state administration maintains the power to discipline, ignore or exclude 
stakeholders who attempt to challenge this discourse frame. The risk of implemen-
tation drift in a corporatist system further decreases if stakeholders share responsi-
bility for the political decisions to be implemented. 

 

 

Fig. 7.3. Factors influencing implementation drift 

We have argued that our comparative analysis of implementation drift and its 
causes focuses on a series of power relations and power forms. Figure 7.3 illus-
trates how these aspects of power work in a causal mechanism affecting imple-
mentation drift. We have emphasised two main factors influencing the risk of im-
plementation drift. First, the framing of the national implementation discourse is a 
crucial factor in producing risks of implementation drift. In cases where the na-
tional implementation discourse is open to deliberation over basic political goals, 
the second factor – power and control by the international principal – becomes 
important to prevent implementation drift. We have ascribed the high risk of im-
plementation drift in the Danish case to the combination of vague boundaries be-
tween political and implementation discourses and the EU’s limited capacity to 
ensure that its members adhere to the goals of EU policy.  

We have emphasised several factors that influence the shaping of the imple-
mentation discourse. First is stakeholder influence in the implementation process, 

National 
autonomy 

Stakeholder  
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Power of state 
administration 
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plementation 
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Risk of  
implementation 
drift 

Stakeholder 
responsibility 
for political  
goals 

Power and 
control by  
international 
principal 

National share of 
managed resource 
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which potentially brings multiple agendas into the discourse. Second and third are 
the degree of national autonomy and national shares of the managed resource, 
both of which influences the receptiveness of state agencies to reopening the po-
litical debate at the implementation level. We have argued that the potential of 
stakeholder influence to bring multiple agendas into the implementation discourse 
depends on the relative power relationship between industry organisations and the 
state administration, as well as the extent to which industry organisations emerge 
as responsible for the decisions to be implemented. 

It would be naive to assert that these mechanisms are bound to work in similar 
ways under all conceivable conditions. Our selection of cases only covers a lim-
ited range of all the relevant conditions for implementation that can be found. 
Consequently, the applicability of this knowledge has to be critically assessed on a 
case-to-case basis. That said, it is reasonable to hypothesise that the mechanisms 
for implementation drift explored here are relevant far beyond our limited selec-
tion of cases. Even in cases where the causal mechanisms may work differently, 
influenced by factors that we have not addressed here, the elements of the causal 
model outlined in Fig. 7.3 should be relevant for consideration. 
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